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ABrBAcT

This study is an interpretation of the historical events recorded in the Codex Colombino-Becker. Beginning with the earliest
known appearances of the parts of this document, Its owners are
traced and a survey made of scholarly thought concerning its text.
The physical dimensions and. internal structure of the manuscript are
described, and these form the basis for re-grouping the present seven
franents into three larger sections.
All the scenes of the codex are described and. discussed in detail. The events are found to be occurring within a broader context
that Is not expressed in the pictorial content of the manuscript,
but which must be understood in order for the individual scenes to
become meaningful. The discovery aM anaLysis of this larger context has enabled much of the material in the codex to be integrated
into a more coherent history in this study than has been possible
heretofore.
The text of the Colombino-Becker is basically an account of the
major political events in

8 Deer's

rise to prominence in the Mixteca,

showing only his public and. official activities that directly relate
to his obtaining power. Ultimately he succeeded in gaining control
of a wide area and founded a nascent empire, but his murder by 14.
Wind before he could establish an hereditary empire caused his political achievements to be destroyed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Long before the arrival of the Spanish in the New World, the
Mixtec Indians of Mexico evolved a pictorial system for recording
the events they wished to remember. This system reached a high
degree of interrelated artistic, linguistic, and. representational
complexity, and enabled them to paint lengthy documents on folded
strips of animal hide. Mzst of these manuscripts are now lost,
destroyed by time, accidents, and. the zeal of the conquering SpanlEh,
but a few have survived.
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
scholars held conflicting opinions regarding the nature of these
Mixtec texts, but by the beginning of the present century a body of
reliable information began to be built up • The manuscripts were
found to contain two different types of data: the lines of genealogical descent of the ruling families in various areas of the Mixteca, and the outstanding activities of a few of the most important
individuals of that ruling class • Both types of information often
occur in the same text.
Interpretations of these manscripts may therefore contribute
significantly to the reconstruction of the pre-Hispanic history and
culture of the )1ixtecs. The detailed analysis of a single document
can be of particular value, for each separate text presents a
coherent view of a segment of that total history. The present
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study is to be an interpretation of the pictorial contents of one
such Mixtec manuscript, the Codex Colombino-Becker.
Since a codex will reflect the knowledge -- that Is, the traditions -- of its painters at the time and. place in which It is
created, the history recorded in one manuscript may differ either
slightly or significantly from that given in another. Such differences between texts are not necessarily errors in need of correction
but rather may be evidence of divergent traditions, and as such are
potentially sources of important information. These variations may
not only supply costplementary or additional data that clarify the
events concerned, but more importantly, they may reveal social and.
political factors affecting the different areas of the Mixteca by
showing changes in the emphasis accorded to different persons or
occurrences.
It I. therefore very undesirable to attempt to force the data
of one manuscript into the framework of another text, since this
would. mask the very differences that might be the most informative.
Rather, each codex needs to be studied separately to determine Its
individual statement of Nixtec history. Not only is this the best
way to comprehend the full amount of information an artist may put
into his work, but also it 1$ the only way in which all the particular individual nuances of each artist's style and usage may be discovered. Not until this has been done for all the surviving Mixtec
documents will there actually be a secure basis upon which to
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distinguish differing traditions, those individual selections that
are a matter of personal artistic choice, and information that may
simply be erroneous.
If there is no single uniform history of the Mixtecs that may
be imposed upon all these manuscripts, there are still a series of
localised histories which may be in general accord although varying
individually in both information and emphases. For persons or events
to be depicted in a codex is clearly an indication of their importance in at least the tradition recorded in that particular text,
and, the appearance of these same data in several manuscripts should
signify that this importance was wide-spread and not merely local.
Direct conflicts in f&cts, and the omission from one text of information found in another, may both reflect different local tradition. In addition, however, omissions may also reveal the existence
of other social and. political factors, for Mixtec painters did not
normally depict unfavourable information concerning the area or
person. whose history they were recording. It is the data upon
which all the texts agree that should ultimately become the basis
of a general history of the )(ixteca, while the remaining information
may apply only to a particular region or even to a single town.
The text of the Codex Colombino-Becker is entirely historical,
and primarily concerns the political events of the rise to power
of the great Mixtec ruler named 8 Deer, ending with scenes from the
life of his young murderer, Ii. Wind. The manuscript is now scattered

1.

in seven fragments, four of these being in Mexico where they are
called the Codex Colombino, while the other three are in Vienna
and. are named the Codex Becker 1. 2 me extant text is incomplete,

parts of the original still being lost.
Since the manuscript is badly fragmented, its pieces must first
be restored to their correct sequence before a meaningful study of
the text can be uertaken. This restoration is essential, for an
improper order of the surviving parts would alter the sequence of the
historical events in the manuscript. As already noted,

it is

not

possible to determine the arrangement of the text of one codex by
comparing it with another similar document, f or each may derive from
a somewhat different tradition and consequntly have different emphases or variations in the sequences of events. It is therefore
necessary to examine the original fragments themselves for clues,
and for this purpose I made several trips to Mexico and Vienna to
study the Colombino and the Becker. I was able at those times to
take numerous measurements of them, and. to study them under ultraviolet light or through a microscope. All descriptions and. physical
data cited in this study and not specifically credited to another

1lnventory number 35-50, Museo Nacional de Antropologfa,
t4xico, D. F.
2lnventory number 60306, Museum fUr lfl5lkerkunde, Vienna • The
Roman numeral designation of this codex, necessary only to distinguish it from the Codex Becker II, will normally be omitted in this
study.
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source, are drawn from my examinations of these original manuscripts.
The present study will be concerned with interpreting the
pictorial text of the Codex Colombino-Becker to determine its versian of the lives of 8 Deer and Ii. Wind. As a consequence of the
problems outlined above, no attempt will be made to resolve the
differences among the extant Mixtec texts concerning these two men
or to create a single 'correct' account of their histories, although
some of the variations found in other manuscripts will be utilised
in interpreting the Coloabino-Becker.
Foremost among those scholars whose research established the
nature of the Mixtec codices was Alfonso Caso. Working over a
period of years and with almost no previous studies to guide him,
he was eventually able to decipher many of the conventions and complexities in these manuscripts and so enable their texts to be understood for the first time in several centuries • He is thus the true
founder of th. field of Mixtec historical-genealogical studies, and
it is upon his work that all subsequent studies are based. During
these years he was necessarily principally engaged in basic research
work to define this area of specialisation and to determine the
native system of iconography, rather than in the detailed exploration of specific problems. It is a measure of his success in clarifying many of these complex data, that specialists are now free to
concentrate upon refining and expanding the concepts he has outlined,
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and It should certainly be no reflection upon the quality of his
work if these later students are able to propose interpretations
that go beyond those he suggested.
The present Colombino-Becker study Is of course based upon
this foundation created by Caso. Both Caso (1966) and Karl A.
Nowotny (1961) have made studies of all or part of the ColonibinoBecker, but these have been primarily descriptive rather than interpretive. While descriptions are also basic to the work that follows
here, they are

intended only as the foundation for interpretations

concerning the meaning of the individual scenes and the significance
of the overall context within which those events occur. By concentrating my analysis upon only the Colombino-Becker, I hope to
achieve a more fully integrated interpretation of Its text than is
found in these earlier studies. Successive scenes in this codex
are organised into lengthy, continuous narratives, and, the determination of their larger context should not only yield a better insight into the events themselves, but also reveal more clearly the
Mixtecs' view of their own history.
All the Mixtec historical-genealogical codices share a common
body of pictorial conventions concerning the representation of
dates, place signs, names of persons, important crises in the humai
life cycle, and many otbr activities. The meanings and uses of
these conventions, which have been determined by different workers
over a period of years, have been summarised and discussed In
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detail by Mary Elizabeth nith (1975: 2 0-51i. ).

The terminology em-

ployed in the present study normally agrees closely with that used
by ith (19 6 5; 1966; 1975) in her works on the Colonibino-Becker
and other Mixtec manuscripts, and in her translation of Caso's
(1966)

notes on the Colombino-Becker. Such variations as may occur

here are usually the result of my interpretation differing from that
of Caso; because the Idenity of some of the objects drawn in the
codices is not now known, I have preferred to use a descriptive
phrase rather than to inject a name or function from a non-Mixtec
culture.
Each individual shown in these historical-genealogical codices
normally bears two different names: a calendar name indicating the
day of birth, and a more individualistic personal name. This
latter name is essential for distinguishing between persons who
were born on the same day and hence have the same calendar name.
In the Colombino-Becker, however, there are few duplications of
calendar names and hence few occasions for confusion between ind.ividuals on this basis. As a consequence, the use of personal
names becomes redundant and will be omitted in this study except
when ambiguity might result. When used, these names are given
within quotation marks, with diagonal (/) lines separating the
various elements that comprise the name.
Since both men and women share the same limited universe of
calendar names, the writing of these names is customarily preceded
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by the appropriate male or female biological symbol as a further
aid. in distinguishing between individuals. All but a very few of
the figures in the Colombino-Becker are male, however, and therefore
only the female biological symbol () has been retained in this
study; it will be used preceding the calendar tames of all women.
All other calendar names are those of males.
Many objects and numbers in day and year dates, and calendar
and personal names, have been damaged or obliterated in the original
fragments of the Colombino-Becker. A short dash (--) will be used
here in place of those elements that have been totally erased, and a
question mark will follow numbers or identifications that now seem
doubtful. The locations of scenes in all the Mixtec codices will be
specified by the page and band number where the event is painted,
this system having been evolved by Caso in his many studies. Different methods of numbering are found in the various available reproductions of these manuscripts, but in the interest of clarity and
consistency, Arabic numbers will be used here only for pages, and.
Roman numerals only for bands, for all texts.
Other Mixtec historical-genealogical codices contain information that may verify, expend, explain, or occasionally contradict
the evidence of the Colombino-Becker, and in addition these also
furnish the only clues to the data that mi&at have been contained
within its lost pages. Of such texts, those moat relevant to the
events depicted in the Colombino-Becker are: the Zouche-Nuttall
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'Reverse'

and 'Obverse', Bodley, Selden, and Vindobonensis Re-

verse. 1 The main contributions of the Vindobonensis Reverse and.
Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' are genealogical background relating to 8
Deer's family. The Selden supplies extensive information on the
life of 6 1krnkey, mother of 1 Wind. The Bodley is the prime
source for 1 Wind hiuislf, and also contains detailed genealogies
for 8 Deer's family and marriages as veil as other details of his
life.
The Coloinbino-Becker

has its closest connexions, however, with

the Zouche-Nuttal]. 'Reverse', 2 which also pictures the political

The Zouche-Iluttall, also called the Codex
Nuttali, is catalogued as Md. 1. 39671 at the

Zouche or Codex
British Museum,
London. The manuscript is painted on both faces, each of which is
actually a separate and distinct text • The Bodley bears inventory
number 2858, and the Slden, number 3155, both at the Bodlelan
Library, Oxford. The Vindobonensis is inventoried as Bibl. Pal.
Vind. Cod. 1xic. 1 at the Osterreichiache Nationalbibliothek,

Vienna. Its two faces are painted with separate and. unrelated texts,
only that on its Reverse side being an integral member of the Mixtec
historical-genealogical group.

2 1 have previously demonstrated ( 1 969b) that the 'Reverse' face
of the Zouche-Nuttall was painted before the 'Obverse' side and. so
is actually the original manuscript. To avoid confusion, however,
I have retained the names by which the two sides have long been
known, but placed them within quotation marks to indicate that the
terms are no longer directly applicable.
The only available reproduction of the Zouche-Nuttall is a
lithograph issued in 19CQ, with mOtes by Zelia Nuttall. Unfortunately, this publication deviates considerably from the form of the
original codex, moat importantly in that the first two pages of the
'Reverse' text have been transposed to the 'Obverse' face following
the final scene of that side. Neither the reproduction nor
Nuttall's notes indicates this change, but her study shows plainly
that she was aware of an intimate connexion between the 'Reverse'
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events of B Deer's life but breaks off, incomplete, before reaching
his death. While the texts of the two codices are often in agreement, there are also important differences between them, and their
emphases vary considerably. Smith (1966: 166-170) has pointed out
the differing importance accorded in each manuscript to specific
towns in different areas of Oaxaca, and. concluded from this that
the account of 8 Deer's life presented In the Colombino-Becker reflects the tradition of Tututepec and the coastal area of Oaxaca,
while that in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' represents the tradition
of Tilantongo in the Mixteca Alta.
Some attempts have been made to divide the extant Mixtec
codicea on the basis of their supposed pre- or post-Hispanic origin,
or upon their composition before or after an approximate date, but
inherent difficulties make all such schemes speculative and unsatis-

text and the two pages printed at the end. of the 'Obverse' side of
the facsimile • Some of the errors in this l9C edition have also
been moted briefly by Cotti. Burland. (1957) and Case
Because of the transfer of the two 'Reverse' pages and the omission of all the bank pages of the original manuscript, the page
numbers of the 19CQ reproduction do not correspond to the numbers
assigned the original codex about 1919 after it became the permanent
property of the British Museum (Troika n.d.b). Although the Museum's numbering system will doubtless be used in future facsimile
editions, the pagination of the lithograph must be referred to In
the present study since no other reproduction is available. Ro yever, in order to clarify that such references are to the paginatkn
of the reproduction and not that of the original codex, all citations of material in the Zouche-Nuttall will be preceded by the 19)2
publication date of this lithograph.

(i966 i-].6).
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factory. Smith (1973: 19), after giving a concise suninary of such
efforts, concluded:
In the case of strictly genealogical manuscripts...it is
likely that the native ruler who commissioned the inanuscript would be seeking a pictorial record that culminated
in his generation or that of his children. However, in
the case of Colombino-Becker I, which is devoted to the
biography of an...(earlier] hero, it is always possible
that this manuscript was a much later copy of an earlier
manuscript or was merely telling a story that was centuries
old at the time the manuscript was painted.
Thus even if the internal dates given In the Colombino-Becker could
be satisfactorily correlated with the modern calendar, these would
not necessarily Indicate the time at which the codex was actually
painted. Until a reliable method is discovered for the accurate
dating of ancient manuscripts, it will not be possible to make any
valid estimation of the age of this codex.
Even though It is not yet possible to determine the times at
which moat of the surviving

I4ixtec

codices were painted, a very uful

distinction may still be msde between those texts whose composition
shows some European characteristics, and those that do not reveal
any such influence (Robertson 1959). Although the lack of Spanish
traits in a document cannot be taken as an iniallible indication of
its pre-Hispanic origin, since manuscripts without such elements
are known to have been painted in the early Colonial period, the appearance of European elements in a text clearly demonstrates a post Contact origin. The

Colombino-Becker

is painted entirely in the

native style, without any discernible Spanish influences.
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In my previous research concerning the overall chronology of
the dates found in the surviving historical-genealogical codices, I
have reached conclusions that differ from those of Caso regarding
the equation of the Mixtec dates with the Christian era. Some
potential discrepancies have also been pointed out by H. B. Ilicholson
(1967 a : 258),

who considered that Caso's temporal sequence should be

taken as a stimulating working hypothesis, with full cognizance of
some fragile links', and subject to modification by new lnformaticn
or more convincing arguments. Until these problems are resolved and.
a single unified chronology proposed that will adequately cover a]].
the individuals in these manuscripts, it seems best to refrain from
equating the Mixtec cycle with the modern calendar.
An internal chronology for the Colombino-Becker is necessary,
however, even

though the time span of the text is not great. Be-

cause these larger chronological problems have no

bearing upon the

relative sequence of the Mixtec years but refer only to their equations with the modern calendar, in the present study all events
will be dated by reference to the age of an important individual,
such as 8 Deer. To facilitate these references, Figure 1 depicts
two consecutive Mixtec cycles of 52 years, end shows the relative
life-spans of B Deer, 12 Movement, and 1 Wind. In addition, Figure
2 lists the proper sequence of the 260 named days of the calendar
round.
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FIGURE 1.
Mixtec cycles of years, showing the relative life-spans of 8 Deer,
12 I.bveinent, and 14. Wind,
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FIGUPE 2.
days of the Mixtec calendar cycle.
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The stwLy of the Codex Coloinbino-Becker which follows here has
been organised into eight chapters. All that is known concerning
the early owners of the two documents is summarised in Chapter II,
and. a general survey made of scholarly comment on the pictorial
contents. A wide range of physical information about the surviving
fragments is discussed in Chapter III, and these data, combined with
evidence from the Internal structure of the manuscript, enable the
seven fragments to be combined into three sections • The pictorial
text of these three sections is then discussed in Chapters IV through
VIII: Section I, in ChapterB IV and V; Section II, in Chapter VI;
and Section III, in Chapters VII and VIII. Each scene of the codex
is presented fully in order to obtain a valid Interpretation of its
meaning. In Chapter IX, which concludes this study, all the events
of the manuscript are sumv'rised within the most complete context
now possible. These conclusions reflect my interpretation of Mixtec
history as it is uniquely expressed In the Codex Colombino-Becker.
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CBAPTER II
TEE HIrORY OF THE CODEX COLOMBINO-BECKER

The times and circumstances in which the original Codex Colombino-Becker became divided are not known, nor how the seven surviving fragments became grouped into two separate documents. Prior b
the time each manuscript reached its respective museum late in the
nineteenth century, information concerning the ownership or even
the whereabouts of the texts is usually sketchy and often oblique.
This is unfortunate because the identification of the early owners
might contribute to determining the locality in which the codex was
painted. Since the data are so scanty, I have thought it appropriate
to quote all statements in full and as originally written, particularly because some printed accounts appear to be deliberately imprecise.
TEE CODEX COLOMBINO
Of the two manuscripts, much more is known of the whereabouts
of the Colosabino than of the Becker during the centuries following
the arrival of the Spanish in Mexico. The introduction of the
Spanish alphabet for writing the native languages enabled literate
Indians to leave records in their own tongue, and on all the pages
of the Colombino there are now a long series of glosses in Mixtec
that end with an apparent date of the year ll. These glosses,
which have been carefully studied and analysed by ith

(1963;

17

1966),

record the names and boundaries of a number of localities on

the coast of Oaxaca that had once been subservient to the important
town of Tututepec. Through archival documents Smith

278; 1966: 1%, 19, 171)

end Caso

(1966: chart

(1963: 2 77-

foflowing page

8)

have traced the history of the cacicaz gQ of Tututepec, and. have
identified the name of Don Pedro de Alvarado that appears in several
of these glosses as that of the caciue of Tututepec from

l22

to

17.
ith

(1966: 171)

has also suggested that the Colombino could

have been among the papers later acquired by Francisco Piinentel de
Guzrnu y Alvarado when he became caci g ue of Tututepec about the
middle of the seventeenth century, and then subsequently inherited
by his son and successor AgustCn Canoe Pimentel dc Guzmn y Alvarado. In

1717 the

latter was involved in a land. dispute with a

neighbouring town and as evidence in support of his claims presented
a document described by the court interpreter as a 'mapa de pintura',
which ith

(1963: 2 83-2 88 1966: 12, l6)

has identified as the

Codex Colombino. The earliest surviving description of the manuscript is made by this interpreter:1

General de is Naci6n, Mexico: VCnculos, vol. 272,
exp. 10, fols. 42 rev.-li. 3 rev. Printed versions and English
translations may be found in Heinnich Berlin (1911.7: 143) and Smith

1 Archivo

(1963: 284; 1966 : 77-78, 173-1714).
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.abiend.o registrado un mapa de pintura yal pie deellas
las letras decurso antlguo en cuartetas d.c poco mac decuarta dc largo cadauna y un genie d.c ancho ysiendo todos
dc beinte cuatro que medidas por baras tubieron slete y
media con poca difirensia...y laultima cuarteta d.c dicha
mapa y pintura consta aberse figurado ci ao d.c nil quinientos y quarenta yuno -The Mexican vara of this period is some 83,8 centimetres long
(Haggard 19]il: 81 i.). On this basis the approximately seven and onehalf varas specified for the length of the 'mapa' would be about

628.5 centimetres; and the slightly more than one-quarter of a vara
given for the length of each page would equal somewhat more than
20.95 centimetres. These figures compare favourably with modern
measurements of the Colombino, its total length being a little more
than 611 centimetres and. its average page length being slightly over
25 centimetres (Troike l970a: 2119). The Colombino was therefore
already in its present form by the time the boundary glosses of the
coastal sites were written on it, perhaps as early as 1511.1 and
certainly before the 1717 lawsuit.
Following this 1717 utilisation of the Codex Colombino there
is no subsequent concrete knowledge of the manuscript for some lli.6
years, until about 1863. After this latter date, however, a number
of its owners can be traced, ufltil ultimately in 1892 it became
the property of the Museo Nacional d.c ArqueologIa, Historla y Etnograr{a of Mexico, now the Museo Nacional d.c Antropoiog(a. Some of
the most important evidence for this period is found In a letter
from Aifredo Chavero to Francisco Paso y Troncoso, dated 10 June
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1901, and. published by the former. In it Chavero responded to
criticisms that several manuscripts he had recently published were
not authentic documents, and defended one of these, the 'codex in
the tin box 1 , by relating how it had. been in the possession of perSons who also owned the Colombino and. the Codex Dehesa. Although
this account has been noted. by Jesus Galind.o y Villa (1923: 2714.) aid
briefly summarised by Caso (19 66 : 13), these Chavero remarks concerning the Coloabino have never been reprinted, despite their importance. The part referring to the Colombino is as follows (Chavero
1901: 14...):
Empecemos por ci c6d.ice ('in the tin box']. Ud.
piensa que 10 coapr
cierta persona, quien Ud. supone
ci faleificador. En esto va Ud. equivocado. Al1 por ci
ao de 1863 lo vi en poder del Lic. D. Manuel Cardoso, ya
con an caja dc hojalata: au co los otros dos publicados con los nombres d.c Coloabino y Dehesa. El primero
deda haberlo heredado d.c sus padres, y icr prenda antiqulsima d.c familia. En ci iltiao fundaba an opini6n d.c
que los mexicanos tenan la tradici6n del paraso, del
manzano y la serplente. Ms tarde, por 1869, ya muerto
ci Lie. Cardoso, .1 corredor D. Primitivo Sobrino, persona auy conocida en Mhlco, me dijo que estaba encargado
d.c vender algunos objetos de la testamentarla d.c aquel, y
la viuda los códices
me mostró los tres c6dices. Compr
y unas cajas de raps: y como la yenta se hizo por aedio
d.c corredor, debo tener ci recibo entre ale papeles. Entonces los conoció D Manuel Orozco y Berra, y no ies
puso reparo. Ms tarde hube d.c vender mis manuscritos y
pinturas jereglificas al Sr. D. Francisco Iturbe; y ahl
iban los c6dices, otros que conservo y ci ].lenzo de las
fundaciones de los franciscanos. AlgtSn tiempo despus mi
buen amigo ci Sr. Iturbe consintió en que rescatara yo
mis cosas, con solo la d.evoiuci6n d.c la cantidad recibida.
En esto intervinieron ci Sr. Dr. Luclo y ci corredor D.
Jose M. Prez. Los don han muerto; pero vive todavia en
Parfs ci Sr. Iturbe, quien puede testificar ia verdad de
estos hechos.
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El Sr. Prez me pidi6 como corretaja "el c6dice d.e
la caja de hoja de latati, como lo ilamaba l. Los otros
dos pasaron poder del Sr. Lucio, en uno de tantos cambios de antigUedades y objetos de arte, que continuamente
haclamos: lo cual pueden tanib1n testificar sus hijos que
aim viven. Ms tarde los adquiri6 el mismo Sr. Prez.
Su hijo Daniel debe recordar tod.o esto. Segthi me refiri6
dicho Sr. Prez, vendi6 los c6dices, dos en Puebla y uno
en Veracruz. 14sf se explica coma uno fu
dar poder
del Sr. Dehesa, y otro pertenecla al Sr. Doreaberg.
Mucho tiempo despus vinieron de Puebla venderme
ci de la caja de hojalata, pues aim is conservaba.
Pars cerciorarme ms dc la Identidad del códice, lo he
mostrado al Sr. Lic. D. Miguel Serrano, sobrino del Sr.
Cardoso con quien vivfa coma hijo, y lo ha reconocido.

Chavero's letter is characterised. by the names of a number of
persons, most of them already dead, and by a scarcity of fixed dates.
The two years of 1863 and 1869 are given only as approximations, aid
the times of subsequent events are very vaguely specified, even tt
of the sale and repurchase of his own collection, which he should
certainly remember clearly. While it is necessary to keep in mind
that in 1901 Chavero was writing at the age of 60 years about inci-

dents that had happened considerably esrli.a -- nearly li. 0 years before,
for his first recollections of the manuscripts -- it also seems
obvious that he was attempting to conceal the identity of some of
the persons with whom he had dealings. However, inasmuch as Chav o's
letter contain. the first concrete information on the Colombino
since 1717, aM also traces its movements for approximately the
next 20 years, the data are worth exploring.
Manuel Cardoso was a lawyer who lived in the city of Puebla.
He owned at least three codices: the Dehesa, which he had found in
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an old judicial file (Chavero

1892 :

xxii); the 'codex

in the tin

box', on whose acquisition there is no information; and the Colombino. This would seem to indicate his sustained interest in such
manuscripts, as does the fact that he did not dispose of any of
these during his lifetime. Of Cardoso's ownership of the Colombino,
Chavero's letter reports only that he had inherited It from his
parents as a very old family heirloom, a statement which does at
least make clear that It was not Cardoso himself who first acquirel
the codex. Cardoso's nephew Miguel Serrano Daza, mentioned as having

resided with him, was a lawyer and teacher who was born in 1811.2

and died in

1916.

Chavero bought all three manuscripts from Car4kso's estate
about

1869,

sold them with his own collection of documents to Itur-

be, then bought the whole collection back with the assistance of Dr.
Lucio and the broker Jose U. Prez. Prez requested the 'codex in
the tin box' as his commission for assisting in this latter transaction, while the Dehesa and Colombino went to Rafael Lucio Njera,
a wellsknown medical doctor of the period who survived until
In

18611. Lucio lied published a small

1886.

book on Mexican paintings of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in

which he denigated the

artistic value of the pre-Kispanic native paintings. It is therefore not surprising that he did not retain the Colombino and Dehesa,
both being acquired later by Prez.
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Chavero then implies that Prez sold the Colozabino to Dorenberg' in Puebla, the 'codex in the tin box' to an unnamed party
also in Puebla, and the Dehesa to Teodoro A. Dehesa in Veracruz,
but this was not precisely the case for the Dehesa. Nine years
earlier Chavero (i82: xxii) had written that after the death of
Cardoso this codex 'pas6 poco ml Sr. lgar de Veracruz', and.
only after the latter's death had it become Dehesa's; Chavero made
no mention at that time of is or Lucio's ownership, nor of either
dealer. Since Chavero was not concerned in his 1901 letter with
the fortunes of the Dehesa codex, it is possible that Sr. Dehesa
was mentioned only as the ultimate owner and not as the person to
whoa Prez sold the codex directly. However, these variations in
the Dehesa data indicate the possibility that the Coloinbino might
also have been involved, in still other changes of hand which are
not specified in

letter.

All these transactions involving Jose MarIa P&ez Hernndez,
the liberal fighter and military writer who acted as dealer for the
several sales, can be dated as occurring no later than 1879, the
year of his death. By that date, therefore, the Colombino must
have been in Dorenberg's hands if it passed directly to him from
Prez. However, the earliest information definitely connecting

2The spelling of Dorenberg's name with an m rather than an
n, as seen in Chavero's letter cited above, occurs sporadically
throughout the literature.
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Dorenberg with the codex dates only from

1888. In 1887-1888 Eduard

Seler, the great German student of Mesoamerican manuscripts, was
making a trip through North America and about the middle of July,

1888, reached

Puebla. His mention of the Colombino is brief but in-

formative (Seler

1889: 263):

Dazu fanden vir im Besitz einea Deutechen, Herrn Consul
Dorenberg, der such eine schöne Samalung mexikanischer
Alterthumer scm elgen nennt, einen Codex, schöne site
mexikanische Bild.ermalerei mit Inachriften, vie ci
scheint in id.xtekischer Sprache. Diesen copirten vir,
vozu uns Herr Dorenberg freundlichst die Erlaubniss gab
-- das heisat, ich zeichnete ihn d.urch, und. C. (Caecilie
Seler-Sacha, his wife] colorirte ihn, und so vurd.en ci,
-- statt der zvei Tage, die vir in Puebla zu bleiben
gedachten, vierzehn Tage.

The first publication of any part of the Colombino occurred
the following year,

1889, when

a colour lithograph of page

'Códice Doremberg' was printed by Leopoldo Batres

3 of

(1889: Jim.

the

XXL

He gives a quite accurate figure for the total length of the manuscript and a very precise statement concerning the language of the
glosses (Batres

1889: 327):

Eats Jimina representa uns pintura ideogr!ica tomada
del precioso c6dice mixteco, d.c is propiedad del Sr. Doremberg, comerciante alemn radicado en is ciudad de Puebla,
quien bondadosamente me fac iiit6 el original para sacar
una copia. El original d.c cite precioso document, consta
d.c 211. hojas como is que motiva eats erplicaci6n: las

1 Another

edition of this work was published with a date of
the title leaf but contains as its first page a letter
dated 25 December 1890, showing that in all probability it was
actually published after the 1889 report rather than before It.

1888 on

2.

figuras estn pintadas en una tira de cuero de 6 metros
de largo, y doblada, formRniio hojas, como la que describo • A]. pie de las figuras est escrita la lnterpretaci6n
en idioma mixteco de Tepoxcolula.
Batres gives no clue as to why he considered the language of
the glosses to be that of Teposcolula, although the precision of
the attribution might indicate that the information came from Dorenberg. It may be significant that when the cacicazo of Tututepec
passed to Francisco Pimentel de Guzmn y Alvarado about 1651i, he
was also heir to the cacicazgo of Teposcolula (Caso 1966: chart following page 8; Smith 1966: 171).
With the fourth centennial of the discovery of America approaching, Mexico was one of the countries invited by Spain to contribute
to an zxposici6n Hist6rlco-Americana to be held in Madrid in the
autumn of 1892. President Porfirio Diaz of Mexico appointed a group
of eminent Mexicans to determine an appropriate method of participation, and this group, constituting itself as the Junta Coloabina de
Mx1co, decided to form a collection of archaeological and ethnographic objects and antiquities for display in Madrid (Paso y Tron-

coso 1892: ; Chavero 1892: iii; Galindo y Villa 1923: i,8). Paso
y Troncoso (1892: 7-9) describes how this goal led to the acquisition
and publication of the Codex Colombino:
Coma todo ello no era todava suficiente para dar
exacta idea dc nuestra civilizaci6n antigua, qued6 acordado que, aedias con ci Museo Nacional, se contprase la
coiecci6n arqueol6gica reunida en Puebla durante varios
aos por el corc1ante s1einn D. Jose Dorenberg. aixCan-
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la reconocido por encargo del Gobierno, un aflo antes, e].
Sr. Chavero y el que suscribe, y por su mediación se adquiricS, dando valioso contingente de ms dc tres mu objetos,...y dban].e grande iniportancia 1mbien cuatro ejeinplares valiosos: los tres instrumentos de madera...y Un
precioso c6dice mixteco, exquisito por el tono delicado de
sus colores y por la elegancia de las figuras decorativas
que contiene.
Duefia la Junta del manuscrito, propusimos el Sr. Chavero y yo que Be le lianara CcSdice Co].ombjno y que se
publicara, en unicSn de otros c6dices y objetos que fueran
adqulriendose, para former con ellos todos una obra nionumental en hoinenaje al descubridor del Juevo Mundo....
Aunque tuvo la obra en sus principios ruda oposicicSn,
que pudo acaba.r con la empresa en su cuna, hentos logrado
verla terainada, y hoy la reciben con aplauso en Europa
las personal entendidas. ... Con tod.os ellos se reunieron
nis d.c ciento cinquenta lmnlnas cromolithogr.ficas, acornpafiadas de un texto explicativo que debimos escribir ci
Sr. Chavero y yo; pero que, por ml separacion para venir
Madrid, qued6 exciusivamente cargo del aquel reputado
arquecSiogo mexicano.
This massive publication, issued in 1892 with the title Antiguedades mexicanas ublicadas p
cuarto centenarlo del descubrimiento

nta Colombina dc Mx1co en ci
Amrica, consisted of a lge

Atlas of lithographs of a number of codices, and a smaller volume of
text by Chavero. In the Atlas all the pictorial scers of the Co]ombino were reproduced in full colours that are a serviceable approximat ion of those in the original. However, many damaged drawings
were at least partially restored. without indication, and all the
written glosses were omitted, their positions merely being marked by
dashed lines flanked with asterisks. The overall impression created
by this lithograph is therefore considerably different from that of
the original manuscript.
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In the text volume Chavero's (1892:

iii) introductory remarks

add. little, although he does conmient that Dorenberg's collection
had been made 'con especial cuidado y sin omitir gasto en el transcurso de varlos aFAos'. In his very brief notes on the Colombino
Chavero (1892: x) gives no hint of the fuller data concerning its
earlier history that he alrea&y knew end was to reveal later in his
1901 letter. Instead, he merely stated: 'Solamente sabemos d.c este
c6dice, que perteneca al Sr. Doreinberg, comerciante d.c la ciudad
d.c Puebla, quien 10 compr6 uno d.c tantos mercaderes de antigUedades,
sin que supiera su origin.' In describing the manuscript itself,
Chavero (1892: x) wrote:
Es evidentemente un códice anterior £ la Conquista. Est
pintado en una tira de plel d.c venado blen curtida, o mas
bien en doe, cosidas con una correa d.c la misma piel.
Tiene la tira 6 metros 80 centImetros d.c largo por 20
centCmetroa d.c ancho. Segtn la coetumbre dc los indios
eat doblada manera de bioabo, y aa forma un libro de
2Ji p.ginas. Est pintada solamente por un lado, y preparada con una especie de barniz blanquecino, probableniente
d.c tizati, ci cual se ha oscurecido y ensuciado con ci
tiempo. Las figu.ras estn bien conservadas, y los colores
son vivos.,..
Agreguemos que ci c6dice tiene varlas lcyendas en
lengua mixteca, las cuales no estn reproducidas en esta
copia, sino sealad.o solamente su ].ugar con asteriscos;
pero as tarde se hart su publicaci6n con la traducci6n
respectiva. Esto, sin duda, nos dart la explicaci6n d.c
eats pintura jerogilfica. Entretando, solamente podemos
cQnprender que es un calensiario ritual. Be observa en
1, las fechas d.c las festividadcs y varias cercrnonias

religiosas.
After arriving In Spain, Paso y Troncoso sInglc-handedly wrote
a three-volume work explaining the Mexican exhibit • In his corn-
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mentary, 1 he not only described the Colombino but also (in fuller
detail than is quoted below) explained the functioning of the red
guide lines relative to the reading of the pictorial text, and noted
that this text was interrupted in two places (Paso y Troncoso 1892:

57-59):
tiene 6,80 metros de
qua suscribe dirigi6
la parte arqueol6gica, determin6 c6mo cc haba d.c leer ci
Est dispuesto en forms de tire qua
longitud. por 0,20 d.c altura.... El

c6dice, y dej6 sea1ad.o ci orden y d.irección d.c la icc-

tura por med.io d.c rnmeroa y flechas....
El original, que perteneci6 a]. Br. D. Jose Dorenberg,
y hoy al Nuseo Nacional, donde cc conserve, est pintado
con hermosisiaos colores sobre una piel gruesa, perfectamente adoblad.a y revestida d.c barniz blanco para facilitar
el d.ibujo: doblado en forms d.c blombo, consta de veinticuatro rectnguios 6 pg1nas y tiene figures en una cola
d.c sue caras. Cada rectugulo est dividido por dos
ilness rojas horizontaies en tres fajas d.c igual anchura
Siguiendo este orden he liegado descubrir que
nuectro c6dic. cc halls autilado en dos distintos lugares
d.c cu part. media, sin hacer mrito ya de 10 que pueda
falter ci principto
ci fin. Una dc las mutilacionec
esta despu. dc is pgina XV, y no as mc qua aparente,
habiendo dado luger is intercalaci6n d.c otra pgina,
qua cc la naero XVI, entre los naeros XV and XVII que
deben sucederse d.c un modo inmed.lato.... La segunda
autiiaci6n cc observe entre ice p.ginas XIX and XX, habiendo privado a] c6dice de aigunas dc sue pginas en
niaero qua no ser posible precisar.
El c6dice qua vamos estudiando cc ritual: varias d.c
Bus p.ginas son interesantes en ci punto dc vista d.c las
instituciones y hbitos del pueblo qua perteneci6 ci
ind.ividuo qua form6 ccc c6dice.

6

'Unfortunately, only the
and even these did not appear
closed (Galindo y Villa 1923:
painted on skin, was shown at
522).

first two volumes were ever publishai,
until after the exposition bad already
516). A replica of the Colombino,
the exposition (Galindo y Villa 1923:
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One of the most curious omissions In the descriptions of both
Paso y Troncoso and Chavero Is their fsilure to remark upon the
damaged condition of the original manuscript. Chavero (1892: x)
even goes so far as to say the figures are well preserved, while
Paso y Troncoso (1892: 8) avoids the issue by commenting upon the
quality of the figures. Paso y Troncoso does not mention the glosses;
Chavero (1892: x) hoped for their translation and, like Batres (1889:
327) before him, thought they would explain the pictorial text. 'ihIs
latter idea was not to be totally dispelled until Smith's (19 63; 1966)
translations some

70 years later showned. the glosses to be place

names.
By the end of 1892 a colour lithograph of the Colonibino, although
unfortunately without its glosses, was available to scholars Intexested
in the ancient history of Mexico. No serious studies had yet been
made of the pictorial content of the manuscript, but it was generally
considered a ritual text and ascribed to the Mixtecs.

TB! CODEX BECKER
Unlike the Colombino, nothing is yet known of the Becker during the colonial period. It was separated from the Colombino by the
time the boundary glosses were written on the latter, which was phaps by 11 and. certainly by 1717. But for some 330 years of the
written post-Contact history of Mexico -- from the arrival of the
Spaniards until about 182 -- no documentary trace of the Becker has
yet been found.
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In 1891 Henri de Saussure published a colour lithograph of a
codex which he bad. copied in Mexico many years before, giving it
the title of 'Le Manuscrit du Cacique'. Although more than 80
years have passed since then, his brief notes (1891: 5-7) still remain the sole source of everything that is known of the earlier
history of the Codex Becker:
Ce us fut, paratt-i1 qu'en 1852 qu'on en eut
connaiseance por la premiere fois. Un Indien dc la
Mysteca, cc disant descendant d'une fam.ille d.c Caciques, cut plaider Puebla en revendication de see
biens hrditaires. Comes pièce pouvant servir la
reconnaissance d.c see droits, ii produisit, conjointement
d.s documents espagnols, cc manuscrit qui sane d.oute
s'ta1t transais de pare en file dane sa famille. Ii
avajt choisi comae avocat is licenciado Don Pascal (sic]

Almazan, homme d'un esprit fort £1ev et distingu dans
lee sciences, avec lequel je fus li d.'aaiti. Le procs
gagni, 1'Ind.ien consentit è cder le manuscrit son
dfeneeur.
Ce fut chez cc dernier que j'en cue connaissance peu
apra cette poque, et avec la plus grande obligeance Don
P. Almazan me permit d'enprendre copie. J'y consacral
ace veillee avec assiduite.
A en croire la tradition, cc document d'une origins
inconnue nous donne l'hietoire d'un riche Cacique d.c la
Mysteca, noaa Bar-Ho, qui passait pour le plus puissant
seigneur dc is contre et dont is femme s'appeiait ConHuyo. lie avaient pour rsidence is lieu nomm Tindu,

c'eet-è-dire la bou].e,".
Le manuscrit halt peint cur u.ne bande de parchemin
coapose de plusieurs morceaux colls ou cousus bout I
bout et formant seize pus; ii eat par consquent divls
en seize tableaux qui seablent cc faire suite lee uns
au.x autres.. La manuscrit repui hait renferm dana
une botte en bole vid.emeente construite pour le recevoir.
Il serait impossible d.c dire ci le document eat complet,
et j] n'en nanque pas le conceaeut, is fin, -- ou
anie is milieu dana is cas o lee coutures seraient
postrieures. A en juger par is dimension de is botte,
ii ne devait pas toutefois tre beaucoup plus volumineux.
Je dois dire cependant que is dernier feulliet a
coup a son bord droit, cc qui le rend plus court que lea
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autres, male 11 n'est pas possible de dire si c'est la
marge seulement gui a £t en].eve ou si l'anibutatlon a
eTsport des feuillets I sa suite.
L'tat dc conservation d.c ccc peintures laissalt
fort dslrer. Dana beaucoup d'endrolts, l'end.uit du
parchemin a 'tait £caill, emportant la couleur gui le
recouvrait, d'oi ii rsulte que presque toutes lee
figures sont incoapltes, et qu'u,n bon nombre tant
entirement effaces, ii se trouve dana l.a piupart des
tableaux, surtout des d.erniers, des lacunes considrables.
J'ajouterai que le manuscrit a videmeent £t retouch
plusieurs reprises par des ertistes indiens ou autrea,
dana le but d.c rtabllr 1cc parties effaces dc certaines
figures. On peut distinguer deux sortee dc retouchea:
d'abord certainee portions d.c l.a peinture paraissent avoir
effacees mu pincemu et refaites diffremment; puis un
second genre deretouche, probablement postrieur, eat
venu complter a is. plume lea ornaments effacs, et cela
d'une m&ntre £videmeente fautive; aussi n'svonsnous pas
reproduit toutes ces retouchee.
La piece, avec sea dfectuosits, constitue dana a
ensemble un spcimen extrmement intressant des anciennes
peintures mexicaines.... Peut4tre conatitue-t-elle
piut6t un document d'ordre religleux qu'un document
historique.
Saussure (1891:

8) mentioned

only one gloss, that on page 15

of the codex, which he thought to be in. Nahu*tl ('mexicain'), but
throughout his notes he commented on the erasurea aid subsequent retouchings from which the manuscript had suffered. The data which he
recorded concerning the Mixtec Indian who was its former owner are
extremely scanty, but somewhat more is known about both Alma zn and
Saussure.
Pascual Almazan was a member of the judiciary and a judge at
several towns in the state of Puebla until

i8i,

when he moved to

the city of Puebla and opened his law office. Re was involved on
the conservative side in the political factions of the period and
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later served under Maximilian, although the latter part of his life
was devoted to various railroad, enterprises until his death in Puebla
in 1885. His brief biography does not mention an Interest In
Mexican antiquities (Prez Salazar 1923).
Saussure was a Swiss naturalist, a descendent of a family already well known for scientific interests. After completing his
academic work in i85i. when he was 25 years old, he made his only trip
to Mexico, travelling through that country and. the Antilles with a
friend until 1856. Since in his notes (1891: 5) to the lithograph
of the codex it was said to have been used in court In 1852, he therefore reached Puebla within a few years of the time Almazn acquired
the manuscript. The tradition he reported of the text representing
the history of a powerful caci p ue must have been explained to A1mazn
by the Indian who formerly owned it.
After iB5li. the Codex Becker disappeared from sight for the next
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years,

arid when it fInally reappeared it Is no longer even In

Mexico. At the meeting of the International Congress of Anericanists
In Berlin In October, 1888, it was one of several Mexican documents
that Philipp J. Becker showed to interested scholars, including Seler
and K. T. Hany. Saussure was also a member of this congress (International Congress of .Americanists 1890i 3.8), but there is no evidence that he actually attended the meeting, and no record of his being acquainted with Becker or seeing his manuscripts.
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Becker had lived in Mexico for years, residing at least part
of the time in Puebla. He amassed a large collection of Mexican
antiquities during his stay, and even after his retirement to his
home in Darmstadt continued to enlarge it through his contacts in

Mexico. Until his death in 1896 he exhibited the collection at
his home, Heinrich-Strasse 106, Darastadt (Heger 1908: 11. 0; Nowotny

196 1: 1).
Seler (190 2 : i5) was to report that Becker had acquired the
codex through an acquaintance in the city of Mexico, but Hamy (1897:
172 ) recorded a different impression:
Tout cc que m'avait d.it le posiesseur dc cc codex,
c'est qu'il se l'etait procur
Puebla mme, chez un
collectionneur du pays. I]. n'en savait pas l'origine
prcise; seulement des spcia1istes auxquels 11 avait
Pu soumettre sa trouvaille a etaient accordes a lui
dire qu'elle devait venir dc 1'tat d'Oaxaca.
How and. when during these 3 years the codex actually reached
Becker's hands is not known. Becker himself, in a very brief list
of only ten pieces of his huge collection (Nowotny 196 1: 1), described the codex merely as: 'Bilderschrift, wabracheinlich ritualen
inhaltes. Lange,

3,99 m,

Breite 0, i8. In Mexiko erworben.' His

total lack of the most basic information about the document, such
as the area from which it came, indicates a complete loss of the
knowledge that Aimazn had about the text. This might indicate
that Becker did not acquire the manuscript directly from Alma zn
or even from the latter's estate after his death in i88, but rather
through a broker or dealer. Such an intermediary could account for
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the conflicting coimnenta given by Seler and Hamy concerning the way
in which Becker acquired it, the former stating that it was through
a friend. in the city of Mexico, and the latter saying that it was
bought from a collector in Puebla. Both could be correct if a brcker
from the city of Mexico was involved.
Although Saussure had copied Alraazan's codex about
did. not publish it until s

37 years

later, in

i8,

he

1891. There

is no

record whether Becker saw this publication before his death in

1896. In 1897 Becker's

collection of Mexican

antiquities, amounting

to more than 1,200 items and. including the Codex Becker I, passed
from his estate to the K. K. liaturhistoriechen Hofmuseuin in Vienna,
now the Museum fUr Vblkerkunde, as the gift of Georg v. Haas (Heg

1908: 1oJi2).
TEE CODEX C0II)MBINO-BECKER
With the successive publication in

1891 and 1892 of

1ithograiis

of both the Becker and the Colombino, the two manuscripts almost
simultaneously became available for study and comparison. But
several

years before either of these reproductions had been issued - -

by late

1888, in

fact -- Seler was already aware of the answers to

many of the problems posed by the two cod.ices • In a talk before the
Geographical Society ift Berlin in December,

1893, occasioned

in

part

by the receipt of the atlas of codices published by the Junta Coloinbina, he summed. up the histories of the Coloinbino and. Becker and.
clarified their relationship to one another (Seler

1902: 155):

Fast jed.er derselben hat seine Geschichte. Ich begirine
mit dee ersten, der von der ICommisslon deni Entdecker
Amerikas zu Ehren C6dice Coloinbino getauft worden 1st.
Das Original staazat sue des Bergland der Mixteca is
Noidvesten des beutigen Staates Oaxaca und. zvar aus alter
heidnischer Zeit • Das Original ist sit zahireichen
Legenden in eixtekicher Sprache versehen, die aber,
scheint es, nur zur Irreftlhrung etwa inquirirender M5ncte
eingetragen vorden sind. .Denn der Codex 1st uuzweifelh&ft
mythologischen, kalendarlechen, astrologiechen lithalts.
Die Legenden s.d. aber is vesentlichen Ortcnaaen, wollen
also augenscheinlich den Anschein erwecken, ale ob cc
sich nur t eine unechuldige Plurkarte oder dergleichen
handle. Das Original vurde vor elnigen Jahrzehnten dines
deutechen Iaufaann, Kerrn Konsu]. Dorenberg in Puebla, zurn
Kauf angeboten. Ueber seine Herkunft weiss man nichts
welter. Ich habe selner Zeit, auf meiner Reise in Mexico,
in des Hause des Kern Dorenberg diese Randscbrlft kopiren
dUrfen. Und ale ich zurUckkani, zu des AmerlkanistenKongress, dci damals in Berlin stattfand, d.a hatte dort
Herr Philipp Becker sue Darm.gtadt, der ebenfall. ale
Icaufmann lange Jthre in Mexico gelebt hat, chic Handschrift
ausgeeteilt, die er durch einen Bekennten in der Hauptstadt
Mexico ervorben hatte, und die sich eli ale das genaue
GegenstUck, ja ich aöchts sagan, nur als anderer Abschnitt
des Dorenberg'schen Codex, &. h. des C6dice Colonibino,
civics. Ueber diesen Becker'schen Codex weiss man aber
etwas. Es 1st dvi ns1ich der Codex, von des clxi Genfer
Gelehrter, Dr. Henri de Saussure is Jahr 1852 in Puebla
eine Kopie angefertigt hat, die ci jetzt, ohne zu wissen,
dais das Original noch existirt, unter dee Named "Le
Manuscrit du Cacique verffentlicht bat. Das Original,
von des Dc Saussure seine Kopie neba, wurde is Jabre 1852
von einem Indianer der Mixteca des Advokaten Lic. D.
Pascal (sic] A].mazan Iberbrscht und. soilte ale BelegstU&
dienen fUr die .AnsprUche, die der Indianer auf gevisse
GrundetUcke eachte.1

'Originally published as 'Die Columbus-Festschriften der Kgl.
Bibi. in Berlin und der Mexikanuschen Reglerung t , In Verhandlungen
der Gesellschaj't fUr Erdkunde, Berlin (1893), pp. 511-521; cited
here from Seler's Geeanueelte Abhandlu.ngen zur Amerikanisehen Sprachund Alterthumekunde, Vol. I (19(2).
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There is little new information in Seler's comments concerning
the histories of the manuscripts. His attribution of the Colonibino
to the northwestern part of the Mixteca Alta in Oaxaca corresponds
well in area with that made earlier by Batres (1889: 327) to the town
of Teposcolula, and the two similar references may indicate that
Dorenberg himself was the source of this information.
Seler described Dorenberg as having obtained the Colombino a few
decades previously, but even two decades would take that acquisition
back to 1873, which seems somewhat too early in the light of Chavero's

(1901: 11-5) listing of the several hands through which the codex
passed following Cardoso's death in 1869. Seler's reference is at
any rate too Indefinite to be of much use in fixing the date at which
Dorenberg acquired. the codex. It may also be possible that Dorenberg
was indicating the period in which

he began to collect Mexican an-

tiquities, rather than the time when he actually obtained the Co1bino.

Since the only information Seler reports for the earlier history
of the Becker is that already printed by Saussure (1891: 5), it
seems safe to assume that he had not obtained any additional data
from Becker himself concerning this codex.
By the time of Seler's address in 18 93, three of the four
factors basic to an understanding of the Codex Coloinbino-Becker
were already known

to him: the Colombino and the Becker were frag-

ments of the sa manuscript; the glosses on the Colombino were in
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Mixtec and were mostly place naaes; and the Becker and the Manuscrit
du Caciqu.e were the same codex. Except for the connexion or the
Becker with the Manuscrit du Cacique, which could. not be made until
Saussure's publication of the latter in 1891, the other clues were
in Seler's hands by late in 1888. The only important point which he
failed to grasp was that the text of the manuscripts was not ritual
but historical, and this fact would not be established definitively
for another score of years. But because Seler's principal field of
speclalisation lay elsewhere, his early understanding of the Colonibino-Becker was often to be overlooked during the following years,
and most of the points which be had already clarified were to remain
at issue for nearly another three-quarters of a century before fimily
being resolved by the publications of Caso and Smith in 1966.
Even prior to his 1893 report, however, Seler had communicated
his findings about the Coloabino and Becker to other scholars. For
example, late in 1892 Paso y Troncoso (1892: 58) wrote: 'El Dr.
Seler opina que el manuscrito publicado por Mr. Saussure recientemente, con el titulo de "Manuscrit du cacique", es continuaci6n del
c6dice NColoabino.* But so scholars seem not to have been aware
of Seler's work concerning the relation of the Colombino and Becker,
or of his connexion of the Becker with the Manuscrit du Cacique.
in 1897 Eamy independently discovered that the codex which
Becker had shown him in Berlin in 1888, and the codex which Saussure
had published in 1891, were the same manuscript. (In some studies,
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(190: 260,

fn. 2], Hany is erroneously

credited with being the first to make this discovery, rather than
Seler.) Becker having also told Ramy that the experts who had seen
his document thought it to be from Oaxaca, Hany

(1897: 172) seems

to have leaped to a cultural attribution for it -- 'Lea manuscrits
d.c cette provenance, qua1ifis habituellement d.c za pot g ues'
even though be also repeated

(1897: 173-1711-) the

--

data Saussure had

given concerning the Mixtec provenance of the codex and its purportedly being the story of a famous Mixtec cacipue. It should be
noted that this attribution of the codex to the Zapotecs came only
from Hamy himself and not from Becker, who is shown clearly in H amy's
paper as knowing nothing of the earlier history of the manuscript.
Four years later, in
letter describing the

1901, with

the appearance of Chavero' a

prior ownership of the Colombino, the nine-

teenth century history of the Colombino and Becker were then fully
published.
There was some confusion concerning the proper name to use for
the Codex Becker, which had been published by Saussure as the Manuscrit du Cacique but was referred to by most scholars as the Codex
Becker No. 1, aM this was further complicated when the manuscript
was acquired by the Vienna museum, for another Mexican codex was
already called by the name of that city. In

(1898: 11-12,

1898 Paso

y Troncoso

fu. 1) suggested that the name be changed to 'C6dice

Franz losefino' to honour the ruler of Austria, but this change was
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never accepted. 1 Zelia Nuttall

(l9: 6, fn. 1) was then moved to

propose that all Mexican codices be referred to by Roman numerals
rather than by names, her list including the Becker as part (a) and
the Colombino as part (b) of number VIII, a suggestion which was
likewise never adopted. Scholarly usage eventually stabilised on
the name Codex Becker I. There were no similar problems for the
Colombino, although before its acquisition by the museum it was occasional].y referred to as the Codex Dorenberg.
By the beginning of the twentieth century there were a considerable number of Mexican manuscripts known to Americanista, and in
1905 Walter Lehmann proposed a classification system for those repa ted
to have originated In Oaxaca and neighbouring areas. Unfortunately,
he attributed the majority of these to the Zapotecs (1905: 266-277)
and. only four to the Mixtecs (1905: 2 59-26 1), of which the Colombino
and Becker were two. Concerning this latter manuscript he was the
first to note that it was glossed in Mixtec, but of Its pictorial
text he stated (19O: 260): 'Le contenu eat religleux ou mythologique.
On ne doit pas y cherc l'hiatoire d'un cacique

fabuleux, Sar-Ro',

and went on (1905: 260, fn. 3) to specify that the tradition of tI
caciQue reported by Saussure did not deserve belief and that Rainy
had always had great reservations about it.

Paso y Troncoso used it himself, however; its occurrence may
the inventories of his papers published by Zva1a (191:

be noted in

275, 312).
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Despite the unanimity with which the foremost scholars of
Mexican manuscripts had reported that the Colombino and Becker were
ritual texts, a great change in thought was soon underway. In 19CQ
Nuttall (l9 Q: 33, fn. i), in her notes to the first edition of the
Codex Zouche-Nuttall, demonstrated

that its contents were historical:

'Although beings of celestial descent are sometimes figured, it is
obvious that the text deals with real persons and is mainly historical.' It remained., however, for James Cooper Clark (1912: 7) to
establish firmly the historical nature of an entire group of cod.ices
in his pioneering study The

Story of "Ei ght Deer" in Codex Colomblno,

published in 1912 for the London meeting of the International Congress of Americanists:1
After having made a special study of the contents of
the Codex Colombino, I am now able to demonstrate that it
tells us the history of an individual celled Eight Deer
or Ocelot's Claw, also that many incidents in his life
are to be found in the following Codices : - - The Bod.leian

No. 2858, the Vienna, the Selden No. 3135, the Becker,
and of course, the most important of all, the Zouche.
Clark (1912: 5-6) was not convinced that the Becker was actually
a continuation of the Colombino, but reserved final judnent on the
matter. He reported (193.2: 6) that he had been told both manuscripts
bore written annotations in Zapotec. It seems remarkable that the
language of the glosses could now be so attributed, and all the more

1An abstract of Clarkts book appeared in the Proceedings of the
Congress (1913: Part 1, 135-136, Plate a); the book itself was
presented to the Congress (1913: Part 1, xlii) by Alfred P. Maud.slay.
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so

because

Seler

(1913: 206), who had known Clark in Mexico and

was the one who suggested he should also Btwly the Becker (Clark

1912: 7), certainly knew they were in Mixtec.
From his studies of the Colombino and it. allied codices
Clark (1912: 32) concluded:
To what people did Eight Deer belong?
It has been shown in the foregoing pages that his
life-history forms part of at least six of the preColumbian Codices, and presumably these Codices must have
been the work of the same people. It has already been
pointed out that a glyph, which ii most probably "Eight
Deer, ii attached to the figure of a man carved on the
inscribed slab taken from }bnte A].ban, and if this
a&scription is correct, Eight Deer would presumably be a
Zapotec king (Zaachila III?) and the six codices would be
the work of Zapotecs.
Clark's work established that the pictorial content of the
Colombino and similar cod.ices was to be interpreted as a sequential
history and not as a series of rituals. While many of his particular interpretations of the actual occurrences in these manuscripts
later needed to be corrected, much of the outline of 8 Deer's life
as he originally set it forth

was

accurate. But the confusion

caused by attributing .11 these codicea to the Zapotecs -- arising
from the works of Eamy, Lehmann, and Clark -- was not to be dispelled
for many years.
A survey of all the foregoing data on the Colombino-Becker
reveals two curious aspects: the complete absence from the literature on each

cod.ex

of any reference to the existence of the other,

prior to 1893; and, with the passage of time, a steady decrease lxi
the accuracy of references to the place of origin of each.

Both chains of ownership began in the city of Puebla with two
advocates, and ended with two German-speakers resident in that same
city and each holding large collections of xican antiquities. Die
to these coincidences it seems remarkable that no owner of either
codex is ever known to have referred scholars to the other manuscript.
When Saussure copied A]jvazn' a codex about i8, if he received any
information concerning the three manuscripts owned by Cardoso, it is
not reflected in his printed notes. Similarly, Dorenberg allowed
Seler in 1888 and Batrea the following year, to make copies of the
Colombino, and apparently told them of its reputed origin in Teposcolu].a, but neither scholar alludes to being told of similar documents in the hands of other collectors In the area. In 1888 Becker
showed his manuscripts in Berlin but apparently did not indicate to
Hamy or Seler that he knew of another codex in Puebla.
Seler had been able in 1888 to connect Becker's codex, about
which nothing was then known, with the Coloabino, vhich was known to
be Mixtec, and he must have considered. Saussure's 1891 publication
revealing, a Mixtec origin for the Becker as a complete vindication
of his prior conclusions regard.ing the two manuscripts. By the time
Clark presented his brilliant synthesis of 8 Deer's life history in
1912, attributing the Co].ombIno, Becker, and other historical manuscripts to the Zapotecs, all the basic literature concerning the
Mixtec origin of the Coloabino-Becker had been in print for at least
ten years, and much of it for 20 years or more.
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The introduction of the extraneous Zapotec references had the
effect of needlessly confusing research and study of the ColonibinoBecker for a number of years. It seems quite probable that the
oaission of the glosses from the lithographs of both codices was a
contributory factor in this, for had these inscriptions been available, their translations as Nixtec place names would have been a
deterrent to ascribing the manuscripts to a non-Mixtec people.
This entire situation would probably have been corrected promptly
in the normal course of scholarship, but such peaceful pursuits were
shattered by the Mexican Revolution and two world wars, and more ian
50 years were to elapse before the Caso-Smith volume of 1966 brought
together interpretations of both the pictorial text and the glosses
under a single cover.
The problem of the attribution of the Mixtec historical codices
to the Zapotecs was finally resolved by Caso (19 28 : 9, 12) in 1928
by logic as simple as it was irrefutable:
Todo el que ha visto las estelas dc I'nte A].bn, las
urnas funerarlas y los c6dices dc Oaxaca, babr notado
seguramenta una semejanza entre las urnas y la g estelas,
y una diferencia profunda con los c6dices de esa regi6n.
En csmbio, en el excelente estudlo del Dr. W. I.ehznann
(19051, en que se hace una enumeraci6n complete de los
códices oa.xaqueos cue conocemos, no hay una solo que
tenga ci sistema grafico usado en las estelas, o en ci
que aparezcan representaciones dc dioses como las de las
urnas. ... (E]utre los manuacritos ixidigenas que han
ilegado hasta nosotros, no hay ninguno qua tenga semejanza
con las piedras y vasos que se conocen coma zapotecas; por
lo que no podemos ilamar zapoteca a ninguno de estos c6dices,
pues es imposible que un pueblo haya empleado Un estilo
artistico y una escritura, cuando trabajaba en piedra o
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barro, y otro estilo totalmente diferente y una escritura
distinta, ci con.fiaba al pincel las representaciones.
In

l93

Berbert J. Spinden studied the pictorial content of the

Mixtec codices, utilising the

seine six

manuscripts that Clark had

grouped together. He discovered new evidence in support of their
historical nature, and was able to trace the lives of several different individuals.
About this

same

time Caso expanded his archaeological field

work at l.bnte Albn to include detailed studies of these codices.
By

l9149

his basic research on the manuscripts had been completed and

he was able to announce his conclusions regarding them (Caso l94.9:

8):

Queda demostrado, coma vamos a verb, que este grupo
d.c c6dices fu elaborado por los mixtecos. No se trata
de aztecas coma creyera la señora Nuttall, iii d.e zapotecas
coma creyera Cooper Clark, ni se refiere exclusivamente a
dloses o a hombres; la verdad es que, coma vamos a ver10, se trata de genealogas d.c reyes que vivieron efectivamente en La Mixteca, pero que fundaron Bus origenea
en genealog{as d.lvinas.
Following this fundamental paper, Caso subsequently published
numerous other studies on cod.ices. Some of these interpreted the
pictorial content of whole manuscripts, others elaborated on one or
more aspects of a single codex, and still other explored allied
problems. The cumulative effect of Caso's works has been to make
these Mixtec histories intelligible again for the first time since
the cultural continuity of native Oaxaca was shattered by the
Spanish invasion.

"ii.

During the first two-thirds of the twentieth century the Colombinc and. Becker received only minor consideration from most scholars,
consisting principally of their inclusion in several catalogues of
codiCe8 and the publication of photographs of a few of their pages,
with notes of varying quality.' In 1958 Ernst Mengin (1958a; 1958b)
suggested that copies of some of the lost parts of the Colombino
might be found in the 'Codex guntiacus', but Caso (1966: i-i8)
showed that it and two other similar manuscripts were frad.ulent.
The first analysis of paint was made in 1959

by Nowotny and Robert

Strebinger, based on samples from the Becker. In 1962 Manuel Carrera
Stampa published a paper on native sources of the Oaxacan region2
which is the best printed account dealing briefly with the background
and. literature of both the Colombino and the Becker. John Glass (1961i.:

1Caso (1939: unnumbered plate following text) published a photograph of bands II and III of Colombino 10. Salvador Toacano (l91i:
366-368) gave a very brief but often erroneous summary of the histories of the Co1onbino and Becker, and reproduced a photograph of parts
of bands I and II of Colombino 5. Daniel F. Rubfn de la Borbolla
(1953 : lm. 223) included a photograph of Colombino 6. Josh Alcina
Franch (195 6 : 69-72) compiled a catalogue of cod.ices that included
both manuscripts, but is incorrect on Borne points. Miguel Le6n-Portilla and Salvador Mateos Higuera issued another brief catalogue in
1957. The Colombino was also the 'inspiration' in 1910 for a literary flight of fancy by Abraham Castellanos that included the first

published versions of some of the glosses, but his transcriptions
and. translations of these were unfortunately as imaginative as his
Interpretations of the pictorial text.
in

2Greatly amplified from its original brief presentation in 1959
Mxico AntIuo, pp. 11714ll81..
Vol. II of K]. Esplendor
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73_7i) has given a very concise but comprehensive survey of the

his-

tory and bibliography pertaining only to the Coloinbino.
In 1961 an excellent colour photographic facsimile of the Codex
Becker I was issued by the Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, acozapanied by notes by Novotny.' The scale of the reproduction is
exactly that of the original codex, the quality of the colours Is
excellent, and. the fine printing reveals almost all the details.
This facsimile has of course supplanted Saussure 5 1891 lithograph,
to say nothing of the edition of G. 11. Echaniz (191i.li.),2 for all
serious work. Nowotfly s notes are brief, and. more descriptive than
explanatory.
In

1963, as

previously mentioned, Smith published the first

decipherment of some of the glosses on the Colombino, showing that

they referred to Bites in the vicinity of Tututepec, arid, with these
she was able to identify the Colombino as the 'map' presented. in a
Mexican land case in

1717.

The most comprehensive work published on the Codex ColombinoBecker was issued in Mexico late in 1966 by the Sociedad Mexicana

1?his publication also includes the Codex Becker II. A Spanish
translation of Jowotny's notes was published. by the Instituto Nacional de AntropologCa e Kistorla in Mexico in 19611. ; its pagination does
not correspond to that of the original German text.
2A hand-coloured tracing, without notes and limited. to 25 copies,
Issued by Echaniz in Mexico under the title of Codice becker 6 Manuscrito del Caci g ue, which was copied without credit from Saussure 's
edition.
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de Antropologla, and consisted of the first colour photographic
reproduction of the Colombino and a volume of notes by Caso and
Smith. Caso's

(1966: 9- 1i7)

study of the pictorial contents Included

not only the Colombino but also the Becker and parts of other Mixtec
codices, notably the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'. Smith
176, 179-189)

(1966: ])47-

presented a detailed investigation of the glosses on

the Colombino, identifying a number of towns in the coastal region
and giving additional archival data for the area. The book also includes analyses of the paints, the skins comprising the manuscript,
and one piece of cord.
The photographic reproduction of the Colombino Is unfortunately
not equal In quality to that of the Becker, being scaled some four
1 colours

percent larger than the actual size of the original man

often deviate considerably from the original. The reproduction a]so

fails to Indicate that the codex is nov divided into two separate
strips, and omits entirely the fragmentary pages 16A and
omission of page

16A

l7a.

The

Is particularly regxtable since it is crucial

to the positioning of page 16 among the extant fragments. Nevertheless, despite these shortcomings the reproduction is clearly superior
to the Junta Colombina lithograph of

l85Q.

Caso's notes on the plc-

'Although this size discrepancy may seem small, being only some
millimetres
in ten centimetres, the pages of the Colonibino
four
reproduction are significantly higher and longer than those of the
Becker, and the Colombino band lines are consequently so displaced
that they will not match those of the Becker facsimile.
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tonal contents of the Colombino-Becker will often be referred to
in the pages of the present study.
In 1973 iith published an extensive work on the identification
of place signs in Mixtec manuscripts that is the most significant
study made of these important elements of the native pictorial system. She explains the functioning of th. various components of t1
signs and correlates a number of signs with modern )1ixtec localities,
including the id.entification of additional sites depicted in the Odex
Colombino-Becker.

Other publications on the Colombino-Becker have been my own: on
the physical forms of the Co].ombino (1970a) and the Becker (1969a),
the structure of the original Colombino-Becker manuscript

(1971),

art styles in the Colombino-Becker ( l 970b), the problems of identifying individuals in the Colombino-Becker (4.a), and the relationship
of the Colombino-Becker to the Zouche-Nuttal].
these papers (except

(1969b). Copies of

1969b) sill be found in the Appendix; the con-

tents of these studies are summarised as appropriate in the body of
this work.
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CB..APTR III
TBE STRUCTURE OF TEE CODEX COI.OMBINO-EECKER

For publication of the first edition of the Colombino by the
Junta Colombina in 1892, Paso y Troncoso (1892 : 57) devised a numbering system for the pictorial text • He used Roman numerals to
indicate the pages, while the bands were numbered from 1 to 65 in
Arabic figures in the order in which they were to be read. Both
page and. band numbers were printed on the lithograph, making the
system relatively simple to use in this edition. This same numbering plan was retained by Caao in his notes to the 1966 edItion, but
the band numbers are not printed on the new reproduction, and. as a
result the system can be used only by frequent references to a cht
that specifies the numbers and locations of the various bands.
For the Becker, the original pagination was established by
Saussure in his 1891 edition and retained by Nowotny (1961). In the
latter edition the pages of the codex are designated by Arabic numbers, but no system was introduced to distinguish the bands. Caso,
in his 1966 notes, applied the same type of sequential band numbering
system to the Becker as used in the Colonbino, but established the
Becker series as a separate sequence beginning with 1 and continuing
through l2.
As a result, the manner in which the bands of pictorial text
are specified in the Coloabino-Becker is both cumbersome and confus-
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ing. I have previously suggested (1970a: 211O-2li.2) that the difficult sequential band numbering system be replaced by the much simpler
method or Roman numerals used by Caso in annotating other Mixtec
cod.ices. The pages of the Colombino-Becker normally contain three
bands, which would then be numbered from top to bottom as bands I,
II, and. III. In order to avoid any possible confusion, the pages
are specified with Arabic numbers. Figure 3 gives a concordance of
the page

and.

band numbers of this unified system, which will be used

in this stwly, and. the two sets of numbers found in Caso's (1966)
Colombino and Becker notes.
TEE FRAGI4ENTED COLOZ4BINO-BECKER

The surviving Colombino and, Bec fragments still reflect the

structure of the original undivided Codex Coloabino-Becker. Therefore, from the study of the design and function of these seven extant parts, it should be possible to recover this original structure
and hence the form of the original manuscript. Physcial data and
measurements are crucial in this, for no attempted re-creation of
the original form can be valid if It is in conflict with the physical
evidence. For this reason I have made several minute examinations of
both the Colombino and Becker originals, observing and, measuring
their physical characteristics. The data for page size and skin
length are summarised in Figure 11.1

The data in Figure are drawn from Troike (1970a; 1969a).
Figures for incomplete pages are given within parentheses; a skin
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FIGURE 3.
Concordance of page and band numbers used in this study, with those
used by Caso

(1966).
COLOMBINO
BARDS

PAGES
Troike
Caso

I

II

III

(Upper)

(Middle)

(Iwer)

1

I

S

'I.

1

2

ii

6

3

2

3

III

7

10

11

8

9

12

Ii.Iv

5

V

17

16

13

6

VI

18

15

hi.

7

VII

19

22

25

8

VIII

20

21

211.

9

IX

29

28

25

10

X

30

27

26

11

XI

5].

31i.

35

12

XII

32

53

36

13

XIII

li.1

14.0

57

11i.

XIV

11.2

39

XV

11.3

46

16

XVI

No band numbers assigned

17

xvii

liii.

li5

li.8

18

XVIII

53

52

49

15

14.7

51

FIGURE 3 (Continued)
19

XIX

20

XX

59

21

XXI

60

22

XXII

61 (Entire page)

23

XXIII

62 (Entire page)

21i

XXIV

50

5].

'5
57

6

6I

63
BECKER

1

1

3

2

1

2

2

1.

5

6

3

3

9

8

7

10 (Entire page)

Ii.

11

None

S

5

12

6

6

13

7

7

i8

17

16

8

8

19

22

23

9

9

20

10

10

28

11

11

29

12

12

13

13

31

32

35

1l.

11i

36

35

31

15

15

37

li.0

l.1

16

16

38

39

11.2

15

30 (EntIre page)

52

FIGURE 1.
Page size and skin lengths in the ColoTabino and Becker.
PA&E

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SKIN NO.

lENGTH

(2li..11.)

18.8

1

(100.8)

25.11

18.8

25.75

18.9

25.11.

18.75

JOINT

Colombino Fragment I:

1
2
3
5
6

25.6

i8.65

25.7

18.7

7

25.8

18.9

8

25.7

18.8

9

25.7

i8.6

10

25.65

18.75

11

25.75

18.65

12

25.7

18.8

13

25.3

18.11

25.35

18.11.

25.1

18.35

15

Original

2

101.6
Original

3

101.5
Original

11.

(85.3)

Original

6

(7.3)
(21.3)

7
8

(i..5)
(77.7)

Original

Colombino Fragment II:

16
16A

(25.1)
(1.9)

18.3
(17.85)

Coloabino Fragment III:

25.3
17a(2.0)
17

18.11.

53
FIGURE ii. (Continued)

18
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Colombino Fragment IV:
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Original
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Becker Fragment 1:
1
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1

(30.4)

2
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2
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3

25.0
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14.

24.8
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hA

(0.8)
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3
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Becker Fragment

Original

2:

(1.3)
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5

24.7

18.4

6

25.0

18.11.

7

25.1

18.5

8

25.35

18. hi.

9

25.2

18.35

10

25.3

18.25

11

24.85

i8 •14.

Original

Ii.

73.08
Original

5

76.3
Original
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FIGURE 14. (ContInued)
12

25.15

18.3

13

25.25

i8 . 6

114.

(214.5)

18 •14.

6

(68.0)

7

(Ii.5.2)

Becker Fragment 3:
15

(23.3)

18.li.

16

(21.9)

18.3
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The length of each of the skins in the Colonibino and Becker is
Important because any consistencies or patterns In skin length might
give some clue to the amounts missing between the fragments. A skin
must be considered at least potentially incomplete if it has lost
either of Its original joins, as has happened with most of the skins
making up the Colonibino-Becker. Only four skins still retain their
original joints at both ends and can now be considered complete: Colombino Skins 2 and 3, and Becker Skins ii. and 5. Six original joins
between individual skins have survived in the Colombino and four In
the Becker, and nine of these ten have been reinforced by sewing at
some later time (Trolke 1970a: 211.0-211.7; 1969a: 178-179). This would
seem to indicate a weakness in the attaching medium that could allow
the manuscript to separate easily at its joints. Several folds are
also torn and now partly sewn, so that the creased area of the fo]d s
Is another potential place at which the original codex might have
split.

which does not now retain its original attachments at both ends is
considered potentially incomplete and its length figure enclosed
within parentheses. Each skin number is given beside the page In
which it begins. The figure used here for total skin length was
obtained by adding the amount of each skin visible on the obverse
face of the manuscript, and the average of the two figures found for
the lapping at each joint. Colombino page 17a is the irregular left
end of Skin 8 and actually precedes page 17 (Troike l97(: 2115),
but In order to avoid confusion in the numbering of their associated
skins, they are given here in reverse order. If the original joint
between skins is still Intact, this is Indicated half-way between
the two connected skins.

The Extant Fraents. The basic unit used in attempting to xe construct the original Colombino-Becker manuscript is that of the
surviving individual fragments. A fragment may be defined as a
consecutive section of pictorial text which now lacks an original
joint at both ends. If a fragment Is painted on more than one skin,
these skins must show clearly that they were consecutive in the
original manuscript by having pictorial scenes painted directly
across their joints without interruptions or modifications.
Since these fragments are the basic 'building blocks' for cox
reconstruction, it is crucial to determine the precise physical form
of each piece. I have previously defined the Colombino (1970a) and.
Becker

(i969a) as containing

the following fragments:

Colombino:
Fragment I: pages 1-15, Colombino Skins 1_Il.
Fragment II: pages 16-16A, Colombino Skins 5-6
Fragment III: pages 17a-19, Colozibino Skins 7-8
Fragment IV: pages 202 1 , Coloinbino Skins 9-10
Becker:
Fragment 1: pages l- 11.A, Becker Skins 1-2
Fragment 2: pages 5a-lIi. , Becker Skins 3-6
Fragment 3: pages 15-16, Becker Skin 7.
This fragmentation and numbering for the Becker is in accord
with the divisions utilised by Nowotny

(1961), although

he did not

assign formal numbers to the parts of this codex. That for the
Colombino agrees with G].a88

(19614. : 73) but

differs considerably

front Caso, although again no formal fragment numbers were used by
either man.
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Caso's (1966: 16) principal reference to the fragments of the
Colombino occurs in a list slnnlnRrising his Interpretation of the
original sequence of the Colonthino and Becker fragments. He placed

Colomblno 1-19 in the first fragment, pages 20-21 in the second,
pages 22-2li in the third, and did. not assign a fragment number to
pages 16-16A. However, the data given in Figure 1 show clearly that
some of these sequences are not physically possible. Nicholson

(19 68 : 2811.) has

also questioned soaie of Caso's reconstructions.

Caso apparently put pages 1-19 into one fragment because scholars
of the Colontbino have always considered the pictorial text of pages

1-15 and 11-19

to be continuous. 1 However, pages 1-15 are found in

one of the two separate parts into which the Colombino is now
divided, while pages 11-19 are in the other strip, and between them
the interpolated pages 16-16A have been attached to the end. of page
15. Pages 1-15 and 17-19 are thus physically two separate fragments
and will be treated as such in this study.
Caso's interpretation of Colombino pages 20-21 and 22-2 1l. as two

separate fragments is a sore difficult problem. As shown in Figure
11., and as is also visible In the 1966 reproduction of the Colombino,
pages 20_211. are composed of only two skins. The first of these,
Colombino SkIn 9, extends from the left edge of page 20 to the riit
quarter of page 22, where it is overlapped by Skin 10; this latter

1Note, for example, Paso y Troncoso's (1892: 58) comments
cited in Chapter II.
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skin continues to the end of the Coloaibino at the right side of
page 211.. Page 22, where the two skins are joined, is occupied by
a single uninterrupted scene painted directly across the full
height of the joint. There is consequently no possible way in
which pages 20-2 11. could ever have been other than one single continuous series in the original manuscript, and as such they can form
but one fragment.
The Codex Becker contains three fragments that are now combined
Into two strips. One part consists of only Fragment 1; the other
contains Fragments 2 and 3, which have been sewn together. Sewing
holes In the end of Fragment 1 and beginning of Fragment 2 indicate

that the two strips had once been sewn together, but it is possible
this connexion was already broken by the time Becker acquired the
manuscript (Troike 1969a: 181-182).
The Colombino Is also In two strips. One of these consists of
Fragments I and II, which have been attached together by having a
patching leather glued on the reverse side of the manuscript. The
other strip contains Fragments III and IV, which are sewn directly
together (Troike 1970a: 211.3, 211.6). Chavero (1892: x) was the first
to mention that the Co].omblno was in two parts, 'cosidas con una
correa de la misma piel.' It Is unfortunate that he does not mention more precisely where the two parts were attached, because only
twenty years later Clark (1912: 11., 22) made three separate comments
regarding the form of the codex at the time he studied It:

'9

(P]age XVI, at one time a "loose sheet," has been sewn on
to page XVII but does not belong to that section.... The
page marked XVI has been inserted here [following page
xv] by mistake and sewn on to page XVII, but it obviously
does not belong to this portion of the Codex.... The
original Codex, in the National Museum of Mexico, has been
framed in two separate sections, consisting of pages I to
XV and XVI to XXIV.

One of the two strips described by Clark would have contained
only Colombino Fragment I, while Fragments II, III, and IV would all
have been in the other. Now, however, Fragments I and II are together
In one strip, and Fragments III and IV are in the second. This means
that at some time after 1912 Fragment II was detached from Fragmit
III -- a few threads of the former sewing can still be found on the
reverse side of page 16A (Troike 1970a: 21414.) -- and attached to the
end of Fragment I by means of a patching skin across the reverse
side. There is no apparent reason for this change, for even If the
sewing between Fragments II and III was no longer effective, resewing
through the extant holes would have been much simpler than creating
a new attachment with a leather patch.
Another change in the physical relationship of the extant part s
of the Coloinbino has also occurred between Fragments III and IV. At
the present time the end of Fragment III overlaps the beginning of
Fragment IV and the two pieces are sewn together with a series of
vertical stitches (Troike 1970a: 211.6). However, an earlier but undated photograph shows this lapping reversed, with the beginning of
Fragment IV sewn over the end of Fragment III by a close series of
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slanting stitches. This change seems quite unfortunate since the
photograph shows what appears to be faint traces of designs in the
beginning part of Fragment IV that is now covered.
The two fragmentary Colombino pages 16A and. 17a have suffered
serious mutilation in the removal from each of a piece of skin
approximately 1 by 2 centimetres. As these two pages are entirely
omitted from the 1966 reproduction, they are shown here in Figure

5.

The portion of skin removed from page 16A was taken vertically

from its upper right corner, while that from page 17a was cut
horizontally at its bottom edge.
The glosses in Colombino Fragments II, III, and IV have been
daubed with what appears to be clear varnish or lacquer, perhaps in
an attempt to make the writing more legible. This varnish has
darkened with the passage of time and now not only contributes to
obscuring the glosses but also makes very difficult any effective
use of ultra-violet light to help recover the faded or damaged
portions of the writing. Since the varnish is not found on Fragment

I, this may indicate that it was used on the codex when the fragments were still in the form described by Clark: that is, when Fragments II, III, and IV were united in a single strip.
A number of different figures have been published for the
complete length of the Codex Colombino • It would be of small use to
repeat these here were it not that Incorrect figures have continued
to be cited even In the modern literature, resulting In confusion as

6].

FIGURE 5.
Codex Colombino original manuscript. At the left, page 16 and the
fragmentary page 16A; at the right, the fragmentary page
and
page 17. PieCes 1 by 2 centimetres have been cut from the upper
right corner of page 16A and, the bottom edge of 17a.
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to whether the manuscript has lost additional pages since 1892. It
baa not, in fact, suffered any such losses despite wide variations
in the figures cIted, for It.
The earliest length figure, given by Batres (1889: 327) as 6
metres, was reasonably correct • The major source of error lies in
the three 1892 publicatIons of Paso y Troncoao (1892: 7), Chavero

(1892 : x), and. the lithograph of the codex in the Atlas issued by
the Junta Colomblna

(1892), all of which

gave

its dimensions as

6.80 metres by 20 centimetres • The appearance of the same figure
In three separate

publications rules out any possibility of ty-pogxaph-

ical error. Both figures are some ten percent too large, which suggests that either the measuring instrument used was itself defective,
or else the coder was measured in some other system and later converted to the metric through a faulty formula.
Lehan,nn

(19O: 260) later added that the Individual pages of

the Colombino were 20 by 2 centimetres. Even the briefest check
on these figures in relation to those of 1892 would show the two
sets to be In serious conflict. A 211. -page coder whose pages were
each 2 centimetres long would have a total length of only 6 metres;
and if the length of the manuscript were 6.80 metres, then each page
would have to be more than 28 centimetres long.
In 1933 Eduardo Noguera (1933: table following page 6(e) gave
the first accurate measurement of the Coloinbino, as beIng 6.11 metres
In length by 19 centimetres In height. Novotny (1961: 1, fn.

li),
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working only with a microfilm of the Colombino, questioned the nineteenth century figure of its length and noted that if it was 20
centimetres in height, then its total length could be only 6.14.25
metres.
Glass (19611.: 73) found its dimensions to be '18.5 x 6o5. cins.,
en conjunto, aproxiznadaaente', while Caso (1966: 12) listed its
total length as 6.06 metres and its page size as ranging between 25-

26 centimetres long and 18-19 centimetres high. These almost identical figures probably indicate that pages 16A and 17a of the codex
were not included in the length measurement. My own measurements of
the Colombino

(].970a: 2119) include

all fragmentary

pages and yield

an average length figure of 611.55 centimetres, and an average page
size of 25.38 by 18.57 centimetres, which may be considered the
present dimensions of the codex.
There has been no such controversy concerning the size of the
Becker. Saussure (1891) gave no data but Becker himself put its
dimensions at 3.99 metres by 18.5 centimetres (lowotny 1961: 1).
Lehmann (1905: 259) reported its total length as 'environ 11 mtres'
and its page size as 18.5 by 25 centimetres. Nowotny (1961: 5)
found its length to be 396. 14 centimetres and its page size 18.3 by
211

,8 centimetres. My figures on the Becker (1969a: 180-181) show

its average length as 397.0 centimetres and its average page size
as 25.02 by 18. 143 centimetres.

The Structure of' the Fra gments. Before any attempt can be made
to reconstruct the original Colombino-Becker from its surviving fragments, it is necessary to understand the structural and. functional
principles that are operative in a screenI'old. codex containing banded
pages. Such an understanding is essential because certain physical
regularities in the manuscript are inviolable and therefore form the
foundation for all reconstruction work. I have previously explorel

(1971) in considerable detail the operation of these various factcrs
in the Colombino-Becker, and. will summarise only the relevant conclusions here.
The physical form of a screenfold codex is created by equidistant
folds in alternate directions made at right angles to the long axis
of the manuscript. These folds divide the document into a linear
sequence of pages, and when the codex is folded, each page faces towards one of its adjoining pages and away from the other adjoining
page, as illustrated in FIgure 6. The two pages that face each other
are visible together when the codex is opened for reading and share
between them what I have named an inside fold, while the pages facing
away front each other share an outside fold (Troike 1971: 183).
The alternation in the direction of successive folds I have
called the fold sequence, and. because it is regular and sequential,
merely establishing the direction of a single fold in a screenfold.
manuscript will automatically establish the correct fold sequence
for the entire unbroken piece (Troike 1971: 182 -183). Folds in

6

FIGURE 6.
Screeno].d. form of the Codex Colombino-Becker. (After Troike 1971:
Figure 1.)
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opposite directions will delimit each individual page and will also
be found at the beginning and end of any odd number of consecutive
pages, while folds in the same direction frame the beginning and end
of each two consecutive pages and of any even number of such successive pages. These physical data allow for the determination of
whether an odd or an even number of pages is missing between the
parts of a fragmented screenfold manuscript, and consequently for
the establishment of the minimum possible loss as respectively either
one or two pages (Troike

1971: 183_i811).

The scenes of the Colombino-Becker are painted on its pages
within sets of red lines that guide and direct the reading of the
pictorial text in a single continuous boustrophedon stream. The
designs of these guide lines, which I have called page patterns, occur in only seven basic forms in this codex. The pictorial content
of four of these patterns cannot be completely read through except
when each pattern is joined directly to another specific pattern;
such inter-dependent patterns I have named dual-page sets • 1 The
remaining three patterns are drawn so that all the pictorial material
on each page is completed before passing to the next page, and. these
designs I have termed single-page patterns (Troike

1971: 186-187).

For convenience of reference I have assigned each of these seven

1Paso y Troncoso (1892: 96), who was the first to explain the
operation of the guide lines in the Colombino, clearly understood
the function of dual-page sets as taking place across pairs of pages.
Caso (1966: 17) considered that these patterns occurred in sets of
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patterns a letter designation, connecting the letters for dual-page
sets with a hyphen to indicate that they are individually incoinplete. All seven page patterns are sketched in Figure 7, with
arrows marking the path in which the contents of each pattern must
be read. The sequence In which these patterns may follow one another
is restricted to only those forms between which a continuous reading
is possible (Troike 1971: 189-190).
Because the two pages of a dual-page set must be read together,
they must also be seen together in the opened manuscript, and conmust share an Inside fold between them. The predictable occurren
of an inside fold between the pages of such sets creates the structural
grounds for establishing the fold sequence of all fragments containing even one page of such a set (TroIke 1971:

188).

For the Colombino-Becker, the presence of such dual-page sets
in Colombino Fragments I, III, and IV, and in Becker Fragments 2 aid

3,

aliws their fold sequences to be established on these structural

grounds. The fold sequence for Becker Fragment 1 cannot be structurally determined because it contains only single-page patterns (Troike
1971:

188-189). The

problems associated with Colombino Fragment ]I

are complex, and I have discussed them elsewhere in detail (1970a:
20-252 ; 1971: 189, 191-192).

four pages, but these are actually only two successive dual-page
sets; the reading may be changed between these pairs if the artist
desires, as occurs in Becker Fragment 2.
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An outline of all the Colombino-Becker fragments is given in
Figure 8, showing the guide lines, page pattern letters, and types
of folds. 1

These complex data may then be reduced to the much simpler

form shown in FIgure 9 by representing each page with its page pattern
letter and adding the further conventions of a diagonal line (/)
Indicate outside folds, a plus sign (+) for page remnants of undetermined pattern, and enclosing incomplete pages within parentheses. 2 Figure 9 thus sumin-rises In succinct fashion the structural
framework within which a].]. correlations of the extant Colombino-Becker
fragments must be made.
TEE COBRKLAION OF TEE COLOMBINO-BECKER FRAGMENTS
Only one sequence of fragments can exactly duplicate the original
codex and so present all the surviving scenes in precisely the same
order they were originally painted. An Incorrect sequence of fragments not only fails to re-create the form of the original manuscript
but has the much more damaging effect of changing the sequence in
which the historical events appear to have occurred. When attempting
to correlate the fragments of the Colombino-Becker, the concurrent
operations of the fold sequence and page patterns must of course

'Incomplete pages are Indicated by a broken line at the appropriate side. Inside and outside folds are marked as I and 0 respectIvely.
The three fold sequences possible for Coloabino Fragment II, and the
two possible for Becker Fragment 1, are all given, since there is no
structural basis for selecting among them (Troike 1971: 189, 191-192).

2An analysis and interpretation of aberrant page forms and t age
is given In Troike (1971: 187-188, 193).
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FIGURE 7.
Dual-page sets A-B and C-D, and single-page patterns X, E, and F.
(kfter Troike 197 1 : FIgures and 5.)
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FIGURE 8.
Extant fragments of the Colombino-Becker. (After Troike 1971:
Figure 2.)
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FIGURE 9.
Page patterns a fold. sequences of the extant Colombino and Becker
fragments. (After Troike 1971: Figure 9.)
COLOMBINO:
Fragment I

/ (A) -B/C-.D/A-B/C -D/A-B/C -D/A-B/C -

Fragment II (a)

(/A-)-B/j

(b)
(c)

Fragment III

-D/A-B/

Fragment IV

/A-B/X X/E

BECKER
Fragment 1 (a)

(b)

F/E F/X (+)

/

K/F x/(^)

Fragment 2

(+) 12/E F/C-D/A2 -B/x E/A-

Fragment 3

/c-(D)/
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receive full consideration, but it is also crucial to consider the
evidence of the physical condition of the manuscript Itself, such
as irregular edges and scratches that might provide clues to the
prior relationship of its parts. The only firm bases for correlating the fragments are those supplied by the physical and structural
evidence, taken together, of the fragments themselves. Sequences
based upon interpretations of the pictorial data, no matter how ingenious or plausible they may seem, cannot be supported If they
violate the structural or physical integrity of the manuscript.
Because the extant pieces form the balic units to be manipulated
in attempting to re-create the form of the original Colombino-Becker,
correlation efforts are focused almost entirely upon the terminal
pages of each fragment: in structural terms, determining the relationahips possible between their page patterns and fold sequences;
In physical terms, searching for material clues in the present condition of the skins and paintings. There viii always be a necessity
for making some interpretative judgments, as I have previously indicated (1971: i9), because such interpretations are fundamental to
the process of restoring a fragmented original. It is essential,
however, that all interpretations be clearly labelled as such and
treated as hypotheses which, in the opinion of the Interpreter, best
meet the contingencies of a particular situation.
Only two types of correlations are possible between any two
fragments of a screenfo].d manuscript: either the fragments may be
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joined directly together, or they may not be so joined (Troike

1971:

1911 ). In order for a direct connexion to be structurally possible,
the fold sequences and page patterns of the two fragments must first
be in accord. If a direct union of the fragments is not structurally
possible, then a stu&y of the co-ordination of their fold. sequences
and page patterns i1l reveal the minimum number of pages lost between
them. If the structural features of the two pieces are compatible
for a direct connexion, the next step is to examine the originals for
physical data such as matching lines or irregularities at the edges
that might indicate the pieces had once been together.
There has never been any disagreement concerning the relative
order of the fragments within the

Colombino

and Becker when each

manuscript is considered separately. Since both manuscripts were
published

separately and almost simultaneously, these sequences were

established independently of one another, that of the Colozabino by
Paso y Troncoso

(1892: 57) and

that of the Becker by Saussure

(1891).

The entire Colombino-Becker question revolves around the possible
interrelationships among these seven fragments. Of particular difficulty is the placement of Coloabino Fragment II, which has never
been securely positioned in any sequence (Caso

45), although

1966: 12, 16, 17, 19,

there has always been complete agreement among scholars

that it does not belong where it is now found, between Colombino
Fragments I and III (Paso

yr

Troncoso

1892: 58; Clark 1912: 4, 22).
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I have previously made detailed examinations of the original
Colombino and Becker fragments in order to determine the physical
evidence still present In them, and have also explored in detail
(1971) the structural bases for correlating the fragments under different circumstances. With all these data in hand I can now establish the original positions held by the seven extant fragments in
the undivided Codex Colombino-Becker: Colombino Fragment I was
directly connected to Colombino Fragment III, following which a
minimum of two pages Is lost; Colombino Fragment IV was directly
connected to Becker Fragment 1, after which at least another two
pages Ii missing; Becker Fragment 2 was directly connected to Colombino Fragment II which was directly connected to Becker Fragment

3.

The evidence for each of these correlations follows.
Colonibino 7ragments I and. III. Paso y Troncoso (1892: 58),
Clark (1912: 22), and Caso (1966: 16, 32) all concur that the pictorial text of page 15, the final page of Fragment I, and that of
page 17, the first page of Fragment III, are continuous. For this
reason the question of the structural and. physical evidence for the
continuity of the manuscript at this point seems never to have been
raised.
Previously I have shown (1971: 196) that there are no structural impediments to the direct connexIon of the terminal pages of
the two fragments, Fragment I ending with the IC- part of a dual-page
set and Fragment III opening with the -D/ part of such a set • The
physical data, however, are quite complex.
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Page 15 is painted at the end of Skin , which terminates
vertically at the right fold. of this page. Fragment III begins with
the partial page 17a which, as can be seen in Figure 5, tapers
gradually until it is covered on the obverse face of the manuscript
by the small SkIn 7. On the reverse side this taper continues into
the body of page 17, as is visible in the 1966 reproduction of the
Colombino, and. the purpose of SkIn 7 was to cover this open area.
When pages 15 and. 17 are connected directly together, Skin 7 then becomes merely the upper right end. of Skin Ii. .

The problem thus arise s

of determining how Skins 11. aM 7 were parted without likewise deta ching page 17a from page 17, since page 17a would have been fastened on
the reverse of page 15 to complete the joint.
The answer seems to be that the glue failed at the joining of
the skins between pages 15 and 17. As already mentioned, there is
considerable evidence elsewhere in the Coloznbino-Becker of the weakness of this gluing medium. Skin 7 is now glued firmly In place, but
slight discontinuities in the designs along its right edge reveal
that it is not in precisely the same position It occupied when the
codex was originally painted, indicating that it must have been refastened after Its glue had loosened. The right Bide of Skin 7 is
also sewn to page 17; and after the glue had ceased to hold Skin 7
to the obverse of page 17, or page 17a to the reverse of page 15,
this stitching would have been all that kept the two pages togeth.
In addition, the top of the fold between the pages may hare been 1rn,
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since the upper 3 centimetres along the left edge of Skin 7 show a
slightly Irregular edge. With the two fragments of the manuscript
being held together by only a few stitches, it would not be surprising that the leather at the fold eventually tore through or was cut.
Colombino Fragments III and IV. Structurally, Fragment III
ends with a -B/ page and Fragment IV begins with an /A- page. No
direct connexion is possible when the -B pattern precedes the Apattern, and consequently a part of the original manuscript is missing at this point. In my previous structural analysis (1971: 18I,

197) of the

Colombino-Becker, I have shown that an even number of

pages must be lost here, so that the least number now missing from
the codex is two pages.
Colombino Fragment IV and Becker Fraent 1. Colombino Fragment
IV ends with an /E page having an inside fold at Its right side, th lie
Becker Fragment 1 opens with a F page, but the single-page pattert
of the Becker do not allow its fold sequence to be structurally determined. There are therefore two ways in which the Becker piece could
be folded, one of which -- the (a) sequence listed in Figure 9 -allows the fragment to be directly connected to Colombino Fragment
IV, while the (b) sequence does not (Troike 1971: 189, 197). The
resolution of the problem of their relationship thus depends entirely
upon the data obtained by examining the physical evidence of these
terminal pages in the original manuscripts.
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ColoaRbino 211, the final page of Fragment IV, and Becker 1, the
first of Fragment 1, have both been deliberately damaged by rasping
marks in band III. These scratches have destroyed all the paintings
near their respective end8, except for a few thin white streaks. In
the Colombino this erased area measures 14.05 centimetres in height
at its left end and. 3.975 centimetres near the right edge of page 211.,
while in the Becker the height of the destroyed zone is 11.0 centi-

metres at its left side (measured some 1.5 centimetres from the left
edge of the page), and 3.8 centimetres at its right end..
When the facsimile of Becker 1 is placed following the original
of Colombino 211., aS in FIgure 10,1 it can be seen that not only
the destroyed zones in both pages match, but also some of the rasping
lines and surviving paint streaks likewise fit together. Other matching areas of destruction can also be seen in the photograph, such as
along the red guide line between bands II and III; and there is, as
well, a slight bulge in the right edge of page 214., centred some 14.8
centimetrea from the top of the page, that corresponds to a slight
indentation in the left side of the Becker page.
In addition, there are also 'extra' folds in the left parts of

all the pages of Colombino Fragment IV (pages 20-211.) and in the first
page of Becker Fragment 1. In Fragment IV the distance between these

Zrhe correspondences between the fragments are difficult to see
when the 1966 reproductIon of the Colonibino is used., due to its incorrect scale and lack of fine detail.
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FIGURE 10.
Colombino Fragment IV and Becker Fragment 1 • The original of Colombino 2, at the left, is shown adjacent to the 1961 facsimIle of
Becker 1, at the right.
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'extra' folds and the actual left fold increases in each Successive
page, the change being front some li..9 centimetres for page 20 to 6.8
centimetres for page 2 1i (Troike 197 0a : 250). This pattern is continued in Becker

1, where the 'extra' fold. lies 7.1 centimetres front

the left fold (Troike 1969a: 181).
These physical data indicate that Colombino 21i and Becker 1 ire
originally continuous and should be rejoined, combining Colombino
Fragment IV and Becker Fragment 1 into a single strip. This establishes the correct fold sequence of the Becker piece as its (a) form.
Colombino Skin 10 and Becker Skin 1 would then also become a single
skin, and the 'extra' folds show that it was already fastened to
Colontbino Skin 9 when the 'extra' folds were made.
Becker Fragments 1 and 2. Becker Fragments 1 and 2 end and begin, respectively, with a smell remnant of another page, so no direct
connexion is possible between them. The attachment of Fragment 1 to
Colombino Fragment lit having determined the proper fold sequence for
the former, I have previously shown (1971: 1814, 197-198) that between
Its (a) form and. Fragment 2 a minimum of two pages must be lost. The
first and final of these missing pages must be partially Incomplete,
the remainder of each still being attached to Fragments 1 and 2.
Becker Fragment 2 and Coloinbino Fragment II. Becker Fragment
2 ends with the /A- half of a dual-page set that can only be followed
by a B/ page. I have previously investigated in some detail (1970a:
250-252;

1971: 189, 191-192, 198-200) the problems associated with

8].

the structural form of the basically -B! pattern of Colombino Fragment II, including the number of pages it might contain and the
proper fold sequence to be utilised for it. Fragment II is 27
centimetres long and so must consist of more than a single page,
but two folds cross it only 23.8 centImetres apart and make any
decision concerning its original form very difficult. It may be
interpreted. in three different ways, but because It is not possible
to choose among these on structural grounds, its correlation with
Becker Fragment 2 must depend upon the physical evidence now found
in their terminal pages.
Figure 11 shows the 1961 facsimile of Becker 11i, the final page
of Fragment 2, placed some O.li. centimetres to the left of Colomblno
Fragment II. This separation is necessary because approximately the
latter amount of page 11i. Is now turned under and sewn to the patching skin that inuned.iately follows It in the Becker (Troike l969a:
179). It is therefore not possible to make direct comparisons between the right edge of Becker lii. and the left side of Fragment II,
although Figure 1]. shows that the band lines on the two pages match
exactly.
However, the scraping to which the hides were subjected In the
course of preparing the leather for use in the original manuscript
has left sets of marks which are still visible, and several of auth
sets cross between page ].1i and Fragment

II, particularly in

bands I
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FIGURE 11.
Becker Fragment 2 and Colombino Franent II. The 1961 facsimile
of Becker lii. placed some Q•1. centimetres to the left of the
original of Colombino 16.
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and. III.' One such line begins on Becker hi_hI at the butt of the
right arrow in the year sign and extends to the hole in the Colombino
(shown in the 1966 reproduction as a black oval) above the head of
the first man. The upper part of band I in both pages is characterised by a number of matching scraping lines approximately parallel
to the top edge of the manuscript. Another set of these lines crcses
through the lower part of the year sign in Becker 111._I and ends in the
top band. of Fragment II some 2 centimetres to the left of the stitch-

ing between Colombino Skins 5 and 6.
The physical evidence of these matching scraping lines indicates
that the two fragments were originally a single strip and should be
rejoined.. Attaching Colombino Fragment II directly to Becker Fragnient 2 allows the proper form of the Colombino piece to be established as its (b) sequence and hence as a -B! page followed by a partial
page having either a IC- or an E pattern.2

1Most of these lines can be seen clearly in the 1961 Becker
facsimile but only faintly or not at all in the 1966 Colonibino
reproduction.
21n the (a) and. (c) interpretations of Frant II, the left
centimetres
of the piece ii considered to represent the remnant
1.3
of an IA- pattern called page 16a (Troike 1971: 191-192 ). Becker
Fragment 2 ends with an /A- page which is 211.5 centimetres long plus
an additional 0.11 centimetres which is now turned. under, making its
total extant length at least 211.9 centimetres and indicating that at
most only a few additional millimetres could be missing frc*n its
right side. The 1.3 centimetres width of the potentially /A- patterned part of Fragment II is much too great to form the right part of
Becker 111., since it would thereby create a page 26.2 centimetres
long, about 1 centimetre longer than the average page length in the
Colombino-Becker and almost half a centimetre longer than the longest

Colombino Fragment II and Becker Fra gment 3. Colombino Fragment II has been defined by its attachment to Becker Fragment 2 as
ending with the page remnant 16A. This partial page is only 1.9
centimetres long and has a pattern that must be either /c- or E because traces of an upper band line still remain (Troike 1971: 191192). Becker Fragment 3 begins with page 15, a /c- pattern only 23.3
centimetres

long, which is incomplete at its left side. If Colombino

16k were interpreted as a /c- pattern and combined with Becker 15,
the result would be a single page of 25.2 centimetres, very close to
the average size of pages in the Colombino-Becker. Since their
lengths are thus compatible, a detailed examination of the physical
evidence in the originals is needed to determine whether the two pages
were originally

actually so related.

Figure 12 shows the original Colombino 16k placed beside the 1961
facsimile of Becker 15. A slight projection at the right side of
page 16k, located 1.0 centimetre below its upper red guide line,
matches a small notch in the left edge of page 15, likewIse found 1.0

complete page presently extant. With the two fragments connected
directly together, the possible existence of a page 16a entity with
an /A- pattern Is therefore disproved, and the (a) and (c) interpretations of the form of Fragment II, which utilised an Initial IApattern, must be discarded. The fold that formerly distinguished
page 16a as a separate area can now be considered an accidental

crease, made perhaps while Fragment II was sewn to Colombino Fragment
III; since the total length of the former is 1.7 centimetres greater
than the length of Colombino 17 to which it was once sewn, the
discrepancy might have led some past owner of the codex to fold the
excess portion of Fragment II.

8

FIGURE 12.
Colombino Fragment II and Becker Fragment 3. At the left, the
original of Colcmbino 16 and 16A; at the right, the 1961 facsimile
of Becker 15, a page whIch is Incomplete at its left side.
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centimetre below its upper band line; when the two are fitted
together, these upper band lines exactly coincide.
All the painted scenes on Coloinbino 16A have been destroyed,
the only textual evidence now remaining being stains from the red
paint used in those scenes and in its upper guide line. Below the
traces of this band, line there are three blurred red areas which are
across from the temple on Becker l-II-III, each of the three being
exactly opposite a place where red paint is used in the temple.
The uppermost of these red spots is about 0.11. centimetres in
diameter and is precisely in line with the topmost horizontal element
in the Becker temple roof, in which a red background is decorated
with circular objects. The second spot Is soni0.5 centimetres in
diameter and is directly in line with the row of alternately red and
blue L-shaped designs above the lintel of the Becker building doorway. The third is a vertical stain some 1.2 centimetres high by 0.2
centimetres wide, exactly across from the lintel of the temple, which
is painted as a red background containing large circular decoratioms.
There are also other faint traces of red in the lower part of Colombino 16A opposite the base of the Becker building, but the latter
has itself been mostly destroyed by water dRmlige in this area so
that only a few red streaks of its design can now be seen.
These physical data show that Colombino 16A is the missing left
portion of Becker l. Rejoining these two partial pages establishes
the pattern of page l6A as Its
2.2 centimetres long.

IC- form

and creates a single page
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The Sections of the Codex. The seven individual fragments of
the Codex Colombino-Becker have now been combined into three longer
strips: Section I consists of Colombino Fragments I and III; Section
II, of Colombino Fragment IV and Becker Fragment 1; and. Section III,
of Becker Fragment 2, Colombino Fragment II, and Becker Fragment
Figure

13 shows

3.

the schematic appearance of the codex with Its

fragments regrouped into these three sections. Structural changes
in the forms of several pages are obvious if this figure is compared
with the earlier Figure

8.

Among these, Colombino ].7a has disappear-

ed., since it now falls on the reverse side of the manuscript behind
Colombino 15 as support for the joint between pages 15 and 17. The
existence of Colombino

l6a as

a possible page remnant has been dis-

proved and it is not marked. on Figure 13. Colombino Fragment II Is
no longer Incomplete at either end, nor Is Becker

15 incomplete

Its left side; the connexion between Colombino l6A and Becker

at

15 is

marked on FIgure 13 with a dotted. line, however • The proper fold
sequences for Becker Fragment 1 and Coloinbino Fragment II have been
resolved by their attachment to fragments whose fold sequences were
already structurally determined.
All these data concerning the manuscript are Bummarised succinctly in Figure ii, utilising the same conventions as earlier In
Figure

9.

A comparison of FIgures

9 and

11i will show that the

latter has been considerably simplified by the removal of the ainbiguities present In the former.
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FIGUBE 1.
patterns and fold sequences of the three Colombino-Becker
sections.

Page

SECTION I (Coloznbino Fragments I and. III):
/ (A) -B/C -.D/A-B/C -D/A-B/C -D/A-B/C -D/A-B/
SECTION II (Coloabino Fragment IV and. Becker Fragment 1):
/A-B/X X/1I F/E FIX (+)

SECTION III (Becker Fragment 2, Colombino Fragment II, and Becker
Fragment 3):
(+) 12/E F/C-D/A2-B/X E/A-B/C-(D/)
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Ad4itional Lost Pa p es. Between the three sections of the
restored Cod.ex Colombino-Becker, however, additional pages of the
original manuscript are still missing: at least two pages are gone
between Sections I and II, and another two pages between Sections
II and III • Taken together with the surviving iO pages shown in
Figure 11i, this structural minimum of four missing pages means that
the original length of the three extant sections of the ColoinbinoBecker could not have been less than 1i.1 pages.
However, while it Is not structurally possible for fewer than
two pages to be lost between each of the present sections, it is quite
feasible in both instances for a greater number than two to be missing. As already mentioned, any even number of consecutive pages fu 1fils all the same physical requirements as the minimum number of two
pages. The lengths of the skins on which the manuscript is painted
might potentially furnish clues concerning whether more than two
pages are lost between each of the sections. If there should be any
patterns or regularities in these skin lengths, such information
could be projected across the broken areas of the codex as hypotheses
concerning the actual number of pages now missing between its parts.
The direct connexions given above for the various fragments
have reduced the number of separate skins present in the extant manuscript. The joining of Colombino

Frants

I and III results in

Colombino Skins ii. and 7 being combined into a single piece 89.8
centimetres long. Connecting Colombino Fragment IV to Becker Frag-
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ntent 1 unites Colombino Skin 10 with Becker Skin 1 to form a strip

81i..6 centimetres in length. When Becker Fragment 2 is joined to
Colombino Fragment II, Be cker Skin 6 and Coloinbino Skin 5 are conibined. into a skin 75.3 centimetres long. The connexion of Colombino
Fragment II to Becker Fragment 3 brings Coloinbino Skin
Skin

6 and Becker

7 together in a single strip of 66.5 centimetres. By these

means the 17 skins listed previously in Figure 14. are now reduced to

only 13. Figure 15 shows these new relationships; as in Figure 14.,
potentially incomplete skins are enclosed within parentheses.
There are now seven complete skins instead of only four, and a
study of Figure 15 reveals a definite trend within the codex for
their lengths to become progressively shorter. This does not seem
to be accidental, but rather appears to reflect the preference of
the artists for the use of the longer skins first. There may be a
simple and quite practical reason for this -- the longer the skin,
the more pictorial events the artist could record before having to
stop to attach another hid.e.
The decrease in skin length within the manuscript is not entirely
absolute because Becker Skin 11. is several centimetres shorter than
the two skins that follow it. Instead, there seem to be three
clusters of lengths as the codex continues, each marking a significant decrease from the preceding group. The first of these clusters
occurs at about 101 centimetres in length; the second group averages
around 87 centimetres long; and the third, circa 75 centimetres. In
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FIGURE 15.
Length of 1ndiv1du1 skins with Colombino and Becker fragments
rejoined into three sections.
SECTION I (Colombino Fragments I and III):
Colombino SkIn 1

(100.8)

Colombino Skin 2

101.6

Colombino Skin 3

101.5

Colombino 5kin 1.

7

Colombino Skin 8

89.8
(77.7)

SECTION II (Colombino Fragment IV and Becker Fragment 1):
Coloaibino Skin 9
Colombino Skin 10 and Becker SkIn 1
Becker Skin 2

(72.8)

81i..6
(70.8)

SECTION III (Becker Fragment 2, Coloinblno Fragment II, and Becker
Fragment 3):
Becker Skin 3

(38..)

Becker Skin

73.08

Becker Skin 5

76.3

Becker Skin

6 and Colombino Skin 5

Coloinbino Skin 6 and. Becker Skin 7

75.3
(66.)
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terms of decreasing length, the second group is some 111. centimetres
shorter than the first, and the third is about 12 centimetres less
than the second.
In addition, there are six skins whose lengths cluster within
the narrow range of 70.8 to 77.7 centimetres. Three of these are
complete and, three are potentially incomplete, with the three complete
ones all being found in Section III and the three others in Sections
I and II. These data simultaneously suggest the use of a number a
skins averaging some 75 centImetres In length without clarifying the
question of whether those in Sections I and II might originally have
been longer.
It therefore seems desirable to make two different sets of projections concerning skin Lengths: one based on a general decrease in
length throughout the manuscript; and the other, on a consideration
that all skins in the 70-78 centimetre range are complete. It is
necessary to stress, however, that these projections are merely
hypotheses. Only recovery of the missing parts of the ColoznblnoBecker can determine the actual lengths of the skins lost from the
original manuscript.
The lengths of the first three skins of the extant manuscript
(Colombino Skins 1, 2, and

3) are

closely clustered around 101 centi-

metres. With the fourth skin (Colomblno ins 14/7), however, the
length abruptly drops some 11 centimetres to 89.8 centimetres. The
next complete skin (Colombino Skin 10/Becker Skin 1) Is 81 i.. 6 centi-

914.

metres long, suggesting that possibly these latter two might
represent a group of skins averaging about 87 centimetres in length.
Between them lie Coloinbino Skins 8 and 9, each a terminal skin of a
section of the manuscript and therefore potentially Incomplete.
Colombino Skin 8, at 77.7 centimetres, Is some ten centimetres
shorter than this postulated average of 87 centimetres, while the

72.8 centimetres of Skin 9 is about 15 centimetres less than the
proposed figure. Although together the areas missing from these two
skins 'would total to 25 centimetres, which is the average length of
a page In the Colombino-Becker, an even number of pages are what must
be missing here between Sections I and II. One additional page therefore entails a further addition of 25 centimetres of skin, but there
is no skin in the extant manuscript so short as this. If the loss
between the sections was four pages, then to the 25 centimetres missIng from these two extant skins, another skin some 75 centimetres
long would need to be added. Similarly, if six pages, then at least
an additional 125 centimetres of new skin is needed; If eight, then

175 centimetres. If each

new skin added was approximately

87 centi-

metres long, the length postulated as being used in this area of the
codex, two such skins would total to some 1714. centimetres, the
amount needed if eight pages were missing.
If Colombino Skins 8 and 9 are each considered to be complete,
however, then all pages added between them would occur on new skins.
If all such additional skins were postulated as being about 75

9,

centimetres long, each would equal three pages of the codex, and in
order to achieve the necessary even number, at least two such skins
would be needed, representing six pages.
Between Sections II and III of the manuscript two pages are
the minimum possible loss, and any larger total must therefore be
an even number. Becker Skin 2 at the end of Section II is 70.8
centimetres long, which Section III begins with Becker Skin 3, now
only 38.11 centimetres in length and therefore almost certainly
severely truncated. The complete skin (Colombino Skin 10/Becker
Skin 1) immediately preceding Becker Skin 2 is 811.6 centimetres long,
while the three complete skins following Becker Skin 3 are each approximately 7 centimetres in length. Thus one of the reductions in
skin length appears to occur between Sections II and III, and the
skins lost between them may perhaps show some variance in lengths.
At the end of Becker Skin 2 and the beginning of Skin 3, respectively, ere the two tiny page remnants Becker 11A and 5a, which
together total about 2 centimetres • The minimum needed to bridge
between the extant skins in two pages would therefore be only about
11.8 centimetres, rather than the usual 0 centimetres. If Skin 2
had originally been 8 centimetres long, then some 17 centimetres
would now be missing from it, while Skin 3 falls short of 7 centimetres by about 37 centImetres. These two projections together
total

11

centimetres, some 6 centimetres longer than needed for the

minimum possible two-page loss, which might indicate that the missing
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portions of the two skins were shorter than the average figure used
here • Were Skin 2 consIdered to haie been only 83, and Skin 3 only

73, centimetres In length originally, then their missing parts would
total to li.8 centimetres and would span the gap in two pages without
further loss.
If Becker Skins 2 and 3 were both raised to a length of 87 cciitizmetres,

a total of 61 centimetres would be lost from the two of

them together, and the addition of one skin of some 86 centimetres
would suffice to form six pages. If Skin 2 was considered to be

complete and Skin 3 was thought to have been about 75 centimetres
long, then the only missing portion would be 37 centimetres lost from
the latter. One skin of 75 centimetres and one of 87 centimetres
would bridge between the fragments almost exactly, and eight pages
would be lost.
It is also quite probable that additional pages are lost from
both the beginning and end of the present manuscript, since the first
page of Section I and the last page of Section III are each Incomplete
at their unattached side. Paso y Troncoso (1892: 58) noted the possibility of pages being lost at the start of the Colombuno, and Clark

(1912: Ii. ) suggested that 'At least two pages, if not many more, are
missing from the beginning'. Caso (1966: 16-17, 21), considering
that the pages of the Colombino should be read In sets of four,
thought that two pages were lost preceding the extant text. Since
the codex now begins with an outside fold, additional pages must be
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postulated in multiples of two if the unused reverse face of the
first page is to be maintained as the outside front cover.
The second and third skins of Section I are slightly over 101
centimetres in length, while the first skin is only a few millimetres less; the latter, although classed as potentially incomplete
because it is unattached at one end, would therefore seem quite probably also to be complete. Any pages preceding Section I would
consequently have to be on a separate skin, and to maintain the
pattern established by the other three skins this new skin should
also be some 101 centimetres in length. About one centimetre of
the added skin 'would be needed to complete the missing left portion
of page 1, with the remainder forming four new pages. Each additional skin of 101 centimetres that might be added would also contain
another four pages.
Concerning any pages that might have followed the present end
of the Coloutbino-Becker, Caso (1966: 17) concluded that tno sabem
cu,.ntos ms habra, aunque ii relataban lnicamente la historia de 11.
Viento WliuhcoatlW no deben falter muchas •' As was true for the
beginning of the codex, any pages postulated as occurring after tie
present end of Section III would need to be added in multiples of
two to maintain the unpainted reverse face of the last page as the
back cover.
The final extant page of Section III, Becker 16, lacks part of
its right side and is now only 21.9 centimetres long, and the skin on
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which it is painted (Coloinbino Skin 6/Becker Skin 7) is only 66.5
centimetres in length. This latter skin is some 9 centimetres
shorter than the average of the three complete skins preceding it
and therefore might possibly represent another step of decreasing
skin length. Indeed., three skins each about 67 centimetres in
length, would almost exactly equal the 3 centimetres missing from
the right side of page 16 plus eight additional pages. However, if
it were postulated that this final skin had originally been 75 centimetre. long and should have an additional 9 centimetres restored to
it, this extension and. two other skins each about 72 centimetres in
length would equal iii additional pages.
The hypothetical reconstructions suggested above demonstrate
that the lengths of the skins in the extant manuscript may eventually
help achieve an estimation of the number of pages now missing from
the original text, for the regularities in the surviving sections
would probably have been continued in the parts of the codex that
are now lost. From the evidence discussed above, it seems most
likely that more pages are missing between Sections I and II than
only the two that are the minimum loss structurally. Between Sections II and III, however, the analysis indicates a much higher
degree of probability that the minimum of two pages might be all
that is lost. Preceding the beginning of Section I, a loss of at
least four pages seems indicated., and following after the end of
Section III several additional pages are now probably missing. While
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it must be emphasised again that these projections are only hypotheses based upon observable regularities, they do indicate that skin
length is another physical feature that must be fully considered
when reconstructing a fragmented manuscript.
THE COINED COLOMBINO-BECXER
While the codex was stilL in its original form -- that is, befbre
it was fragmented -- certain classes of objects in its pictorial text
were deliberately and systematically destroyed, animal heads constituting the prime target. These heads are crucial components in day and.
year dates, in place names, and in the personal and calendar names
of individuals as well as their distinguishing he]jnets. The reasais
for this intentional destruction are not yet completely clear, but it
does seem that the person erasing the beads probably did not understand how to read the pictorial text of the codex. If, for example,
his main intent was to remove the town names, then there was no need
to destroy the animal heads functioning in dates and in the names
and helmets of persons. If the purpose was to conceal the idenity
of certain Individuals, then there was no need. to erase the animals
in place signs and. dates.
The failure of this person to understand the contents of the
codex is further emphasised by his destroying principally only
recognisable objects. Other representations whose function is
identical to the obliterated objects, but whose form might not be so
patently obvious, such as the signs for Flint or Movement, normally
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escaped damage. Some year dates have therefore survived while
others were destroyed, showing that he bad no comprehension of the
significance of the year sign. It seems quite probable, in fact,
that the actual knowledge of the person carrying out this systematic
destruction extended no further than a realisation that an animal
representation might occur for a particular type of circumstance
which he wished to remove from the codex, and in order to make certain of his goal in a. text whose meaning he could not understand except on the most obvious level, he simply destroyed all animal heads
wherever he found them.
The few surviving animal representations are therefore left in
an ambiguous position -- were they merely overlooked accidently, or
were they left for a specific purpose 7 Although in certain areas
of the manuscript the animal heads are less thoroughly erased than
in other parts, there are at least four examples whose survival does
not seem accidental. All four are in the Colombino, and all are of
birds; they are found on Co].onibino

5-li, 8-I,

lli._II, and 20-I.

The latter three are all place signs composed of a hill whose
peak forms part of the body of the bird, with the head, wings, tail,
and. claws of the bird shown as separate elements. In all these cases
other place signs on the same page have been destroyed, so there
seems little likelihood these three might have been missed accidentally.
The fourth occurrence is that of the very large bird bead. in
the place sign identified by ith (1963: 2 77-279; 1966 : 156-157)
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as representing Tututepec. The bird head itself is intact but an
area within its opened. beak has been erased. Smith (19 6 3: 277-278)
has pointed out that Tututepec's name means 'Bird Hill' in both
Mixtec and Nahuati, and noted that in other codices its representation may contain a human face or chin inside the bird's beak, to
einphasise by homophony the sound of the Mixtec word for 'bird'. In
this Colombino representation the destruction of what was probably
the human face within the bird's beak again indicates that the person who damaged the manuscript had, no understanding of how to read
it. His intention seems to have been to leave the Tututepec place
sign intact, and. inasmuch as the name 'Bird. Hill' does not contain
any overt reference to the human face, he erased this additional
object from the bird's beak.
The three other und,estroyed Colombino place signs with birds
are each composed of a bird and a hill, and. might therefore also
have been interpreted as referring to Tututepec. Furthermore, with
the exception of these four examples, all other occurrences of bird
heads have been so carefully and thoroughly expunged from the Colombino-Becker that only a few traces now remain even of the bird
helmets worn by individuals (Troike n4.a part I). These destructive activities would seem intended. to emphasise the presence of
place signs In the pictorial text that seem related to the name of
Tututepec, and thus to Increase the apparent importance of Tututepec
in the manuscript. This, in turn, could indicate that the person
responsible for the damage was closely connected with Tututepec.

If so, he was not the same person who added the Tututepec
boundary glosses to the Colombino. The patterned destruction of
animal heads is present in both the Colombino and the Becker, whereas Smith (1966: 165) has pointed out that the Colombino was already
separated from the Becker and in its present form at the time the
Tututepec boundary glosses were added. Since the glosser of these
boundaries could not be responsible for the damage In the Becker, by
extension he is probably not responsible for the same type of erasure
found in the Coloinbino. In addition, the glosser was also apparent ly
unable to read most of the pictorial text of the Colonibino, since
the place names written on the manuscript usually have no relation
to the historical events depicted in its scenes. Both the glosses
and the destruction of the pictorial text point to Tututepec, however, and could well indicate a lengthy association of the manuscript
with that town during the post-Hispanic era.
Regardless of the purposes of 'the erasure of the animal heads
In the Colombino-Becker, the destruction has made the Identification
of many individuals extremely difficult because it has removed, vital
elements of their calendar and personal names. Fortunately, many of
the figures in the codex are drawn wearing a form of animal-head
helmet that included the animal's lower jaw, which was not normally
erased. From regularities in the designs of these lower jaws I

have been able to determine the nature of the animal originally
depicted in the helmet. Patterns of association between specific
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forms of animal-head helmets and certain individuals then became
apparent, and on the bases of these correlations I was able to propose identifications for many figures in the pictorial text (Troike
n.d.a: part IV). These identifications are based entirely upon the
Internal evidence of the depictions in the manuscript itself. This
Is a crucial matter, for the only alternative In attempting to
Identify figures with destroyed names is to rely upon cognate scexs
in other !4ixtec codices, and in so doing, there is always the danger
that these latter texts may vary significantly from the tradition
recorded in

the ColobIno-Becker.

In addition to the difficulties created by the fragmentation of
the original codex and the erasure of parts of its pictorial contents,
there is still another problem in studying the Colombino-Becker: the
fact that Its text iras painted by several different artists (Troike
1970b). Variations in the drawings have been noted by earlier
scholars, Paso y Troncoso (1892: 58) having described the Intercalated
Colombino 16 as differing in figures, colours, and style from its
neighbouring pages. Caso (1966: 12) mentIoned styles in the Colombino only briefly:
A partir dc is

ptg.

XIII se nota clerto cambio de

estilo en las p.gs. XIV, XV, XVII, y XIX, y un segundo
caabio en las pigs. XX a XXIV y en is pig. XVI, que va

probablemente al final, creemos que vuelve a aparecer ci
estilo del primer tiacuilo.
Las diferencias de estilo que heinos sea1ado, son sin
embargo inm ni iii a s. Evideatemente todos los pintorea pertenec'an a 1* misma escuela....
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Novotny (1961: 7) apparently did not recognise any different
styles within the Colombino-Becker, and of the Becker itself spoke
only in general terms, such as: 'Der 6th des Codex Becker I ist sehr
konventionell; er ist das Ergebnis elner langen Tradition. Die
Figuren Bind aus ihren Einzeleleinenteu zusammengesetzt.
I have previously analysed (1970b) the styles used. for human
figures in the Coloinbino-Becker and described briefly how the three
most extensive styles differ in the portrayal of the body and of some
elements of clothing. In general terms, I have defined Style I as
occurring in Colombino 3-10 of Section I; Style II, in Colombino 11-

1 and 17-19 of Section I; and Style III, in Becker 1-h A of Section
II and

a-l6 of

Section

are intended only

III (Troike l970b: 167). These locations

to Indicat, the general span of each type, however,

for within the pages cited for a particular style there may also be
some few figures in a different style. Several pages of the Colombino, includIng

7, 8, and 20, do not contain any human representationB

and hence are omitted from stylistic considerations.
Co].ombino Fragment II, which can now be placed in Section III,
Is also painted in Style III • In addition, two other styles can be
distinguished. within the Colomnbino. These two were omitted from my
earlier stylistic study (1970b) because each is found in only a small
number of figures, most of which are badly damaged. These two new
styles are: Style IV, found only in Colombino 15-Ill and 17-111 of
Section I, and consisting of a few small and partly destroyed figures;
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and. Style V, found. in Colombino 22-211 in Section II, and also used
in only a few figures.
A difficult problem arises from the occurrence of several styles
within a single manuscript, for the nature of certain types of painted information appears to change from one artist to another. This
becomes a significant factor in attempting to distinguish between
those data which the individual painter might freely vary, according
to his abilities and inclinations, without endangering the coniprehensibility of his pictorial text, and, those that were culturally essential in order for the intended Mixtec readers to understand fully the
meaning of the scenes (Troike

1 97 0b: 167). My

earlier stylistic

analysis (1970b) showed that different artists had somewhat different
Ideas concerning which items were ethnographically necessary and
which ones might be subjected to greater variation. However, since
we have no real knowledge of Mixtec expectations or requirements in
these areas, most of the painted information of the text must be
treated as potentially ethnographic.
Another problem, also stemming from the several styles found in
the Colombino-Becker, is that of the preferred uses of space by each
of the different painters. Some artists draw smaller and more compact figures. Some depict events In a concise fashion, while others
extend similar scenes over a greater amount of space. As a result of
these variations in style, equal amounts of space In the codex do not
necessarily contain equal quanities of pictorial information.
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For example, the artist of Style V utilises two complete pages
(Colombino 22-23) to depict only a single scene -- albeit an important one -- ansi devotes most of another page (Coloxnblno 21i) to showing one place sign and a procession of five men. He thus expends
almost one-third of the total space in Section II of the codex on
depictions of only two events. The painter of Style III is more
concise, averaging about one scene per band, while in Styles I and
II the artists usually show some two scenes in each band.
As a result, there Is approximately twice as much hiitorical
information on each of the pages drawn in Styles I and II, as there
is on the pages painted in Style III; and of course a much greater
amount than in those done in Style V. These spatial variations must
be taken into consideration when attempting to estimate the data
that might have been depicted on the pages now lost from the manuscript.
The remainder of this study is devoted to an analysis of the
pictorial text of the Codex Colombino-Becker. It will be divided
into five chapters, each containing an interpretation of the contents
of all or a part of a section of the surviving manuscript.
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CHAPT IV
CTION I OF THE CODEX COLOMBINO-CKR:
COLONBINO FRA&MEITS I MW III: PA I

The Codex Colonibino-Becker essentially depicts the political
history of & Deer's rise to power in the Mixteca. Its contents are
thus in part obviously biographical, but all references to his
several marriages and subsequent children are totally omitted, so
that it does not contain the genealogical information that is usually
shown for him in other Mixtec manuscripts. The focus of the Colombino-Becker is not upon

8 Deer

as a biological link in the chain of

rulership in Oaxaca, but rather upon him as an individual engaged
in activities of a political nature.
Section I contains

18 pages,

almost half the entire number still

remaining in the extant codex. As mentioned in the preceding chapter,
the internal structure of the manuscript, and the lengths of the skins
in use at its start, suggest to me that four pages are probably missing from the codex preceding this section. If these lost pages
utilised the same sequence of /A-B/C-D/ page patterns that characterise all the surviving pages of Section I, this would amount to 12
bands of pictorial data that are now gone.
Kinship is fundamental to many of the personal relationships
shown in the manuscript, and the artists of the codex might have
found it expedient to identify at least some of these individuals
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by shoving their genealogical background, particularly the members
of

8 Deer's

family. No such data are found in the present text,

and if they appeared, they would probably have been given at the
beginning of the document. The text of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse',
which most nearly parallels that of the Colombino-Becker, and which
might therefore help to indicate what was in the missing first pages
of the latter manuscript, begins by depicting the two marriages of

8

Deer's father and the resulting children of each.
An understanding of

8 Deer's

family background is basic to any

interpretation of the contents of the Colombino-Becker. In addition
to the Zouche-Nuttell 'Reverse'

(l9:

14.2.43), this information is

also pictured in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' (l9: 26), Vindobonenala Reverse (6-7), and Bodley (7-8), each account differing somewhat
from all the others. 1

5 Alligator was first married to 9 Eagle in

either the Years 5 Reed or 6 Flint. Their first child, a son 12 Movement, was born in the Year 7 House, and two years later in the Year

9 Reed there was a daughter 6 Lizard; one or two additional sons
followed.
In the Year 10 House, some 17 or 18 years after this first marriage,

5 Alligator

married for the second time, to 11 Water. She

had been previously married to 3 Wind, by whom she had a son

8 Flower.

1For example, the Bodley has exchanged the names of 5 Alligator's
two wives, while the Vlnd.obonensis Reverse and Bodley date his first
marriage as occurring one year earlier than do the two Zouche-Nuttall
accounts. Children of lesser importance or those who died before marriage, are included in some texts and. omitted from others.
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8 Deer was born two years later, on the Day 8 Deer of the Year 12
Reed, the first child of this second marriage. At the time of his
birth, his half-brother 12 Movement was already 18 years old. In
the following Year 13 Flint a daughter 9 Monkey arrived, and three
years afterwards, in the Year 3 Reed, another son, 9 Flower; later
there was a second daughter. The data concerning Alligator's
marriages and most important children, and in turn their subsequent
marriages and children, are summed up in the kinship diagram shown
in Figure 16.
If the Colombino-Becker originally began with a statement of
the family background of 8 Deer, a depiction of the marriage and
children of his older half-sister 6 Lizard would have been helpful
in clarifying certain relationships that were later to become very
important.

6 Lizard was married to 11

Wind in

the Year 10 House

when she was 11i. years old, and they had three children, 10 Dog, 6
House, and 13 Snake (Bodley 311-IV-IiI). She apparently either died
or was later supplanted in 11 Wind's affection by the redoubtable

6 Monkey, who married him in the Year 13 Rabbit (when 8 Deer was already 27 years of age) and bore him two sons. The first of these, Ii.
Wind, was born in the Year 2 Flint and would later be responsible
for the murder of 8 Deer; the second was born a few years later (Bodley

36_3Ii; Selden 7-8). However, these data concerning 6 Lizard are not
shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', and it is therefore quite
possible that they may not have been pictured in the Colombino-Beder.
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FIGURE i6.
Descendants of 5 Alligator. Double lines join marriage pairs;
vertical lines connect parents with their children. All the marriages of an individual may not be shown, nor all the children of
each marriage. Numbers in parentheses indicate the sequence in
which the wives were married by the male.
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Both the Vindobonensis Reverse (7-Il) and the Bodley (7-V)
show special symbols following the depiction of 8 Deer's birth,
and the Colombino-Becker might also have contained similar information. In the Vind.obonensis Reverse these consist of a large head
of the Rain God with six additional masks of that god attached, and
an eagle drinking blood from a vertica]. tower. The Bodley shows a
wavy object somewhat resembling a reed, a head of the Rain God with
at least 15 circles attached, and an eagle flying upwards.
Caso (1951: 30; 1960: 37) has interpreted these as further
names of 8 Deer. It also seems possible, however, that they might
have been titles or positions conferred upon him by his father as
the first son of the new marriage, or perhaps even honours claimed
later in retrospect. In the Vindobonensis Reverse (7-Il) the drawings of the symbols are followed by a date of the Year 13 Flint and
a representation of 8 Deer without his calendar name; since this is
the year following his birth, It may be the time at which these
names or titles were bestowed.
Even if the Colombino-Becker originally contained a complete
depiction of 8 Deer's family background -- and. it often presents
events in considerably fuller detail than either the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' or the Bodley -- these data hardly seem sufficient to fill
the 12 bands on the four pages posited as missing from the beginning
of the present manuscript. Indeed, a study of the Coloabino paintings in the first few extant pages of Section I indicates that this
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information would probably not have taken up much more than two
pages. The remaining two pages would therefore probably have been
occupied by scenes concerning 8 Deer's youthful activities, particularly the conquests depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902:
1i.31i4).

This latter codex indicates that in the Year 7 Reed, when he
was only eight years old, 8 Deer conquered five localities (1902: 11.3...
IIi Ji.11._i); and that in the Year 2 Reed, when he was 16 years of age,
he conquered another (1902: 1_ I). Caso (1960 : 37-38) has suggested
that since these conquests occurred while 5 Alligator was still alive,

8 Deer may merely have accompanied his father on the expeditions.
However, it would seem more probable that the leader of these attacks
would have been 12 Movement. Although the date of 5 Alligator' a birth
is not recorded, the Year 7 Reed of these conquests occurs some 27
or 28 years after his first marriage, so he would no longer be a
young man. 12 Movement, on the other hand, would be 26 years old,
and as his father's first son and, heir, the logical active leader of
such expeditions.
The single conquest listed in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902:

114-I) for 8 Deer in the Year 2 Reed, takes place when he Is already
16 years old and thus certainly of age to have participated in battle
and perhaps even to have been a leader. 12 Movement is 311. years old
at this time. The first marriage of their father 5 Alligator now
lies 35 or 36 years in the past, and although he still has three
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years to live, he must be an old man. It seems possible that this
single conquest, coming as it does eight years after the other
victories, could be related to the events that viii follow for

8

Deer during the next several years, and may in fact mark the
beginning of the drive to power that is to occupy him for most of
his life.
On the Day ii. Rain of the following Year 3 Flint, when

8 Deer

is

17 years old., the Bodley (9-v) shows him coming from a locality whose
place sign is drawn as the mouth of a monster, and ging to another
site represented as a smoking hill containing a cave with a tied
rectangular object. The name or date

3 Reed

appears following this

latter sign but not attached to it, and has been interpreted by Caso

(1960: 37)

as the name of a deity.

These conquests of the Years

7 Reed

and Reed, and. the event

taking place on the Day 11. Rain of the Year 3 Flint, would. probably
have been depicted in the final two missing pages before the present
beginning of the Colombino. They may veil have been shown in more
detail than in the corresponding Bodley and Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
scenes, and of course the Colombino-Becker may also have contained
additional unique information concerning

8 Deer's

youth which is

not found in any surviving text.
The extant part of the Colonibino-Becker now begins.
Colombino 1-2-Ill. The first surviving scene of Section I of
the codex shows a mostly destroyed person whose calendar name contains
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eight circles, facing a woman having the personal name of 'Necklace/Bird?' and a man named -- Flower. Behind these latter two
individuals there is another man, for whom no traces of a name now
remain. Re is pictured as seated on the side of a complex place
sign composed of a hill from which project small red and white
spikes and large 'bound bundles', with a cradle-board and a partly

erased bird appearing in the lower part of the sign.
The surviving name fragments allow the first three people of
this scene to be identified as 8 Deer, I Rabbit, and her husband
10 Flower. The internal form of the scene shows 8 Deer is the
visitor, and. the other three are the ones he is calling upon. A
similar meeting is

depicted in the Bodley (9-l0-v), and In both

cases 11 Rabbit Is placed ahead of her husband, showing that on
this occasion she is more inportant than he. This is because she is
the paternal aunt of 6 Monkey, being the sister (Bodley 6--Iv) of
6 Monkey's father 10 Eagle (Bodley 6-v). In the Bodley, the meeting of 8 Deer with 11 Rabbit is dated as occurring in the Year 3
Flint on the Day Flower. This day immediately follows the Day
Rain of the preceding Bodley (9-v) scene, which had shown 8 Deer going to the cave in the smoking hill.
10 Flower, the husband of 1 Rabbit, is ruler of a locality
drawn as 'Black-Top

Ru with Mouth', which is shown behind hint in

the Bodley (9-l0-V) scene. Attached to this sign is an enclosed
area which Caso (1960: 38) has interpreted as a cave, and within it

11

8 Deer is depicted facing an apparent snake-head on a cradle-board
and a small building containing a large round bag. A separate scene
then follows in the Bodley (iO-v) showing 8 Deer at a building
situated on a base frca which rise two large 'bound bundles', with
the name 1 Death -- the calendar name of the Sun God -- attached to
the building roof.
The place 8igfl shown In the Colombino is characterised by
'bound bundles', and it Is possible that the unidentified man depicted as seated on this sign is the deity 1 Death himself. If so, tbe
implication would be that this god was Instrumental in bringing
about 8 Deer's meeting with 14 Rabbit and her husband.
Coloinbino 2-Ill. In the next scene, two men are depicted approaching a building. In the original manuscript, the thin red base
upon which this building rests can be seen to be attached to the
preceding place sign of 'Red and. White Spikes/Bound Bundles/CradleBoard/Bird'. The artist has thus positioned the place sign so that
it functions simultaneously In two different scenes, thereby eliminating the necessity of making a separate drawing of it for the present event. However, in doing so he has had. to make the direction of
movement of the two men run counter to that normally used in this
band of a -B patterned page (see FIgure 7). In turn, this positioning of the figures creates an ambiguous internal structure that now
makes it difficult to determine where the scene ends.
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In front of the building there Is a large erased area within
which all traces of the original drawings have been obliterated.
The first of the two persons facing this building Is a man whose
personal name is a banner; an ultra-violet photograph reveals faint
traces in front of him of the head of an animal, perhaps a dog,
deer, or jaguar. He therefore may be 9 Dog 'Smoking Banner', who
appears in the Zouche-Nuttafl 'Reverse' (l9: 62-Ill) as a member
of a group meeting years later with 8 Deer and 12 Movement. Three
circles can be seen in the original manuscript behind the second
man, while near the top of the band. there are another five circles.
This scene would appear to correlate with the Bodley (io-v)
depiction of 8 Deer visiting the building at 'Bound Bundle'. The
second man in this Colombino scene should therefore be 8 Deer, and
it would appear that 9 Dog 1. taking or leading him to the building.
Both men hold. an offering of vegetation in one hand, and 9 Dog additionally held an object which has been erased.
Colombino 2-Ill-Il. Because of the ambiguous structure of the
preceding scene, it ii now difficult to determine whether the place
sign at the end of Colombino 2-Ill should have been included in that
foregoing event, or if it forms a part of the present scene. In the
former case, it would function as the place from which the two men
bad ccaie. In the latter event, it would serve as the locality at
which a man is seated. The second interpretation seems to be somewhat more probable end will be utillsed here.
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This place sign consists of a hill from whose base the original
manuscript shows a flow of blood zigzagging upwards. Above the hill,
but not touching it, a rectangular base supports an oval design
which is marked with the paired lobes and the lines of different
colours that indicate

A man whose names have been totally

erased is pictured sitting on the 'stone' sign, and from It a yellow
path extends to the ball court of the next scene. Above the path Is
a date, of which only the Year -- House has survived.
The year 11. House follows the Year 3 Flint, and 8 Deer would
then become 18 years of age. In this year, the seated man appears
to be ordering or sanctioning the ball game of the next scene. Although his names have been destroyed, there seems some possibility
that he might be a deity, perhaps even 1 Death.
Colombino 2-11. The yellow path of the previous scene is attached to the side of an I-shaped ball court. This court is quartered in four different colours, and. Its two side panels are coloured.
red. Across its middle flows a stream of water; in the centre of
this flow a round object has been almost totally obliterated, only a
red zone and two yellow areas now being visible in the original
codex. At the right end of the court stands 8 --, the rubber ball
used in the game being shown at his hip. At the left end stands a
man whose name consists of a single circle and a partly obliterated
object that can be determined in the original manuscript to be a
skull; he Ii thus 1 Death.

ii8

The cognate scene in the Bodley (iO-v-Iv) is dated as the Day

6 Snake of the Year 1 House. The place sign 'Black-Top Hill with
Mouth' is given, but with a flow of moving water attached to its
side. The floor of the ball court is painted red and its centre is
marked with a circle and cross; the two side panels are filled with
a fretted design. At the riit end of the court is 8 Deer, and at
the left end is the deity 1 Movement, characterised. by his typical
unfl.esbed lower jaw and red racial spots.
Caso (1959) has discussed the deity 1 Death, showing that for
the Mixteca he was the Sun God, and has also pointed out the close
relation existing between him and the deity 1 Movement, equating the
latter with the planet Venus. 1 Death as the Sun God is normally
characterised, by one or two curved lines on his face, whereas 1 Movement's face has a bony lower jaw and several red spots. Both deities
may be shown together, as in the beginning of the Codex Selden (i-I).
In the present Colombino scene, the figure represented as playing ball against 8 Deer is clearly named 1 Death; the Bodley drawing
equally clearly shows the deity 1 Movement. If the Colombino personage Is supposed to be the Sun God, he lacks the usual facial
traits of this deity, and In fact resembles a normal human. Caso

(1959: 11.3) has discussed other men named. 1 Death whom he interprets
as humans rather than divine, and while it is possible that 8 Deer is
playing with one of these individuals, the appearance of a deity In
the Bod.ley cognate scene would favour the occurrence of a god in the
Colombino event also.
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Both the Colombino and the Bodley paintings show a flow of
water In connexion with this ball court, although In the Bodley
this water is attached to the place sign for 'Black-Top 11111 with
Mouth', while in the Colombino it is in the court itself. Both
codices also appear to associate the colour red with the court: the
two side panels in the Colombino are red, and, in the Bodley the
court floor is this colaur. Considering the appearance of these
traits in both manuscripts, it may not be coincidence that the place
sign which has been interpreted here as occurring with the seated
man of the Immediately preceding Colombino (2-111-il) scene, involves
the flow of a red liquid, presumably blood.
The Day

6 Snake,

given in the Bodley (io-v) as the time of this

ball game, may have been a particularly meaningful. date in the 260day calendar cycle for 8 Deer, for several other very important
activities during his later life also take place on this same date
(see Figure 2). The Day 6 Snake occurs two days prior to the Day 8
Deer, his name-day, with the Day 7 Death intervening between them.
Some of the events recorded elsewhere in the Bodiey indicate a
possible tendency for the day immediately preceding a person's naaday to be of especial importance. With 8 Deer, this would have been
the Day 7 Death, but should this latter day have been considered unlucky or unpropitlous, the Day 6 Snake would be the next preceding
day and might perhaps have been utilised Instead.
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Colombino 1-11. In this scene, two men are shown facing two
place signs that contain conquest arrows. The man at the right, who
can be seen In the original manuscript to be holding an empty spearthrower, wears the same head decoration as did 1 Death in the preceding scene. The second man holds his weapon at the ready, prepared to
hurl his spear. A single circle has survived between the men, and a
spear is drawn above the first conquered place; neither object is now
visibly connected to the other elements of the scene.
The first conquered locality is drawn as an L-shaped base with
water spilling over its end in the water, a circular area characterised. by paired lobes surrounds a necklace. To the left of this sign
is the rubric of a former owner of the codex. At the top of the base
is a cluster of dots that does not appear to be well integrated with
the general design of the sign. In the original manuscript these
dots can be seen to be somewhat irregular in size and shape, and much
darker in colour than the ink of either the rubric or a nearby
boundary gloss. They are on the primed white surface of the inanuscript, however, and would consequently appear to have been added by
one of the native painters, probably after the sign had already been
completed.
Part of the sign for the second conquered place has been lost
with the missing left side of page 1, and. much of what remains has
been badly damaged. The bottcm of a hill can still be seen, and there
is a band of star-eyes near where Its summit should have been, but
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all designs between these two elements have been totally erased.
On aM adjacent to the right slope of the hill are a number of objects, including two conch-like shells, a semi-circular mat with a
group of knotted green feathers or reeds, a cluster of large red
and. green feathers, a rectangular object that may have been fringed
at its right side, and other fragments that cannot now be identified.
Cognate conquests appear in the Bod].ey (1O-9-Iv). This codex
shows that on the same Day 6 Snake on which they played the ball
game, 8 Deer and the deity 1 Movement conquer a place whose sign is
depicted as an L-shaped base with water flowing out, a circular object resembling a necklace with a centre design that may indicate
'stone', and. a small cluster of dots. As in the preceding ball gane,
the Bod.ley again indicates that 8 Deer is assisting the god 1 Movement in this conquest, while the Colombino apparently pictures 8
Deer with 1 Death.
Concerning the second locality to be conquered, however, a
serious discrepancy In dates arises between the tradition recorded
In the Colbino and that of the Bod.ley. This latter codex shows
(9-Iv) that on the Day 13 Flower of the Year 6 Reed, 8 Deer, alone,
conquers a place whose sign is drawn as a hill topped by a band of
star-eyes and a dark quadruped animal; beside the hill is a separate
building containing a looped and knotted object. This Bodley date
falls two years after the Year 1 House of the ball game and the
first conquest that followed it. Although no deity is present at
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this second conquest, the Bodley artist does depict

8 Deer

as wear-

ing certain types of clothing similar to those worn by 1 lvement in
the scene of the first conquest.
The Colombino clearly Indicates that both

8 Deer

and 1 Death

are the conquerers of the second site. There is not sufficient space
in the text for a year sign to have been painted preceding this conqueSt, and there is no surviving evidence that a new day date was
given. Consequently, the Colombino tradition places this event as
occurring in the same Year Ii. House, and probably on the same Day 6
Snake, as the preceding ball game and. first conquest. In eMition,
if the ball game and the two conquests did occur on the same day, the
Colombino text would imply that the localities where these three
events took place could not have been very far apart. These attacks,
therefore, may have been only rituals, rather than actual acts of war.
Co].ombino 1-I. This scene has been totally obliterated except
for the single figure of a man who may have been presenting an offering. Behind him are two groups of numbers, one consisting of eight
circles and the other of nine or more, but neither ultra-violet
photographs nor an examination of the original manuscript reveals
any lines connecting these circles to this figure. The ultra-violet
photographs do show traces, to the left of the eight circles, of what
may be the base of an animal's neck. This suggests

8 Deer's

name,

but no direct evidence now remains to confirm this, or to determine
the activity in which the man is engaged.
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Colombino 1-2-I. All that now remains of the painting of this
event, is three men grouped around an erased area in front of a
heavily damaged place sign. In the central destroyed area, ultraviolet photographs show only a few faint lines that are not sufficient for any identification. Of the two groups of numbers mentioned above as occurring beside the figure of the man in the preceding
scene, one set may identify him while the other might be either the
day date of the present event or the name of one of the men in it.
Behind the three men, the bottom and one side of a green hill
still remain; a heart, two claws, &nd. several red spikes can also be
seen there. The face of a man wearing a bird helmet hovers over the
left side of the hill, and three wavy lines extend between his mouth
and a group of objects lying together at the edge of the hill: a micircular mat, a cluster of knotted. green feathers or reeds, and. a set
of volutes bound together. Near the man's face is a name or date
that in the original manuscript can be seen to consist of Reed and at
least eight circles.
The red and white spikes of this place sign recall those of the
sign in the first extant Colombino (1-2-Ill) scene. In the present
instance, however, there is no surviving evidence of 'bound und'
or of the other items appearing in that earlier sign, nor did the
latter contain the heart and claws included here. While some possibility of a relationship between the two signs cannot be excluded, it
seems quite clear that they cannot refer to the same precise locality.

1211.

For

the four individuals in this scene -- the three men around

the erased area, and the head fragment beside the hill -- four names
would be needed, and additionally there may also have been a day
date. At present there are traces of only two names or dates; or
three, if both sets of circles preceding this scene are considered
to apply here. There does not seem to be sufficient space within
the body of the scene for several additional names to be depicted,
and therefore possibly the artist did not identify some of these persons.
Caso (1966: 23) correlated this event with a scene in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (19CQ: 1êl_IV) In which 8 Deer and his older halfbrother 12 Movement sacrifice two animals • Above them, a personage
named

13 Reed projects down from a sky band, and from his mouth come

wavy lines and a speech scroll. The two place signs with which this
scene is associated, are a ball court within a U-shaped base of
water, and a hill around which water is curving. However, the date
for this event In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' is the Year 5 Reed
which falls

111.

years later than the Year

11 House of the Colombino

scene1
If the contents of the two scenes are cognate, then the three
men in the Colombino would probably be grouped around an animal being sacrificed. Two of these men would be 8 Deer aid 12 Movement,
while the man beside the hill, whose figure has survived only as a
head fragment, would be 13 Reed, identified by Caso (1966: 23) as a

l2

solar deity. The place sign in the Zouche-Iluttal]. 'Reverse' of a
ball court in the water recalls the earlier Coloinbino (2-Il) site
of

8 Deer's

game with 1 Death, but does not appear to have any

relation to the present Coloinbino sign of a hill with spikes, claws,
and a heart. The differences in the year dates ascribed to this
event in the respective traditions of the Colombino-Becker and ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' serve to indicate the difficulties that would arise
should any attempt be made to fix these historical events into a
single 'correct' sequence.
Coloznbino 2-3-I. The design of this scene is of structural
interest, it being one of the few examples in the codex of a single
scene extending across an outside fold. In addition, the direction
of movement within the scene is reversed from normal, in order that
the place sign of the previous scene may also function here.
The depiction of the event begins with a standing man whose
name has been destroyed, although traces of it can still be seen in
the original manuscript. In one hand he holds up a damaged object
that appears to be composed of several branches and, a small fringed
cloth or paper; a very similar object appears in the Vindobonensis
Obverse 12, but neither its purpose nor function are known. Facing
him are four seated men, the first two completely clad in animal
suits and seated on a long yellow base, while the second two wear
the usual man's red cape and sit on separate seats.
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The first of these seated men is

8 Deer,

wearing a jaguar suit

and helmet. His personal name 'Jaguar Claw' appears prominently in
front of him, while behind him are eigit circles and traces of a
deer head. His forward hand. has been erased, but the offering of
green vegetation held in it is still extant. The second seated man
is 12 Movement,

8 Deer's

older half-brother, whose personal name is

indicated by the bleeding jaguar head painted In front of him. His
figure has been so badly damaged that the nature of the animal in
whose skin he is clad, cannot now be determined.
The third man is

9 Flower, 8 Deer's

younger brother; his personal

name and a part of his calendar name are still visible. He is only 111.
years old at this time. The final figure is

8 Flower, 8 Deer'a

o]der

maternal half-brother, the son of their mother 11 Water by her
earlier marriage to
tion as

8 Deer

3 Wind.

He holds out an offering of green vegeta-

had done, indicating that all four of the men would

have been presenting such offerings before the standing man.
The depiction here is of

8 Deer

and his close male relatives,

but the scene is almost Impossible to interpret without knowing the
identity of the standing man with whom they are meeting. That

8 Deer

is the principal person among the group of seated men is indicated
not only by his being shown first, but also by the presence of his
half-brother

8 Flower.

The fact that the four are presenting off-

ings before the standing man probably indicates that the latter is not
a human but a deity. This meeting takes place at the sane 'Hill with
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Red and White Spikes/Claws/Heart' as the previous Colombino event,
and consequently this man may be the god

13 Reed

who was depicted

in that scene.
Summary: Colombino 1-2-111/2-3-I. Over a period of at least
two and. perhaps three years, the young

8 Deer

Is shown engaged in a

series of activities that may represent his preparations for his
first important political role. It is not yet clear whether this
sequence should include the conquest which the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse (19(2: li ii--i) shows him making in the Year 2 Reed when he is 16
years old. However, it can be dated with security as beginning with
the event given in the Bodley (9-v) for the Day 11. Rain of the Year

3

Flint, when he is 17 years of age, and as continuing in the Colombino
with the other events of that year and of the following Year 11 House.
The Years
Rabbit in which

3 Flint

and 4. House immediately precede the Year 5

8 Deer's

next following Year

father 5 Alligator

6 Reed 8 Deer

will

die, and in the

will become ruler of Tututepec, as

is discussed below. As a son of his father's second marriage,

8 Deer

did. not stand to inherit control of the Important site of Tilantongo
which his father ruled; that would instead pass to 12 Movement, tie
first son of 5 Alligator's first marriage. Consequently, an ambitious
young man such as

8 Deer

would have realised at an early age that the

principal method by which he might improve his status was to acquire
by political means what his unfortunate birth position did not entitle him to receive by inheritance -- an important locality to rule.
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In these scenes, therefore,

3 Deer

may be establishing his

claim to become the ruler of a separate site. Because of the loss
of the first few pages of the Colombino, and the erasure of many
names and. figures on the first two surviving pages, it is now very
difficult to determine the persons to whom he addressed his request,
and how he organised his activities relative to his claim. However,
the ball game he plays, apparently successfully, against 1 Death is
crucial to the achievement of his final goal. It is probably a mark
of his personal boldness that he is willing to undertake a game ainst
an opponent who may be a deity, and the necessity of his doing so in
order to gain his ends may indicate that his pretentions had been met
with scepticism or even rejected.
The extent to which

8 Deer's

position may have been supported. or

opposed by a personage who could be the Sun God, is not clear. Because of the destruction of the names and the lack of the facial
marks characteristic of thLs deity, particularly on the one figure
whose name of 1 Death can still be read, there is no certainity the
Sun God is Involved. However, the presence in cognate events in the
Bodley of the deity 1 Movement, who is closely connected. with the
Sun God, and also the possible presence of a solar deity 13 Reed in
the Colombino, make it probable that it is Indeed, the Sun God who is
shown with

8 Deer

In these Colombino events.

There seems some possibility that the personage seated behind
le

Rabbit and her husband 10 Flower at their meeting with

8 Deer,
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in the first surviving scene in the Colombino, might be the Sun God.
In the Bodley (io-v) cognate events, the name 1 Death is associated
with a building whose location is characterised by 'bound bundles',
as is the site of the Colombino event. If so, he may have ordered
or arranged the meeting, perhaps in order to bring about peace or an
alliance between 8 Deer and a faction represented by 11. Rabbit.
She is the sister of 10 Eagle (Bodley

6-v-Iv),

whose wife

9 Eag]e

ruled the site 'Mountain That Spits' (Selden 5-III-IV). The three
sons of 10 Eagle and 9 Wind had been sacrificed in the Year 9 House,
seven years before this meeting, but their daughter 6 Monkey had
escaped (Selden 5-iv-6-I). There ii no evidence that 8 Deer's family
was directly involved in this conflict, but our knowledge of Mixt
history is severely limited by the scant number of surviving documents. It may have been a matter of political necessity, or at least
expediency,

for 8 Deer to be on good terms with the family line of 10

Eagle, and the Sun God. may have arranged to bring this about.

8 Deer appears to have achieved his purpose in the final scene
of this series, in which he is supported by his close male relatives
in a meeting with an individual who is perhaps a solar deity. In
this meeting, and perhaps also in the preceding scene that may have
Involved the sacrifice of animals, 8 Deer's older half-brother 12
Movement appears with him. The Colombino-Becker tradition would thus
be that, nearly from the begInning, 8 Deer's efforts to create his own
political base had. the support of 12 Movement.
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Colombino 3-i. -I. The Coloinbino now goes directly to the Year

6 Reed, when 8 Deer is 20 years old, entirely skipping the Year 5
Rabbit. However, the Vindobonensis Reverse (7-I) and. the Bodley (8-.

v) both record this latter year as the time of 5 Alligator's death.
Els precise age is not known, the date of his birth not being given
in any extant codex, but his first marriage had. occurred 38 or 39
years earlier. 8 Deer would be 19 years old at the time of his
father's death, and the fact that he began his political activities
only shortly before his father actually died. might Indicate that 5
Alligator declined. gradually during his last few years. The omission
of any recognisable reference in the text of the Colombino-Becker to

5 Alligator's death is consistent with the manuscript's total exc]usion
of genealogical information.
On the Day 6 -- of the Year 6 Reed, a building decorated with
human skulls is depicted, in front of which is a chair whose back appears to be almost detached. from the seat. The area in front of
this chair has been completely erased except for the name 5+? Grass.
A standing figure, now mostly destroyed but shown considerably more
clearly in the ultra-violet photographs, is marked as male by the
presence of a short cover over the buttocks, a garment never used by
women. Above his head is the name 1+7 Grass.
There then follows the damaged depictions of a series of objects
originally connected In sequence by a line so as to yield a precise
order of reading: a spear placed point downwards and decorated with
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an almost obliterated owl head; a shield depicting a human skull;
a fish; a conch-type shell; a fragment resembling a necklace; a
wheel-shaped object with cogged edges; a bowl containing a bleeding
heart; and. several damaged or totally erased areas that cannot now
be identified.
Facing this display and the standing man are two seated figures.
The first is 8 Deer, dressed in a full jaguar suit and helmet, his
calendar name appearing In front of him and a part of his personal
name behind him. The second man is also dressed. in an animal suit,
but his figure has been so damaged that the nature of the animal cBnnot now be determined. Re has the personal name of 'Smoking Mountain'
and a calendar name containing at least four circles; from his later
appearance in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (192:

6-IIi)

he can be

Identified as 5 Rain.
In the cognate scene in the Bodley (9-Iv)

8 Deer

presents a bleed-

ing heart and a heart In a bowl to the goddess 9 Grass, on the lay
6 Snake of the Year 6 Reed.
This Colombino scene takes place at the 'Skull Temple' of the
goddess 9 Grass, although the figure of the deity herself has been
totally erased. 8 Deer, aided by his friend and companion

5 Rain,

is presenting the series of connected symbols before the goddess and.
a man named 1+7 Grass. This is the first event of a longer sequence,
during which these objects will eventually be carried to the new
locality he is to rule, Tututepec, in the coastal area of Oaxaca.
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The objects themselves appear to be symbolic of his new paver or
status, although it Is notable that he never appears holding them
or even surrounded by them. This event occurs on the Day 6 Snake,
a date which, as mentioned earlier, is ritually significant for 8
Deer.
Colombino 14._ 5_II, The following scene begins with depictions
of three dead men, each accompanied by a year sign. First Is the
Year 11 Reed, and the man is 10 --. Beside his calendar name there
are traces of a destroyed personal name, and. in addition the name
'Row of Flint Knives' can be determined in the original manuscript
to be connected to the feathers of the bird suit which he wears. The
Year 9 -- Is second, and the dead man, for whom all traces of names
have been completely erased, is shown wearing a jaguar suit, with a
turtle-shell covering his back. The third man is 1 Grass, also
dressed in a bird suit, with the sign for the Year 13 -- occurring
behind him.
Facing these three bodies are a man and a woman. The man is 8
He wears a bird suit and. headdress, and is seated, holding out
an offering of een vegetation in one hand. Behind him is a partly
destroyed curved drawing characterised. by paired lobes typical of
place signs, and containing the band of chevrons that refers to war
(ith 1973: 32-33). The woman, whose name is legible in the orina1
codex as 6 Wnkey, is also seated and holding an offering of vetation.
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All five figures -- both the dead and the living -- face
stru.ctu.rally towards the 'Skull ¶reinple' of the preceding scene, implying that this scene also occurs at that place. It also is held.
on the same Day 6 Snake, since no new date is visible.
Cognate data for this event are found in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Re' (19 02 : 14i--II-iIi). The Day 6 Snake of the Year 6 Reed is
given, and a building Is depicted. which is composed in part of a
human skull and decorated. with other skulls. Inside this building
sits a woman whose head is a skull, and for whom no name is given.
Facing the building Is the dead 3 Lizard. 'Necklace of Flint Knives',
who is pictured with a turtle-shell around his body and wearing a
'fire-serpent' helmet. Behind him 6 Monkey hold out a pipe-like
object, and. 8 Deer is depicted in a bird helmet.
This dead 3 Lizard of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' may be the
same as the dead man in the middle of the Colombizio three, since
both wear a turtle-shell; but if so, in the latter manuscript his
personal name has apparently erroneously been attached to the precedIng figure of 10 --. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' (19 02 : 13), 3
Lizard's birth date is given as the Year 2 Flint, so the Year 9 -shown with him in the Colontbino scene is probably the year of his
death. By extension, the year dates of the other two men pictured
with him would, then also reflect the times of their deaths.
While it is not known that these three deaths were due to related
causes, if the two partially erased dates in the Colombino were both

1311.

clustered near that of the Year 11 Reed, they might be the Years 9
and. 13 House, occurring respectively two years before, and. two years
after, the Year 11 Reed. It is impossible to determine if the dates
are merely a coincidence, but in the Year 9 House that occurred only
ten years before the present meeting of 6 Monkey and. 8 Deer, her
three brothers had been sacrificed at 'Skull Temple' (Selden 5-iV-6I), and she became the sole surviving member of her family. Unfortunately, since it is not clear who killed her brothers nor why
they were sacrificed at 'Skull Temple', there is no way to determine
whether the deity 9 Grass was herself directly involved. These
various deaths may indicate a period of conflict in the Mixteca.
Spinden (1935: 11.36) thought the Zouche-Nuttall. 'Reverse' cognate
scene indicated that 6 Monkey was refusing to marry 8 Deer, but
this seems erroneous, although it is true that at this time she is
still 'mmarried, since she 'will not becoi the second wife of 11 Wind
for another seven years. Caso (19 66 : 25) interpreted the Coloinbino
scene as 8 Deer and. 6 Monkey competing for an appointment from 9
Grass, with 8 Deer ultimately being the one chosen. However, this
Interpretation does not explain the presence of the three dead men,
and. also fails to relate the event adequately to the larger context
within which it occurs.
The present Colombino scene is the first In a series of events
that depict 8 Deer assuming control of Tututepec. Neither 6 Monkey
nor her family is known to have had any connexion with this locality,
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and consequently it does not seem that her appearance here with 8
Deer is related to that town. Rather, 8 Deer appears to have found.
it useful or necessary to clarify his relations with 6 Monkey and,
through her, with her family line, perhaps to ensure that these would
remain peaceful. In doing so, 8 Deer can only be acting on his own
behalf, not on that of his own family. With the death the preceding
year of his father 5 AllIgator, his half-brother 12 Movement would
have succeeded to the control of Tilantongo, and. It would now be ]2
Movement who is the proper representative of the family and. descendents
of 5 Alligator.

6 Monkey is placed first In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
cognate scene; and even In the ColonLbino, where she is shown behind

B Deer, she occupies a larger and more ornate seat than he does. Thus
at their meeting with the deity 9 Grass, she is probably more unportant than he. Since her three brothers had been sacrificed at
'Skull Temple' (Selden 5-iv-6-i), there may be some possibility that
in the present scene 8 Deer is helping primarily to bring about a
reconciliation between 6 Monkey and. the goddess 9 Grass, and.
perhaps secondarily between himself and 6 Monkey's family.
The three dead. men shown in this scene could have been involved
in this conflict in support of 6 Monkey's brothers and family, although no relation can be traced between this family and any of tbe se
men. 1 Grass apparently died as a sacrificed warrior, for he is Miown
later in the Becker (2-Ill) with his chest cut open, defending the
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approach to the Sun God. One of the main duties of sacrificed
warriors after death was to protect the sun. Probably the other two
dead men, 3 Lizard and 10 --, were also sacrificed.
Colombino 3-11-111. The next scene in this series begins with
a date of the Year 6 Reed, Day 6 --. A low bill is shown, with a
blue tree growing from its summit • On top of the tree stands a man
who leans sharply forward; most of his body is covered by a large
solar disc. At least one circle and a few faint traces of his name
can still be seen, but these are not now legible. Two men face him,
each seated upon a separate representation of the sign 'Split Stone'.
The first, for whom all names are now destroyed, is dressed in a
jaguar suit and. helmet, while the second is Rain, who is dressed

in a different type of animal suit and helmet.
The cognate scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 14_III)
shows the Day 6 Snake of the Year 6 Reed. 8 Deer is depicted kneeling
at a hill whose interior is marked with 12 large ovals and the head
of an alligator spitting fire. From the hill grows a tree in whose
branches is a sun disc.

8 Deer, supported by his companion Rain, is meeting a solar
deity. Since this meeting occurs on the same day as the two preceling
Colombino events at 'Skull Temple', the site must be located near that
temple. This meeting on the Day 6 Snake is the first in a series of
visits 8 Deer will make during his peregrination to Tututepec.
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Colombino 3-6-Ill. 8 Deer now begins his peregrination to
Tututepec.
On the Day 7 -- that is the following Day 7 Death, he presents
an offering of green vegetation at the first site to be visited.
Accompanying him are two men • One 18 5 Rain, who carries the Owl
Spear in its usual position with the point downwards. The other man
appears not to have been given a name by the artist; he carries a
large couch-like shell in one hand, and in the other, the Skull Shield
and a decorated baton which Caso (1966: 25) has called the 'Staff of
Venus' • With the exception of this latter staff, the other objects
were among those 8 Deer had. displayed earlier before the goddess 9
Grass (Colombino 3_il_I). The place sign for the locality he is now
visiting is a low hill supporting a building containing a square red
altar; a panel design below the building has been erased. Within
the building by the altar there is a small green mound or heap, a pictorial element of unknown significance that occurs in several of the
signs for the places visited during this peregrination.
The signs for the remaining sites have all been damaged in varying degrees, but from their depictions during a subsequent peregrination (Colombino 17-Il, i-ii), It Is sometimes possible to recover
some of these destroyed details.
On the next Day 8 (Deer], his name-day, 8 Deer visits a place
whose sign consists of a hill with a V-shaped opening from which a
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green tree grows. Within this opening is an 'Earth' 1 figure that
can be determined in the original codex to be facing directly upwards. A small green mound is drawn by the summit of the hill.
For the following Day 9 (Rabbit], the place sign consists of
two joined hills, one with a narrow opening extending down from its
top, the other with a summit of black and white squares. Representations very similar to this are found in the Vindoboneusis Obverse
(1i._I, 21), and a different form that might also be this same locality
is given in the Bod.ley (li_Ill).
On the succeeding Day (10] Water, the sign for the place beir
visited has been badly damaged. This drawing has also been partially
retouched, the black lines at its lower right and around the nearby
date circles being easily seen in the original as retouching lines
made directly on the leather where the white background paint had. already been lost. Of the sign, fragments of a red tree can still be
seen, and, the example of this same site depicted in 8 Deer's later
peregrination (Colombino 17-11) shows the tree to be growing within
a U-shaped base of water.
The next place Is visited on the following Day 11 (Dog], and the
sign is composed of a building in the shape of a human skull, with a

1mese figures have sometimes been called 'Xolotl' by Caso,
a1thotgh without explaining the reason for such a name. However,
Smith (1971i) has suggested that they may represent the first Mixtec
ancestors who were born from the earth, and hence they may more
appropriately be termed 'Earth' figures.
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bending tree growing from its interior. This temple is similar in
some respects to that shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19Cc:
14J4_i) with the deity 9 Grass, but it does not resemble the building
shown in the Colozubino (3-i) with this goddess, and is therefore
probably not the same site.
For the next Day [12 Monkey], the place sign consists of a hill
with a blue tree growing from its side and a building on its summit.
A green mound projects from within the building.
The sign for the site visited on the Day [13] Grass has been almost totally destroyed, all that is now visible being fragments of a
blue tree and a green hill. The depiction of this same site in the
later peregrination (Colombino 17-11) has also suffered. considerable
damage, although it appears to show a tree growing from an opening in
the top of a hill.
The next two localities are visited on the following Day 1 Reed.
A man for whom no names are now visible is shown carrying the Owl
Spear in one hand. and the 'Venus Staff' and Skull Shield in the other.
Below him a yellow path is connected to the back of the place sign
'Red and White Spikes/Bound Bundles', the hill here additionally containing a design like a cut caracol. On the middle plateau of this
hill is a building with a square red altar. On the plateau below
this temple a person was once depicted, but the figure has now bea
totally erased except for the bottom of one foot and a small red area,
suggesting that the Individual was seated.

lli.O

In front of this sign is a ball court; both its side panels
are coloured red, and. a stream of water crosses it. In the middle
of the court 8 (Deer] is shown making offerings above a semicircular mat and a cluster of knotted green feathers or reeds. The
date of the Day 1 Reed is painted within the court.
These two localities have both appeared earlier in the codex,
the first as the place where 8 Deer met LI. Rabbit and, her husband
(Coloinbino 1-2-Ill), and the second as the court in which he played
ball against 1 Death (Coloxnbino 2-Il). It seems possible that the
erased figure in front of the building in the present scene may be
the same individual who was shown seated on the place sign at that
earlier meeting, perhaps the deity 1 Death. Just as he may have
conunanded or allowed 8 Deer's prior meeting with Ii. Rabbit, so he
may here be ordering 8 Deer to present offerings in the ball court.
Colombino 6-11-5-I. A yellow path extends from the ball court
of the prior scene, and along It seven men are shown travelling.
No traces of calendar or personal names are visible for any of them,
and the ultra-violet photographs Indicate few areas where erasures
might have been made; It seems clear that the artist did not supply
these men with names.
The two men at the head of the line each hold a decorated spear,
while the remaining five persons carry one or more objects symbolle
of 8 Deer's power. The first bearer carries a large round bag by a
tunip line; the second holds a fire-log in his right hand, and. in his

111.1

left has the Skull Shield and. a conch-like shell; the third bears
oniy the 'Staff of Venus'; the fourth holds the Ow]. Spear in its
usual position, pointing downwards; and the fifth carries by a tump
line the cogged wheel-like object, here painted black instead of
its usual blue.
The procession advances towards a complex place sign whose large
size signals its importance. Its main elements are a hill, a
fretted base from which projects a knotted cluster of feathers or
reeds, an L-shaped base with projecting L-shaped decorations, a
large bird-head with its beak area partly erased, and a 'stone' area
that seems in part to serve as the body of the bird • Above these
rises a large building, within and in front of which are some of the
symbols presented before the goddess 9 Grass and, pictured during
the preceding peregrination: the Skull Shield, fish, 'Venus Staff',
and, the large round bag with an erased area above it where the head
of an 'Earth' figure might have been depicted. Smith (1963: 277-

279; 19 66 : l56 -l7) has identified this place as Tututepec.
Above the building four circles can still be seen, while attached
to its back a single

circle and,

a small painted area are visible.

The four circles are probably a part of the day date, but because of
the destruction in this area it is not now possible to determine ithat
the date might have been. The circle connected to the rear of the
building may have

served

to identify it further by specifying the

name of the deity associated with it.

111.2

Colombino 5-I. The final event of this series also utilises
the Tututepec place sign of the foregoing scene. Seated in front of
it as its ruler is 8 Deer, wearing a jaguar helmet and with one hand
encased in a jaguar paw. Facing him is a man with an extant calendar
name of ten circles and the sign for Movement, and a personal name
involving a bleeding animal, surely his older half-brother 12 Movement. The two men seem to be seated farther apart than necessary,
which may Indicate that objects or symbols had originally been painted
between them but are now erased.
Summary : Colombino 3-11-1/5-I. This series of events has
represented the Colombino-Becker tradition of how 8 Deer assumed
control of Tututepec in the Year 6 Reed when he was 20 years of age.
In all probability, all the events shown to this point in the extant
Colombino are intended, to be read as a single narrative leading to

8 Deer's

achieving his Tututepec goal, but for convenience of dis-

cussion they have been divided here.
These earlier events have shown how, in the two years Immediately
preceding the death of his father, 8 Deer succeeded in preparing himself to become the ruler of an independent site after his father
died. The Colombino omits the Year 5 Rabbit of 5 Alligator's death
but continues with the important series of events that begin on the
Day 6 Snake of the Year 6 Reed. On this day 8 Deer, assisted by 5
Rain, presents a series of symbols before the goddess 9 Grass and,
a man named 1+? Grass, at the place

Temple'. The precise

111.3

meaning of these symbols is not clear, although they appear to
represent

8 Deer's

personal power or prestige, since they remain

essentially unchanged for his entire life. The transfer of these
symbols from 'Skull Teuiple' to Tututepec is obviously a matter of
great importance in the tradition pictured in the Colonibino-Becker,
and supports nith's (1963: 288) suggestion that this codex originated
in the coastal area of Oaxaca.

8 Deer's

choice of

5 Rain

to assist him in this very important

series of events, rather than one of his own kinsmen, is doubtless
highly sIgnificant. 5 Rain's family background is totally unknown,
and he himself appears only three time with

S Deer:

supporter during the present events leading to

as his principal

8 Deer's

taking control

of Tututepec; as one of a large group of men meeting with
12 Movement iii. years later (Zouche-Nuttau. 'Reverse' 1902:

B Deer

and

56-il);

and at the funeral ceremonies for 12 Movement three years after that
(Becker

6-7-III, 9-I). 5

Rain's life span would thus appear to be

approximately contemporaneous with that of

8 Deer,

and since the

latter at this present time is only 20 years old, there seems some
possibility that

5 Rain

might be a close childhood friend.

On this same Day 6 Snake, and also at 'Skull Temple',
and

6 Monkey

8 Deer

present offerings before three dead men who apparently

had been sacrificed at different times. Two of these men can be
identified as

1.

Grass and

any way with either

3 Lizard,

6 Monkey

or

but neither can be connected in

8 Deer.

3 Lizard is the only one

i'a

of the three shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' cognate scene,
whereas in the Colombino he is placed second, which might indicate
differing degrees of Importance attached to hini In the traditions
recorded in the two manuscripts.

Grass will appear again many

years later, defending the Sun God from the approach of 8 Deer, ani
in this second. appearance he is shown as having been sacrificed,
with his chest cut open.
There is a strong emphasis upon birds in this scene of the three
dead men, 8 Deer and two of the three being depicted wearing bird
suits, but the reason for this is not known. It is true that the
name of Tututepec means 'Bird Hill', but this may be only a coincidence since, In other contexts concerning this town, 8 Deer does not
appear in bird clothing.

6 Monkey's brothers had, been sacrificed ten years earlier at
'Skull Temple', a site associated with the deity 9 Grass. When she
and, 8 Deer present offering to the three dead men, a damaged. drawing
containing the chevrons of war appears in front of her, and might be
a reference to the deaths of her brothers end perhaps even to the
possible involvement

of 9 Grass in those sacrifices. As suggested

above, B Deer may be attempting to bring about peaceful relations
between 6 Monkey and the goddess, as well as to insure his own god
relations with both of them.
On this same Day 6 Snake, 8 Deer and. 5 Rain meet a solar deity
at a site that must consequently be near 'Skull Temple'. This vlsi t
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will be followed by a peregrination, but the clothing they wear
here differs from that used during the peregrination and indicates
that this meeting with the solar deity is not a direct part of the
later series.
On the next Day 7 Death, and. for the seven consecutive days
which follow, through the Day 1 Reed, 8 Deer travels to a series of
localities to present an offering of vegetation, while his entourage
transports his symbols of power. This peregrination is not depicted
In any other extant codex. Although these sites are visited on
successive days, this merely indicates that they are not more than
one day's journey apart; they may we].]. have been closer, or could
even be a number of stations within a single town or vicinity.
The localities which 8 Deer now visits may be connected with
the origin and, ancestry of the Mixtec people. Antonio de los Reyes

(l9: 6 rev.-7 obv.) has recorded the myths concerning the emergence
froa the centre of the earth of the original inhabitants of the area,
and their later conquest by another group who were born from trees
growing near the river in the town of Apoala.
In the present peregrination these ancestral sites appear to be
shown In their appropriate chronological order. The first to be
pictured Is a locality containing an 'Earth' figure; as noted above,
iith (l971) has suggested that these figures represent the origil
inhabitants who were born from the earth. The second site of the
peregrination, shown as a dual sign for a split bill and a hill with

a chequered top, is also found. in the Vindobonensis Obverse and
Boiley, again in contexts concerning the beginnings and early history of the Mixtecs.
Each of the other four signs in the Coloinbino contains a tree,
and these may represent the trees near Apoala from which the Mixtec
rulers were born. Reyes (1593: 6 rev.) reported that these latter
were said to have divided into four groups later in order to take
possession of the Mixteca. It might be possible that each of these
groups originated from a separate tree, so that these four trees might
therefore represent the four ancestral sources.
The final scene of this peregrination finds 8 Deer returning to
the place 'Red and White Spikes/Bound Bundles' which he had visited
three years earlier (Colombino 1-2-Ill). The ruler of this locality,
although his figure is nov totally erased, was again present in front
of the sign. 8 Deer does not face him, however, so the offering he
is making in the ball court is not to the ruler of this site.
The procession of seven men which goes from this ball court
towards Tututepec has been left without names in the original manuscript. This is a marked departure from the norm, and. seems even
more unusual in that 8 Deer himself must be one of these figures,
probably one of the two men leading the group. The anonymity of the
individuals is further indicated in that not a single one Is drawn
with any distinctive clothing or ornaments that could serve as a
part of his name. The artist might have considered that the nature
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of the objects being carried by the various men was sufficient to
establish their idenities, although under very similar circumstances

5 Rain's name had been specified earlier (Colombino li_ill). It
seems more probable, however, that the figures remain unnamed because
they were not considered to be functioning here as actual individuals,
but merely in a representational capacity as the retinue that transported

8 Deer's

Caso

symbols to Tututepec.

(1966: 25)

has suggested that the man carrying the Owl

Spear in this group is 5 Rain, because he is shown wearing the same
type of red and white cape that 5 Rain had worn earlier while carrying this same object (Colombino 11._ill). However, in view of the
deliberate omission of all names by the artist, it seems best not to
attempt to identify the individual figures of the procession, since
there is no way to confirm or disprove any suggested identifications.
It would seem, however, that
in this group accompanying

5 Rain

8 Deer

should certainly have been included

to Tututepec.

The Fire-Log and. the large round bag are seen among

8 Deer's

symbols for the first time in this procession. The latter is a
particularly important symbol, but the only prior surviving example
of It in the Colombino Is In the building attached to the place 'Red
and. White Spikes/Bound Bundles/Cradle-Board/Bird' that

8 Deer

had

visited three years before (Colombino 2-Ill). It is not extant
among the symbols

8 Deer

presented before the goddess

9 Grass,

although it might have been totally erased, nor is It among those

seen during his peregrination. Its appearance in this procession
immediately following his second visit to the place 'Red and White
Spikes/Bound Bundle' may mean that the ruler of this locality -perhaps the deity 1 Death -- has just awarded it to him.
The artist has terminated the yellow path from the ball court
before it reached the sign for Tututepec, thereby arranging his text
so that the place sign could function In two consecutive scenes. It
first serves as the goal of the travelling men, and then as the site
of 8 Deer 'a later meeting with 12 Movement. The red guide line
between bands I and II has then been drawn so as to emphasise furTher
the separation of the procession from the following meeting, while
not cutting off the latter from the place sign. Structurally, this
has then caused the positions of 8 Deer as host and 12 Movement as
visitor to be reversed from that normally present in the upper band
of A- patterned pages.
Not until after 8 Deer has already become ruler of Tututepec
does he meet 12 Movement. By so waiting, the reunion of the two halfbrothers takes place on a more nearly equal political footing, each
then being in control of one of the more important towns of the
Mixteca: respectively, Tututepec and Tilantongo. Tilantongo is the
more important of the two, however, at least in terms of prestige,
and. for 12 Movement to be shown as going to Tututepec to meet 8 Deer
may be an attempt by the Coloinbino-Becker artists to increase the
status of the latter.
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12 Movement is pictured at this meeting wearing a crown-like
headdress which Caso (19 66 : 26-27) has atteLapted to characterise as
identifying him exclusively. However, elsewhere in the ColombinoBecker it is shown being worn by other named individuals, such as in
the meeting of Colombino 17-13-ill, where all three of 8 Deer's
siblings -- 12 Movement, 9 Flower, and 8 Flower -- wear it. Con quently, it cannot serve as the indicator of solely 12 Movement.
No other codex shows either B Deer's presentation of his symbols
before the deity 9 Grass, or the peregrination by which he reaches
Tututepec. The Bod.ley (9-Ill) does indicate that he becomes ruler
of the latter site, showing him seated on a base attached to a sign
that Smith (1963: 278) has identified as representing Tututepec. No
day date is given, however, and. the scene Itself also forms a portion
of a later event.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' depicts only the two events of 8
Deer and. 6 Monkey at the temple of the goddess 9 Grass, and 8
Deer at the tree with the solar disc; both occur on the Day 6 Snake.
Although other depictions of Tututepec occur later in the text (Smith

1963 : 278), the codex apparently does not even report that 8 Deer becomes ruler of this important town. Such an omission supports Smith's

(196 3: 288) contention that this manuscript represents the view of
his life as seen from the Mixteca Alta.

8 Deer is the only known ruler of Tututepec. Despite this town
being the most important of the coastal region by the time the Spanish

10

arrived, no surviving Mixtec codex records the genealogies of its
ruling lines. It is therefore not now possible to determine the
circumstances which must have left the town without a proper ruler
and so made it possible for

8 Deer

to gain control of it, apparently

without opposition; nor is It clear who becomes its ruler after his
death.
Colombino 5-6-I. The Coloabino then records that for two years
after gaining control of Tututepec,

8 Deer

is occupied with the ccu-

quest of 26 localitIes. Many of these sites can be correlated with
similar conquests pictured in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', but the
sequence is not always the same in the two manuscripts, and in
particular the text of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' dates these
events as occurring considerably later in

8 Deer's

life than does

the Colombino-Becker tradition, as will be discussed later.
A chevron base indicating warfare Is shown. It is curved to
separate it from the prior scene, and above it is the sign for the
Year

7 Flint,

when

8 Deer

is 21 years of age. One circle is all that

remains of the accompanying day date, although the ultra-violet
photographs show what may be traces of a second circle.
A standing man brandishes his spear and faces a place sign
which has been almost totally erased and then retouched. He wears
the short jaguar-skin jacket that in the Coloinbino-Becker is used
only for war (Troike A4 .a: part II), and a yellow crown-like headdress. No traces now remain of either his calendar or personal names.
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The place sign in front of him now consists of a sketched
flow of water coming from a small coloured area, but in the original
manuscript it is possible to see numerous tiny spots of coloured
paint all around this latter area. Comparisons with the place signs
in the middle of Colombino 8-Il and 9-11 reveal that the extant
coloured fragments here represent the vertical right side of an Lshaped base of water that opened on the left towards the attacking
man.
The water which is now depicted as pouring from the place sign,
has been sketched in black, but this is not the colour used by the
original Colombino-Becker artists for sketching their paintings. The

black water lines have the same tone, and are composed of strokes the
same width, as the written gloss under the coloured area. Two of the
lines of this gloss have been transcribed by uith (19 66 : 183) as
beginning with the Nixtec word for 'hill', and two with the word for
'river' or 'arroyo',
I have already pointed out that the patterned destruction found
in both the Colombino and Becker, and the detailed boundary glosses
found only in the C olombino, appear to be the work of different persons, although In both cases perhaps connected. with Tututepec. The
original place sign here may have been at least partially destroyed
by the same person who erased the other areas throughout the entize
Colombino-Becker, but in addition it seems that the person adding the
gloss may have also erased additional portions of the sign -- ironi-
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cally enough, apparently so that he could sketch in a flow of water
that had been present in the original painting. This would Indicate
that the presence of water in this particular place sign was
considered Important by the boundary glosser. Smith (1966: 156-157)
has noted that most of the glosses on Colombino 5 and 6 refer to
localities within the boundaries of Tututepec, and it is perhaps
possible that the restoration of a flow of water to this present place
sign was necessary because some of the glossed localities were
rivers or sites near rivers.
The possible cognate sign In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l2:
li5_I) is composed of a U-shaped base containing water, a hill marked
by three circles and three animal hooves, and a building with a
smoking roof. The conquest date Is the Day 2 Flower.
The second conquered Colombino site is preceded by a warrior
also wearing the Jaguar-skin battle-Jacket and crown-like headdress.
In front of him seven circles are still extant, while the ultraviolet photographs show traces of erased areas near him. The place
he Is attacking is represented by a hill topped by a cradle-board
and a smoking black circular object. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(l9: li.5_I)

cognate sign Is almost exactly identical, and its con-

quest is dated as the Day 13 Movement. There is now no way to
determine whether the circles surviving In the Colombino scene refer
to the warrior or to the date, although it seems slightly more probable that they are a part of the date and that the man's name was
depicted behind him.
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Colombino 7-I. The third conquest is of a hill containing a
cut caracol and circular openings, with a smoking incensarlo on
top. Only a single date circle has survived, although there are
traces of the day name and, perhaps additional circles. There is now
no Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' cognate drawing, but in the original
manuscript (l9C: 11. 8BT ) traces can be seen of a design much like a
smoking incensario, but It was later covered by a different sign.
Fourth to be conquered, on the Day

7 --,

Is a hill with a large

fret in its base and a top area which has been so damaged that the
objects there cannot be Identified.. No Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
sign can be correlated with this.
The fifth conquest occurs on the Day

13 Rain,

but all distinguish-

ing traits in the upper part of the hill have been destroyed. In the

Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9:

i.6-I),

on this same date the con-

quered place is represented. as a hill and a red feline with yellow
jaguar paws.

1 Reed,

On the Day

the sixth conquest is of a hill with a tree

that is marked with holes and. has a bent or folded lower trunk. The
same sign and date occur in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
Colombino

8-I.

(19 (Q: I.6_ii).

The seventh conquered site has again been almost

completely destroyed; there now remains only the lower part of a hill
whose right side is dark coloured. A damaged date of at least four
circles and the

sign for

Wind can still be seen. In the Zouche-

Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9cQ: li6-ii), the next site is depicted as a hill
and a jaguar, and dated as the Day 5 Wind.
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The eighth conquest of the series consists of a partly destroyed 'fire-serpent' arid a flow of water. No date is now visible,
although the ultra-violet photographs show fragments of lines near
the top of the page. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19CQ: Ii.6_IIi)
next depicts a hill with water and a 'fire-serpent', and the date of
the Day 1 Alligator.
The ninth conquest Is an undamaged sign consisting of a hill
and a bird, dated as the Day 7 Flower. I have mentioned earlier that
this place sign may have been intentionally left undamaged because It
was thought to refer to Tututepec. The next conquest in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (19c2: i . 6-Iii) is of a blue hill forming the body
of a bird, and baa the date of the Day 7 Flower.
The tenth conquest in the Colombino is also the final one of
the Year 7 Flint. The sign has been largely erased, but it had. an
unusual circular shape with projecting frets, and. above and along
its right side there are irregular dark areas. Its conquest is dated
as the Day 10 Rain. It is not possible to relate this place to the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' with any security, but the two next following conquests in this latter manuscript (l9: li.6-iv) occurred on
the Day 12 Rain. The sign for the first site is a hill crossed by
wavy bands that may be human bones, and the second is shown as a
smoking feather mat.
Colombino 8-li. The Year -- Rouse is given next. In the original
manuscript at least four circles can be seen below it, while of the
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almost destroyed day date the sign for Eouse is visible, with at
least three circles beside It. In the next Year 8 House, 8 Deer
becomes 22 years of age.
This damaged date of the Day 3+? House would apply to the
eleventh conquest, shown as a fretted base supporting a building in
front of which is the 'Staff of Venus'. The corresponding site in
the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: Ii.7-IV) was conquered on the Day
13 House.
The twelfth Colombino conquest took place on the Day -- Flower.
It is depicted as a U-shaped base containing water and. a round object,
with a design like a portion of an earring tassel beside the conqtEst
arrow. The next sign In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: Ii.7-Dr)
is very similar, a Z-shaped base of moving water within which are a
number of earring tassels; the Day 7 Flower is the date. This ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' site can be seen In the original manuscript as ving first been drawn at the bottom of 1902: I1. 7I, then replaced there
with a different scene.
The thirteenth place to be conquered Is complete and undamaged,
consisting of a 'stone' hill with a building built Into its centre,
and the date of the Day 7 Movement. The same place and. date are thown
in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: Ii. 8i); as with the preceding

sign of this manuscript, the representation of this site had first
been sketched at the bottom of 1902: 11.7_Il, then painted out and
another scene drawn there Instead.
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Colombino 7-Il. The fourteenth site consists of a hill crossed
by a panel whose design has been completely obliterated. On top cf
this panel are a number of coloured areas, but even a close study of
the original manuscript has failed to reveal what they were intended
to represent. The day date is named Grass, and below it four circles
are visible, with another three further down the page. In the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 1i.8I), the next sign is a hill with a lizard
head, and. the date Is the Day 10 Grass.
The place sign for the fifteenth conquest has been completely
destroyed, only the outline of its base panel now remaining, although
the Day 10 -- is still extant. Since there are no clues, It Is impossible to suggest any correlations with localities in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse'. However, the next sign in this later cod.ex (1902:
1. 8_ii) Is composed of a hill which forms the body of a black bird
with a long beak, and has the date of the Day 11 Death.
The sixteenth place sign is shown as a hill containing two cut
caraco]. designs and. the bases of two red stick-like objects whose
tops have been erased; Its conquest date contained at least ten
circles. None of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' signs correlates well
with this drawing. The one which most nearly resembles it (1902: !i.8_
III) is a hill with an Inverted omega design in its interior and. the
stalks of two plants growing from its top. However, the two Colom-.
bino sticks are red, and there would not seem sufficient room In the
band for plants to have been depicted. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
date is the Day 12 Dog.
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Seventeenth in the sequence is a hill divided into four
separate parts by an X-shaped space, while at its peak a tied
vertical bundle is flaming. Of the date, three circles and a heavi].y damaged animal are visible. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(l9 c : li.8-iV), on the Day 3 Jaguar, the conquered place is a hill
divided into sections by wavy black lines and containing two spindles
and a central leaf-shaped object.
Colombino 7-Ill. The eighteenth conquest is depicted as a round
area within which there is a partially destroyed humanoid head. having a blue lobed object approximately in front of the nose. To the
right, the Day 7 Flint appears; it may serve to date both this and.
the following conquest. It is not now possible to determine whether
the name of this locality made it necessary to use a circular design,
or whether the artist did

BO

solely as a matter of aesthetics, to

balance a similarly shaped sign in the upper right corner of Colombino 8. The form of the head is similar to a Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(l9: -ii) sign in which the head. of the Rain God has a lobed blue
object at its nose, but this latter conquest is dated as the Day 7
Lizard. The Day 7 Flint is found in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(19 02 : 11.9_Ill) between two place signs, but neither of these has any
resemb1ce to the present Colombino representation.
The nineteenth conquered locality consists of a hill in the m1ddle of which Is now an erased area. The Day 7 Flint, appearing to
the left, apparently serves both for this and the preceding round
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sign. With the distinctive part of this sign having been destroyed,
it is not possible to suggest a Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' cognate.
The two places in the latter codex associated with the Day

7 Flint

are drawn as a hill with a tree, and as a fretted base with black
objects that might be beans; neither one correlates with this Colonibino design.
The sign for the twentiet1 site to be conquered consists of a

hill containing a building whose upper roof area has been erased, as
has the day date. The corresponding bill sign in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (19cc: 11.9_I) containz a building with a thatched roof, hit

is without a date.
As the twenty-first conquest, a base is depicted whose interior
design has been destroyed; above it are several curved objects, perhaps
representing human ribs, and, from their top extend two wavy yellow
areas. The date is the Day -- Flower. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
(19(Q: ii.8-iV) contains a sign with a similar wavy element, but without
the possible bone design, for the Day Ii. Flower.
Colombino 8-9-111. Twenty-second. in the series is a relatively
well preserved depiction of a hill topped by a thick green tendril.
At the left is a date consisting of at least six circles and the sign
for Flower. This place Is found in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19C2:
4 9-Il) as a hill with an unpainted tendril, and the Day

9 Flower

date.

The twenty-third Colombino conquest is depicted as a bill which
probably had two peaks with a plant growing between them. The upper
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parts of the peaks and plant are now erased, although four circles
of the day date remain. The only plant with roots shown in the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 1 9_III) sequence is a tree growing
on the slope of a hill. Below it is the Day 7 Flint, mentioned
previously, and. above Is the Day 10 Snake. It Is not clear which
date should be associated with this sign, however.
The twenty-fourth conquered locality is shown as a hill crossed
by a fretted panel; the design within the upper part of the hill has
been totally obliterated. A date that appears to be the Day 6 Flint
is found at the right. Since the key elements for recognising this
sign have been destroyed, it is not possible to suggest any correlation with the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' sites.
The twenty-fifth place to be conquered is depicted as a hill
crossed by a fretted base that supports another fret. In the original
manuscript the date can be seen to consist of at least one circle and.
the Wind sign. There does not seem to be any clear Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' cognate for this locality.
The twenty-sixth and final conquest of this series is shown as
a partially d&naged L-shaped base of moving water within which there
is a bird and a building. Behind the building are a few paint fragments that may be the remnants of the day date. Facing the

sign Is

a

man dressed in a jaguar suit and helmet and named 8 --, undoubtedly 8
Deer. He stands on a base decorated with war chevrons. The rear of
this base is turned up both to indicate the end of this series of
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conquests and to help separate this event from the following scene.
The final conquest shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 149
Ill-Br) series also shows an L-shaped base of water, but within the
water there are only aquatic animals and. 'Earth' figures, so no
direct correlation is possible with the Colombino sign. The date is
the Day 11 Wind.
Summary : Colornbino5-I/9-III. The Colombino has recorded. that

8 Deer, after becoming ruler of Tututepec, carries out a series of
conquests during the next two years. The most probable purpose of
this would be to solidify his hold over the Tu.tutepec region, and. it
seems likely that most of these sites should be found in the coastal
area of Oaxaca. That he found It necessary to impose his control in
this region by force, however, could indicate two different situations: that his right to rule over the area was not considered valid
by some of the localities within it; or that he was expanding the
zone uxider his command well beyond that normally held by the Tututepec
ruler.
The Colombino-Becker tradition places these numerous conquests
in the Years 7 Flint and 8 House, the two years immediately following
his becoming ruler of Tilantongo, when he is respectively 21 and
years old. The Coloinbino text then entirely omits the next 11 years
of his life, instead skipping directly from these conquests to the
Year 7 Rouse when he has already reached the age of 54 . years. The
Bodley, and In particular the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', record. quite
different traditions, however.
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In the Bodley, all these conquests are simply omitted, as are
others which both the Colombino-Becker and the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' show 8 Deer making later in his life. This might be construed
as indicating the manuscript originated in an area which he conquered, so that its artist did not wish to perpetuate the memory of such
humiliation, but even if this were true it would not seem necessary
to omit all the places conquered by 8 Deer during his entire life.
The converse seems therefore somewhat more probable: that the Codc
Bodley originated in an area sufficiently removed from these attacks
that

8 Deer's

victories were not considered of great importance.

The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' does not recognisably refer to

8

Deer becoming ruler of Tututepec, although It does show his appearance
before the goddess 9 Grass and his subsequent meeting with a solar
deity, both events of the Year 6 Reed that occurred as he was beccaing ruler of Tututepec. The manuscript then records two conquests
made in the Year 1 Reed when he was 28 years old, and assigns the
present long series of conquests to the Years Reed and 6 Flint, when
he has become 32 and. 33 years old. Mter this its text continues with
the events of the Year 7 House when he is 31 years of age. With the
exception or the conquests of the Year 1 Reed, the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' thus omits the 11 years of 8 Deer's life that lie betweei
the Years 6 and 5 Reed.
Therefore the texts of both the Colombino-Becker and ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' reveal the existence of a lengthy gap In the record
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of

8 Deer's

life, a gap that lies between his becoming ruler of

Tututepec in the Year

6 Reed

when he was 20 years of age, and the

events of his nose perforation (to be discussed below) in the Year

7 House

when he was already 31 years old. During the

13 years

be-

tween these two events, both manuscripts record that he made a series
of conquests over a period of two consecutive years, but the Coloinbino-Becker tradition places these immediately following his accession to control of Tututepec, while the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' puts
them

imniediate].y

preceding his nose piercing.

Some 11 years of

8 Deer's

life are thus left for which there

are virtually no data. It might be that no political events of
importance to him occurred during this time. However, it also seems
possible to

me

that the series of victories which these two codices

record as having taken place within only two years, actually might
not have occurred within such a short time but rather have been
distributed across a greater number of years, including those for
which there is now no information. In a society that placed a
premium on war-related success,

8 Deer

would have wished to appear as

the epitome of a successful warrior -- note that the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' showed him conquering localities when he was still only a
small child.
After he had attained his goal of power in the Mixteca,

8 Deer

may have propagated an 'official' version of his life that stressed
his culturally-approved roles and ntinixnised or omitted the less
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favourable aspects of his rise to prominance. By depicting his
expansion from his Tututepec base as an explosive series of military
conquests made within a short time, he would thereby emphasise his
strength, leadership, and, ability to rule.
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CHAPTER V

SECTION I OF THE CODEX COLOMBINO-BECKER:
COLOMBINO FRAGMENTS I A1W III: PART II

Following 8 Deer's numerous conquests of the Years 7 Flint
and 8 House, when he is respectively only 21 and 22 years of age,
the text of the Colombino then skips forward to the Year 7 House,
when he is 311. years old.. No data are recorded for the intervening
years, and I have suggested that perhaps he was actually occupied
in making these conquests over a longer period of time than merely
the two years cited in the codex.
Colombino 9-10-Ill. In the Year 7 House a series of events
occur that lead eventually to 8 Deer's nose being perforated. He
is 311. years of age at this time, but more importantly, his older
half-brother 12 Movement has reached. the symbolic age of 52 years.
The Coloinbino begins with the sign for the Year 7 House, but no
associated day date is shown. Above a Z-shaped path on which several
footprints are visible, indicating travel, stands a man for whom the
artist gives neither a calendar nor a personal name. His face is
painted. with a black 'mask' around his eye and nose, and his hair
style, although now partly destroyed, can be seen in the original
manuscript to consist of two forelocks projecting forward at his
forehead. Because of severe damage to the pictures, it is not now
possible to determine whether the path on which he stands is connected to the following place sign, or terminates before reaching it.
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A man named 10 -- is shown drawing blood from his ear in front
of a partly erased place sign. Red steps, above which are cut
branches, indicate that the site contained a building. The only
distinctive element still remaining of the representation is a
horizontal band, visible in the original codex as having its upper
half coloured black and the lower half yellow, and decorated with a
blue circle, that appears to be tied around the top of the hill.
The facial paint and hair style of the travelling man indicate
that he is an associate or representative of a very important peranage
known as Ii. Jaguar. Since no causative data precede his appearance,
the implication is that the initiative for his journey lies with his
master 1. Jaguar. The man drawing blood from his ear can be identified
from a later scene as 10 Wind. A broad red and yellow path connects
this event with the two following events.
Colombino 10-111. A bearded man, his hair wound into two projecting forelocks, stands on the red and yellow path. The artist has
not depicted his names. In front of him is a curved L-shaped. base
with water spilling out Its right side, and vomiting into this water
is a humpbacked figure, 10 Wind, whose name can be seen more clearly
in the original manuscript. No day date is now visible, although
the ultra-violet photographs show traces of erasures above the p1ae
sign, and it might have been recorded there.
The clear depiction here and. in subsequent scenes of 10 Wind as
a humpback is among the very rare examples of an individual's actual
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bodily characteristics being portrayed in his manuscript representation. The drawings of figures in the Mixtec codices are usually considered as entirely impersonal, but the present evidence concerning
10 Wind indicates that even this 'rule' may be broken.
10 Wind, having drawn blood from his ear in the previous scene,
here continues his purification ritual, purging himself internally
by vomiting. The standing man, who appears to be ordering or supervising the ritual, is marked by his hair style as being an associate
of 11. Jaguar, and is probably the same individual who was shown
travelling at the beginning of this series of events.
Colombino 10-Il. In the next scene a 'stone' hill with three
peaks and several openings is shown. At the right side of this place
sign is 10 Wind, his hump partly visible, entering head-first into
one of these openings. A man for whom no name can be seen, is kneeling on the centre peak; he grasps an object that has now been obliterated, although the small black tip of it that still remains somewhat
resembles a lock of human hair. Around this man and above the hill
are several erased areas.
The broad red and yellow path that began at the scene of 10
Wind sacrificing blood from his ear, ends here at his entry into the
'stone' hill. The purpose of this path is to Indicate the close ielationship of the three scenes involving 10 Wind. Since the first two
events -- drawing blood, and vomiting -- involve self-sacrifice and.
ceremonial cleansing, it seems probable that this third event of his
entry into a mountain is of a similar nature.
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The kneeling man is shown with the characteristics typical of
14 Jaguar's associates: a red cloak, a ma.k of black paint around
his eye and nose, and twisted hair with two forelocks projecting at
the front. He might be seizing 10 Wind's hair as symbolic of capturing or conquering him, although the distance from the remainder of
10 Wind's body would not make this seem too probable.
Colombino 10-11. Two seated men face each other • At the left
is 10 Wind, and in front of him are a looped red and white rope, and
an axe. For the man at the right, two circles of his calendar name
are all that remain. His face is painted with a black mask, he has
two forelocks of hair, and his red cloak -- which is decorated with
the round objects usually identified as balls of down -- is turned
backwards so that it covers his body from his chin to below his knees,
but is open In the back. This is

14

Jaguar. He has been drawn with

his back to the 'stone' hill of the preceding 8cene, indicating that
this sane site Is also functioning as the place of the present meeting.
The position of the axe between the two men reveals that 10
Wind is the visitor and that his mission is peaceful. I have noted
that in the idixtec historical texts, the peaceful intent of a visitor
Is signalled by his placing his weapon with the handle towards his
host and the cutting edge towards himself. A weapon so positioned
could easily be picked up by the host, but the visitor could do
only with difficulty, thus affirming the latter's non-hostile attitude.
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10 Wind has been shown performing several rituals to prepare
himself to meet l. Jaguar. But after he finally achieves such a meeting, subsequent events indicate that it is not a success and that he
has failed in his mission, which is to gain 1i. Jaguar's support for 8
Deer's nose perforation.
Colonibino 9-11. In the next scene, three men are depicted in
front of a place sign representing moving water. No names are
visible for any of them, nor Is there a day date • The middle figure
Is humpbacked and in one hand holds a round blue object that hangs
from a red strap; this must surely be 10 Wind. At the right, with a
spear-staff and a 'fan', stands a man whose jagged hair is used by
the painter of Style II In the Colombino-Becker to indicate li. Jaguar
and his associates. The third man is almost engulfed by the flow of
water Into which he is vomiting.
10 Wind and the representative of i . Jaguar stand on a yellow
base. Behind them the end of this base is turned up, a structural
device used by the artist to insure the separation of this event from
the foregoing scene. Such a clarification had become necessary because in that prior meeting, the normal positions of host and guest
were reversed in order that l Jaguar could be depicted beside the
place sign of an earlier scene.
The present scene shows that, under the guidance of 10 Wind and
an associate of . Jaguar, another man is repeating the purging rite
which the former had alreaIy performed, presumably for the same purpose.
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Colombino 9-11. A man wearing a mask of black facial paint and
probably having his front hair divided into two forelocks, is picb.ired
facing a severely damaged place sign. The basic form of this design

is that of a bending 'stone' hill within which there is a yellow-rimmed
opening. Inside this opening is a large area of red paint and a
vertical yellow design resembling a human ear, which suggests the
possibility that an 'Earth' figure was depicted. The remainder of
the sign has been erased beyond recqgnition. A single large circle
appears between the hill and the standing man, but is not connect
to either.
The event at this hill recapitulates the earlier scene of 10
Wind entering the 'stone' hill with three peaks. No person other
than 4 Jaguar's representative can now be seen, however.
Colombino 9-I. As might be expected from a repetition of the
events that first occurred with 10 Wind, the next scene depicts a
meeting. At the left Is the badly damaged figure of a seated man
who can still be seen to wear a backwards red cloak. The figures of
the two men who face him are also partly erased, but behind the first
man can be seen a single circle and a few fragments of his day name,
while behind the second there are at least five circles and a design
that in the original manuscript can be recognised as the sign for Wind.
The man with the backwards cloak would be 4 Jaguar. The first
man facing him Is 1 --; his name may also have appeared in the Inunediately preceding scene. The second man is 10 WInd. In front of 4
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Jaguar are traces of an object resembling the looped red and white
rope shown at his prior meeting with 10 Wind, but no other ob1ject
such as a weapon Is now visible.
Of the two men meeting 1f Jaguar, the seating arrangement indicates that 1 -- is probably a more important person than 10 Wind,
since he is seated ahead of the latter. J4. Jaguar is again shown with
his back to the 'stone' hill of the prior scene, indicating that the
meeting occurs at this place and that he is the host. As before,
this positioning violates the normal rules for the placement of
figures in this type of page pattern.
Thus 1 -- has performed the same cleansing and rituals as 10
Wind had earlier done, the two of them then meeting 1. Jaguar. But
as later events demonstrate, their combined embassy seems also to
have failed, and 1 Jaguar rejects their request.
Colombino 9-10-I. Three men are depicted travelling on a red
path towards a destination marked by two separate place signs. The
man at the left end of the path wears a red cloak and probably has a
mask of black facial paint. The man in the middle is 1 --, and a
part of either his calendar or personal name consists of a twisted
object resembling an alligator, coloured green in the original manuscript. A circular blue object hangs front his arm by a red strap.
For the man at the right, there remain a few scattered circles and
traces of the Wind sign, showing him to be 10 WInd. Both he and. 1 -are looking back over their shoulders towards the representative of
ii. Jaguar, as though urging him on.
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The first of the two places toward.s which the men are travelling
is shown as a rectangular U-shaped base of moving water. On the bottom
of the base lies a woman who has a large decoration under her nose,
and above the base there is a horizontal man. The upper part of the
second, site is destroyed, but in the lower part a woman can be seen
seated on the bottom of a 'stone' hill, with a vertical fretted
panel beside her. Some eight circles and. the sign for Reed are
still extant between these two depictions.
The locality towards which the men are journeying Is that controlled by the goddess 9 Reed. The use of two place signs, both
of which include depictions of the deity herself, probably Indicates
that their destination was a very specific locale among those controlled by this goddess. It Is not clear why 14. Jaguar's representative appears to need to be urged forward by the other two men. However, If be was reluctant to go to the area associated with this
deity, this might indicate that good relations did. not exist between
14. Jaguar and 9 Reed.
Coloinblno 10-I. In the next scene, a woman and a man face eah
other across a group of diverse objects. Her mouth area has been
damaged, and it is not now clear if she Is shown with only a single
tooth or if there Is a horizontal object under her nose. Above the
man there are traces of a number of circles and an animal head. 1
wears a turtle-shell around his body and has on hIs head a form of
the snake helmet (Troike n.d.a: parts II and III).
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Between the two individuals are a shield decorated with circles,
a spear whose butt is towards the woman, bowls containing blood and a
heart, and two semi-circular mats attached to a set of bound volutes.
From one of these latter mats rise two groups of wavy lines, while
from the other there project two panels of war chevrons. No new
place sign is given but the position of the woman, with her back to
the sites shown in the previous scene, and the weapon pointing towards
the man, both indicate that she is the host and. he the visitor.
A cognate scene for this event occurs in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9c2: O-IV-l-I), the first to be given in this manuscript
for the series of events being shown in the Colonibino. On the Day 9
Snake of the Year 7 House, 8 Deer is shown meeting the goddess 9
Reed. He is dressed in a 'fire-serpent' helmet and has a turtleshell around his body, while she wears her characteristic headdress
of two intertwined snakes and has a large nose ornament that completely covers her mouth. She is pictured sitting on top of a hill down
which three streams of blood are flowing, while 8 Deer is presenting
her with a handful of grass or feathers and. a round 'jewel'.

8

Deer has not figured in any of the foregoing Coloinbino event a

of this Year 7 House, and this scene marks his first appearance in
this sequence • Both this and.

the fact

that a cognate scene is given

in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', would indicate that the event Is an
important one.
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8 Deer

appears to be presenting offerings to the deity

9

Reed • The two symbols of mats with bound volutes and either wavy
lines or war chevrons, might possibly indicate the purpose of their
meeting or the topic of their discussion. Since these symbols are
alike except for the upper object, one of which refers to war, it
might be that the other, with wavy lines, refers to peace in some
way or at least is in contrast to war.

9 Reed

is shown sitting on a larger seat than

8 Deer,

and he

is placed slightly below her, both indicating that she is more important than he. This is the first time in the extant Colombino
that he has been Indicated as the person of lesser importance in a
face-to-face meeting. His deference here does not appear to be a
simple demonstration of respect for the goddess, for he has been shown
earlier in his life associating with other deities on a more nearly
equal footing. Consequently, it may indicate that
person of great importance, or else that

8 Deer

9 Reed

is a

is asking her for a

serious or even urgent favour.
The place signs with which

9 Reed.

is associated in the Coloin-

bino-Becker and Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', respectively, do not
correspond visually. At present it Is not possible to determine
whether they represent different ways of indicating the same Mixtec
locality, or if the traditions recorded in the two manuscripts place
it as happening at entirely different sites.

l7l

Colombino 11-I. A large sign for the Year -- House is given,
a repetition of the Year 7 House that occurred at the start of this
sequence of events (Coloznbino 9-I). A series of circles is visible
to the left, and. another set of at least seven circles to the right;
this latter Is probably a part of the day date.
Three figures are shown on a yellow path. The name of the man
at the end of this procession concists of a single circle, a flint
knife which in the original manuscript Is shown with perhaps a face
drawn on one side, and an area with a few traces of another drawing.
He is probably the seine 1 -- who has appeared In the prior events of
this series. Here he is shown carrying on his back a bag from which
protrudes the head of a woman. In front of him is a man wearing the
cloak and, black face paint that indicate he is 1 Jaguar's representative; he has not been given a name. Leading the group is the humpback 10 Wind, whose calendar name is quite clear.
The feet of each of these three men are placed progressively
ascending from 1 -- to 10 Wind. This might be simply accidental,
or it could have been done for artistic reasons, or as an indication
of travel, or even perhaps as a subtle reference to an increase in
height such a climbing a mountain.
The woman whose head Is shown being carried In the bag is the
goddess 9 Reed. For her to be conveyed In this fashion, rather
than being shown walking as the three men are, would seem to indicate
that special measures were necessary In order for her to make this
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trip. If she were very old, for example, It might be necessary
for her to be physically carried on a journey. There might also be
some implication in this ty-pe of depiction that she is under the
guidance or protection of the men of this group; or that she is
making the journey on their behalf, rather than at her own initiative,
so that they are responsible for her transportation.
Colombino 11-12-I. In the next scene, the yellow path of the
previous event continues without Interruption under two seated
figures. A man is seated at the left and wears a backwards cloak,
a beard, a m*sk of black facial paint, and a red spiral wrapping
around his long hair. His name is not visible, although there is
an erased area in front of him where it or some other object might
have been depicted. In front of him, on a seat which has been totally
destroyed, a woman is shown. She is the same person who was represented by the disembodied head being carried in the preceding scene:

9 Reed.
Facing these two, a man is depicted seated on a place sign.
His face is painted red except for a yellow mask around his eye and
nose, and he wears a jaguar helmet in which the animal's ears appear to be twisted and possibly cropped. His backwards red cloak
is decorated with a large black design that Is nov unintelligIble.
Four circles of his name survive, and in the ultra-violet photographs
the day name can be seen to be an animal. This is i. Jaguar. The
place sign on which he sits should represent the locality over which
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he rules, but it has been so badly damaged that its component
elements can no longer be identified.
Between 1. Jaguar and 9 Reed are the same two symbols that
had appeared earlier between this goddess and 8 Deer: two mats with
bound volutes, one having war chevrons and the other with wavy
lines. Just as these symbols may have represented the matter
discussed by this deity and 8 Deer at their previous meeting, so
they now may indicate the crux of the discussion between the goddess
and I Jaguar. As suggested above, they might in some way represent
the two alternatives of war and, peace.
Colombino 12-I. The next two scenes are separate events, but
both have been so badly damaged that it is now impossible to recover
much inZormation from either depiction.
The first meeting shows a woman above whose head is a Reed
sign; she is probably 9 Reed. Facing her is a man shown seated
on a fretted base that may once have supported a building. If so,
all traces of it have been obliterated, as have all his personal
distinguishing characteristics.

At the second meeting, the figure of the visitor has been
erased except for his face and. backwards cloak. The man whom he
is meeting is seated upon a badly damaged place sign that cannot
now be identified from the few surviving traces.
The two visitors would appear to be, respectively, the goddess

9 Reed, and perhaps a

representative of 1. Jaguar. Since both had
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appeared with Ii. Jaguar in the preceding scene, each may here be
reporting to or consulting another person concerning the outcome of
that meeting. One of the men shown with a place sign should probably be 8 Deer, since 9 Reed had earlier met with him. There is no
indication of the identity of the other man. It 18 also possible
that the same individual appears as the host in both instances, arfi
is visited by the other two in sequence.
Colombino 12-Il. A procession of four men is pictured, standing above a yellow path whose left end passes under a damaged place
sign. LEading the men Is an Individual dressed In the full garb of
the Wind God. Behind him only five circles of his calendar name still
survive. The second man has a red. beard, and behind him are seven
circles and a painted fragment whose unusual shape allows it to be
identified as the ear of a buzzard. He is thus 7 Buzzard. The
third person is 1 --. A part of his name was probably placed behind
his head, where the ultra-violet photographs show traces of a drawing. The man at the end of the procession has a calendar name consisting of three circles and a design that In the original manuscript
can be seen as probably an animal; his personal name appears to be
'Snake Spitting Blood'. All four carry a staff in one hand and a
'fan' in the other. The procession is travelling towards a tstone
hill that is curved, perhaps to indicate a cave, but the entire area
within the cave has been totally obliterated.
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No da,y' date is visible for this event, nor is the place of
origin indicated for the men, unless the unidentified building of
the immediately preceding scene Is intended to fulfil this function.
The yellow path is not attached to the 'stone' hill, as it probably
would be if that place were the goal of the four men, but rather
passes below It. This would seem to imply that the procession Is
travelling to the area represented by the sign, but not to the
particular site Indicated by the cave.
The 'stone' hill with its cave as depicted here, resembles a
similar curved 'stone' bill shown earlier In this series of events
in relation to the purification rites of 1 -- (Colombino 9-I). Since
14. Jaguar is also connected with the present event, possibly they nay
both represent the same locality.
Except for the Wind God, the other three men in this procession
all wear red. headband.s with a circular decoration at the temple. The
man shown seated on the place sign of the scene immediately preceding
this present event likewise wears such a band. It is also possible
that in the next preceding scene, the man whom 9 Reed is meeting
also wore this headband, although it Is now erased.
There are two possible cognate scenes for this event, one in the
Bodley (10-9-Ill) and the other in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902:
14_III_14.6_I). Neither has the same year date as the Colomblno, hcwever, and both appear In different contexts.
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The Bodley (10-Ill) scene shows 8 Deer holding an offering bird
while a procession of four men approaches him. Each of these men
holds a staff in one hand, and, a 'fan' in the other, and the leader
of the group wears the buccal mask of the Wind God. Behind the
procession Is a fretted base with a cattail plant, above which the
calendar name of 1. Jaguar is shown, with speech scrolls coming from
the animal's mouth. Footprints lead back from 8 Deer to the previous
Bod.ley (9-Ill) scene depicting him seated on a base by the sign for
Tututepec, and a rodent appears to be nibbling at this base. Above
is a damaged date, partially completed. by a different artist; of the
Year 2 Flint, which Is five years prior to the date of the Colomblno
procession, at a time when 8 Deer was only 29 years old.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 11.5_iI_11.6_I), the events
take place in the Year 5 Reed, when 8 Deer was 32 years of age, two
years earlier than the Colonibino procession. 8 Deer is first shown
seated Inside a bent hill, meetIng 7 Buzzard, from whose mouth come
speech scrolls. Along a line leading to the hill are a pair of bird
claws, a rodent, and a pair of split hooves. 8 Deer then appears
beside a ball court with a man named 7 Snake, whose face Is painted
with a black mask. The Tututepec place sign follows, and although a
ball court ii included within the sign, Smith (1963: 278) has suggested that this may merely indicate that the adjacent court was located
in that town. A procession of three men Is then pictured. The first
is 7 Snake, depicted with his facial mask of black paint; and the
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second is 1 Deer. The third personage is shown in the full regalia
of the Wind God and is named 9 Wind, the calendar name of that deity.
It seems clear that the traditions recorded in the three codices
diverge considerably regarding this procession, although all three
agree that the Wind God plays a prominent role. The dating discrepancies are particularly notable, the manuscripts each placing it in
a different year. The fact that the procession is pictured In all
three texts, however, would indicate that it is considered a matter
of Importance. The appearance of the sign for Tututepec in both the
Bodley and Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' accounts may indicate that this
locality was also originally shown In the Colomblno, perhaps as one
or both of the destroyed place signs that immediately precede the
procession.
Colombino il-Il-Ill. A large ball court Is depicted, Its size
indicating that the scene Is an important one. Within the court stand
six men, grouped into two opposing teams of three men each, while outside each end of the court stands an additional pair of men. The
three men in the right side of the court have shaggy hair which Is
wrapped with a red spiral in the back • Two of these men wear a
facial mask of black paint, while the mask of the third man Is of
yellow paint. The men standing out of the court behind them wear
cloaks and. hold. staffs and 'fans'. The three men in the left end of
the court wear red kilts and a red headband with a circular decoration
at the temple. The men behind this end of the court each hold a
spear-staff and a 'fan'.
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None of the ten men in this ball court scene is named by the
artist, nor is there a visible day date; this latter seems surprising
in view of the unusual prominance given the event. The two men in
the centre of the court were each holding an object which has now
been erased, and might have been presenting gifts to one another,
but the presence of the other men indicates that a game Is also to
be played. The location of the court was probably specified by the
designs in its two side panels, but both of these have been completely obliterated. Even a careful study of the original codex has not
enabled me to determine what might have been drawn in them.
The men at the right side of the court are associated with Ii.
Jaguar, and the centre figure may be this important leader himself.
The men at the left are 8 Deer's supporters, and he is perhaps the
other central figure. If so, this marks the first face-to-face
encounter of these two important leaders. The actual outcome of
their game is not indicated, but subsequent events show It to have
been favourable to 8 Deer.
Colombino 12-Ill. 8 --, wearing a red headband with a circular
decoration, is shown facing a man who wears a backwards cloak and
has his long hair wrapped In a spiral of red cord. This latter
individual Is depicted sitting in front of a place sign composed of
a fretted base supporting a damaged building, behind which there now
remains only the lower part of a hill containing a stepped fret.
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The visitor appears to be 8 Deer, and. the host must be either
14 Jaguar or one of his representatives. The fact that this person
is shown as the ruler of a locality could indicate that

14

Jaguar

himself Is intended, despite the lack of most of his characteristic
traits. Since the meeting follows the ball game, the two men are
probably discussing future arrangements for 8 Deer's nose piercing
rite.
Colombino 12-111. A Z-shaped path is preceded by an erased name
or date that contained at least seven circles. Pictured as seated
on this path is the damaged figure of a man dressed in a jaguar suit
and. helmet, the latter now erased. Ee faces an area where the drawing has been so thoroughly obliterated that In the original manuscript only a few flakes of paint have survived. Beyond this is a
partly destroyed building whose Interior and lower parts are also
totally erased, but on the roof there still survive traces of skulls.
These skulls Indicate that this site is the 'Skull Temple' of
the goddess 9 Grass, and the scene probably represents B Deer meetIng this deity, although her figure has been destroyed. The path
would indicate that he has travelled. from another area to this meeting. Since the upper part of the preceding place sign has been

destroyed, It is not now possible to determine whether the path was
attached to it, although this does not appear probable. B Deer's
last meeting with 9 Grass had been 114 years earlier at the beginning
of the events that lead to his becoming ruler of Tututepec.
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Colombino 13-111. The next Colombino scene begins with a panel
of war chevrons. 8 -- is depicted, wearing a jaguar battle-jacket
and a golden crown-like headdress; with one hand, he grasps the hair
of a captured foe named 1 Movement • Behind 1 Movement is the sign
for the site he rules, which 8 Deer has conquered: a bill with a
large cut caracol design near its bottom, and a blue olla-shaped
drawing on a plateau near its top. The first surviving day date at'
this sequence of events is also found, and consists of two circles
and a demaged sign that in the original manuscript resembles Wind.
A cognate scene for this conquest is found in the Bodley (10-il),
although there the name of the captured man is given as 3 Alligator.
The year sign has been painted but left incomplete, and no day date
is shown. The place sign is similar to that of the Colonibino except
that the olla design is set into a solar disc, and flames come from
one side of the hill. Smith (19 66: 159-160, 169; 1973: 68) has
identified this Colombino site and its Bodley counterpart as
representing the town of Santa Mar{a Acatepec, which lies northeast
of Tututepec.
Colombino 13-Ill • The remainder of band III has been entire]y
erased, the lines of abrasion biting down below the smooth surface
of the leather to the fibres underneath. Only a few paint fragments
now remain, and these show at the left the door-frame of a building,
a positioning that probably indicates the interior was open on the
right. It may thereby have served as the place of origin of the
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procession pictured in the following scene. Near the lower right
corner of the page there are two large circles that might represent
a part of the day date.
Colombino

]A-III-II.

A procession of at least four men is

shown. The figure of the man at the rear of the group has been
erased except for the outlines of his face, crown-shaped headdress,
and shield. In front of him is the captured 1 Movement, carrying a
vertical flag. Next is a man in a jaguar-skin battle-jacket and
helmet, carrying the Skull Shield and Owl Spear, and at the front of
the procession another man carries the large round bag on his back.
Under these man are traces of a red and yellow path that continues
below the first two of the place signs towards which they are
travelling.
The symbols being carried are familiar from their earlier appearance at 'Skull Temple' and during the following peregrination
that ended with

8 Deer

becoming ruler of Tututepec (Colombino 3-I--

I). As was also true for that earlier occasion, the men carrying
these objects In the present scene do not seem to have been named
in the original manuscript, with the clear exception of the prisoner
1 Movement.
Five place signs follow, representing the sites to which this
procession is carrying

8 Deer's

symbols of power. Several of these

symbols are shown with each locality; these always include the large
round bag, here depicted as supporting the head of an 'Earth' figure.
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The first place sign consists of a large yellow circle whose
interior design has been almost completely destroyed. In its upper
part the round bag with an 'Earth figure' head, and the Owl Spear,
are still visible. Preceding it is a date that can be read in the
original manuscript as the Day 5 Reed. The second sign is also almost totally destroyed, although it too appears to consist of a yellow circle, with a dark object in its interior. A few traces of the
round bag and 'Earth figure' head still remain, and the Owl Spear i a
clear. At the left is the date, the Day 9 Movement. On the Day U
Rain, the third place visited by the procession is depicted as a hill
with a 'Split Stone' on which rests the round bag and. 'Earth figure'
head.
The Day 12 Flower is given for both the fourth and fifth localities. The fourth is drawn as a white peak, perhaps representing
snow, from which comes a red stream that forms a design very similar
to a cut caracol. On a plateau are the round bag and 'Earth figure'
head, and the Owl Spear without the bird's face. The final site of
this series is depicted. as a low hill on top of which is seated a
person whose face area has been totally destroyed, although numerous
traces of red. and white clothing have survived. The round bag and
the base of the 'Earth figure' head can still be seen.
The four extant day dates of this peregrination all fall within
a single trecena. If the two circles of the preceding destroyed scene
are a date in this same trecena, It would be the Day 2 Dog.
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8 Deer's placing of his symbols at these sites would seem to
represent his claiming jurisdiction over them. No warfare is involved In this, however. Indeed, no weapons are now visible in this
scene, although it is possible that the almost totally erased figure
at the end of the procession might have carried a spear, perhaps to
help in guarding the prisoner In front of him, since he also carries
a shield.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9cQ: 1-2) presents what may be
a cognate peregrination, although it differs considerably from the
Colombino data. 12 Z4vement and 8 Deer are shown armed, on a date
that can be determined in the original codex to be the Day 12 Deer.
There follow three place signs without dates: a U-shaped base with
flowing water, a bill with a fish, and. a hill with an alligator and
tree. None of these can be correlated with any of the Coloinbino
sites. The fourth place, shown as a hill containing a circular
design, Is dated on the Day 11 Rain, but does not resemble any Colonibino locality. Nor does the fifth, a hill with a fretted panel and
a series of black and. white lines, on which 8 Deer is seated. The
sixth Is a hill with the 'Split Stone' between Its two peaks, and
has the date of the Day 10 Flower. The final site is without a date
and depicts 8 Deer seated on a 'Split Stone' placed above the head
of the Rain God.
The Day 12 Deer on which 12 }&vement and 8 Deer are shown in the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', occurs near the end of the trecena Immedi-
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ately preceding the one in which all the surviving Colonibino dates
are found. (see Figure 2). The Day 11 Rain occurs in both manuscripts,
but the Day 10 Flower in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' may be an error
for the following Day 12 Flower, which is given in the Colombino.
Only one of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' signs, that of the 'Split
Stone', can be equated easily with a Colombino site, and even in this
instance the day dates do not coincide. The final Colombino site,
which includes the depiction of a human figure, might perhaps conelate with the final site in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' sequence
showing 8 Deer seated on a 'split stone' above the head of the Rain
god. However, not only are there some Internal discrepancies, but
also the lack of corresponding day dates still remains a problem.
Colombino l-13-II. The Year 7 House Is repeated. The erased
day date contains at least seven circles and can be determined from
other evidence to be the Day 13 Alligator, which Immediately follows
the final date of the preceding peregrination.
On a path contposed of alternating red and yellow rectangles, a
procession of three men advances towards two other men. The leading
man of the group wears a jaguar helmet and carries weapons. The
second man holds a vertical object which has been almost totally
destroyed, while at his back there Is another vertical object whith
is also partly damaged, The final man of the three wears a crownlike headdress and also carries weapons.
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Greeting them are two men whose hair is tousled in front, and
bound in the back with several turns of a red. cord. The objects In
the hands of the front man have been erased; the man behind him
holds a slightly curved red rectangle.
The path under these five men has been terminated shortly before reaching the large place sign of the next scene. In this way
the artist has been able to utilise this sign in two consecutive
scenes, both as the goal of the procession and as the site of the
next event to be recorded in the manuscript.
None of the men In the present scene has a visible name now,
and it seems apparent that they were omitted by the original artist.
The man leading the procession should be 8 Deer, and the man behind
him Is probably his prisoner 1 Movement. The two men greeting then
are representatives of 1 Jaguar.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19cY2: 52-11-111), for this same
Day 13 Alligator, depicts 8 Deer's younger brother 9 Flower carrying
the 'Staff of Venus' and a vertical red and white object, while 8
carries weapons. Facing them is 1 Jaguar, who is shown kneeling
and holding a bird and an incensario. Between 8 Deer and im. Jaguar
a large round bag Is placed on top of a curved yellow form decorated
with balls of down.
The Bodley (10-9-11) shows 8 Deer with his captive, called 3
Alligator in this codex, who carries a vertical flag and has very
tousled hair. This prisoner is brought before l Jaguar by one of
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own associates, not by 8 Deer; speech scrolls issue

the

from the mouth of this associate. The date is given as the Day 1
Wind, the day immediately following the Day 13 Alligator.
Both the Colombino and Bodley indicate that 8 Deer is taking
a prisoner to ii. Jaguar. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', however, does
not mention either the prisoner or the conquest by which B Deer
captured him.
Colombino 13-11-I. The climax of this long series of events of
the Year 7 House is now reached.
A large and complex place sign is shown. Its base consists of a
feather mat from which, at the right, grow several cattail plants;
behind, these is a fretted base, and at the left, a panel with scrolls.
The latter supports a temple whose interior contents and roof decorations have been completely obliterated. In front of the building
steps is a long strip of jaguar skin, and near its centre there is a
hump, also covered with jaguar skin, across which lies a man. Standing behind this prone man perforating his nose is an individual who
has a circle of black paint around his eye; his destroyed helmet was
originally In the form of a bird. Beside them a third man holds out
a triangular object. Above these men there Is a large sign for t1e
Day 1 Wind, and nearby an additional single circle and an erased zone.
In front of the building roof a clump of feathers still survives at
the top of an erased staff.
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This is the very important ceremony of 8 Deer's nose being
pierced, and cognate reports are found in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' and Bodley.
For that in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9 ce : 2-III-IV), no
place sign is specified. 8 Deer is shown leaning back across a hump
covered with jaguar skin, while behind him 8 Death stands on a yellow panel decorated with balls of down, holding the pointed instrument with which the nose perforation is accomplished. The sign for
the Day 1 Wind is given.
In the Bodley (9-Il), 8 Deer is shown seated on what appears to
be a live jaguar that has been thrown over a hump. Standing in front
of him is a man with a pointed bone in one hand; he lacks a name,
but his face is painted with a black mask. No separate day date is
given, but the base upon which this scene is painted, is attached
to the drawing of the preceding event and so presumably also occurs
on the Day 1 Wind. Likewise no new place sign is given, so presumably
the site indicated, by the cattail plant in the prior event Is also
applicable here.
The large place sign shown in the Colombino scene has been
identified by ith (1966: 160-162; 1973: 70-71) as representing
both San Pedro Jicayn and Its former dependency, the nearby town of
Tulixtiahuaca. She has also pointed out (1973: 71-75) the possibility
that the signs given In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' and Bodley
accounts may represent other traditions and might not refer to the
same locality as that in the Colombino-Becker history.
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In this Colombino scene, 3 Deer does not appear to have been
designated by either his calendar or personal names, and consequently it is not clear whether the other two men with him would have
been identified. The helmet of the man holding the nose-plug is now
partly erased, but the feathers that remain of its original depiction
indicate it may have been a feathered snaIe -- a form that in the
Colombino-Becker is only known to be worn by ii. Jaguar (Troike n.d.a:
parts li-ill).
Colonibino 15-I. Following this nose piercing ritual, two men
wearing nose-bars are pictured facing each other and holding out
identical offerings. The man at the left, with his back to the foregoing place

sign of

Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, wears a jaguar helmet,

while the face of the other man is painted with a black mask. Between them, a burning black ball rests on bound volutes above a panel
fringed at one end.. Numerous traces of name or date circles can
still be seen.
The cognate scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 2-]1T3-I) is dated on the Day ii. Snake, which occurs just a few days
after the Day 1 Wind of the nose piercing. B Deer and 1 Jaguar are
shown presenting offerings to one another. Behind 8 Deer, and thus
presumably his supporters, are two men named 1 Snake and 8 Snake. No
place

sign is

given for the event.

Since 8 Deer has already completed the rite of having his nose
pierced, he Is able to benefit from that added status In this present
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meeting with 14. Jaguar. In the Coloznbino, 8 Deer is drawn with his
back to the place sign for Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, indicating t1t
he now has a connexion with that site and is the host for this
meeting.
Summary: Colombino 9-10-111/13-I. Although the scenes for the
Year 7 House continue on without interruption following the ceremonial
perforation of 8 Deer's nose, it is appropriate to take stock here of
the long series of events shown In the Coloniblno which have eventt1ly led to the performance of this rite. These scenes have already
covered more than five pages of the codex -- an appreciable portion
of the extant manuscript -- and. clearly demonstrate the importance
with which the events were regarded by the native artists.
A brief suimnry of the sequence of their occurrence may be useful. They began on an unspecified day of the Year 7 House when a
representative of 14 Jaguftr travelled to meet the humpback 10 Wind.
and to supervise several rites which the latter had to perform before
being allowed to meet II. Jaguar. After that meeting 10 Wind, found it
necessary to secure the assistance of 1 --, who had to perform the
same rituals as 10 Wind in order that the two of them could confer
with II. Jaguar. The result of this meeting caused 10 Wind, 1 --, and
a representative of

14

Jaguar, to set out for the area ruled by the

deity 9 Reed. There 8 Deer met with this goddess and two symbols
were displayed, after which she was conveyed by 10 Wind and his
companions to a meeting with 14 Jaguar, where the same two symbols
were again shown.
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9 Reed then vent to meet a man, and a representative of 11.
Jaguar met this or another man. A procession of four personages
travelled to the area controlled by 11. Jaguar. 14. Jaguar and 8 Deer
played a ball game, and after it 3 Deer met a man who might be Ii.
Jaguar. Later 8 Deer vent to the 'Skull Temple' of the goddess 9
Grass, then made war on Acatepec and there captured 1 Movement. 8
Deer's symbols of power and his prisoner were taken on a peregrination
to several places, ending at Tulixtlahuaca of Jicayn, where Ii. Jaiar
may have witnessed 8 Deer's nose being perforated, following which
the two leaders met together.
The Year 7 House, in which all these events take place, finds 8
Deer having attained the age of 311. years, and having been the ruler
of Tututepec for lii. years. Yet the reason for all these activities
does not lie with 8 Deer at all, but rather stems from the fact that
this is the time at which his older half-brother 12 Movement reaches
the important and symbolic age of 52 years.
12 Movement was born in a Year 7 House, the first son of 5
Alligator's first marriage to 9 Eagle. He was already 16 years
old when 5 Alligator took 11 Water as his second wife, aM lB years
of age when 8 Deer was born two years later • When 5 Alligator died
in the Year 5 Rabbit, 12 Movement was 37 years old and 8 Deer only
19 years of age. As the first son, 12 Movement inherited control of
Tilantongo from his father, and for the ensuing 15 years has ruled it.
Now in the cycle of years the Year 7 House has again come around, and
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this momentous occasion for him must be properly and appropriately
marked.
It will be celebrated in part by his allowing 8 Deer to become
co-ruler of Tilantongo with him. The necessity of arranging for a
new ruler for this important town has arisen because 12 Movement
has never married and so has no child to inherit the site from him,
and there are no other surviving sons of 5 Alligator's first
marriage who mit become his heir. He was thus faced 'with the
necessity of selecting a successor from among the other descendants
of 5 Alligator, and there are only two choices available.
His younger sister 6 Lizard had married 11 Wind in the Year
10 House when she was l years old, and had borne him three children,
two sons 10 Dog and 6 House, and a daughter 13 Snake. These boys
are 12 Movement's nephews and 5 Alligator's grandsons, and, are the
only surviving male descendants of 5 Alligator's first marriage.
The other choice is 8 Deer, who is 5 Alligator's son but the issue
of a second marriage, and so 12 Movement's half-brother.
It is 8 Deer whom 12 Movement selects as his heir, and it Is
apparently in order to qualify for this position that 8 Deer finds
it desirable or necessary to have his nose perforated. The events
which occurred as he attempted to secure approval from Ii. Jaguar for
this mark of distinction are those which have been chronicled so
extensively in the Colombino for this present Year 7 House. They are
referred to only sketchily in the other Mixtec manuscripts, again
revealing the different emphases of these surviving texts.
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The impetus for all these occurrences is implied in the Colombino as originating with 1f Jaguar, whose representative is first
pictured travelling to meet 10 Wind, but a study of the events themselves does not support this presentation. Had Ii. Jaguar sent for 10
Wind, it does not seem that he would have forced the humpback to
through a series of rites before their meeting could be held, nor
does it seem likely that 10 Wind's associate 1 -- would have had. to
perform the same set of ceremonies before being allowed a meeting.
That it was necessary for them to undergo these rituals would indlc ate
they were the ones desiring the meetings, and since they appear as
representatives of

8 Deer, it follows that the actual origin of these

activities lay with him and not with 1 Jaguar. The tradition recded
in the Coloinbino-Becker appears to be an attempt to increase 8 Deer's
status by making it appear that i Jaguar took the initiative in opening contact between the two men.
The events surrounding 10 Wind's meeting with J4 Jaguar indicate
that the latter apparently refused to accede to the request that 8
Deer's nose be perforated. Following 10 Wind's rebuff, a person of
apparently greater standing, 1 --, was sent to contact 1 Jaguar, but
the latter seems to have maintained his refusal. With both his
representatives having received negative replies, it then became
necessary for 8 Deer to appeal to the goddess 9 Reed for supernatural support. The urgency of this request accounts for his being
shown making it himself, and also for the way he is depicted in t1
Coloinbino as the person of lesser importance, as would be appropriate
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for a petitioner. He appears to have been successful in securing
this deity's aid, for she is shown being taken to meet 1 Jaguar.
At this confrontation between what must be two powerful personages, 9 Reed apparently intercedes for 8 Deer. It seems likely
that, as a direct result of her intervention, the ball game is held,
perhaps a compromise which she forced on 1 Jaguar. At stake In
this game seems to have been nothing less than Ii. Jaguar's agreement
for 8 Deer's nose to be pierced, which would account for the large
size In which the ball scene is depicted in the Colombino.
A procession of the Wind God and three other individuals travelled
towards the site of this game, the latter three all wearing a red
headband with a circular decoration. The purpose of this procession
remains obscure, although It might be possible that some of them
are members of 8 Deer's ball team, since the men shown on his side
of the court also wear such head'oands. It is this procession,
entirely divorced from its raison d'etre, the ball game, that Is
depicted in the Codex Bodley, and also shown, although apparently
in another context, In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', indicating Its
inipor-tance. While Its purpose is not clear, it is obvious that this
event Is another example of a deity -- In this case, the Wind God -playing a direct role in 8 Deer's life.
The actual outcome of the ball game is not recorded in the Colombino, although it

V&B

apparently favourable to 8 Deer. Following it,

he meets a man who is either 1 Jaguar or one of his lieutenants, and
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it is possible that at this time 1. Jaguar further specified that

8

Deer should present a prisoner, perhaps even indicating Acatepec as
the locality to be attacked.

8 Deer

Is then pictured in several events that recapitulate

those he had engaged in l years earlier as he was becoming ruler of
Tututepec. First he travels to meet the goddess

9 Grass.

He then

conquers the town of Acatepec and captures Its ruler, who Is named 1
Movement in the Colomblno-Becker but called 3 lligator In the trailtion recorded In the Bodley. A destroyed scene may have showed the
place of origin, perhaps Tututepec, of a peregrination during which

8 Deer's

symbols of power and his prisoner are taken to several

different sites. These are the same symbols which had previously
been carried to Tututepec, but in the present Instance some of these
objects are depicted resting on the signs for the places visited,
perhaps indicating that he is making a claim of sovereignty over
these localities. The Zuche-Nutta1l 'Reverse' shows 12 Movement
accompanying

8 Deer

during this journey, and he may also have been

depicted in the Colombino, but in the latter manuscript all names except that of the prisoner appear to have been omitted, so his prence
cannot be confirmed.
In the Colombino this journey ends at Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn,
where the arriving group Is met by two representatives of 11. Jaguar.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' shows no place sign, although some of
Deer's symbols of power are depicted; and additionally !i. Jaguar is

8
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shown greeting 3 Deer from a subservient kneeling position. All
the data in the Colombino, however, indicate that the relative status
of the two men should be the reverse of this, with 8 Deer the person
of lesser importance. The Bodley shows that B Deer travels with his
prisoner to the place 'Cattail Frieze', but it is an unnamed associate
of 4. Jaguar who presents this captive before the latter. This might
indicate that 8 Deer was not yet considered qualified to appear in
the presence of Ii. Jaguar, and way be a more accurate reflection of
his actual status than the accounts of either the Colombino-Becker
or the Zouche-Nuttal].
Concerning the actual perforation of 8 Deer's nose, it seems
quite clear that it was not done by 1 Jaguar himself, and, the Colon-'
bino is the only text that may show him to have been present at the
event. The humped support, draped in a jaguar skin, over which all
three codices depict 8 Deer reclining for the actual ceremony, bears
a striking resemblence to the stone across which sacrificial victims
are thrown for the cutting out of the heart.
The pattern shown in the Colombino for 8 Deer's activities pieceding his nose perforation at Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, at least
partially duplicates that which preceded his becoming ruler of Tututepec. In both cases winning a ball game seems to have been the
crucial factor upon which his entire political future depended. Following the Tututepec game there were symbolic attacks on two sites,
and. after the present game 8 Deer later attacks Acatepec and captures
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a prisoner. The final sequence of Tututepec events begins at the
'Skull Temple' of the goddess 9 Grass, and. in the present case 8
Deer also visited her, although prior to capturing his prisoner.
In the Tututepec events 8 Deer then displayed his symbols durlug a peregrination to sites probably connected, with the ancestry of
the Mixtecs. In the present instance he also makes a peregrination
with these same symbols, and although he does not visit those same
sites before going to Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, he does so later.
His symbols were shown in and around the building associated with
the Tututepec place sign, and in the present events, despite the
damaged condition of the building associated with the Tu.lixtlahuaca
of Jicayn sign, there still survives a cluster of feathers similar
to those at the top of the 'Venus Staff' and, in virtually the identical position that such a staff occupied in the Tututepec scene.
Following both the Tututepec and the nose perforation scenes, 8
Deer is shown meeting an important individual: 12 Movement in the
case of the Tututepec events, and 1 Jaguar in the present instance.
Both times it is 8 Deer who is pictured with his back to the preceiing
place sign, indicating that he is the host for the meeting. At both
these meetings 8 Deer is shown in almost the identical garb and
jewellery, with the exception that in the Tulixtlahuaca of Jicayn
meeting he wears his new nose-bar and has his face painted in two
colours rather than only one. Following these meetings in both cases

8 Deer makes a series of conquests, although those after the Tututepec
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meeting were much more extensive than those following his meeting
with 1. Jaguar (discussed below).
These comparisons show such a similar pattern that they seem
too remarkable to be merely coincidence, and suggest to me the
probability that, in the tradition recorded in the Colombino-Becker,

8 Deer

became the ruler of Tu.lixtlahuaca of Jicayn following his

nose piercing ceremony there.
The only previous detailed study of this long series of events
in the Colombino for

(1966 :

8 Deer

in the Year

7 House,

is that by Caso

28-31). Unfortuxiate)y, he did not understand the larger con-

text and so failed to realise that all these scenes formed a

single

continuous narrative. Clark (1912: 19-21) descrIbed some of the
events but likewise did not recognise their continuity. Nowotny
(19 61 : 16), whose Becker notes do not usually contain references to
Colombino scenes, remarked only upon the procession led by the Wind
God, interpreting it as representing an invitation to

8 Deer

by

temple priests to be consecrated as a 'king'.
Although both

8 Deer's

older half-brother 12 Movement and his

younger brother 9 Flower are depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' assisting him during these events, their assistance is accorded only minimal notice, and. the emphasis is almost entirely upon

8

Deer, particularly in the Colombino. During all the events leadir€
to his nose perforation ceremony, the Colombino text shows him overcoming successive obstacles and receiving supernatural aid in securing
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his aim, Implying thereby that he is a person of merit, valour,
and courage, destined for greatness.
But the events of this momentous Year

7 House

are not by any

means yet completed.
Colom'oino 11i. -i. I=ed.iately after

8 Deer's

nose piercing rite

and his subsequent meeting with 11. Jaguar, a series of conquests is
shown. The place signs in the Colonibino are now badly damaged, but
fortunately these battles are also recorded in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse'.
The Colombino first shows a warrior, wearing a bird helmet ani
a long train of feathers, standing with pOiBed spear in front of a
place sign consisting of a building whose Identifying characteristics
have been totally erased. Neither the date nor his names are now
visible, but in the Colombino-Becker the bird helmet is normally
used to indicate

9 Flower, 8 Deer's

younger brother (Troike 4.a:

part III).
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19 02 : 3-I) cognate scene shows
a conquered place whose
Is the Day

7 Rabbit,

sign is

a bird on a fretted base. The date

the third day following the meeting between

8

Deer and I Jaguar. No individual is shown making this conquest.
At the second site, a man dressed in a jaguar helmet and suit
and probably wearing a nose-bar, is shown brandishing his spear; at
least five circles and a part of an anim&1 head remain of his name.
The sign for the locality which he is conquering is drawn as a bird
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and a hill, and is one of the depictions mentioned previously as
perhaps having escaped erasure because it was thought to represent
Tututepec, 'Bird Hill'.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(19 02 :

53-11) cognate conquest is

of a hill and. a bird, and the date is the next following Day

8 Water.

Colombino 15-I. The conquest of the third site occupies an
entire band and so may have been of greater importance than the
preceding two. At the left stands

9 Flower,

wearing a bird helmet

and a feather train, holding his weapons. At the right, in a jagi.r
suit and. helmet, and standing on a base of war cbevrons, is another
man with weapons. This chevron panel marks the end of the conquest
activities that began with

8 Deer's

attack on Acatepec (Colonibino

13-111).
The place sign between the two men has been partially destroyed,
as have other drawings on each side of it; even a careful study of
the original manuscript reveals few details of these designs. The
major sign consists of a hill whose top edges turn up, forming a
basin containing moving water and, traces of a destroyed object. The
lower part of the hill forms the face of a monster who has an open
mouth within which another object has been erased. Above each eye
of the monster small red and white teeth or knives hang down from a
stepped fret. On both sides of this hill only traces now remain of
additional adjacent objects which have been obliterated. The day
date can be determined in the original codex to consist of the sign
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for Flower, accompanied by at least five circles. The next day
with this name, following the Days
the Day

6 Flower,

7 Rabbit

and

8 Water,

would be

which occurs in the next trecena.

There are no place signs among the conquests shown in the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' that resemble this Colonibino monster-hill.
Colombino 17-I. The dual-page set formed by Colombino 15 and.
17 is interrupted now by the interpolated. page 16, which actually
belongs much later in Section III of the codex. The text of the
Coloznbino continues directly between pages 15 and 17, now respectively the final page of Colombino Fragment I and the first page of
Fragment III.
A 'stone' bill containing a 'Venus' symbol is depicted, with
traces of other erased designs along its summit and sides. It
serves as the place of origin of a yellow Z-shaped path on which
stands an armed warrior. This path is attached to a base that
supports a building; the steps and doorway of this building are on
the side opposite the wan, indicating that the site is serving here
only as the goal of his journey.
The identifying characteristics of the place sign have been
erased, although within the building the large round bag can still
be seen, arid, the drawings in front of the building have been totally
destroyed. Extending from the front of the building Is a red and
yellow L-shaped base decorated along its outer face with L-shaped
projections; above its vertical end a man Is shown seated on a
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feather mat, kindling flames in a fire-log. There is a single
large circle in front of him and, near the building are at least
seven or eight additional circles and a design that seems to be
the sign for Flower.
This site is the first locality to be visited in a peregrination which in part will recapitulate that made by 8 Deer 11i. years
earlier as he travelled from 'Skull Temple' to become ruler of Tututepec. During that earlier journey he took his symbols of power to
the various sites of the peregrination, but in the present instance
these symbols have already been displayed when he went to Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn. This scene Is the first time fire has been depicted being made with a drill in a fire-log, although such a log appeared among the symbols 8 Deer took to Tututepec.
The two sets of date circles appearing with this event can be
determined, from subsequent scenes, to be the Days 13 Flower and, 1
Alligator, which occur shortly after the dates given in the ZoucheThittall 'Reverse' for the preceding conquests.
Colombino 17-11. A man is shown with outstretched but apparently empty hands. Behind him Is one circle and probably an animal
head, while above him is the Wind sign and one or more circles.
These would appear to be the consecutive Days 1 Alligator and 2
Wind; the former date also occurred in the immediately foregoing scene.
Five place signs follow. The sign for the first consists of a
hill with an opening containing a tree and an 'Earth figure'; it w uld.
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be visited on one of the two Days 1 Alligator or 2 Wind that appear
with the man, probably the latter. On the Day 3 flouse, the second
site to be visited is represented as a tree growing in a U-shaped
base of water. The third place Is visited, on the Day (Snake) and
is depicted as a building composed of a human skull, with a tree
growing from inside it. The fourth is a hill containing a cut caracol
design and. a tree growing from Its slope, while an object on its
summit has been destroyed; it is visited on the Day 6 (Death]. The
drawing of the fifth site is badly destroyed, and the part that now
remains appears to show a hill with an opening from which a tree
grows; no date is visible.
These five localities are an obvious repetition of the ancestral
sites previously visited by 8 Deer as he was travelling to Tututepec
to become its ruler (Colombino 1i. 5_III). Omitted from the present
peregrination, however, Is the site whose sign is composed of two
peaks, one having a split top and. the other a chequered top, that
had also been visited on that earlier occasion. This might indicate
that the position which 8 Deer presently occupies makes it inappropriate for him to visit this place; or, conversely, that perhaps it
might be the least important of these sites and so is now omitted
from the peregrination.
Colombino 15-11. The scenes in this band have all been very
severely damaged, and at least one has been retouched.
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A building is shown, its back totally destroyed except for a
few faint traces; within it, a square red. altar is still visible.
In front of the building, apparently resting on a panel attached
directly to its steps, is drawn a pile of several badly damaged objects, among which can be recognised. a set of bound. volutes and. a
bowl with a sacrificial knife on top. The Day Ii. Movement is given,
which occurs in the trecena following after the one begun by the
Day 1 Alligator.
In the next scene a man is depicted standing on a large red. and
yellow base. With one hand, he holds an offering of vegetation, whtle
his other hand, is extended but now erased. Behind. him is the date
of the Day 7 Flower, three days after the date given with the preceding building. On the base in front of him are two groups of objects,
some of which have been obliterated. Of the first group there now
remains only a set of bound volutes topped by a burning black ball.
The second group contains a pair of curved objects, a shield, a tied
bundle of sticks, and two large white flowers, while beside them
stands a spear.
The third scene has been almost completely destroyed. There
remain fragments of the figure of a man with his right arm extended,
and behind him are traces of at least four circles. At some
considerable distance in front of him there is a base with war
chevrons above which rise several red and. white rectangles of varying

sizes. At the top of these, the large round bag can be identified
beside a vertical red and white panel.
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Between these two franents of the scene there is a large area
in which the drawings have been totally obliterated. Below it
another section of the base of war chevrons is shown, but an exaniination of the original manuscript reveals that this portion has been
executed directly upon the leather surface of the page, where the
white background paint had already been scraped off. Consequently,
it is a later addition to the text, as is the short section of red
guide line below it • The colours used In these retouchings match
those of the original paintings, and the new work Is very well done,
but there is now no way to determine whether it follows traces of
the original drawing or if it Is merely an imaginative restoration.
Structurally, the Internal organisation of the three scenes of
this sequence Is the opposite of that which is normal for this type
of page pattern (see Figure 7). There is now no obvious reason for
this arrangement, unles the building In the first scene can be
postulated as having been connected by a path with the final locality
of the preceding peregrination to the ancestral sites. Unfortunately,
all designs in this area have been totally obliterated by the severe
damage these pages of the cod.ex have sustained, and it is not possible
to confirm such a suggestion, although it would explain the arrangement of these three scenes. The meaning of the sequence would be
that, after the completion of the peregrination, several rites were
then carried out in front of the building shown in the first scene.
Eleven days elapse between the last visible date associated with ihat
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peregrination, and the first day given for the present series of
events.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19 c2 :

-Iv), the only

reference to the present scenes or to the prior peregrination occurs
in a depiction of the armed figure of 8 Deer, accompanied by the
dates of the Days 1 Alligator and. 9 WInd. These dates occur in two
sequential trecenas, with the first being given in the Colombino for
the start of the peregrination. The later date is not now visible
in the Colombino, but the Day 7 Flower, which falls only two days before the Day 9 Wind, is found with the middle o± the three present
scenes.
The probable Bodley (9-I) cognate depiction shows 8 Deer carrying the 'Venus Staff'. In front of him, on a separate base represented as the sign for Tilantongo, are shown a spear decorated with the
head of an 'Earth' figure, a round object resembling a feathered.
shield, the large round. bag, and another 'Venus Staff'. No date is
given.
The Colombino scenes represent 8 Deer carrying out the ceremonies
that are necessary when the next ruler of a locality is not the first
son of the previous ruler. In normal Mixtec practice, inheritance
passed from father to first son, and any deviation from this pattn
apparently necessitated special rituals in order to legitimIse the
position of the new ruler. These rites can be seen most clearly in
the Codex Selden (4-rv, -III, 9-I, 14. -ill), In which new rulers are
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depicted offering vegetation and a smoking incensarlo before a
building containing the large round bag. Other examples of the
ceremonies are also found in the Bodley (8-Il) and perhaps in the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' (1902: 25-ill).

8 Deer Is performing these rituals because he is to become coruler of Tilantongo with his half-brother 12 Movement. The latter
is now 52 years old. and is making 8 Deer his heir, to Inherit control
of this important town from him.
Colomblno 15-Ill, 17-Ill. This scene extends across pages 15
and 17. That part on page 17 Is only slightly dmged, but the drawings on page 15 have been virtually destroyed and then partially retouched. On this latter page, the base underlying the scene is drawn
directly upon the surface of the leather where the white background
paint had, already 'been totally removed, and so Is not a part of the
original painting. In the original nlanuBcript this retouched base
has a quite different appearance from that of the undamaged form on
page 17. However, the retouched design not only shows the L-shaped
projections that are found on page 17, but also contains several
stepped frets at its left end which have no counterpart in the remainder of the scene • It might be possible, therefore, that traces
of the original design formed the pattern for this retouching.
At the left can be seen the mostly destroyed figure of a man
with one hand thrust forward, He appears to be seated, and a blue
and yellow design under his chin reveals that he is wearing a jaguar
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helmet (Troike n.d.a: part I). Above his head are at least four
circles. The area In front of him is totally abraded.
Facing him is a group of probably some eight or nine men; the
precise number is impossible to determine because of the extensive
erasures on this page. Other members of this group might have been
depicted within the abraded area, or instead, symbols or other objects might have been shown to indicate the purpose for which the
meeting was held.
The surviving names of these men are now very fragmentary, but
some of them can be identified from their appearance in the cognate
scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 3-68), which shows 8
Deer and 12 Movement meeting at Tilantongo with a group of 112 men.
In front of the sign for Tilantongo 1 there is drawn a feather mat
supporting a 'Staff of Venus' and a spear placed point downwards.
12 Movement is shown wearing a jaguar helmet and kneeling, whereas 8
Deer is dressed in a full jaguBr-ski* suit and helmet and seated upon
a form of the 'Split Stone'. Of the group of men whom they are meeting, Nuttall (1902: 23) has written:
In the whole range of the native pictography which
has escaped destruction, there are no more interesting and.
instructive pages than those which now follow. They bring
vividly before us a council of Ancient Mexican chieftains,
each designated by name and displaying a bewildering variety

1A summary of the data concerning this sign, which was first
identified by Caso (19i.9), can be found in nith (1973: 5-58).
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of tribal or individual costume, coiffure, body painting,
and insignia, each detail of which has been most carefully
executed by the artist.
In the Colombino, of the first surviving figure there now remains only his face, with at least nine circles of his calendar
name, and. a circular object resembling a necklace. This may be 12
Buzzard, shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 511._Il) as the
first of the men at the meeting; his personal name Is represented by
an elaborately decorated round object.
The second man in the Colombino is clearly named 7 Movement, and
has as his personal name a smaller figure of a man wearing a buccal
mask with a curling blue design near it. Although a man named 7
Movement is found much later in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9Ge:
61i.-I), his personal name does not resemble the one shown here. However, the fourth man of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 51i.iii)
sequence has a personal name whose sign Is composed. of a small man
wearing the mask of the Rain God, with speech scrolls coming from
the mouth, although this individual is named, 7 Grass.
The figure of the third Colonibino man has been obliterated except
for some six or seven circles of his calendar name. Traces of the
body of the fourth man can still be seen, and. above him are the
remnants of an animal head. This might be 9 Monkey, who appears
eighth in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19 02 : 55-I) sequence. The
fifth man had, a calendar name with at least six circles and a personal name depicted as simply a small man. Although there are small
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human figures in the names of several individuals in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' group, none corresponds to this drawing.
The remaining three figures in the Coloinbino are much better
preserved than the foregoing. The calendar name of the sixth man
contains nine circles and the head of a bird, and is probably 9
Buzzard, found third in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: li.-.
III) sequence. Seventh is 14. Movement, shown as the eleventh man in
the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: -III). The eighth visible
man of the Colozabino series is 1 -- 'Large Round Bag with Tree'.
He probably corresponds in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (190 2 : III) to 1 Death 'Large Round Bag'.
Since all the clearly identifiable figures of the Colombino
are found among the first dozen individuals shown in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' cognate scene, it seems possible that the remaining unidentified Colombino men are also included within this latter
group.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' this meeting apparently takes
place on the Day 9 Wind. This date occurs in conjunction with the
Day 1 Alligator, the two dates spanning events that in the Coloinbino
are shown as 8 Deer's peregrination and rituals. Although the Cokmbino day date of this meeting has been destroyed, one of its preced.ing rituals occurred on the Day 7 Flower, only two days before the
Day 9 Wind.
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Colombino 17-18-111. The last event depicted for the Year

7

Rouse is also one of the rare scenes that extends across an outside
fold.

8 Deer,

recognisable by his surviving personal name of 'Jagiar

Claw' and the nose-plug he wears, is seated with three other men
facing him. In front of him are a shield and, an axe with its handle
towards him, indicating that the weapons have been placed there as a
gesture of peace by the first man facing him. Below these weapons
are at least five circles, and above them several red lines like flowing blood come from a source that has been erased. The second man is

9 Flower,

in front of whose figure an object has been erased. The

third man is

8 Deer's

maternal half-brother

8 Flower,

with a shield

and spear depicted in front of him, the handle of the spear turned
towards

8 Deer.

The first man facing

8 Deer

would be 12 Movement, whose personal

name is usually shown as a bleeding jaguar head.

8 Deer's

three

major siblings would thus be shown in this scene, ranked in their
order of importance. Since all three men are

8 Deer's

relatives and

supporters, the appearance of the weapons seems strange, even though
positioned to indicate peaceful intent.
The internal structure of this scene Is reversed from normal in
order for

8 Deer

to be depicted beside the Tilantongo place sign of

the preceding event. This would Indicate both that he Is the host
for this meeting with his siblings, and that It also occurs at Thantongo. No day date is now visible, nor does there seem to be
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sufficient space for the artist to have included one, so this meeting presumably took place on the same Day 9 Wind, as the immediately
foregoing meeting with the large group of men.
Summary: Colonibino ]A-i/i8-I1I. These events show 8 Deer becoming co-ruler of Tilantongo with 12 Movement.
Following his nose perforation ceremony at Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, at which time I have suggested he also assumed control of that
town, 8 Deer makes several conquests, assisted by his younger brother

9 Flower. This follows the same pattern that had occured. many yes
earlier after he became ruler of Tu.tutepec, when he also made a series
of conquests.
He then undertakes the final ceremonies necessary before he n
become co-ruler of Tilantongo; these begin on the Day 1 Alligator and.
continue until the Day 9 WInd, of the following trecena. He first
kindled fire in a fire-log, in front of a building within which is
the large round bag. A fire-log was also included among the symbols
he took to Tututepec, although it was not shown being used; and the
round bag has appeared prominently among both the Tututepec symbols
and during the peregrination to Tulixtlahuaca of Jicayn that he has
only recently completed..

8 Deer then makes a peregrination to the sites that may be
connected with the origins of the various peoples of the Nixteca. He
had also visited these same localities, and In the same sequence, when
he was travelling to Tututepec, with the exception that at the present
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time he on.its the site whose sign consists of a split peak and. a
chequered peak. His symbols of power are not now displayed, unless
they were depicted in an area that has been erased. However, they
were shown when he went to Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, and it is
possible they may not have been pictured here because he is not becoming the ruler of Tilantongo but only its co-ruler, since he will
share the position with 12 Movement for the latter's remaining hf etime.
A.fter this peregrination 8 Deer then performs the ceremonies
that are necessary for him to becne accepted as co-ruler. As shown
in other codices, a major element of this is the presentation of offerings of vegetation and a smoking incensarlo before the symbol that
is depicted as a large round bag. After this, he meets a group of
men, an event which could serve as a public demonstration of his new
status. The scene of this meeting is reduced in the Colombino to
only a very small number of persons in comparison with the 112 shan
in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'. It is unfortunate that most of
these Colombino depictions are drawn by the artist of Style IV, tte
least talented of all the Coloaibino-Becker painters, for he portrays
them as only very simple figures unadorned by the identifying attire
that stimulated Nuttall's comments on the cognate scene in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse'.
Only one figure can now be seen in the Colombino facing this
group of men, and it is apparently 8 Deer. In a separate scene after-
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wards he is shown facing his three male kinsmen 12 Movement,
Flower, and

8 Flower,

9

in a scene that appears to recapitulate, on a

family basis, his prior meeting with the larger group of men. Here

8 Deer

may be seeking to confirm that they will support him, and.

perhaps If necessary they will do so by arms. Considering 12 Movement's Inclusion in this latter scene, It does not seem probable
that he would have appeared 'with

8 Deer

at the preceding meeting.

In the Zouche-Nutta].1 'Reverse', the meeting with the 112 men
is shown as being held on the Day 9 Wind. This is the name-day of
the Wind God, and this deity has been pictured earlier in the Colombino leading a procession immediately before

8 Deer's

crucial ball

game with 1 Jaguar. The part that might have been played by this
god in the conflict between the two men still reaains obscure, but
the holding of this important Tilantongo meeting on his name-day can
hardly be accidental. The Day

8 Deer's

9 Wind

is also the sixtieth day since

nose was perforated on the Day 1 Wind.

Although the text of the Coloiubino-Becker has concentrated almost exclusively upon the activities in which
engaged in this Year

7 House

8 Deer

has been

-- his efforts to have his nose pierced,

his perhaps gaining hegemony over Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, and. his
becoming co-ruler of Tilantongo -- the actual reason for all these
events does not lie with

8 Deer

at all but, as already mentioned,

with his older half-brother 12 Movement. 12 Movement has reached
the symbolic age of 52 years, and. having no child of his own, it

2

i8

would be an appropriate time to appoint an heir, to insure that the
control of this important town did not pass from the descendants of
Alligator.
12 Movement has chosen
the Year

7 House

8 Deer

to be his heir, but the events of

seem to indicate that there may have been some ques-

tion concerning the latter's suitability for this important position.
It may therefore have been imperative for

8 Deer

to have his nose

perforated, in order to have the benefits of the additional statt
that accrued from such a ceremony. Also, there may possibly have
been some reservations about allowing one person to extend his political
influence over so extensive an area as

8 Deer

might be able to do were

he to gain control of Tilantongo. He had. ruled Tututepec for the
past ii years and was probably an important figure In the coastal
region, and as well he may now also have become ruler of Tulixtia-.
huaca of Jicsyn. With the addition of Tilantongo to his zone of
influence, he would then control a wide area from the coast to the
highlands, and. might become one of the most powerful forces in the
Mixteca.
However, 12 Movement is not relinquishing control of Tilantongo
at this time, but only appointing

8 Deer

as his co-ruler. The two

would rule together for the remaining years of the older's man life,
and only after his death would

8 Deer

while 12 Movement's acknowledgement of

become the sole ruler. Thus

8 Deer

as his heir is a note-

worthy event, it would not signal an immediate change at Tilantongo.
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The principal purpose for which the large group of men gathered in Tilantongo would probably have been to celebrate 12 Movement's
attainment of the age of 2 years, rather than his appointment of 8
Deer as his co-ruler and future heir. For the ruler of such an miportant town as Tilantongo to reach this age and so complete a fufl.
calendar round of years, would seem a su±'ficlent reason for holdiig
such a meeting as is depicted in the Colombino-Becker and ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse'. It may be a measure of the importance of this
town that men from perhaps as far away as Tiaxcala (Nicholson 196Th)
came for the occasion.

lix the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', 12 Movement and 8 Deer are
depicted together, meeting the group of 112 men, although 12 Movement is pictured wearing less elaborate clothing than 8 Deer. In
the cognate event in the Colombino-Becker, however, apparently only

8 Deer meets the group of men, then in a subsequent scene is shown
meeting his male siblings, including 12 Movement. This exclusion
of 12 Movement from the scene of the large meeting, and. his inclusion
only within a group of 8 Deer's kinsmen, appears to be a deliberate
attempt by the Colombino-Becker artists to minimise his importance
and. to ascribe to 8 Deer a prominence which he probably did not yet
merit.
There is a definite tendency throughout the Codex ColotubinoBecker for 8 Deer to be presented in the most favourable manner pcssible
and with the highest status that can be ascribed to him. This might
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indicate that he later propagated an 'official' version of his life,
in which he always presented himself in the best light; or it cou]d
be due to the importance he later achieved also being attributed to
the earlier parts of his life. There is even a possibility that some
of the attributions are due to the enthusiasu of the painters of the
manuscript for a leader who had spent many years in the coastal
region, for this is the area in which &iith (1963: 288) has concluded
the manuscript originated.
In the Coloinbino, the original sign has been destroyed that tepresented the place at which 8 Deer met the large group of men, and
what appears to be traces of it are only a later addition. However,
the person who did this retouching has drawn several stepped frets
at the left end of the base, a feature not found in that part of the
scene still remaining undamaged. A panel of black and white frets
forms the most characteristic trait of the sign for Tilantongo, and
consequently it might be possible that this retouching followed traces
of the original design that were still evident at an earlier time. If
not, then these frets could only have been added by a person who could
read the pictorial contents of the codex and. also knew that this meeting should have been held at Tilantongo.
The text of the Colombino-Becker now reaches the end. of the very
eventful Year 7 House. The artists of the manuscript have devoted
eight pages to this one year -- a total that constitutes some twenty
per cent of the entire surviving document -- and this must be taken
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as a measure of its importance in their tradition. The differences
in emphasis between this codex and the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' for
this year are striking, supporting Smith's (1963: 288) distinction
that they reflect respectively the coastal and highland traditions.
The long series of events leading to 8 Deer's nose perforation to&
place after he had. ruled Tututepec for iii. years and. while It was
still his principal centre of power, and these activities are treated in extensive detail in the Colombino-Becker. In contrast, the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' records only a few of the events surrounding 8 Deer's nose piercing, but gives is almost overwhelming detail
the full list of persons who met later in Tilantongo -- a roster
that In the Colombino-Becker is reduced to a mere handful.
Colombino 18-19-Ill. The Day -- Wind of the Year 8 -- is shown.
According to the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19C: 68-li) and Bodley
(9-I), this is the Day i . Wind of the next Year 8 Rabbit, during
which 8 Deer will become 3 years of age. This date Is also the
sixtieth day following the large meeting at Tilantongo, and the onehundred-and-twentieth day since his nose was pierced.
The place sign In the Colomblno consists of a hill with a cut
caracol design in its lower part and a destroyed panel across its
centre; from its red. sunnit a tree Is growing. The right side of
this hill Is attached. directly to the back of a building whose depiction is now partly erased. Within the building there are faint
traces of an object that might be the large round bag, but if so, it
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is resting upon another object and, not directly upon the floor of
the building.
In front of this building is a band of 'war chevrons, and although
its precise relationship to the building cannot now be determined because of an erased area, there seems some possibility that it might
have been in a Z-shape, extending into the building to form a base
under the round. bag. The top of the 'Staff of Venus' can still be
seen in front of the building, and. below it are traces of destroyed
objects. To the right, pictured as resting on the chevron base, are
clear depictions of the Skull Shield with a set of bound volutes,
and a large lance or arrow that probably represents the Owl Spear,
since it is shown in a point downwards position although without fne
owl head. A warrior holding his weapons stands at the end of the
chevron base; he wears a jaguar-skin battle-jacket and a crown-like
headdress, but there are no visible traces of either his calendar or
personal names.
This place sign of a red-top hill 'with a tree has not survived
elsewhere in the Colombino-Becker. The chevron base in front of 'the
building would normally indicate warfare, but in the present case 8
Deer's symbols of power are shown upon it, and a peregrination, rather
t1an battles, 'will follow.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19CQ: 68-il) shows the Day ii. Wind
of the Year 8 Rabbit, and. as the place sign for Tilantongo, a hill
on whose top a black and. white fretted base supports a large building.
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In front of this building, on a feather mat, are the 'Venus Staff'
and a spear placed point downwards. 8 Deer is depicted standing
on another place sign (discussed below), wearing a jaguar suit and.
helmet and holding his weapons. Between two other members of his
group there appear a set of bound volutes and a small war chevron
panel from which rise curls of smoke and an arrow.
This same year and day date are also found in the Codex Bodley
(9-I). 8 Deer, armed with a spear, is shown standing on a Z-shaped
path of war chevrons which terminates in a set of short wavy lines
not directly attached to an rthing. The name or date of 1.7 Alligator
is given near the end of the chevron band, and below this there is
a panel with star-eyes and a 'Venus' symbol to which a large sign
for the name or date of 1 Death is connected. (The other parts of
this complex of signs are associated with the following year and
will be described, later.)
In all three of these codices 8 Deer is depicted armed for
battle, and the chevrons of war are also shown. However, as will
be discussed below, conquests do not follow, but rather an apparently peaceful peregrination. Smith (1973: 33) has pointed out that
this type of chevron panel may represent the Mixtec word for tenen1y;
therefore it might be possible that in the present instance, 8 Deer's
peregrination will take him through hostile territory, so that he is
pictured armed for protection from these enemies rather than for
their conquest. His symbols of power are also depicted, and will be
displayed during the peregrination.
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Colombino 19-Ill-Il. A number of place signs are given for
the sites of 8 Deer's peregrination. Some of these drawings in the
Colombino have suffered extensive damage, but fortunately the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' cognate peregrination also pictures some of these
localities. But whereas the Coloxnbino had shown only 8 Deer making
this journey, the Zouche-Nuttal]. 'Reverse' sequence depicts him as
being accompanied by his half-brother 12 Movement, 2 Monkey, an unnamed man with the fleshless lower jaw characteristic of the god 1
Movement, and another man also without a name. The various members
of this group carry weapons of war, 8 Deer's symbols of power, and.
implements of sacrifice. Further, the tradition recorded in the two
manuscripts differ by one day In the times given for the first
several places visited during this journey.
On the Day 5 House, which follows immediately after the Day i.
Wind, the locality shown as visited first in the Colombino is repiesented by a 'Split Stone' and a vertical bundle; on top of the fointer
is the large round bag and what appears to be a sacrificial knife.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19 02 : 68-ill), for this same Day 5
House, shows 8 Deer wearing a jaguar suit and helmet and holding his
weapons. He is depicted as standing on a sign composed of a hill
containing a square mat on which rest two horizontal objects. However, for the following Day 6 Lizard, this codex pictures 12 Movement on a hill within which there is shown a red and white bundle
that might be the cognate of the Colombino depiction. Neither of
these two Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' signs contains the 'Split Stone'.
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On the next Day 6 (Lizard], the Colombino artist represents
the second locality by a flight of steps and a seat without a back.
The round bag rests upon the seat. The remainder of the sign has
been destroyed. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9: 68-Ill-ri), for
this day, depicts the vertical red and white bundle described

imine-

diately above, but for the following Day 7 Snake shows a sign containing a seat and a small man. 2 Monkey is pictured standing on
this sigh, holding a decorated spear-staff and. a vertical red and
white tied object, while under his arm can be seen the round bag.
The third Colonibino

site

has been mostly destroyed, little more

now remaining than the outline of a curling object at the right eiñ
of a dark base panel. On the left side of this panel the round bag
is shown, with a damaged object that may be a fire-log on top of
it. The date is the following Day 7 (Snake]. The Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (l9(: 68-ri) sign for this same date pictures the seat
and small man mentioned above; there does not appear to be a drawing
which is cognate with this Coloinbino sign.
For the next Day 8 Death, the Colombino sign is badly damaged,
although a base can be seen,with flowing water spilling over ltB end.
Above the water and not now visibly connected to it Is a more richly
decorated seat. The round bag is not visible, but the area on top
of the seat contains traces of destroyed objects. In the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (192: 68-ui), for this same day, the sign is given
as a U-shaped base containing water, within which is a bead that ap-
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pears to be partially human and partly animal; beside the base is a
small man with the head of a canine animal. Shown as standing on
this sign is a man whose fleshless lower jaw is normally a characteristic of the god 1 Movement. Re wears numerous death symbols, and
carries the 'Staff of Venus', a weapon, and a human skull similar to
that shown as the head of the goddess 9 Grass.
On the Day 9 (Deer], the Colonibino shows the sign for the fifth
site of the peregrination to be a hill surmounted by a building.
The round. bag is not visible, but the area above the lintel of the
doorway has been totally obliterated.. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(l9: 69-I), the Day 9 Deer is associated with a hill and a foundation substructure such as temples are built upon, although no building is pictured. The maii shown standing on this hill has no name;
he carries the 'Venus Staff' and. holds a foaming bowl topped by a
sacrificial knife and several small vertical objects. On his back
he carries an upside-down head on which is a headdress of twisted
snakes and a large mouth ornament, both traits displayed by the goddess

9 Reed. in her previous appearance in this codex.
The next four successive sites in the Colombino all appear to
be associated with the single Day 10 (Rabbit]. The sixth place
shown as visited is represented by a bill containing what may be a
band of fringe. The seventh, by two peaks with perhaps a burning
heart in the valley between them; above the right peak there are still
a few very faint traces of an erased object. The eighth is a small
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hill whose interior contains a damaged drawing. The ninth locality
is drawn somewhat larger than the preceding three, and may have consisted. of two peaks with a valley between them, it is now badly
damaged and partly obliterated. Beside the right peak there can
still be seen a foaming olla topped by a sacrificial knife, while
beside the peak there remain a few fragments of the design
originally depicted above the centre area of the hill. Facing this
hill is a standing man whose position signals the end of this pha
of the peregrination.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9C:

69-I-Il), for

this Day 10

Rabbit, shows a scene involving human sacrifice. The place sign is
depicted as two peaks separated by a level valley. At the right de
of this valley a jaguar and an eagle are fighting above a 'split
stone'; and at the left, over another 'split stone', is a sacrificed
dog, above which a pinnging deity figure holds a heart in his hand.
The human sacrifice Is of an unnamed man whose chest is being cut
open by

9 Flower.

This cnplex scene thus shows several Important

rituals taking place, culminating in a human sacrifice.
Since these Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' events are given in
considerably more detail than those In the Coloinbino, this may perhaps indicate that the activities are of greater concern to the
people of the highlands than to those of the coastal region.
There are considerable differences between the Colom'oino and
the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' accounts of this peregrination. The
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Colombino depicts only 8 Deer, and shows that his symbols a.re displayed at some of the sites visited. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
also pictures his symbols, but indicates that he Is accompanied by
four other individuals. One of these is 12 Movement, and his
omission from the Colombino may be another example of that codex attempting to increase 8 Deer's importance beyond what he had probably
achieved, at the expense of 12 Movement. Of the three other persai s
shown, one may be the deity 1 Movement. The two others each wear a
white headband with vertical tabs; in the Codex Bodley (iO-Iv) this
type of headdress is worn by 1 Movement, but in the Selden (-Iv-6-

I, 8-I-li)

is appears on sacrificial victims. One of these two may

therefore be the man sacrificed on the Day 10 Rabbit.
The head of the goddess 9 Reed Is shown in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse', as Is a skull that might represent the head of the goddess

9 Grass. Both these deities have already played important roles
in 8 Deer's life. In my

Interpretation,

9 Reed was instrumental

in enabling him to obtain the nose-piercing ceremony; and 9 Grass
was not only involved In. his activities at that time, but also had
played a vital role many years earlier In the events preceding his
becoming ruler of Tututepec. Both had therefore contributed to his
eventually becoming co-ruler of Tilantongo, and. it seems possible
that the present peregrination might be intended to express his appreciation for this assistance.
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1 Movement does not appear elsewhere in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', nor can be now be identified in the Colombino. However, in
the Bodley (b-ui) he is shown with 8 Deer in activities prior to
the latter's gaining control of Tututepec, although in the Colombino
cognate scenes the man Is named 1 Death. The close relationship between the two deities 1 Movement and 1 Death, has been discussed by
Caso (1959). If the figure in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' is intended to represent this god 2. Movement, It is another instance of 8 ]er
receiving support from a deity.
The representation of this peregrination in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' led Caso (1966: 1iOJi.2) to consider that 12 Movement was
the ruler of the place 'Red and White Bundle' on whose sign he is
shown. In my interpretation, however, the artist is merely conserving space in his drawings by depicting both the procession and the
place signs simultaneously, without implying that each Individual
is necessarily associated with the locality with which he happens to
be pictured.
Colombino 18-11-1-19-I. 8 --, wearing a nose-bar, Is shown
seated. The area in front of him has been very thoroughly erased,
no traces now remaining of the designs originally painted there.
There then follows a long series of place signs connected together
by black lines in a boustrophedon sequence, and Intersperced with
day dates. This appears to represent another peregrination,

although

no travelling persons can now be seen in connexion with it. Some
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of these sites are also pictured in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse',
although, as has been true before, the tradition recorded in this
manuscript differs from that of the Colombino in the sequence or
date of some events.
Shown below the Colombino place signs, and not visibly connected
to any of them, is a panel of war chevrons. The series of place signs
which follows is not shown as being conquered, however, so It seems
probable that this chevron panel has the same meaning as did its
depiction with 8 Deer at the beginning of the prior peregrination
(Colombino 19-111). Thus if he has been travelling through an enemy
area in order to perform a sacrifice at a specific locality, the
present panel may mark his departure from this hostile region.
The first surviving place sign of the peregrination is a bent
'stone' hill. No day date now remains, and the site does not appear
in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'.
Second in the sequence Is a badly damaged representation consist-

ing of a multi-coloured mat above which feathers and traces of an
erased object can be seen. This site may have been visited on a date
whose day name is Water and whose number is at least four or more.
Following the last event of the Day 10 Rabbit, the Day 11 Water occurs next. This would indicate that the previous peregrination continued on without interruption. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' does
not have a cognate depiction.
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The third Coloinbino place sign contains a flow of moving water
within which are several triads of red circles. Connected to this
sign is the date of the succeeding Day 12 [Dog]. None of the sites
shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' peregrination contains water.
Fourth Is another damaged sign whose extant right area shows a
sloping hill on which the lower part of several stick-like objects
are visible. The date of the Day 12 [Dog] is also connected to this
place. There Is no similar depiction in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'.
The fifth place in the Colombino series, and the third to be
visited on the same Day 12 (Dog], is shown as a hill containing an
arrow. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9(Q:

69-Ill), the

cognate

site Is shown as a hill pierced by three arrows; no date is given.
The sixth Colombino place is indicated by a mat of varied
colours topped by several feathers and a knotted loop. No day date
is now visible, but very faint traces of a line lead upwards from
the feathers into an erased area where It was probably painted. Because of the framework of extant dates, the time associated with this
locality must be either the Days 13 Monkey or 1 Grass. In the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (19(2:

69-ri), the

cognate sign shows a mat with

feathers and two growing plants. The date is given as the Day 2
Reed, which does not occur In the Colombino until the next sign.
The locality depicted seventh in the Coloinbino sequence is badly
damaged, arid the few fragments that still remain cannot now be identified. The Day 2 Reed Is connected to this sign, although in the
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Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 69-Iv), as just mentioned, this
date is associated with an earlier site.
Of the eighth sign, all that now remains is a hill and a large
horizontal ear decoration, associated with the next Day 3 (Jaguar].
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 69-IV) shows the horizontal hd
of a man with an ear decoration, atop a red and white area in the
interior of a hill. No date is given, however, and because of the
damaged condition of the Colombino drawing, it is not possible to
confirm that these are cognate depictions.
The ninth place of the peregrination is represented as a damaged
U-shaped base containing water and perhaps a form of the 'Split
Stone'. Stepped frets decorate the upper ends of the base, and above
the water there is a knotted loop. This pce sign is also connected
to the Day 3 (Jaguar]. As already mentioned, there are no ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' sites in its series which depict water.
Tenth is a base with a disembodied arm holding a staff. At the
right is the date of the next Day 1 (Eagle]. This locality is not
found in the Zouche-.Nuttall 'Reverse' sequence.
The eleventh Colombino place, which is also connected to the Day
14 (Eagle], is shown as a partly erased circle containing what appears
to be a flower, with a few traces of other elements still visible.
There is also a circular place sign in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
(19 02 : 69-Ill) sequence, but it is quartered in four colours and
depicts a bird; there is no date.
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The sign for the twelfth place is completely destroyed except
for the base of a hill.
The thirteenth is a damaged sign which consists now of only
the wing and tail of a bird on a 'stone' bill. A later site in
the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 70-Il) shows a hill composed
mostly of 'stone', and a bird; there is no associated date.
The fourteenth locality shown in the Colombino peregrination
is pictured as a base over which moving water flows; within the water
there is a rectangular object spotted with small circles. To the
left of this sign, on page 18 across the fold, are a few fragnnts
of paint that might have been a part of this sign, or have been the
area where a date was painted. There is no Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
cognate.
These fourteen sites represent a second phase of the peregriration which 8 Deer had begun on the Day 1. Wind. They extend from the
Day 11 Water through at least the Day 1 Eagle, the last visible date
in the Colombino, but since other signs occur following this date,
it seems probable that at least one more day was Included in the
original sequence. 8 Deer is pictured at the beginning of this
phase, and the large erased area in front of him Is Bufficient to
have contained another person, place sign, or group of symbols, but
the design there has been thoroughly effaced.
Coloinbino 19-I. The next Colombino place sign appears to be
slightly larger in size than those foregoing, perhaps indicating its
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greater importance. It is depicted as a hill with a partially
destroyed dark bird on its summit. A number of circles from the
day date still survive. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (190 2 : 7011) this would correspond to the place represented by an eagle atop
a hill.
The relationship of this Colombino sign to the one which follows
it is ambiguous. The present site may be interpreted as only one
more place visited during the peregrination, with the subsequent
drawing representing yet another locality in that journey. However,
if the next scene depicts an actual meeting, rather than merely being a place sign, then the present site would, function to show where
the meeting is held.
A cradle-board is pictured next, and seated within it are the
badly damaged figures of a man and a woman. Above the man are at
least four circles and. the head of an animal, while over the woman
are traces of at least six circles and. the sign for Reed; no parts
of any personal names have survived. This woman may be the godde

9 Reed.

Although her head is shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(19 02: 69-I),

no recognisable allusion

to her can now be found In

the Colombino text. It may perhaps be relevant that this deity's
only other appearance in the Coloinbino (10-I) was preceded by a place
sign in which she and, a man were pictured, although the sign involved
water and did not contain a cradle-board.
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The Codex Bodley (9-I), in a complex collection of signs that
begin with the Day i Wind of the Year 8 Rabbit - - the same date
shown at the beginning of the first phase of the Colombino peregrinations -- depicts a cradle-board containing a person who appears to
be male. Under it, however, is the sign for the nexi Year 9 Reed,
so there is no certainty it is a cognate for this Colombino locality.
Coloinbino 19-I. The final scene still extant in Section I of
the Colombino-Becker is severely damaged. At the left is a man holding weapons and wearing a jaguar he].znet. A band of flames reaches
from his body to an object in front of him that has been mostly
erased, although within the damaged area a turtle-shell and its attendant sacrificial knife tail-oznplex can still be seen. Facing

the first man across this destroyed design Is another man with a
spear, of whose figure only franents now remain.
The man at the left is probably 8 Deer, and the object which he
Is setting fire to may be a human body. It could be possible that
this scene shows the dead body of the man whose sacrifice is
depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 69-I-lI) on the Day
10 Rabbit, since the Colombino does not appear to contain an
equivalent sacrifice for that day. However, since this event comes
considerably later in the Colombino peregrination, it might also
represent another sacrifice or offering not pictured in the oucheNuttall
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The text of the Colombino-Becker is interrupted at this point
by the loss of a portion of the original manuscript. Section I of
the surviving codex thus comes to an end.
Summary : Colombino 18-19-111/19-I. These scenes show 8 I)eer
engaged in a peregrination that may have included a human sacrifice.

Sixty days after the holding of the large meeting at Thantongo in the Year 7 House, he begins a journey on the Day 1 Wind of
the following Year 8 Rabbit. This peregrination is divided into
two parts, the events of the first phase culminating on the Day 10
Rabbit. The second phase begins immediately afterwards, on the next
day, and is still continuing when this section of the manuscript is
terminated.
At the start of the peregrination his symbols o1 power are
displayed prominently on a panel of war chevrons in front of a
building. The place sign in the Colombino has not yet been identified, although In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' Tilantongo is
depicted. Rather than these chevrons indicating warfare, they may
indicate that the peregrination will take place in hostile territory.
Another chevron base at the start of the second phase of the journey
may serve to mark the end of the events occurring within the enemy
area.
In the Colombino only

8 Deer Is depicted, whereas the Zouche-

Nuttall 'Beverse' shows him accompanied by 12 Movement, an individual
who may be the deity 1 Movement, and two other men, one of whom may
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be sacrificed later. This latter codex also pictures the head of
the goddess 9 Reed, and a skull that may indicate the goddess 9
Grass. In the Colombino, however, there is now no surviving reference
to 9 Reed. except for her possible inclusion within a place sign or
meeting; and there is no evidence of any reference to 9 Grass.
The first phase of this peregrination reaches a climax in both
the Co.oeibino and Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' on the Day 10 Rabbit,
with what is shown in the second codex as a human sacrifice. If
this sacrifice was originally included. in the Colombino (18-li), it
was probably in an area In front of 8 Deer that is now totally erased,
there being no clear evidence of it elsewhere in the surviving pages.
Since this sacrifice comes at the end. of the first phase of the
peregrination, which the Colombino niay indicate occurs entirely in
an unfriendly area, 8 Deer would probably have penetrated into this
hostile region in order to carry out the sacrifice at a specific
locality only if it were important to him to do so.
The activities in which he is engaged are indeed. very important,
however, for they probably represent his formal return to Tilantongo
with his symbols of power. Just as he had previously had his symbols
carried during a peregrination that led to his becoming ruler of Tututepec (Colosabino 3-iii--ii), and later had them taken in another
peregrination preceding his taking control of Tulixtlahuaca of Jicayn (Colombino lll._III_13_II), so he now must have them brought in a
peregrination to Tilantongo in order to assume his new position as
its co-ruler.
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The starting date of the present peregrination bears a definite
relationship to two other key events that pertain closely to 8
Deer's achieving his goal of becoming co-ruler of Tilantongo. The
peregrination begins on the Day 11 Wind, which falls 60 days after he
met the large group of men at Tll9ntongo on the Day 9 Wind, and t1t
meeting in turn took place 60 days following his nose perforation on
the Day 1 Wind. Since, in my interpretation, the deity 9 Reed
was instrumental In assisting him to obtain the nose piercing
ceremony, which It was essential for him to secure In order to qualify
as 12 Movement's heir, he may also utilise a part of this peregrir*tion to express his appreciation to this goddess for her aid. Although very little evidence has survived In the Colombino, the hunmn
sacrifice shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9: 69-I-Il)
might be dedicated to her.
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CHAPTER VI
SE(TION II OF THE CODEX COLOMBINO-BECKER:
COLOMBINO RAGMENT I\T AND BECKER FRAMBIT 1

Section I of the Colombino-Becker ends with Colombino 19, a -B

patterned page at the end of Colonibino Fragment III, while Section
II opens with Coloinbino 20, an A- patterned page at the beginning of
Colombino Fragment IV. Structurally, as already discussed in Chapter
III, at least two pages must be lost between these fragments, but the
lengths of the skins in use in this part of the manuscript suggest
that a greater number than this minimum figure is probably actually
gone. A repeated sequence of /A-B/C-D/ patterns characterises all
the pages of Section I and the first two pages of Section II, and
consequently it seems probable that the pages missing between the
sections also shared this sequence of patterns. Between -B and Apages that respectively end and begin the sections, only the addition
of two, six, ten, and similar numbers of pages, will maintain such a
series of page patterns.
The only extant source upon which to draw in considering what
might have been recorded in these lost pages, is the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse'. The data given in this codex are tantalisingly brief,
however, consisting essentially of only four scenes and a number of
conquered sites.

21i.0

The first Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(l9:

70-I) scene shows

8

Deer being greeted by two men. In the second scene (l9C: 70-11111),

8 Deer

and 1i. Jaguar are shown facing each other above the black

and white fretted base that represents Tilantongo; both hold their
weapons at the ready, as though engaging one another in combat. The
Day

9 Snake

is given for this event.

The third Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19C 2 : 70-III-IV) scene also
shows

8 Deer

and.

1. Jaguar,

this time on the Day 2 Movement, kneeling

above an apparent place sign that Is drawn as a long mat and a small
building. Neither man is armed, nor are any weapons visible. Both
have offerings in one hand, and in addition

8 Deer

two fingers of his right hand. In the fourth event

holds up the first

(19 (2:

70-IV-71-

I) a man carries two foaming bowls, each topped by a sacrificial
knife, towards two place signs that are characterised by a plant and
an opening in a hill. The date or name of 12 Buzzard is associated
with this scene. There then follows, In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse',
a long series of conquered places, some of which appear in the
beginning pages of Section II of the Colombino-Becker.
The first Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' scene appears to show

8 Deer

being greeted with offerings. Behind the men meeting him is a
small place sign of a hill in the form of a human head with a white
band above the eye, and a black and white fretted base, which might
represent a site near Tilsntongo, or under its control. Behind It
are two hills with birds which have already been tentatively equated
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with two signs shown in the Colombino (19-I) during 8 Deer's
peregrination.
The second scene is by far the most important of this group,
and also the most difficult to interpret. On a Day 9 Snake, 8 Deer
and 1. Jaguar are depicted in an apparently hostile encounter at
Tilantongo. No preliminary events are shown to account for their
attitudes or even to illustrate the basis of their conflict. However,
the painter of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' has earlier treated in a
very concise manner the events leading to 8 Deer's nose perforation,
which in the Colontbino-Becker were shown as intimately connected with
1. Jaguar, and therefore it is perhaps not surprising that the present
situation should also be depicted in a succinct fashion.
Although there is no evidence in either the Colombino-Becker or
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' that 8 Deer and 1 Jaguar were friends,
neither is there any that they were enemies. However, it does seem
that i Jaguar might have harboured. a considerable resentment against

8 Deer, since, in my Interpretation, he had. twice rejected the
latter's request for a nose perforation before eventually being
forced by the goddess 9 Reed to play a ball game against him on
the matter. In that game 8 Deer was challenging 1 Jaguar, and the
court in which they played was apparently located in an area under
the latter's control. If that same pattern should hold true for the
present event, which takes place at Tilantongo where 8 Deer is at
least now co-ruler, 1 Jaguar may be challenging 8 Deer. ii. Jaguar

214.2

might have found such a course either necessary or expedient, if

his own position or prestige had suffered from his being forced to
play the ball gazne, as well as from his loss of that game.
The depicted scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' shows the

two men with weapons, although it is possible they may only have
engaged In a ritual battle rather than actual combat. The event
occurs, probably significantly, on the same day date -- the Day 9
Snake -- as that given in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (190 2 : 50-IV51-I) for the meeting in which 8 Deer first requested the assistance
of the deity 9 Reed. On the Day 2 Movement, 32 days after this
apparent combat, 8 Deer and 14. Jaguar present offerings at a small
building. The actual outcome of their fight is not depicted in the
codex, but this meeting is without weapons and apparently peaceful,
and. since 14. Jaguar subsequently co-operates with 8 Deer, the results
of the battle must have been favourable to the latter. Clark (1912:
214.) has suggested that the two fingers held up by 8 Deer 'might be
explained by the fact that this Is the second time they have made a

treaty.' The earlier meeting, to which Clark refers, is that which
followed 8 Deer's nose piercing rite.
The scene then follows of a man, either named. 1 Buzzard or acting
on the Day 1 Buzzard, apparently presenting offerings at two hills.
Conquest arrows are not shown in these sites, and the scene appears
to represent a peregrination.
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In the long list of conquests which then follows in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse', no individual or group Is shown carrying out the
attacks, although they can be attributed to

8 Deer.

In four pages

this text depicts an unbroken series of more than 14.0 place signs,
almost all of them shown with a conquest arrow.
The extant part of Section II of the Colombino-Becker opens
with a listing of only 16 conquered localities, so obviously the
depictions of a number of conquests are missing from the surviving
manuscript. Even allowing that some of the sites pictured In the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' might not have appeared in the ColonibinoBecker, it seems a modest estim*te that at least another 15 signs
are probably now lost. Those conquests shown In the existing text
are very regularly spaced, three In each band; 15 such signs would
occupy five bands, and 18 would fill two complete pages of the codex.
In addition, preceding these conquests the lost pages of the
Colombino-Becker need to contain scenes corresponding to the completion of the peregrination In which

8 Deer

is engaging at the end of

Section I of the manuscript, as well as the events leading to his
hostile encounter with If Jaguar at Tilantongo, their subsequent peaceful meeting, and the preparations for the many conquests. An additional four pages does not seem a excessive allowance for these
data, and Indeed nay err on the conservative side, considering that
only the events leading to

8

Deer's nose perforation ceremony oc-

cupied some five full pages in the Colombino.
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There is, of course, no way to know the amount of unique additional information that might have been given in the ColombinoBecker for any of the events depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', or for other occurrences that are not included in the text
of that latter manuscript. The Colosibino had given the events of 8
Deer's first meeting with 1 Jaguar in far greater detail than the
corresponding Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' text, and for their second
encounter it might well have done so again. Clearly, many of the
details necessary for an understanding of this conflict between 8
Deer and I. Jaguar are absent from the only extant account in the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'.
If six pages were considered as the possible loss between
Sections I and II, the banding patterns in use on them might well
be /C-D/A-B/C-D/. Two skins, each about 75 centimetres long, would
be sufficient for these pages, as discussed previously in Chapter
III. Clark (1912: 25), considering the patterns of the red guide
lines, has also suggested that six pages may be missing from the
manuscript at this point.
If more than six pages are thought to be lost, but the same
/A-B/C-D/ banding pattern is retained, then the missing number would
need to be raised to ten, and the page patterns would be /C-D/A-B/CD/A-B/C-D/. The necessary skin lengths might be achieved if Colombino SkIn 8 were extended by 10 centimetres to about 87 centimetres
long, and followed by another skin of slightly more than 87 centimetres
in length, then by two skins each about 75 centimetres long.
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For the 16 conquests with which the surviving Section II of
the Colo,nbino-Becker now begins, there are some cognate representations in the Zoucbe-Nuttall 'Reverse', but both the sequence and The
associated day dates are often different In the two manuscripts.
Colombino 20-111. The sign of the first surviving conquest conslats of a hill crossed by a fretted base from which rise two plants.
The day date at the left haB been destroyed. The nearest resemblance
in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19: 73-IV) is a bill with a fretted
base and two tall plants, which was conquered on the Day 3 Buzzard.
The second Coloinbino Bite is shown as a hill with a plateau ai
which grows a tree with a thick trunk. The drawing still retains
its conquest date of the Day 4 Movement, which follows immediately
after the Day 3 Buzzard. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19c2: 71-11)
has a place sign of a hill, fretted base, and tree with a thick
trunk, but it OCCUB earlier in this series and has no associated
date.
The site pictured third in the Colombino consists of a fretted
base joined to a panel of jaguar skin • On the base a low bowl forms
the body of a bird whose partially destroyed head and wing can still
be seen; a tree also grows from the bowl. A date formed by at least

two circles and the sign for Flower still remains. The Day 7 Flower
follows in the same trecena after the Days 3 Buzzard and 11. Movement
of the two prior conquests. The cognate sign in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (l9cQ: 73-ri) consists of a fretted base on which rests a
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low bowl having the head, wing, and tail of a bird, with two trees
growing from the bowl. The associated date, however, is the Day ii.
Movement, given already in the Colombino with the preceding conquest.
The Day 7 Flower does occur as a subsequent date in the Zouche-Nuttall
t Reversel, but with a different sign.
Colombino 21-Ill. The fourth Colombino conquest is shown as a
curved 'stone' hill on whose right slope an object has been totally
obliterated except for a few irregular vertical areas. No traces
of a date are visible. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 711.-I)
there are no curved 'stone' hills, but the most probable corre1at1n
would be a 'stone' hill with the head, wing, leg, and tail of a lgbilled bird. Its conquest date is given as the Day 7 Flower, discussed immediately above as the probable date of the foregoing Colombino conquest.
The fifth site in the Colombino sequence is a representation of

the wheel-like object which has appeared among 8 Deer's symbols of
power. Here it rests on top of a base whose interior design has
been completely erased, as has the day date. In the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (19 (2 : 711-I) the same object is shown on a fretted base.
It has apparently been left without a day date, although several
dates in this vicinity are ambiguously placed.
The sixth conquered place is shown as a building within a Ushpaed base of water, with streams splashing over both ends of the
base. No day date can now be seen, and there seems scant space
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available where one might have been drawn; this site may perhaps
therefore have been conquered on the same date as the foregoing
locailty. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 714.-I), the cognate
scene shows a building within which water flows from an L-shaped
base. The Day 2 Dog appears to be associated with this site.
Colombino 21-Il. The seventh place is a curved 'stone' hill
whose peak is clad in the red cape typically worn by men. The
damaged date appears to be named GrasB and to have at least ten
circles. The closest resemblence in the Zouche-Nuttalj. 'Reverse'
(19(2: 711._Il) is its next sign, a hill crossed by a fretted panel
upon which rests a trapezium having horizontal stripes and decorations. It is dated as being conquered on the Day 12 Grass.
Of the eighth conquered place nothing now remains in the Colombino except its base panel, and even the interior of this has been
totally erased. All traces of a date are likewise also gone. The
next locality in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 711._Il) shows a
looped snake lying on a fretted base; the date is the Day 11 Monkey.
The ninth Colombino sign is badly damaged, although it still
retains a date of the Day -- Rain. Still visible is a hill whose
summit is partly occupied by the remains of a large conquest arrow,
while along the top and. to the left are additional areas of colour.
From the interior of the hill a destroyed object seems also to have
projected out through the left side. No Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
site actually resembles these fragments. There is some slight
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similarity between the destroyed interior of the hill and the sign
of a plant whose roots are growing within a 'stone' circle (1902:
72-111), but it Is conquered on the Day 2 Water. Based on the date,
a perhaps more probable correlation might be with a place (1902: 71iii) represented as a hill with a bird. on its summit and a vertically rising bird across a fretted panel in its interior; the Day 13
Rain is associated with this site.
Colombino 20-Il. The tenth conquest Is of a bill with a spiral
flow of blood forming a caracol design at its bottom, above which a

fretted base holds three separate stacks of unknown objects. To the
right are faint traces of a date or conquest arrow. In the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 71-Ill) the probable cognate consists of a
base from which project four spear-like objects. The date for the
Day 7 Grass is anbIguously placed between this and the succeeding

sign.
The eleventh locality is shown as a hill divided vertically,
each half being painted a different colour; within it are three
circles and. a large damaged area. The sign for a day named Grass
and at least four circles are still extant. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 71-IV) cognate place is depicted as a hill within which
is the date or name 3 Alligator. The Day 7 Grass appears to the right
of this sign and, as just mentioned, Is apparently shared with the
preceding conquest.
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The twelfth conquest is represented as a fretted base and a
building whose roof has been mostly destroyed. In front of and
partly within the building lies a rather large representation of
a turtle-shell, supported by red and. yellow fragments of a design
which is now mostly destroyed. The date is the Day -- Grass. No
similar site is depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'.
Colombino 20-21-I. The thirteenth site is another of the Colonibino place signs which may have escaped intentional destruction because its components, a hill and a bird, appeared to refer to Tututepec. The ultra-violet photographs show the conquest date to be the
Day 6 Rain. The next locality In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19D2:
71-ri) Is of a hill beside which a man is grasping a bird by its long
tail feathers. The associated date is curiously drawn, resembling
Monkey more than Rain, but the final representation seems intended
as the Day 5 Rain.
The fourteenth place

sign is

badly damaged, its visible part

consisting of a large fretted base on which appear the head, upper
chest, and at least

one arni

of a person, along with the surviving

frants of a complex headdress. Behind this person are areas of
colour, and to the left is a date consisting of at least 11 circles.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' there are several signs containing
human figures, but none resembles the Colonibino design.
Most of the identifying characteristics of the fifteenth
locality have been destroyed. At the left are the remnants of a
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large vertical flint knife representing the Day -- Flint. The
bottom of the sign consists of a large base which may have contained
a fretted pattern, but its interior is now almost totally obliterated.
An earring with a tassel is still visible, its position suggesting a
face looking upwards. In the area behind this head appear paint fragments, and from near the top of these a large curled volute projects.
The 8ize of the base and the presence of the coloured areas behind
the head seem to indicate that the drawing may have been similar to
that of the Immediately preceding Colombino sign. A possible Zouche-.
!hittall tReverse' (1902 : 73-Il) cognate shows a fretted base upon
which a kneeling man is holding or pushing a 'split stone', but there
Is no conquest arrow. The associated date is the Day 11 Flint.
The sixteenth and. final conquest shown in this Colombino series
is again partly damaged. The bottom part of a hill supports a base
whose practically obliterated interior design was apparently fretted.
From this base project two curved objects, each with a row of circles
along the outside of the curve • The date is the Day -- Rain. In the
Zouche-Nuttali 'Reverse' (1902: 72-il) there is a locality depicted
as a fretted base resting upon the bottom of a bill, with two Lshaped objects whose outer edges have rounded projections; they might
perhaps be weapons. The date, however, is the Day 12 Grass.
Smunary: Colombino 20-111/20-21-I. Only a few of the conquests
shown In the Colombino have correlated well with those of the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse', and usually even these have not been in the same
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sequence nor necessarily attributed to the same date. This suggests
that If the missing pages that preceded this Colozabino-Becker conquest series were available, the history they record init be
considerably different from that given in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'.
This is the third series of conquests in which 8 Deer has
engaged. The first occurred the year following his becoming ruler
of Tututepec. After his nose-perforation rite, which I have suggested involved his acquiring control of Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, he
also made several conquests. This same pattern Is now repeated tbe
year after he has beccine co-ruler of Tilantongo.
Colombino 21-I. There now begins a long series of events which

will occupy 8 Deer for the remainder of the extant pages of Section
II of the Colombino-Becker -- an arduous journey that will eventually
take him and his companions into the presence of the Sun God. 1 Death.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' also records these occurrences, but in
a quite different sequence and. with different emphases.
These events begin with a badly damaged scene showing two men
seated within a ball court. n examination of the original manuscript reveals that all the Interior of the court is painted blue
and that its bottom panel contains only a fretted base. The upper
panel is almost entirely erased, but the few fragments Of paint
still remaining of it do not resemble a fretted pattern. Between
the two men, and behind the man on the right, are scattered traces
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of designs that have been destroyed; one of these, in the upper
right corner of the court, is similar to a flower.
The man at the left wears a jaguar suit and helmet, and in his
one visible hand holds darts and a shield. The man at the right is
characterised by a facial mask of black paint and also appears to be
holding spears and a shield. They are, respectIvely,

8 Deer

and 11.

Jaguar. Both are sitting, although the seat used by 8 Deer is
slightly lower than that of i Jaguar. Three circles can still be
seen behind i. Jaguar, probably from his calendar name. Preceding
the depiction of the ball court, near the prior place sign, are
another four circles that may be a remnant of the day date or of 8
Deer's name.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 80-I) cognate scene, 8
Deer and. Jaguar are shown seated In a ball court, facing each
other. The upper panel of the court Is omitted and the space used
for the placement of the date, the Day 6 Jaguar. Inset into the
lower side of the court are two panels; the top one Is of frets,
while the lower one contains three horizontal objects and is
decorated along its bottom edge. Within the court the two men sit
on equal jaguar-skin seats, each holding out a gift towards the
other. Each has also placed his shield and spears In the position
denoting peaceful intent: with the points towards himself and the
butts towards the other man. Although both

cod.Ices

depict 8 Deer

and 1 Jaguar with weapons, implying warfare or battle, this repre-
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sentation shows clearly that their animosity is not directed against
each other.
This meeting is the final event shown in the Colonibino-Becker
for the Year 8 Rabbit. In this codex, the depiction of the events
of this year began with 8 Deer carrying out a long peregrination
which had not yet been completed at the point where the manuscript is
now Interrupted by the loss of a number of its pages. On these missing pages there should be pictured the conclusion of this peregriration, a set of events Involving an encounter between 8 Deer and

II.

Jaguar at Tilantongo, and the beginning of a lengthy series of conquests. The surviving opening pages of ColômbIno Fragment IV show
the remainder of this conquest series, and. the year ends with the
meeting of 8 Deer and. 14. Jaguar in a ball court.
Less than four pages of the surviving Colonibino-Becker are now
occupied with the events of this Year 8 Rabbit, but I have suggested
that an additional six or ten pages may possibly be missing between
the two sections of the manuscript. Since the very important events
of the preceding Year 7 House occupied only eight pages, the addition
here of even six lost pages would probably make the data given for
this Year 8 Rabbit the most extensive In the entire codex for a
single year. Its importance in 8 Deer's life, and in the tradition
being recorded by the painters of the Colombino-Becker, may be gauged
by this.

2%

In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', the meeting between 8 Deer
and 11 Jaguar in the ball court is placed as the final scene of the
entire journey to the Sun God, exactly the opposite of its position
in the Colombino-Becker at the beginning of that trip. Caso (1966:

35-36), noticing this difference between the two manuscripts, unfortunately attempted to bring them more nearly into phase by
placing Becker Fragment 1 immediately after Colombino 21. As I
have already previously pointed out, such an insertion is physically
impossible; the proper placement of this Becker fragment is as a
continuation of Colombino 211. As a consequence of Caso's incorrect
rearrangement of the text, hi8 data for much of Section II of the
Colombino-Becker follow a different sequence from that to be presented in this study, and the resulting interpretations are also

correspondingly different.
Coloinbino 21-1-22-23. To the right of the ball court of the
previous scene there is a badly damaged year sign which in the original manuscript can be seen to retain traces of at least seven circles
and an arrow. The associated day date cannot now be read. The foregoing events have taken place in the Year

8 Rabbit,

and. the succeel -

lug date would be the Year 9 Reed. In this year 8 Deer will become

36 years old and his half-brother 12 Movement will reach the age or
% years.
The placing of this new year date following the drawing of the
meeting in the ball court emphasises the inseparability of Colombino
21 and 22, since it dates the single scene occupying Coloinbino

22 and 23. The size of this scene is unprecedented in the Coloinbino-Becker -- and. indeed has few peers among the extant Mixtec
codices -- but although the event shown Is doubtless a very important one, the great size of the scene may be at least partially due
to the artist of Style V wishing to make a spectacular beginning of
his part of the codex.
The event pictured on ColombIno 22-23 is of five men attempting
to cross a turbulent body of water which is drawn in a very unusual
manner. The scene rests upon the open jaws of a monster whose mouth
extends across both pages. Above It is shown a band of moving water
that forms a loop in the middle of each page, with the centre of
each loop being pierced by an extremely large arrow. Above this
stream of water are three tiers of rectangles of different colours,
and. from each of those In the topmost row there springs a great
vertical creating wave the same colour as the rectangle. Directly
above these rectangles, but behind the waves, a long fretted base
topped by pink spume stretches across the full width of the scene.
One of the five men in the scene is shown In the upper left
corner of the pair of pages, holding a bow and arrow, the first time
this weapon has been pictured in the extant Coloinbino-Becker. He
appears to be standing on solid ground since both his feet are shown
clad in sandals, even though large waves apparently originate from
the rectangles of colour upon which he stands. Below him a second
man is drawn horizontally across four rectangles, apparently swimming
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with the aid of two round objects tied to his body; Clark (1912: )
has suggested these are gourds. A third figure, in the upper right
corner of page 22, is now almost totally destroyed. The outline of
the boat in which he stands is still visible, and part of his large
shield also remains, but of most of the rest of his body there are
only scattered fragments of paint. He may be looking over his
shoulder to these other two men, who are behind him.
The fourth man, found in the upper left corner of page 23, wears
a facial mask of black paint, a nose-bar, and a beard. In one hand
he holds a vertical spear, and in the other, several darts and a
large jaguar-skin shield that conceals his bodj. The boat in whidi
he stands is the same height and approximately twice the length of
the coloured rectangles on which it presumably floats. The fifth
man appears near the upper right corner of page 23, swimming with
the aid of what niay be another pair of gourds; he spits out a mouthful of water.
Neither calendar nor personal names are visible for ançy of these
men, and seem to have been entirely omitted from the original painting. The only figure that can actually be recognised now is 1 Jaguar,
whose face is painted, with his usual black mask design. However,
the next scene in the Colombino shows 1 Jaguar, 8 Deer, 12 Movement,
9 Flower, and another man, and it would seem likely that these are
the five persons shown in the present event.
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Since 14. Jaguar is depicted standing in one boat, the person
in the other canoe may veil be 8 Deer. The two swinuers both wear
crown-like headdresses and could be 12 Movement and 9 Flower, who
have been shown earlier in the Colombino (18-19-Ill) wearing this
type of head decoration. The fifth man is the first individual to
be depicted in the surviving codex with a bow, and also is the only
one in this scene to be shown standing or walking on the coloured
rectangles rather than swimming or boating on them. It might be
possible that he is a guide, and his position at the rear of the
group could reflect an inferior status. In addition, however, his
depiction with a bow may be intended to indicate that he is a member
of a different culture from that of the Mixtec men, whose most
habitual weapons are the spear and the dart thrown with the atlati.
The cognate event in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9: 80-I)
is also drawn larger in size than is normal in that codex, occupying wore than one-third of a page. A U-shaped base is shown, holding water on whose surface there are two creating waves. Three men
without names are depicted in the water, each standing in a separate
small boat. The date is given as the Day 9 Movement, which falls
only a few days after the Day 6 Jaguar of the meeting in the ball
court. Of these three men, the one in the leading boat can be iditified as 14. Jaguar by his dress and ornaments. The man in the mid.le
boat also wears a nose-bar and so would be 8 Deer. The third man,
in the rear boat, wears clothing and ornaments similar to those of
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a man named 9 Water, who is shown In another scene in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (192: 711--IV, 75) participating with 8 Deer and.

Ii. Jaguar in an event that also involves boats and. water.
This Colombino scene is a very complex depiction. Water Is
obviously a vital element in the event: not only it Is present in
its normal flowing state, but the coloured rectangles must also be
understood as representing a fluid since they form waves and. support
swimmers and canoes. Althougi two large arrows are shown In this
scene, they seem to symbolise the conquest of the water Itself, not
the place where the water Is located. None of the men appears to
be attacking, and the two swiners do not even have weapons • The
five men are therefore only attempting to cross a body of turbulent
water, the hazards of which are such that the successful completion
of the crossing was considered the equivalent of a military victory.
The Zoucbe-Nuttall 'Reverse' merely depicts the group In the act of
traversing the water, and does not appear to include any data
Identifying the location of the crossing.
This single scene, occupying as It does two full pages of the
manuscript, is the first interruption in the repeated sequence of
/A-B/C-D/ dual-page banding patterns that has characterised. all
the preceding extant pages of the Colombino-Becker. The remainder
of Section II will utilise only the single-page patterns E, F, and X.
Colobino 2i. - I-III. The next scene opens with the figure of a
man wearing a jaguar-skin battle-jacket and brandishing a spear.
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His calendar name contains eight circles and the day name resembles
an animal. Beside him another man, who appears to have a beard, is
similarly armed, but no traces remain of his names.
Both men face a place sign consisting of a curved 'stone' hill
that has been drawn the height of two bands to indicate that it is
an important site. A tree is shown growing from its back slope, id
two arrows on a cuzved. white panel are found in front. A plume of
dark smoke rises from the peak of the hill, and Is partially crossed
by the later rubric of an owner of the codex.
The remainder of the group are shown ing away from this
locality. 9 Flower, his calendar and. personal names both visible, Is
depicted with a long nose-bar, the only time in the Codex ColonibinoBecker he Is shown with it • He wears a jaguar-skin battle-jacket and
brandishes an axe. In front of him is a man whose calendar name of
11 circles and the sign for Movement can still be seen, but surely
this must be 12 Movement. He likewise carries an axe and may wear a
jaguar-skin battle-jacket. For the final man no traces of a name

now remain, but he wears a mask of black facial paint and a partly
erased feathered-serpent helmet, both characteristics of 1. Jaguar
(Troike 4.a: part III). He too brandishes a spear and. wears a
jaguar-skin battle-jacket.
Despite the weapons and clothing for warfare that are depicted
In this scene, no conquest arrow is shown in the place sign, and the
locality does not appear to have been attacked by the group. Rather,
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the implication seems to be, since some of the men are shown going
towards the site and others away fran it, that they merely passed
by it on their journey. They are all obviously prepared to do battle
if necessary, however, implying an expectation of being attacked or
of attacking.
The second man of the group, for whom no evidence of names now
remains, might possibly be 9 Water, mentioned above as perhaps
participating in the preceding water scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'. This latter codex does not appear to show a cognate event
for the present scene.
Colombino 214-III-Becker 1-111. This scene begins on Colombino
2, the final page of Colombino Fragment IV, and is completed on
Becker 1, the first page of Becker Fragment 1. Caso (1966: 37), 1eving mistakenly interpolated Becker Fragment 1 into the middle of
Colombino Fragment IV, then found. it necessary to postulate a lost
page following Colombino 211. when attempting to relate it to the
beginning of Becker Fragment 2.
The scene begins with the drawing of a small hill down which
flows a stream of blood. The sign is not shown as being conquered,
and the site may serve both as the place towards which the five men
were travelling in the previous scene as well as the location of the
present event. No battle is pictured, but a warrior is shown holding
his weapons in one hand. and with the other capturing a prisoner by
grasping his hair. This prisoner's face is painted so near the
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bottom of the page that, if his body was originally complete, he
must be almost prone. Behind him, In an area now very badly damaged,
are traces of lines and a red cone that might represent a part of
his body or an object carried on his back. Above his head Is a
single circle, and behind the victorious warrior are another five
circles that could represent either his name or the day date.
The depiction of a second warrior is now completely erased except for a part of his head and his upraised arm grasping an axe.
He may be attacking or capturing a man named 7 Flower, since that
name appears following a totally obliterated zone in the Becker.
Above this destroyed area is a damaged circular object with a flowerlike projection.
The closest analogy in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9c: 76a-

IV-7 6b-77-I) is the scene of B Deer capturing l individuals. Most
of these prisoners are shown wearing a nose-bar, Indicating that they
were personages of considerable importance. Two of them are named

7 Flower (19Cc : 76b-II) and it might be one of these who is pictured
in the Becker, although the circular object shown in that codex more
closely resembles the decorations appearing on the backs of the
second and third of 8 Deer's Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' captives. The
date given for the capture of these prisoners is the Day 9 Grass.
Becker 1-111-11. Beginning with this scene, the remainder of
Section II and all of Section III of the extant Codex ColombinoBecker are the work of the artist of Style 111, with the exception
of only an occasional scene or Individual figure.
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The sign for the Year + Reed is given, and. the Day 14. --. This
would be a repetition of the Year 9 Reed.
A man wearing a nose-bar, and having his face painted with tle
black mask that characterises 14. Jaguar, Is shown brandishing his
spear before a building whose large size indicates It is a place of
importance. The entire upper part of the building, from Its lintel
through its conical roof, is depicted in the act of toppling due to
a fire. The lintel of the building Is decorated with a design
associated with the Sun God: a circular element with two short projecting knobs, joined by a vertical bar to a horizontal panel which has a
rounded notch In the middle of Its outer edge. Within the building
there appears to be a representation In dark colours of the large
round bag, resting upon another object that is now too destroyed for
identification.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19 CQ : 77-111) cognate shows a
building on a low hill. The front part of the roof is shown at right
angles to the rest, as though it were falling, and. from the building
project an arrow and a small plume of smoke. The Day U Rabbit
is given with this scene.
In the Colombino-Becker tradition, 14. Jaguar is apparently not
attacking this locality because no conquest arrow Is shown in the
sign. He -- and by implication all the other members of the group -appears to pass by this site, armed and ready for combat, in the same
manner that the men had been shown passing by the locality indicated
by the previous large place sign (Colombino 211._I_Il).
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Becker 1-11-I. Two separate battles are depicted in the next
scene. In the first, an individual is shown whose head and body
are now totally obliterated, but who appears to wear an extremely
large headdress with solar elements and feather decorations; he
may be dressed in a jaguar suit. He apparently holds a shield, but
no weapons are now visible. Facing him are two persons, each holding weapons and wearing a small human skull hanging by a strap
around his neck. The head of the first man is itself a human skull,
while the face of the other has been destroyed.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19: 77-III-IV-78-I) this
event appears to correlate with a scene of 8 Deer, 12 Movement, and
Ii. Jaguar attacking two fantastic beings. One of these is depicted
as a sksleton with a skull head, while the other has the head of a
canine animal and a normal hum*n body decorated with small black
hand-prints.
The second battle shows two men capturing a third person. At
the left stands ii. --, recognisable as 1 Jaguar from the partly erased
feathered-serpent helmet he wears. The figure of the man at the
right is now badly damaged, but he appears to wear a feather mantle
and so Is probably 9 Flower (Troike 4.a: part iii). The man between them has no visible traces of either a calendar or personal
name. He stands looking directly upwards, with both arms upraised;
1. Jaguar grasps one of his arms, while the other is held by 9 Flower.
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This event seems to have no direct counterpart in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse'. The captured man in the Becker has no distinguishing personal characteristics, however, and he might possibly
be included among the

l4.

prisoners attributed to 8 Deer (19C2: 76a-

IV-76b-77-I).
These two battles take place after the group has reached or
passed the site indicated by the burning building. This repeats the
pattern that occurred earlier, in which the men were depicted passing beyond a locality and then capturing prisoners, implying some
type of conflict. In the present instance, since 14 Jaguar and. 9
Flower participate in the second of the two battles, the wearer of
the great solar headdress, who is involved in the first battle, may
be 8 Deer.
Becker 2-I. The nostly destroyed figure of an armed man is
pictured, facing two place signs. Behind him are at least eight
circles of his calendar name or the day date, and above his spear
there are a few additional unintelligible traces.
The first site is a damaged circular sign whose entire visib]
perimeter is ringed with alternating trees and. sun ray symbols; its
centre is now completely obliterated. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9Q: 76a-I) the cognate locality is shown as a solar disc
ringed by trees and containing an 'Earth' figure in its centre.
The dates of the Days 8 Death and 12 Water are given. In the Becker
a date containing at least 12 circles, which might be equated with
the Day 12 Water, Is found.
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The second sign is composed of an L-shaped base with water
spilling over the open end. On top of the water is a hill whose
interior contains a looped red and white object, while flanking
the hill are two red and black pillars that support a partially
destroyed horizontal band of star-eyes. The Day 11. -- appears to te
attached to this sign.
This locality is also depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(1902 : 7), but its treatment is very different from that of the
Becker, again Illustrating the divergent traditions of the two
texts. Preceding this event a man named 9 Water is shown standing
on top of a hill whose Interior is crossed by a fretted panel with
a bird (1902: 711. -IV). The actual cognate event occupies a full page
and is the largest single scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'. In
a U-shaped base of water there Is a bill containing a looped red
and white object on a panel of frets. A tall red and black pillar
holds up a baM of star-eyes and. 'Venus' symbols over the hill. Approaching the hill In a small boat is 9 Water; behind him, in a
larger boat, are 8 Deer and 14. Jaguar, neither actually named but
both easily recognisable from their clothing and ornaments. All
three men are armed, and. a conquest arrow projects from the hill.
The dates given are the consecutive Days 10 Snake, 11 Death, and 12
Deer.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' thus records that 8 Deer and his
group, led or aided by 9 Water, spent three days conquering this
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place, which in the highland tradition must have been an occurrence
of great importance. Caso (19 66 : 36) has suggested that 9 Water may
have been a local ruler who assisted 8 Deer and ii. Jaguar during
this expedition. The artist who depicted the Colombino-Becker tradition, however, gives much less space to this locality than to the
first two sites the group visited after crossing the water, and does
not show it to have been conquered. In this tradition, therefore,
it would appear that 8 Deer and. his companions are continuing their
journey and merely pass by or through two additional localities without conquering them.
Becker 2-11-Ill. A warrior named 8 --, dressed in a jaguar
suit and helmet, is shorn confronting three armed men. The face of
the first of these three, as well as all traces of his names, are
now erased, although a projection in front of his mouth could indicate
that he wore an animal head or protruding mask. Behind the second
man is his name of 5 Flower • Of the calendar name of the third man
only a single circle and faint traces of the day name now remain.
Both these latter two figures appear to be humpbacks.
No similar event is Included in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse';
nor Is there, among the 114 prisoners attributed to 8 Deer in that
codex (19C2 : 7 6a-IV -77-I), a man named 5 Flower.
The Colombino-Becker tradition continues to show- a consistent
pattern: after the group has passed a locality, there Is then another
battle.
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Becker 2-3-111. A standing warrior holds his weapons at rest
and has his left arm outf lung. !lear him at least eight circles can
still be seen of his calendar me. Shown facing him are two men
wearing the white headdress that may indicate sacrificial victims;
although their chests are cut open and bleeding, both brandish axes
and hold additional weapons. Only traces remain of the name of the
first man, but the second. still retains his calendar name of Ii. Grass.
The place sign behind them has been totally erased except for a fretted.
base and a wrinkled vertical opening from which projects a small
tassel-like object.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' has no cognate scene, but there is
a place sign (19 02 : 79-I) that might correspond to the one given lxi
the Becker. It is shown as a hill with a 'fire-serpent' along its
side and a wrinkled opening from which projects an object decorated
with tassels. The associated date is the Day 9 Grass.
In the Becker this scene appears to represent two sacrificed
warriors prepared to oppose a member of the group of humans, probably
8 Deer. The latter is not shown attacking them or even attempting
to defend himself, but rather with one arm raised as though requesting them to halt. J,n who had, been killed in battle or sacrificed,
became in their afterlife the guardians and. defenders of the sun.
Such warriors whould be very effective fighters because, being already
dead,they could not be killed. The two men here, who had died by
sacrifice, appear to be fulfilling their proper role of protecting
the Sun God against the intrusion of the group of mortals.
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The second of these sacrificed men, Il. Grass, has been depicted
before in the Colombino (14ii). Sixteen years earlier, in an event
preceding 8 Deer's taking control of Tututepec, his dead body and
those of two other men were pictured before 8 Deer and 6 Monkey
at the 'Skull Temple' of the goddess 9 Grass. Unfortunately,
neither the genealogical line of I Grass nor the circumstances of
his death are given in any surviving Mixtec document, so his relations
with 8 Deer, 6 Monkey, or their families, remain unknown.
Becker 3-111-11. Several decorated panels are shown, one deptcting the symbol previously described as being associated with the Sin
God. Beside these panels sits a bearded man named 8 --, who wears a
jaguar suit; his helmet has been erased and partially retouched.
Facing him is a seated man whose body Is painted red except for his
hands and feet; he wears a nose-bar, and his face is marked by an
arc line above his eye and a vertical line on his cheek. Behind him
a large temple, the size again Indicating that it is an important
place, is decorated on the door jamb and upper roof panel with the
symbol associated with the Sun God. Its interior and most of its
roof area have been completely erased, and its front steps appear
to be retouched.
The cognate scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 78-11111) depicts two kneeling men presenting gifts to a third individual
who is seated in front of a building. The date is the Day 7 Movement. None of the three figures was given a name by the artist, but
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the two kneeling men can be recognised as Ii. Jaguar and 8 Deer from
their clothing and ornaments. Each has laid. aside his weapons.
The person to whom they offer their gifts is identified in later
scenes as 1 Death, the Sun God. Within the building there is a tied
bundle of sticks on top of which rests a round object with a long
plume.
The Becker scene represents 8 Deer meeting the Sun God.. Since

8 Deer is not depicted. here as offering gifts directly to the deity,
perhaps the decorated. panels behind him are intended to exemplify
such gifts. The artist of the Becker scene has not pictured. him in
the subordinate posture in which he is shown in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse', but rather paints him seated. before the god on apparently
more nearly equal terms. This is probably another Instance in which
his status is shown in the Colonibino-Becker as greater than it was
In actuality.
Becker 3-11-I. The next Becker event shows that on the Day 7

--, two bearded men kindle fire In a fire-log in front of a large
building. One of the men wears a nose-plug and jaguar helmet which
has been partially destroyed and then retouched. He kneels at one
end of the log and twirls the fire-drill. Kneeling at the other
end of the log to hold It steady Is another man. He Is shown with
a nose-bar, and his face is painted with the black mask typical of
Ii. Jaguar; he also wears a feathered-serpent helmet that has been partly erased and later retouched. This fire ceremony is being perfoitned
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in front of a large and richly decorated building whose ornaments
include several examples of the symbol associated with the Sun God..
Inside the building there is a bundle of sticks, and on them, a
decorated black ball with a plume.
The corresponding Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19C2 : 78-Ill) scene
is very similar. 8 Deer is shown twirling the fire-drill while Ii.
Jaguar -- easily recognisable, although his name is not supplied by
the artist -- holds the other end of the log. The date Is the Day

7 Dog.
The kindling of this fire is obviously an important rite, being
perfornd In front of the temple of the Sun God, although not In
the presence of the deity himself.
Becker 3-I. 1 -- is pictured, his face painted red and marked
with two lines. He holds out a gift towards 8 [Deer], whose personal
name of 'Jaguar Claw' can still be seen, and I (Jaguar], who is

depicted with his usual mask of black facial paint and wearing a
partly destroyed feathered-serpent helmet that has been retouched.
Although 1 Death Is clearly the host in this scene and the two
men are his guests, their relative positions are reversed from those
ordinarily used in this type of page pattern, in order that the
deity may be pictured with his back to the building shown in the
preceding scene. This arrangement simultaneously indicates the
location at which the meeting occurs and frees the artist from the
necessity of depicting this building for the third time on the same
page.
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In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19c2: 79-III-IV), on the Day
3 Monkey, 8 Deer and 1. Jaguar are shown being presented a gift by
1 Death. The deity's name is not given, but he can be identified
by his typical facial markings.
The Colombino-Becker thus continues to present 8 Deer and 1. Jaguar
as associating with the god on much greater terms of equality than
does the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' Although B Deer had not been
shown earlier in the Becker offering a gift directly to 1 Death, he
is here pictured receiving one from him. Taking the text of the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' into account, it would appear that the Sun
God. is merely bestowing gifts upon his visitors in return for those
which they presented to him upon their arrival.
Becker 1i. The final complete page of Section II of the Colozubino-Becker is filled by a single scene. Extending across the middle
of the page are two identical bases, each composed of a band of
chevrons, a large band of sacrificial knives, blood, and 'Venus'
symbols, and a bottom fringe of star-eyes. These two bases are
joined together by a wrinkled yellow band that forms a sunken area
between theni.
Atop the left base the deity 1 Death is shown seated in front
of a small building which has been partly obliterated. In front Ct
him Is a man wearing a mostly erased jaguar helmet, whose calendar
name contains at least six circles. This man Is kneeling, and has
one hand raised. palm upwards while with the other hand he points
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down into the sunken area between the bases. Facing hint front the
other side of tbls hole is 1 --, his face painted with a black zxiask,
who is also kneeling and has one hand. raised while he too points
down into the hole with the other. Behind him is 12 Movement, his
calendar nane still extant, who brandishes a spear in one hand and
holds his shield and darts in the other.
Below the two central bases are three buildings. The one at
the left contains within its interior a cattail plant, and appears
to rest upon an almost totally destroyed U-shaped object terminating
at its upper left end. In a group of green feathers or leaves. The
central building has a curtain hanging in its interior and a row of
sacrificial knives decorating its base, below which another base Is
now- completely erased. The building at the right is somewhat 1ar r
than the other two and therefore presumably more important. The
object hanging within Its interior appears to be a cloak. Projecting behind this building is a large 'bound bundle', while visible
at its front steps is approximately half of a circular object
resembling a necklace. A date of the Day 10 -- appears between the
centre and right temples.
In contrast to the large size of the Colombino-Becker depiction,
the cognate scene in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 79-I-Ill)
is no larger than normal for this part of the manuscript. 1 Death
is shown seated and looking up; one hand is held out, palm forward,
and. with the other he points up. Above him is a large decorated
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platform flanked at each side by a smaller base. Steps extend up
the middle of the platform, and. at their top a wrinkled yellow band
forms a U-shaped opening. The area within this opening is coloured
red., and extending from it down the length of the steps there is a
broad red. stripe. B Deer and. 14. Jaguar kneel on top of the platform,
one on each side of the opening; each holds one hand raised palm upwards, and with the other hand points down towards the opening. The
date given is the Day 11 Grass.
In both manuscripts 8 Deer and. 11. Jaguar are pictured in almost
identical attitudes, kneeling on opposite sides of an opening and.
pointing towards it with one hand. while holding the other raised
palm upwards. Neither is shown with any offerings, nor are ceremonial
paraphernalia in evidence in either scene. The area within the opening is coloured red. in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', suggesting a
sacrificial basin filled with blood, as does the red stripe down the
steps below it. In the Becker rendition, however, nothing is drawn
in the area of the opening, and an examination of the original manuscript under ultra-violet light indicates the area has suffered no
erasures.
Although the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' scene perhaps more d.irtly
indicates blood and thus sacrifice, the sacrificial knives and their
associated blood flows appearing on the bases in the Becker suggest
the same thing in a more symbolic manner. These Becker bases in
addition also contain depictions of the chevron pattern indicating
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warfare, as well as 'Venus' and. star symbols. Since warriors
captured in battle went to be with the sun after they were killed
or sacrificed, it is not unusual that such symbols might be
associated with the Sun God.
The larger Becker scene contains two very significant additions not found in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse': the figure of 12
Movement, and. the three buildings. 12 Movement's armed appearance
in this scene marks the first time in the Colombino-Becker that
weapons have been depicted in the presence of the Sun God. The
manner In which 12 Movement is shown conveys the Impression that he
is opposed to the activity of 8 Deer and. 1 Jaguar that centres
about the opening. However, he has accompanied the two leaders
since at least the dangerous water crossing and so should have been
fully aware of their aims In making the journey, as well as their
ultimate purpose for doing so.
None of the three buildings in this scene has appeared before
in the Coloinbino-Becker In an unmistakable association with an
identifiable person. The building at the left, although it has not
previously been pictured, will occur later in the Becker (ill-I),
where it appears to be ruled by 1 Jaguar. Smith (1973: 72, 711.) has
suggested that this sign may represent the town of San Miguel Tulancingo, which lies west of Coixtiahuaca and was once under the control
of the latter town. The middle building has not appeared before in
the extant Coloabino-Becker. It is a representation of the place
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'Flint', shown later In the Becker (13-il) as the site where 1 Wind
plans the inu.rder of 8 Deer. In the Bodley (i-i6-iii) and other
manuscripts 1. Wind. is later shown as its ruler.
The building on the right is characterised by a large 'bound
bundle', an element that has appeared twice before in the Colombino
(1-2-Ill, 6-ill), but always in association with red and white
spikes. This 'bound bundle' symbol will appear later in the sign
for the locality where 8 Deer sacrifices his half-sister's sons
(Becker li-Il), and still later, In that of the place where 11. Wind
performs a ceremony after he has killed 8 Deer (Colontbino 16-IlBecker ui-u). In the sur-iving parts of the Colombino-Becker no
individual is shown as the ruler of this site of 'Bound Bundle'. In
the Bodley (9-10-I), however, following a complex sequence of signs
beginning in the Year 8 Rabbit and continuing in the Year 9 Reed, a
path leads to a depiction of 8 Deer seated beside a sign containing
two large 'bound bundles' with an eagle perched upon them, which iiay
refer to his becoming the ruler of this site.
Therefore of the three place signs with buildings depicted in
this scene, one is known to be associated only with 4 Jaguar and.
another only with ii. Wind. The third locality is not directly connected with any individual in the extant fragments of the Colombino-Bker,
although the Bod.].ey may indicate an association with 8 Deer.
The large size of the present scene indicates the importance
attached to this event In the coastal tradtion of Mixtec history
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recorded in the Colombino-Becker. In contrast, the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' version is drawn as only an average size scene in that
manuscript, showing that it was not considered an unusually important occurrence in the highland. tradition. However, it does seem
notable that 12 Movement, ruler of Tilantongo for the past 17 years,
should be omitted from the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' scene, part icularly since his appearance in the Becker seems to imply that he is
prepared to take up arms because of something arising from this visit
to the Sun God. It is probably significant that none of the three
buildings shown in the Becker scene can be related in any way to Mm.
Becker li-A. A tiny fragment is all that now remains of the page
that follows Becker ii-. Parts of designs and areas of paint can be
seen along most of this page remnant, but even under magnification
the original manuscript does not show any traces of band lines.
Sunmiary: Colomzibirio 21-I/Becker h A. The long series of events
that began with the meeting of 8 Deer and 14 Jaguar in a ball court,
reaches its climax with the full-page scene of the two men viewing
the opening between the bases in front of the Sun God. In order to
reach this final goal they have crossed a body of turbulent water,
travelled to a number of sites, fought several battles in which they
were sometimes opposed by beings of a fantastic aspect, and finally
succeeded in being admitted into the presence of the god himself.
Once it is understood that all these events are directed towards the
single goal of reaching the solar deity, the pattern of their
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activities becomes clear and meaningful: they are overcoming
successive obstacles as they make their way towards the site of the
god.
While these physical activities may thus be chronicled and
explained, the larger intellectual framework from which they derive
their meaning is unfortunately now totally unknown. We have, for
example, no idea what advantages might accrue to

8 Deer

and his

companions for undertaking and succeeding In this hazardous adventure, nor what fate might have befallen them had they failed or turned back at any point during the journey. It might be possible that
the dangers being confronted by the group were a specified set of
obstacles clearly defined in their religious literature, by which
It was understood that any person having the courage, strength, and
wisdom to overcome, could be admitted into the presence of the god.
At the other extreme, it is also possible that these are merely the
unique adventures that befell the men during a journey that was
without precedent in Mixtec history and culture. The greatest
barrier to an understanding of these scenes is therefore the almost
complete lack of knowledge concerning the formal Mixtec religion
and its attendant mythology.
However, there are other recorded instances of persons reaching
the Sun God without having to overcome any of the difficulties
shown in the Colombino-Becker. For exainp].e, when Wind is only
years old he is depicted In the Bodley

(33-ri) meeting

13

1 Death; and
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later, when he is 26 years of age and being pursued by l Jaguar,
both men appear in the presence of this deity (Bodley 33-Il). In
neither case are any prior obstacles or battles shown as being
necessary before reaching the god.
The route chosen by 8 Deer and, his coeipanions therefore may
have served not only to take them to the Sun God physically, but
perhaps additionally or even principally may have been Intended to
qualify them to take part in the final rite of viewing the opening
between the bases. I should like to propose, as an hypothesis to be
considered in the interpretation of these scenes, that these events
possibly might not even have been occurring in the real world, but
Instead in a supernatural world that was reached by the crossing of
the turbulent water.
This series of events begins with 8 Deer and. 14. Jaguar meeting
in a ball court. Though no other persons are shown, the scene represents the joining together of a group that contains not only
these two leaders but also 8

kinsmen 12 Movement and 9 Flower,

and perhaps another individual as a guide or assistant who might be
named 9 Water. AU the remaining events of the journey occur during
the Year 9 Reed, when 8 Deer reaches the age of 36 years, and his
half-brother and co-ruler 12 Movement becomes 14. years of age.
The first obstacle of the group's journey is the necessity of
crossing, by boat or swimming, a body of violently moving water.
This crossing seems to have been of such difficulty that the water
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was considered to have been conquered, and not simply traversed.
It is this e:pisode that I suggest may mark the transition to a
supernatural world in which all the subsequent events of this
journey occurred.
There then begins a repeated pattern of the group travelling
to a series of sites, and upon penetrating beyond each, having to
engage in battle • From the first meeting In the ball court, the
members of the group are depicted fully armed, which would Indicate
that they anticipated the hostile reception they received. They are
not undertaking battles of conquest, however, for in no case in the
Colombino-Becker is the conquest arrow shown in any of these place
signs, after the water crossing has been completed. Instead, after
the group has passed each important locality, their further progress
is blocked by opponents whom they must fight and, defeat in order to
be able to continue their trip.
The physical appearance of these opponents varies considerably.
Of those at the first engagement, the face of the man being captured
appears human. However, the enemies encountered after reaching the
second site consist of a personage with a skull for a head and
another whose erased face is shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
as that of a canine animal. Another personage also captured here
appears to be human, but Is depicted with characteristics such as
red body paint that are more conmionly associated with deities or
supernatural beings, then humans.
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After passing the third and, fourth localities, there is
another battle. Of the three figures depicted fighting 8 Deer, the
erased face and possible protruding mouth area of the first could
indicate that he was wearing a mask or an animal head, while the
other two appear to be humpbacks. At a second encounter at this
same site, the two adversaries are pictured as sacrificed warriors,
their cut-open chests demonstrating clearly hr they had been killed.
This series of battles thus progresses from opponents who appear human, to those with non-human heads and physical deformities,
to the ultimate impossibility of dead men as active fighters. If
successive legions of warriors were to be defending the approaches
to the Sun God, they might be ranked as increasingly more difficult
to combat, and. one manner of achieving this would be if each group
was of an increasing degree of supernaturalness, as these events n
the Colombino-Becker seem to reflect. In such a view, the sacrificed
warriors who are the last to appear would also be the most difficult
and dangerous opponents, because they could presumably kill others
but could not themselves be killed, being already dead. It would.
seem possible that they might be captured, but It is notable that
the members of 8 Deer's party do not even attempt to fight them.
Having finally succeeded in reaching the Sun God, the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' depicts 8 Deer and 1 Jaguar presenting him with
gifts. The Becker, however, shows only 8 Deer; and In an apparent
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attempt to increase his status, he is not pictured presenting
giftB directly to the deity but rather meeting him on what seem
to be terms of near equality. 8 Deer and 1 Jaguar then perform
the ceremony of kindling fire, with 8 Deer carrying out the more
important role of actually raising the spark, while I Jaguar merely
hcids the log. At a second meeting with I Death, the god presents
gifts to both men.
The climax, and probable reason for the whole journey, is then
reached In the scene of

8 Deer and i. Jaguar viewing the opening be-

fore 1 Death. While it is not now possible to know the purpose and
meaning of this event, some aspects of it may perhaps be deduced
from the scene itself. The panels of war chevrons and the sacrificial knives with associated blood flows all seem to point towards
those aspects of the Sun God connected with war and the sacrifice
of captured warriors. The 'Venus' symbols and star-eyes may be
intended as simple references to the heavens, or a more complex
association may be indicated, for the sun dominates the sky by day
but It is the stars, and notably the planet Venus, that are outstand.ing in the night sky. However, as Caso (1959: 110) has pointed out,
the companion god to 1 Death is 1 Movement, who represents Venus,
and these 'Venus' symbols may be a direct reference to him.
The three place signs with buildings shown below the bases of
solar and sacrificial symbols must have some relation to the ceretny
which 8 Deer and 1. Jaguar are performing. Of the localities repre-
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sented by these signs, one will later pass under ii. Jaguar's control,
and another will be ruled by k Wind. The remaining site does not
appear in the extant Colombino-Becker In a context that allows its
ruler to be determined, but the Bodley (10-I) appears to show that
8 Deer gains control of it. Since in all cases these Individuals
do not obtain their respectives sites until later, it seems possible
that this present scene might In some way be a foreshadowing of
these future relationships, and that perhaps the purpose of the
entire ceremony of viewing the opening between the bases was that of
an oracular prediction.
None of the three localities given In this scene can be connected
with 12 Movement, who stands fully armed and brandishing a spear.
It Is not clear whether his apparent wrath is directed at 8 Deer and
1. Jaguar, or at the god 1 Death himself. Nor is it obvious what he
might have hoped to gain by his tactics. If indeed this scene does
represent a foretelling of future events, it seems clear that the
prediction for 12 Movement cannot have been good. It may even have
concerned his imminent death, for this is the final event in the
extant Colozubino-Becker In which he is shown alive: following the
pages lost after Section II of the manuscript, his death will be
depicted at the start of Section III. Whether that death is In any
way connected with his hostile attitude In this present scene remains
an open question.
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8 Deer, 1 Jaguar, 12 Movement, 9 Flower, and a man who may be
named 9 Water, have thus been shown undertaking an arduous Journey
that involved physical dangers and military engagements. This trip
was probably intended not only to take the two leaders to the Sun
God, but also and perhaps more importantly, to qualify them for a
final scene which gives meaning and purpose to the entire trip, ani
which may perhaps be a type of oracle.
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CHAPTER VII
SECTION III OF THE CODEX COLOMBINO-BECKER:
BECKER YBAGNEI'T 2, COLOMBINO FRAGMENT II, A1D BECKER FRA&MENT 3:
PARE I

Section II of the Colonibino-Becker ends with the tiny page
fragment Becker 14.A, while Section III opens with the small remnant
Becker 5a. The structural minimum missing between the sections is
two pages, as previously described in Chapter III.
No band lines are now visible on Becker 14A. Preceding it is
Becker 14, an unbanded. page classed as an X pattern. In the Colonibino-Becker, X pages are known to be followed only by X and E
patterns, although A-, C-, and. F are also structurally possible
(Trolke 1971 : 189-191). Page 4A cannot have either an A- or Cpattern because at its left side it shares an inside fold with
page 14, eliminating all but the three single-page patterns, E, F,
and X as its possible form. The lack of any visible band lines
indicates that the pattern is probably an X.
Becker 58 now contains no traces of banding lines, again suggesting an X page pattern. Becker 5, which follows, has an unusual
12 form in which the lower band -- termed a 'Sackgasse' by Nowotny

(19 6 1: ii) -- ends at the right side of the page, while the upper
band alone maintains the continuity of the pictorial text. Thus
although no band lines are now visible on the fragmentary page 5a,
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the pictorial data there must have been arranged internally so
that at least a portion of those in the lover part of the page
were connected with the scene shown in the lower band of page 5,
while the remainder were related to the events depicted In the
upper part of page 5.
The line that separates the two bands of page 5 begins more
than 2 centimetres from its left fold, and this suggests that if an
aberrant banding design also appeared on pages li.A or 5a, the parts
of each that are still extant might be too small to reveal this.
Consequently, neither of these two page remnants can be considered
as definitely being in the form of the unbanded X pattern, even
though both are now without visible banding lines.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' is the only source for the Information that might have been recorded in the pages now lost between
Sections II and III of the Colombino-Becker. However, in the former
manuscript only two place signs are shown before the depiction of an
event for which a cognate scene is still extant in the Becker. Thus
the sparsity of material in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' suggests
that perhaps very little might now be missing from the Becker; or
else the information originally recorded there was unique to the
Colomblno-Becker and, cannot be recovered from any other source.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(l9: 80-i-li) depictions begin

with the sign for the Year 10 Flint and the Day 8 Eagle, and show a
hill crossed by a fretted base and decorated with thin vertical
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objects. For the Day 8 Rabbit, which occurs 13 days later, the
sign of a smoking hill is given. No conquest arrow is present in
either locality, suggesting that they might represents the sites of
a peregrination.
Because of this small amount of information in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse', It is possible that no more than the structurally
minimum loss of two pages actually occurred between the extant sections of the Colombino-Becker. In such a case, all that is missing
would, be merely the remainders of Becker li.A and 5a. The lengths or
the skins in use in the latter part of Section II and beginning of
Section II have already been examined in Chapter III, and such a
loss is compatible with the surviving skins.
Both pages 1i.A and 5a may perhaps be irregularly banded. Plctured on one of them would be the date of the next Year 10 Flint,
when B Deer becomes 37 years old and 12 Movement enters his fiftyfifth and final year of life. A peregrination might have been shown,
perhaps forming the first part of the events which are depicted at
the beginning of Section III.
Becker 5a-5-II. A single scene occupies the lower part of t1
franentary page 5a and the entire bottom band of page 5. This event
appears to be a clarification or explanation, apparently for some act
or occurrence depicted in the missing pages.
Drawn across the inside fold shared between pages 5a and 5

is

the figure of a man holding a staff in one hand and a shield In the
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other; he does not carry any offensive weapons, however. His
face is painted with a black mask design and he wears a nose-bar.
His snake helmet, although daniaged, is one of the more complete
examples of this animal to have survived in the codex, even though
now absurdly retouched. His names are not visible in the extant
portion of the manuscript, and while it is possible these might have
been recorded in the lost part of page 5a, an examination of the
original manuscript under ultra-violet light reveals that none of
the other men in this scene is given a name by the artist.
From behind this standing man a vertical red and yellow path
extends to the bottom edge of the page, then is prolonged horizontally, passing under two figures and a building to terminate at a
place sign. Seated at the left on the horizontal part of this path
is a man wearing a nose-bar and a mask of black facial paint. Facing him is another man also with a nose-bar and painted mask, who
wears a backwards cloak. He is seated in front of a building within
which hangs a striped blanket. Behind this building is the place
sign at which the red and yellow path terminates. It is shown as
an L-shaped base containing a wide band of red within which are
snail shells. This band. is topped by a fretted. panel, above which
a stream of flowing water with aquatic snails spills down at the left.
This event Is now unique to the Colombino-Becker among the
surviving Mixtec

documents, and there is no way to determine the

nature of the events that may have preceded it. The standing man
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wearing the snake helmet may be 11. Jaguar. The staff and shield
he carries would serve him for defensive purposes, and it is probably significant that he Is not depicted with any offensive weapons.
In the absence of all names It is not clear whether this
standing man is the same person as the individmal shown seated be]r,w
him, with the two representations merely picturing him at two different stages In his journey, or if the two figures represent two
different persons. The seated man Is plainly visiting the person
in front of the building, the latter presumably being the ruler of
the site depicted behind him. All three men are shown with the
mask of black facial paint that Is utillsed. by 1 Jaguar and his
associates, and wear nose-bars, indicating that they are persons of
importance.
There have been prior occasions In the Colombino-Becker in
which representatives of ii. Jaguar were left without naznes, notably
in the events leading to 8 Deer's nose perforation. This may reveal
that the painters of the codex actually knew very little about

1

Jaguar's associates as individual personalities. This in turn
could Indicate that the area controlled by this leader did not normally have a close association with the coastal zone. In the present
instance, the artist seems to have known the name of the site where
this meeting took place, but not the name of Its ruler or the man
meeting him.
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Becker 5a. The continuous narrative of Section III of the
Colonibino-Becker begins in

the upper part of page 5a. There the

back of a seat and the tips of body and headdress ornaments are
still visible, indicating

a seated person. He would be facing to-

wards the events shown in the lost remainder of this page.
Becker 5-I. Two damaged dates are given, the Days 6 -- and 7
--. Some distance away, and not now visibly connected to either
date, is a place sign which has suffered both erasures and crude retouchings, making its original design difficult to determine. A
fretted base supports a building from whose lintel hangs a curved
cape; a large conquest arrow projects from the front. The base itself may have

been drawn somewhat Irregularly, but at least a part

of its present outer frame line appears to be a later addition.
The area .t the back of the building has been thoroughly erased, the
stepped fret now drawn there being a later retouching.
The Day 8 l.bvement precedes the sign of another conquered
place, represented as a corn -stalk growing from a feather mat. The
Day 13 -- ii also drawn beside this site, although the line that
unites this date with the feather mat may be a later addition.
These two conquests are not recorded in any other codex. If
the three erased dates

occurred In the same trecena with the un-

damaged Day 8 vement, they would be the Days 6 Eagle, 7 Buzzard,
and 13 Wind.
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The pictorial data that end with the two conquests of page 5-I
are separated from the Becker text that follows by a vertical pale
red line. These conquests, and necessarily at least some of the
events preceding them in the missing pages, are thus clearly set
off from the main body of the text There is no obvious reason for
this to be done, unless perhaps the scenes are in the nature of a
digression or an explanation of a situation depicted in the lost
pages, or unless the artist wanted to make perfectly clear that t1se
events are not related to these that follow next in the manuscript.
Summary: Becker 5a-5-II/5-I. The scene shown on Becker 5a-II, and. the sequence which ends on page 5-I, both appear to be
explanations or continuations of events that were pictured. in the
pages now missing between Sections II and II of the codex. As such,
any interpretation is extremely difficult and must be considered as
only a tentative hypothesis.
The scene of Becker 5a-5-II may represent 1 Jaguar either meeting a man himself, or escorting another man who holds such a meeting.
Identifications are uncertain because no names are given for the lhree
Individuals, and the site where the meeting occurs does not appear
again in this form in any other Miztec manuscript.
The conquests shown on Becker 5-I appear to be imedlately preceded on page 5a by the drawing of a seated person whose back is to
these place signs. This sequence may fit the pattern demonstrated
earlier in the Colombino-Becker as occurring after 8 Deer has success-
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fully achieved a new position of responsibility. Following his becoming ruler of Tututepec (Colombino 5-6-i), and, again after his
nose perforation ceremony at Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn (Colombino 13ili._ I), when he probably also gains control of that site, he is shown
meeting an important person and then carrying out a series of conquests. The same pattern is also probably present when be becomes
co-ruler of Tilantongo, although the precise data are lost from the
Colombino-Becker because of the pages missing between Sections I and.
II.
Should this pattern be applicable to these conquests, the new
locality over which 8 Deer would probably have extended his control
would be 'BOUnd Bundle'. The Bodley (10-I) appears to indicate that
he becomes ruler of this site, and later in the Becker (11-11-10-11I) he will be depicted carrying out a major ceremony there. The
present conquests would therefore be those which he made after
assuming hegemony over this place. Tb. vertical red line separating
these sites from the subsequent event in the Becker text would have
been used by the artist to indicate clearly and concisely that these
battles were not directly related. to the next scene.
A white cape decorated with two red stripes hangs from the lintel
of the building shown in the uppermost of these place signs. This
cloak is identical in form and cølour to that worn by the ruler of
the site towards which Jaguar ii travelling in the lower band of
this page • A cloak of this same type is also shown hanging from the
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lintel of the site of 'Bound Bundle' in the scene of 8 Deer and 1.
Jaguar viewing the opening before the Sun God (Becker Ii. ).

This

might possibly indicate that both these sites were formerly under
the control of this associate of 14. Jaguar.
Becker 5-I. Beginning with this scene, the events of 12 &veinent's death, and. the funeral ceremonies held for him by 8 Deer, are
depicted in considerable detail.
The scene of his death has been badly damaged and is in part now
also retouched. A building ii depicted whose entire interior has
been erased, although above the top of the lintel there appear to be

flas or a flow of blood. &own lying on his back on the floor of
this building is the partially obliterated figure of a man. His yellow ear and traces of his face and hair can still be seen, as can
his back, which is painted red; his legs project up into the air beyond the right side of the building. The surviving areas of both
the interior of the building and the man's bo&y have been outlined
with retouching lines that obscure the remaining parts of the original
design.
To the left of th. building, in the shape of an inverted V, is a
drawing of the coals that indicates a sweatbath; under ultra-violet
lig
ht the original manuscript shows traces of a few lines around the
peak of these coals • The coals and building are both enclosed in a
rectangular area coloured red., from the top of which rise additional
volutes of smoke.
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Above the building is a large drawing of half a sun disc. To
one side of it appears the date of the Day 11 Death, and on the
other side is another date consisting of at least eight circles and
an animal head. Arranged vertically behind the building is the
sign for Movement, with at least six circles still visible in the
original manuscript. As already mentioned, a pale red line has been
drawn vertically to the left of the scene, to separate it from the
preceding conquests.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9: 81-I), the cognate scene
is similar • A building is shown, with the inverted-V of the smoking
steanbath coals depicted beside it. Inside the building a man is
pictured kneeling on top of another man, in the act of cutting out
the latter's heart with a knife whose haft appears to be a flower.
The only date given is the Day 11 Death. No names are shown for
either the killer or the victim.
In the Year 10 Flint, 12 Movement would reach the age of 5
years, and 8 Deer would become 37 years of age. Neither codex
indicates any extenuating circumstances prior to 12 Movement's death.
The artist of the Becker scene has in fact carefully placed a red
line

Beparating

this event from th. preceding conquests, to make

clear to the reader that his death did not stem from those battles.
12 Movement 1. therefore apparently not killed as the relult of hair
ing been captured in war.
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The Day U Death is shown in both texts, but in addition the
Becker shows another date that is probably the Day 12 Deer, which
inediately follows the Day 11 Death. The use of two dates in the
Becker may mean that other ceremonies were carried out either before or after 12 Movement' s death. The Day 12 Deer falls exactly
half-way between the occurrences of his name-day, and if this is
not fortuitous, then it might indicate that his sacrifice was
planned in advance.
The large sun shown above the Becker building has no counterpart
in the Zouche-Juttall

Since 12 Movement is apparently not

sacrificed as a captured. warrior, this solar symbol would not refer
to the after-life with the Sun God that is guaranteed by such a
death. It may, however, be an allusion to the earlier scene of 8
Deer and i Jaguar at the opening before the Sun God (Becker ii. ), in
vhlch 12 Movement was shown armed as if in opposition to aomethirg.
If this latter scene was at least partly a prediction concerning 12
Movement's death, the present large solar disc might refer to the
fulfilling of that prediction.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' a man is pictured cutting out
12 Movement's heart, but in the Becker scene there does not appear
to be sufficient space for the body of the killer to be included.
If the irregular red area along the top of the lintel in the Beck
building should represent blood, then some animal might have been
shown seizing 12 Movement's bleeding heart.
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In a previous analysis of this event, Nowotny (1961: 13) apparently failed to notice the traces of 12 Movement's name and
was consequently unable to identify the person being killed. However, he spoke of the death as an 'Ermord.ung', an interpretation
with which Caso (1966 : 38) apparently differed, considering It
merely a sacrifice. Although the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' reveals
quite clearly that 12 Movement Is killed by the method normally
used in sacrifice,

both it and. the Becker show an almost total lack

of the accoutrements normally associated with such sacrifices. Fxom
all the evidence it appears reasonably obvious that 12 Movement's
death was not simply a normal sacrifice, but quite possibly a murder.
Becker

6-i-ill.

FollowIng 12 Movement's death, the text of

the Becker then depicts the events that comprise his funeral
ceremonies. Whatever the circumstances of his &ying may have been,
it Is clear from his rites that he did. not die in disgrace.
The first ceremony to be pictured is the burning of 12 Movement'

$ body, which has been placed within a wooden framework. At

one side, above a long feather mat, stands a man with offerings;
on the other side, a man wearing a jaguar helmet sets fire to the
pyre. Further to the right are some eight circles that are probably
a part of the calendar name of this latter man, who would be 8 Deer.
An apparent place sign Is depicted as a U-shaped base decorated with
L-shaped projections and containing a fretted base and a feather mat
from which extend additional plumes. A design shaped like a hill Is
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also given, although it lacks the paired lobes and other features
that normally characterise place signs; within the hill there has
been drawn a small kneeling man with a bulging stomach.

8 -- is then shown, wearing a jaguar helmet and a nose-bar.
This is clearly 8 Deer, and. he appears to be commanding the next
step of the funeral ceremony to be carried out.
The dates of the Year 10 Flint and. the Day 7 -- are given. A
maxi for whom no name is now visible, is shown presenting an offering
of vegetation in one hand, while with a partly destroyed torch in
the other hand he sets fire to a bundle of very large bones. These
bones are arranged on a circle, below which is a blue mat containing
a set of bound. volutes. Another object near this mat is now so badly damaged that even a close examination of the original manuscript
under ultra-violet light does not reveal Its proper form. It may
be possible, however, that it is 12 Ibvement's skull, shown separately from the remainder of his bones. The mostly obliterated figure
of another man, probably standing, Ii then pictured. His body Is
painted black except for a red area around his mouth, and he leans
forward, with at least one and perhaps both of his arms extended.
Although his figure ii now badly destroyed, he appears to be a counterpart to the man shown setting fire to th. bone bundle.
Three seated men look on at this cerenony. First Is 8 --, for
whose day name the bottom of an animal's neck is still extant. He
wears a jaguar helmet and a nose-bar, and is of course 8 Deer. Second
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is a man whose calendar name consists of at least eight circles and
the sign for Flower; his personal name behind him indicates that he
is 9 Flower, 8 Deer's younger brother • The third man of the group
still retains both his calendar and personal names, and Is 5 Rain.
Re had been 8 Deer's companion 17 years earlier during the events
preceding the latter's becoming ruler of Tututepec, but since that
time has not been shown in the extant Colombino-Becker.
These Becker scents thus show that 12 body is burned
by 8 Deer and another man. In a later rite, the bones that survived
the first cremation are burned again in a ceremony to which 8 Deer,
9 Flower, and 5 Rain are witnesses.
Cognate funeral scenes are also pictured in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (19(: 81-82), although in somewhat different and greater
detail. 12 Movement's body ii first depicted within a wooden framework. Beside it two men are shown, one of whom sets fire to the pyre
while the other holds an offering; names are not given for either
man. The dates associated with this phase of the funeral proceedings
are the Days 1 Water and 9 Movement, which fall in the next trecena
after the Day 11 Death on which 12 Movement was killed.
Beside the pyre is another date, the Day 7 Flower, and a feather
mat on which are two red and white bundles and a cluster of knotted
reeds or feathers, all decorated with 'butterflies' • Five men, ncme
of whom has been given a name in the original manuscript, are shown
moving in a procession towards the pyre, each holding out a gift
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or offering. Their headdresses are decorated with 'butterflies' or
white flowers. A place sign of a fretted base and a snake may
represent the locality where 12 Movement's body is burned.

8 Deer is then shown watching while two men without names present
gifts before the mummy bundle of 12 Movement. Two place signs are
pictured, one of a bill in the form of a headless human body with a
bulging stomach, and a long spear; and the other of a jaguar on a
fretted base. The funeral rites in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'condude with two men -- again without calendar or personal names -- who
are shown setting fire to 12 Movement's skull and bones.
In the Becker, the funeral events are given in a more concise
form that in the Zouche-Juttall

The processions of men

with offerings for 12 Movement 'a body on the funeral pyre, and his
mummy bundle, both shown in some detail in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse',
are omitted from the Becker. Likewise 12 Movement 5 mummy bundle I a
not pictured in the Becker, and some of the symbols associated with it
in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' are instead included in the rite of
the burning of hi. bones. These differences probably reflect the
regional traditions recorded in each codex. 12 Movement had. become
ruler of Tilantongo 18 years earlier, when he was

37 years old, and

after governing it for such a lengthy time it should not be unexpected
that his funeral rites are shown in more detail in the Zouche-Nuttal].
'Reverse' than in the Colombino-Becker.
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The foregoing scenes in the Becker can all definitely be related
to the funeral ceremonies for 12 Movement. The events which follow
next, however, are much more difficult to interpret, both in terms
of their contents and because the internal structural organisation
of the scenes is now often ambiguous, particularly where several key
portions of the pictorial text have been completely erased.
Becker 6-111-7-11. The scene begins without a day date or
place sign. This indicates that it 1. held on the same day and at
the same ocality as the preceding scene, which depicted the burning
of 12 Movement's bones on the Day 7 (Flower].
A standing man Is shown, who appears to have the fingers of one
hand in his mouth; he may be whistling, although no scrolls are
pictured issuing from his mouth. Facing him is another man who plays
a drum from which such scrolls do arise, probably indicating its
sound. He also apparently sings or chants, since several additional
scrolls come from hi. mouth area. neither of these men i supplied
with a name.
Pictured moving towards these two men is a procession of four
other men. The first of these, who is also without a name, holds
weapons in both hands and carries a sack on hi. back from which
projects a bundle with feathers and bones • The second man is 8 --,
shown wearing a nose-bar and, a damaged jaguar

helmet which has been

absurdly retouched. He carries weapons and wears a red flayed human

head on his shoulder. Third is 5 Rain, also armed and. with a red
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flayed head on his shoulder. At the end of the procession is 9
Flower, holding weapons and with a design that appears to be a
large bone on his shoulder.
The figures in this procession are depicted moving from right
to left, which is the opposite of the normal direction of reading
for the bottom bands of pages with such E and F patterns (see Figure

7). This artistic structure appears to have been utilised in order
that the two stationary musicians could be depicted first, apparently implying that they are performing at the same locality where 12
Movement's bones were burned.. The procession then of necessity is
pictured moving towards the musicians, creating a visual impression
for the reader that the group is going towards the scene of the burning of the bones. However, in all probability 8 Deer and the other
men who accompany him in the procession are actually leaving the
place where this rite had been conducted. The bundle of feathers

and. bones carried by the first man of the group might be composed of
the ashes and bone fragments that remained after the final cremation
had. been completed. There is no cognate event in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse'.

Becker 7-11-I. Another depiction of the sign for the Year 10
Flint is shown. Since this year date is also repeated within the

body of the place sign that immediately follows, its first appearance
is probably only for the purpose of clearly separating this present
scene from the final man of the preceding procession.
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The base of a large hill is pictured. Within it is another occurrence of the sign for the Year 10 Flint, while upon its top two
separate buildings face one another. The area between the buildings
has been so completely obliterated that even under ultra-violet light
the original manuscript reveals no traces of the designs that had
been painted there • Above the left building is the damaged date or
the Day 7 Flower, and within the building is a red. and white bundle
adorned with white flowers and a 'butterfly'. Seated within the
right building is 8 --, dressed in a jaguar suit. The uppermost xof
panel of this latter building Is unusual in that its outer border is
divided. horizontally; the lover half of the border is painted blue,
and the upper part is now the goldem-brovn colour that indicates the
use of a 'vegetable' green paint that has subsequently faded.
Because of the total destruction of the area between the two
buildings, it is not possible to determine the original relationship
that existed between 8 Deer, shown seated within one building, and
the bundle pictured. In the other building. If the bundle represent s
the remains of 12 Movement, 8 Deer might merely be presenting additional offerings to it, or witnessing the performance of yet another
phase of the funeral ceremonies. However, the possibility exists
that the bundle does not represent 12 Movement 'B body but rather is
a reference to the locality 'Red and White Bundle'. As will be discussed. below, 8 Deer appears to blame the death of 12 Movement upon
the ruling family of this place, and subsequently attacks and conquers

3(4

it • The problems posed by these two quite different interpretations
of the present scene cannot be resolved because the drawings between
the buildings, which would have clarified the meaning of the scene,
are now completely erased, and no cognate event is shown in any other
Mixtec codex,
Becker 7-8-9-I. This scene is one of the few in the ColombinoBecker that extends across an outside fold.
A man, who has not been given a name by the artist, is shown
setting fire to a large circle decorated with the chevrons that
usually indicate warfare. Below this Is another object composed of
wavy lines terminating in tassels, and, a necklace, No new place sign
or date is given, implying that this event occurs on the same Day

7

Flower, and at the same locality with the two buildings, as had the
previous scene.
Facing this man and the round burning object is the

up of

figures that is probably the best known of the entire Codex ColomnoBecker: en orchestra composed of five men and one woman. All the
figures face towards the left, which is contrary to the normal
practice In the top band of such a C-D set of pages, but it Is necessary here because of the placement of the man burning the round object. Both calendar and personal names were apparently originally
given for a].l the members of the orchestra, but most of these have
been subsequently damaged or destroyed.
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The first man of the orchestra plays the teponaztli. His
calendar name contains at least four circles, and. his personal nane
is composed of a ball court and. a wrinkled yellow object. The
second. man plays a large tom-tom type of drum; no traces of his
names have survived.
The only woman in the orchestra is pictured third • She plays
a long horn which rests on a frame covered by a red cape; scrolls
representing the sound. of the horn coma frcsu its end.. Of her
calendar name at least seven circles and the day name Movement are
still extant, which an object resembling a necklace forms a part of
her persona]. name. These clues allow her to be identified as 9
Movement, daughter of 1 Death and 11 Snake, who will later marry

8 Deer's son 6 House (Bod].ey li-l3-IV).
The man shown fourth, 8 --, piays a shell horn like that of 9
Movement, although it is not supported by a frame. His personal
name consists of a fretted base, a mask of the Rain God, and an
erased object of which only a retouched. tassel now remains • Fifth
in the orchestra Ia 10 --, who shakes a rattle with a curved handle;
his personal name is totally erased. The sixth and last person Is
named 5 Rain, but in the absence of his personal name it Is not
possible to confirm that he is the same man as 8 Deer's companion.
He holds a blue turtle-shell in the crook of his left arm, and in
his right hand has the stick with which to beat it.
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As was true for the two foregoing events, this scene of the
orchestra and the burning of the round object with war chevrons has
no counterpart in the text of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'. Only
one member of the orchestra, 9 Movement, can be firmly identified.
Although she is 8 Deer's future daughter-In-law, the son whom she
will marry has not yet been born. She is therefore probably only a
small child, and. this may explain the use of a frame to support the
horn she is shown playing. The final man in the orchestra may be
Rain, who has been depicted with 8 Deer in two preceding scenes, but
this cannot be confirmed because of the loss of his personal name.
The interpretation of this Becker event is difficult, primarily
because erasures in both the preceding and. following scenes have
eliminated crucial segments of the text. Just as the prior scene
might have either depicted further funeral rites for 12 Movement or
been an anticipation of the coming attack on 'Red and White Bundle',
so too the present event is open to the same interpretations. The
war cbevrons in the round object could refer to 12 Movement's life
as a warrior, or the burning of this object might be a preparation
for the war against 'Red and White Bundle'.
Becker 9-1-8-111. A large and veil-preserved building is
pictured, its size indicating that it is an important place. The
border of its upper roof panel is divided horizontally, the lower
half being blue and the upper part now being the golden-brown colour
that indicates a faded green. A roof panel of identical design and
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colours has been shown in an earlier scene of this series,

8 Deer

being pictured seated within that building (Becker 7-11-I). Since
these two occurrences are the only exantplee of this type of roof
panel in the extant Colombino-Becker, it seems probable that both
depictions refer to the same building.
Inside this building in the present scene there is a very large
representation of the round bag. The building itself rests upon an
L-shaped base decorated with L-shaped projections. Within the angle
of this base there is a large feather mat, above which the remainder

th e

of the scene has been totally obliterated. The area in front of

building still retains numerous flakes of paint from this destroyed
design, and under ultra-violet light additional traces and stains
can be seen, but these are not sufficient to determine the nature of
the original drawing.
It seems probable, however, that a human figure -- probably

8

Deer -- was shown in front of this building, but the complete
erasure of the area causes unprecedented difficulties in interpreta-.
tion. Three different relationships are now possible between this
scene and the surrounding pictorial text: it may be a separate,
independent event; it may form a part of the preceding scene; or it
may

be a part of the following scene • Each of these relationships

results in a different interpretation, affecting not only this scene
but also those adjacent to it. Although no choice is now possible
among the three alternatives, the consequences of each will be briefly outlined.
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If the present building is a part or the preceding scene of
the orchestra and the burning of the round object, then it would
serve as the locality where that ceremony takes place. 8 Deer would
probably have been shown seated in front of the building watching
the ritual, or comnanding it to be held.
If the building is a part of the succeeding scene, in which a
series of place signs, symbols, and two men are depicted, then prcb ably 8 Deer would have been shown facing these drawings and the two
men. Th. building could be separated from the orchestra scene simply
by the use of a day date, with the year being repeated if desired.
If the building is an independent event, rather than merely a
component element in one of the adjacent scenes, then the artist
would have needed to make this clear to the reader. While the use of
a date would effectively separate this scene from the preceding
orchestra, no date is given before the place signs that follow next
in the text, so such a method could not have been used to determine
where the scene ends. The most effective manner of emphasising the
independence of this event from its neighbouring scenes would be 1r the
placing of a hgman figure facing the building. A person in such a
position would have his back to both the preceding and following
scenes, a structural indication that his activities are not related
to those other events.
In the first of these three alternatives, the ceremony of the
burning of the round object with chevrons would be occurring in front
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of the orchestra and probably

8 Deer, at the site indicated by this

building and the place sign. As a].rea&y mentioned, this may be the
same locality at whIch

8 Deer has ai.ready been shown (Becker 7-Il-I).

In the second alternative,

S Deer would probably face a group

of place signs and symbols, beyond which two men would, be approaching
him; the possible meanings of these objects and persona will be discussed below. The Iaplitation of the scene would be that the two men
are visiting

8 Deer, who would be pictured awaiting their arrival.

In the third alternative, the figure that might be shown facing
the building would prob*bly be

8 Deer. The exceptionally large size

of the round bag within the building would in this case probably
Indicate that he was performing an important ceremony in which this
object played a vital role. One major ceremony ii which the round
bag is always prominently displayed is that which becomes necessary
when the new ruler of a locality is not the first son of the prior
ruler.

8 Deer has already been pictured in the Colombino (15-Il)

carrying out such rituals in order to become co-ruler of Tilantongo
with 12 Movement. Now, however, following 12 Wrvement' a death, he
would become the sole ruler of that town, and it might therefore be
necessary for him to perform the ceremony igain, to legitimise his
control. This place sign has not yet been identified, and It Is also
possible that it represents a new locality that is passing under his
rule.
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Concerning these three diverse interpretations, each of which
arises from one of the three possible relationships this scene might
have with the surrounding pictorial text, It is obvious why the
destruction of the key part of these event is particularly unfortunate.
By the first alternative -- that this building ii merely an element
In the preceding event -- this scene then becomes a part of the two
possible Interpretations which may occur for that event: it is the
site for what may be a funeral ceremony for 12 Movement, or a rlttnl
In preparation for the var against 'Red and White Bundle'. In the
second. alternative, It would serve as the locality towards wiich the
two men were travelling, while not clarifying the meaning of the
signs and symbols that make up the bulk of the scene. In the third
interpretation,

8 Deer might be formalising his rule of Tilantongo.

In regard to this latter possibility, I have already suggested, from
an analysis of the patterns present in the text of the ColosibinoBecker, that

8 Deer's obtaining control of a locality is normally

followed by his making conquests. The attack on 'Red and. White Bundle' will follow, which would fit into such a pattern, but in this
particular instance there are also special circumstances, for

8 Deer

apparently blames the death of 12 Movement upon the ruling family of
that site.
Becker 9'I18!II. The final scene of this sequence, and also
the last event shown in the Colombino-Becker for the Year 10 Flint,
Is a series of damaged place signs and symbols, followed by tvo
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travelling men. Some of these drawings are linked together by a
connecting red. line that guides the order of reading.
The first place sign consists of a hill containing a red. circle
in its interior; at its summit flames project from under an omegashaped design. Although some of the same elements are present in
this sign as In that for Acatepec, which

8

Deer had conquered several

years earlier (Colombino 13-Ill), nith (1973:

68-70) does

not consider

this sign to represent .Acatepec. The second place sign shows an
opening from which an 'Earth' figure emerges • Most of his face aid
headdress have been erased and later closed of r by a retouching 1ne.
Pictured as the third locality is a hill containing a red circle; a
'fire-serpent' is shown upon the hill, with flames apparently rising
from a circular red area on its back.
These three place signs are joined together In sequence by a
red. line, but the drawing that followed next in the text has been
totally obliterated. It seems probable that one additional place
sign was given. At least four symbols then follow, although one of
these Is now completely erased.. These symbols are linked by a red
line into a single series, and were originally connected with the
sequence of place signs.
The first symbol ii pictured as a horizontal decorated panel
from which rise conical and. vertical elements, including a cluster
of feathers • The second symbol has been erased. The third consists
of an apparent necklace set upon a series of wavy lines • The final
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object in this connected. group is depicted as a necklace superiniposed
upon a panel decorated with war chevrona • These latter two are
similar to the objects shown earlier in front of the orchestra (Becker
7-I).
Six 'butterflies' then follow, arranged in a boustrophedon
reading sequence by vertical red. guide lines projecting out from
the normal band lines so as to create three small vertical meanders.
Such 'butterflies have already appeared as small elements in two
recent scenes: in the bundle showi inside a building (Becker 7-Ill), and. in the headdress of the first man of the orchestra (Becker
8-I). In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l92: 81-lI-Ill), 'butterflies' appear at the scene of the burning of 12 Movement's body in
the three bundles and in the headdresses of several of the men with
offerings.
The final object in the Becker series is now partially destroyed. A yellow area remains, as do several red and white panels arcund
it, but it is not now possible to determine the form of the original
design. Facing this object -- and. by implication, all the other
designs in this series of depictions -- are two men for whom no
names or individual Identifying characteristics are given. Each
carries a small baton in one hand and in the other holds up an irregularly shaped red object. Both wear hesddresses of flowers, and
the red cape of the second man is decorated with two 'fanciful heads'.
These two men cannot be identified, but their garb and the objects each carries were apparently sufficient to indicate their
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mission to the native reader. Two men of virtually identical
aspect will be shown two years later when 8 Deer celebrates his
final confirmation as riler of Tilantongo (Becker 12). The presence
here of the two men thus tends to support the interpretation of the
preceding scene (Becker 9-I-Il) as perhaps having originally shown 8
Deer performing a rite upon becoming the sole ruler of Tilantongo.
Even if these two men should be connected with 8 Deer's becoming
ruler of Tilantongo, however, the series of place signs and symbols
that comprise most of this scene still remainsenigmatic. None of the
three surviving place signs can be identified or associated with aiy
individual or event. Of the symbols that were originally connected
In sequence with these signs, the final two symbols appear to be
repetitions, in somewhat different forms, of the two objects shown
earlier in front of the orchestra (Becker 7-8-I). The placement of
the 'butterflies' within a separate meander pattern appears to be a
variation on the linking of the signs and symbols, but it is not
known whether this is merely a stylistic variation or a meaningful
dU'ferentiat ion.
Summary : Becker 5_I/9_II_8 b111. This series of events began
with the death of 12 Movement at the site of 'Sweatbath' on the Days
11 Death and 12 Deer of the Year 10 Flint, when he was 55 years of
age. The circumstances leading to his death are not depicted in any
extant codex, nor is the name of the person killing him now known.
However, the appearance of a solar disc above the building in which
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he is killed, suggests that his death might possibly be related, to
his previous belligerent attitude at an important ceremony ii the
presence of the Sun God (Becker ii. ), which I have suggested may have
involved prophecies for the future.
At least two of the ceremonies of 12 Movement's funeral rites
are depicted in the Becker: the burning of his body, which is done
by 8 Deer and another man; and the later burning of his bones, which
Is carried out at

8 Deer's

direction while be, 9 Flower, and Rain

watch. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 81-82), however, not
only shows the burning of 12 Movement' a body and bones, but also
depicts his mummy bundle and. two processions of men carrying gifts
or offerings for his funeral. The greater importance given to his
funeral in this latter manuscript is not surprising, for he had ruled

Tilantongo for 18 years, even though for the final three of these
years he had. been sharing his position with
9 Flower is

to 12 Movement.

8 Deer's younger

8 Deer.

brother and thus also a half-brother

Rain' a family background is not known, which wcn ld

seen to indicate that he is not related to

8 Deer's family. He is

pictured. in the present events for the first time in 17 years, his
earlier appearances having been In the Year

6 Reed

during the events

preceding 8 Deer's taking control of Tututepec.

8 Flower, 8 Deer's older

maternal half-brother, is not shown dur-

ing this funeral, having last been pictured three years earlier at a
meeting with 8 Deer (Colombino 18-111). His omission here and from
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the remainder of the Colombino-Becker would indicate that he has
probably died during the intervening period. Since he had been
born before his mother's second marriage to
now- lies

39 years

8 Deer's

father, which

in the past, he would have been older than

8 Deer,

perhaps even considerably older. He seems aiways to have been
peripheral to

8 Deer's

Interests, never being shown aiding him in

battles or accompanying him on peregrinations, but only appearing
as the final, and presumably therefore the least Important, of

8

Deer's male kinsmen.
While the scenes of the burning of 12 Movement ' a body and bones
can be easily related to his death and funeral rites, the events
which follow are much more difficult to Interpret. The destruction
of vital portions of some scenes not only causes severe problems in
interpreting the surviving parts of those events, but in addition
also creates ambiguities In determining the boundaries of some
scenes. As a result, the next several events may be interpreted
either as further funeral ceremonies for 12 Movement, or as preparations for the attack on 'Red and. White Bundle'.
A procession In which

8 Deer,

9 Plover, and 5 Rain follow a

man carrying a bone and feather bundle, may represent the removal
o the remaining fragments of 12 Movement's bones and ashes.

8 Deer

Is then pictured seated within a building, facing another building
that contains a large red and white bundle • Since this event occurs
on the same Day 7 Flower as the burning of the bones and the proces-
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sion, it seems possible that the latter group was travelling to
this locality. However, none of the surviving parts of this scene
of the two buildings can be directly correlated with 12 Movement or
the funeral rites, although such designs might have been given in
the erased area between the buildings. Instead, the red and white
bundle in the second building ii virtually identical to the sign
used for the site 'Red. and. White Bundle', which 8 Deer will soon
conquer. Sice he apparently blames 12 Wvement's death upon the
ruling family of thi, place, the scene might have served simultaneously for the funeral and as a preparation for the attack,
Still apparently on the Day 7 Flower, a round object decorated
with the chevrons that usually indicate 'warfare, is burned in front
of an orchestra composed of six persons. Again the reference might
be to the war against 'Red and White Bundle', or the event could
be simply another funeral rite. The erasure that prevented any clear
of the meaning of the preceding scene likewise inhibits

determination

the interpretation

of this event. There is the added complication in

that the destruction of a part of th. folloving scene creates a
further ambiguity, the large building of the next event possibly
representing

the site where the orchestra is performing. This large

building could also be considered a separate event, or an element in
the scene that follows it, which consists of two men and. a series of
signs and symbols. As a component of either the scene of the
orchestra or of that of the two men, the building would serve as the
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locality where the event occurs. As an independent event, however,
it might have showed

8 Deer

performing another of the ceremonies

necessary to confirm his control over Tilantongo, or perhaps making
himself the ruler of an additional site.
None of the surviving place signs in the final scene can now be
identified, nor can they be connected with any individual in the
codex. Two of the symbols, however, were displayed in front of the
orchestra, although in somewhat different form, indicating a relationship between these two events. The two men shown at the end of
this scene have no names, nor is a place of origin given for theTa;
the purpose of their journey must therefore be expressed by their
ornaments and. the objects they carry. Two similar men will be shown
later in the manuscript (Becker 12) at the ceremony by which

8 Deer

celebrates his final confirmation of control of Tilantougo, after he
has disposed of all potential claimants to that position. The appearance of these men in the present instance suggests that the prior
scene at the large building might have showed

8 Deer

performing a

ceremony to take sole control over Tilaitongo.
The events of this part of the Codex Colombino-Becker thus range
from 12 Movement' $ death and funeral, through scenes that may be
either funeral rites or preparations for war, to one that might
represent
however,

8 Deer
8 Deer

younger brother

becomi*g sole ruler of Tilanton.go. In all instances,
ii shown taking a leading role. Only twice are his

9 Flower

-- who is also 12 Movement's half brother --
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and 5 Rain depicted, and. in both cases the scenes are related to ]2
Movement's funeral. Other than B Deer and these two men, none of
the participants in the funeral rites nor the other ceremonies are
named., except the members of the orchestra. Even for the orchestra,
however, the only individual who can now be firmly identified is 9
Movement, who is 8 Deer's future daughter-in-law although probably
only a email child at this time. A man named 5 Rain is also shown in
the orchestra, but in the absence of his personal name it is not
possible to confirm that he is the same individual appearing with 8
Deer In the two other ceremonies. This emphasis upon 8 Deer suggests
that the other persons in the orchestra may also be connected with him.
12 Movement's own kin are conepicious].y absent during his funeral
ceremonies. Re is the last survivor of his own immediate family,
all his siblings have predecea.sed. him. His sister 6 LIzard, the
only member of the family to have descendants, has apparently been
dead for some tine, for the marriage of her husband 11 Wind to his
second wife 6 Monkey had. occurred ten years earlier • However, by
6

Lizard's marriage there had, been born two sons and a daughter,

these nephews and niece being

12 Movement 's only surviving blood

relatives • 11 Wind, is the ruler of the site 'Red. and. White Bundle'.
It seems strange that a man of 12 Movement's prominance could be
killed without the names of the persons responsible for his death
eventually becoming known, particularly since the Colombino-Becker
indicates that his death Involved. two consecutive days. The secord of
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these days, the Day 12 Deer, falls precisely mid-way between occurrences of his name-day, and although this could be merely
fortuituous, it also suggests the possibility that his death was
planned in advance for this particular time. The presence of the
large sun disc at the depiction of his death is also difficult to
explain, unless the Sun God is 1* sos way responsible for ordering
or causing him to dit • If this were true, however, it would seem
that a more explicit accounting would have been given of the role
played by this very important deity.
The person who stands to profit the most directly from 12 Movement's death ii
while

8 Deer

8 Deer.

12 Movement was

years old when he died,

is only 37 years of age. They had been co . rulers of

Tilaatongo for the past three years, but as

long as

12 Movement was

alive he would probably have been considered by most people as the
'real' ruler. With his death, however,

8 Deer

would then come into

control of that important site. Furthermore, if 12 Movement died
under such mysterious circumstances that it could in some way be
attributed to or blamed upon his two nephews and their family at
'Red and White Bundle', it would simultaneously give
excuse for attacking that place
discussed later,

8 Deer

and killing

8

Deer a valid

the nephews. As will be

feared that these two kinsmen of 12 Move-

ment's might attempt to claim to

be their

challenge his control of Tilantongo.

uncle's heirs, and thus
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Under these circumstances it would not seem unusual if 8 Deer
acted as rapidly as possible to reinforce his claim to Tilantongo,
including the performance of any additional ceremonies that might
have been necessary. The final scene of this series, showing two
men carrying irregular red objects, may represent part of such a
ritual. As with most of the previous events, it too may occur on
the Day 7 Flower. Since men holding similar jagged red objects will
be depicted in a subsequent scene (Becker 12) which includes an exchange of gifts, this suggests that perhaps some of the symbols
pictured in the present instance might also represent gifts, although
this would not seem to apply to the place signs. These might perhaps
indicate a peregrination, but they are connected in a single sequence
with other drawings that do not appear to represent localities.
Having completed the funeral rites for 12 Movement and established his own claim to rule Tilantongo, 8 Deer is now ready to
undertake the final steps needed to consolidate his political position: the conquest of 'Red and, White Bundle' and the sacrifice of
its ruling family.
Becker 8-9-Ill.

8 Deer's

activities during

the next two years

will bring him, in the third year, to the pinnacle of his success as
recorded in the Codex Colombino-Becker. In order to understand t1se
events, however, it is necessary to understand the family background
of the persons involved..
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As mentioned earlier (see Figure 16), 12 Movement's sister 6
Lizard had married 11 Wind, ruler of the place 'Red and White Bundle',
and from this marriage had. come three children: 10 Dog, 6 House, and
13 Snake • 11 Wind later married a second time, to 6 Monkey, and
they had two sons, Wind and 1 Alligator.

6 Lizard's three

children are the nephews and niece of her brother 12 Movement, and
since the latter ver married or sired children, after his death
these three are the only surviving descendants of 5 AllIgator's first
marriage.

8

Deer, on the other hand, is the first child

or 5 Alli-

gator's second marriage. Although it is he whom 12 Movement selected
to be his co-ruler and eventual heir, either of 6 LIzard's two sons
might still be able to make a claim to Tilantongo after 3.2 Movement 'a
death, on the grounds that they represented the legitimate line of
descent from 5 Alligator's first marriage.
The Becker text begins with a large, Intact sign for the Year ii
House, accompanied by a damaged date of the Day 12 --. This Is the
year Immediately following that In which 12 Movement was killed, arid
during it

8 Deer

vii]. become

38 years old.

A standing man brandishing a spear is shown; he wears a short,
spotted battle-jacket and a jaguar helmet that has been retouched on
top. There Is now no evidence of his name, and the artist appears to
have left him without one. He faces a place sign from which a conquest arrow projects. On a fretted base stands a building within
which can be seen the back of a chair -- neither its seat nor legs are
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shown -- and a red and white bundle. Attached to the rear of the
building Is a badly damaged 'stone' hill that originally contained
a qualifying element, but the area has been so badly effaced and
retouched that even under ultra-violet light the nature of the drawing cannot be determined.
Following this, another place sign is shown in which no conqtst
arrow is visible. It may represent a second conquered place from
which the arrow has been erased, or it appearance may be intended to
clarify the location of the preceding site. The sign is composed of
a U-shaped base holding an area of water within which there is an
opening. From this opening projects an upside-down representation
of the feet and skirt of a woman who appears to be seated upon the
winding body of a feathered serpent.
Cognate scenes for this event appear in both the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (19 (2 :

83-I) and

Bodley

(311-v).

Both record It as occurring

on the Day 12 Monkey df the Year 11 House • The former manuscript
depicts a hill crossed by a fretted. base on which rests a red and
white bundle; the upper part of the hill contains two white flowers
and two small coloured panels. The latter codex shows 8 Deer
brandishing his spear before a vertical fretted base that has a
large fret projecting from Its right side and a red and. white bundle
resting on its upper end.
The three codices thus agree that on the Day 12 Monkey of the
Year 11 House,

8 Deer

conquers the site 'Red and White Bundle'.
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Becker 10-11-111. A procession of figures is shown. At the
end, guarding the group, stands a warrior holding his weapons; no
trace of his name is extant, and there would not appear to be sufficient apace for it to have been given. In front of him five persons
are depicted, four standing and. one seated, all carrying the vertical
white flag of victims who are to be sacrificed.
At the end of this group of captives is 10 --, whose personal
na Is represented at least in part by a burning object. In front
of him is 6 House 'Row of Flint Knives'. Next is i --. The only
woman of the group is 6 -- 'Quechauemitl with Chevrons' • Seated
at the head. of this procession is a man whose calendar name is cozuposed of at least five circles and the day name Wind, and whose p
-sona].mectisaflowbd.
Facing these victims and their guarding warrior are two seated
men. The first, 10 -- 'Sun Helmet', has a small bowl in one hand
and, with the other holds out a looped rope to which is attached
another vertical white flag. Behind him is 10 --, who may original-

ly have

been depicted wearing a jaguar helmet, but the upper part of

his head ii now erased and retouched. The objects in his hands may
also have suffered retouching; one of these Is looped and the other
now consists of two a11 rectangles. Re Is shown seated on the
edge of a place sign that consists of a hill within which are a red
and white bundle and. two red and blue oval objects.
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No new date is given for this scene, Indicating that it also
occurs on the same Day 12 Monkey as the preceding conquest of 'Red
and. White Bundle'. This group of five persons consists of 11 Wind,
his second wife 6 Monkey, their elder son 1 Wind, and 11 Wind's two
sons 6

House and 10 Dog from his first marriage to 6 Lizard. The

two men who receive this group cannot now be identified. The place
sign appears to indicate that the presentation of the five as future
sacrificial victims occurred at or near 'Red and White Bundle'.
Corresponding scenes of capture are shown in both the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (19 (2: 83-i-li) and Bodley (3i-33-V). The text of
the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' shows 8 Deer capturing 1 Wind, seizing
his hair. The Bodley depicts 10 Dog and 6 House with their arms
bound behind them. 1 Wind has escaped, however, and is pictured
within a curved hill.
Becker

11-111-11. This scene occurs within an enclosed rectan-

gular area coloured blue inside. Across the bottom of the rectangle
is a feather mat, now mostly erased; above it lie 6 -- and 11 --,
both dead, their chests cut open and bleeding. No date is now
visible. The locality at which these deaths occur is represented
by a sign that is mostly destroyed, all that remains being the lower
body of a seated person who is wearing a backwards cloak • This
person' a body Is characterised. by paired lobes to indicate that the
drawing represents a locality and not another individual.
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This sacrifice of 11 Wind, and

6 Monkey is not recorded in

any other codex. Although no traces of a date can now be seen, it
seems possible that they may have been killed on the same day they
were captured, the Day 12 Monkey. There is no surviving evidence
of a temple or altar in the scene.
Backer 11lO-II1. The

Eezt Year 12 Rabbit, Day 6 --, is

shown. This year date can be identified by the ear of the rabbit,
which escaped destruction.

8 Deer will become 39 years old during

this year.
A warrior,

8 --, is pictured; he is armed and wears a jaguar

helmet that has been mostly erased and then crudely retouched. The
principal purpose of this depiction of

8 Deer is to indicate that he

travels to the site at which the next sacrifices are to take place.
A large scene follows, painted so that it occupies two full
bands in height and. slightly more than one page in width. The place
sign pictured is composed of a bill crossed by a fretted base under
which are shown weapons, a bowl with a bleeding heart, and a bleeding red. object, perhaps a heart; a 'bound bundle' projects from the
side of the hill, while on the sumeit there are indications of
erasures and retouching. This hill is attached to the back of a
building within which the round. bag is depicted.
Immediately in front of the building is a tall scaffolding
composed of two vertical poles and six cross-pieces, the whole forming a ladder-like framework • Tied to the top of this frame is a man
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whose figure Ia now mostly obliterated. Four darts project fron
his body, and a wide stream of blood pours down upon a design
resembling a cogged wheel at the bottom of the framework. Standir€
beside this frame and, looking up at the victim is a man holding a
spear-thrower and a4ditonal darts • Above him is the name or date
of 7 --. The calendar name of the victim can be seen to consist
of .t least eight circles.
On a nearby base, a. standing man ii shown holding sticks in his

hands, while a rope around his waist ii tied to the centre of a round
design. His name is d*ed but still visible above his head: 6 House
'Row of Flint !Ajves'. He faces a person whose almost totally
obliterated and perhaps retouched yellow body ay indicate that he
is wearing a jaguar suit, since in addition there appears to be a
long tail hanging down behind him • The name or date of 8 -- appears
in front of this individual,
These events show the deaths by sacrifice of the two brothers
10 Dog and. 6 Kouse, the ions of 11 Wind, and. 6 Li7.ard. Since she
was 8 Deer's half-sister, her ions irou].d also be his own kinsmen.
However, 8 Deer has not only chosen to sacrifice both of then, but
to do so by method.a that are dramatically different from the usual
cutting out of the heart.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9(: 83_II_81_I), the first
of the two scenes cognate with these sacrifices Is dated as the
Day 6 Snake of the Year 12 Rabbit • The place sign consists of a
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hill crossed by a ball court and topped by the head, wings, and
tail of a red-crested bird. Within the ball court are several stareyes; its top panel is fretted, while the lower panel also contains
representations of stars • On a plateau of the hill is a large drawing of the round bag, with a fire-log and drill-stick on top of it.
10 Dog, holding short sticks, is named as the gladiator victim.
His two opponents are pictured as kuaans with jagu*r heads and paws,
but although they both carry abields, neither is armed. One of tbe se
persons is named 8 Deer, while the other is not given a name. The
arrow sacrifice victim is 6 Rouse, and the date of his death is the
Day 1 Reed • The blood from his body falls upon a round cogged wheel
at the foot of the frame. Facing him with weapons is a man with a
skull head and a number of star-eye decorations.
The two dates given in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' of the Days

6 Snake and 1 Reed occur in consecutive trecenas only eIght days
apart. Between them there falls not only 8 Deer's name-day, but also
the Day 12 Monkey on which he had. conquered 'Red and White Bundle'
the previous year. Since this latter date was the time at which he
captured the two brothers, the present sacrifices could not have been
carried out until almost a full calendar cycle of 260 days had again
elapsed.
In the Becker, the date associated with the sign for the Year
12 Rabbit would be the Day 6 Snake • I have already Indicated that
this day represents an important ceremonial date in 8 Deer's life.
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It is possible that the other two names or dates given in the Becker
as 7 -- and 8 -- may be the sabsequent Days 7 Death and. 8 Deer. The
Day 1 Reed of the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' does not appear in the
Becker scene.
The most obvious difference between the accounts of these
sacrifices in

the Becker and. Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' is that the

names of the two victims have been reversed from one manuscript to
the other: the former shows that 6 House Is killed in the gladiator
battle, while the latter gives his name to the arrow-sacrifice
victim. It is also notable that while the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
does not accord these sacrifices any special prominence, the larger
size in which they are depicted in the Colombino-Becker indicates
that the event Is

more important to the painters of this codex.

These variations in
regional

emphasis are probably due to the different

orientations already noted for the two manuscripts, and ltiis

may also account for the confusion concerning the method of sacrifice
for each man.
The Becker Indicates that these sacrifices occur at 'Bound
Bundle', a site which I have suggested may already have come under 8
Deer's control. The place sign in the Zouche-Nuttall does
not correspond to that in the Becker, however, and this apparent
discrepancy may again reflect differences In the traditions recorded
in

the two docnta.
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Although the Becker gives no further information concerning
this sacrifice ceremony, the final two scenes of the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse s (19c2: 81 i.) depict the funerary rites carried out for the
two dead men. This latter text thus ends, unfinished, the three
events pictured on its final page having been only partially coloured
by the artist.
Becker 11-1-12. A large depiction of the Year 13 Reed Is given,
in association with a day date having at least five circles and the
name of Plover. During this year 8 Deer viii reach the age of 11O
years • The drawings for the depicted event occupy the top band of
page 11 and continue across an outside fold into a scene that occupies the entirity of page 12, testifying to Its great Importance.
A

Z-shaped yellow path, ornamented with balls of down, extends

to the steps of a large building. Five men are shown on or near
this path, four of them standing and the other seated; none has been
supplied

with a name by the artist • At the back of this group are

two men, each carrying a foaming ol].a. In front of them two other
men each hold a baton in one hand and In the other an irregular,
jagged red

object. The head. of one man has been mostly erased, but

the other ii shown wearing a flower headdress • The fifth man, who
also wears a flower headdress, is seated. In front of him are a red
cape, a flower hea&resa, and a baton with feathers; below these, on
a white panel laid on the yellow path, are a set of bound volutes and
a semi-circular feather

feathers on it.

mat with a knotted cluster of reeds or
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Facing these five individuals is a large building within which
a man is seated. He wears a flower headdress and a red cape
decorated with a 'fanciful head', and in one hand holds out a small
foaming bowl. In the original manuscript he can be seen to wear a
nose-bar, and in addition he is also shown with what is probably a
round nose-plug. His name,

8 --,

appears above the building.

The elaborately decorated building within which he Is seated,
rests upon a long feather mat, below which there is a fretted base
whose bottom edge is decorated with L-shaped projections. Pictured
in front of the building are several bowls, including one containing
a hummingbird sipping from a flower; under ultra-violet light the
three tail feathers of the bird can still be seen in the original
manuscript. The inner surface of a large open pot Is rimmed with
teeth, while additional fragments of paint show a pointed yellow
ear, indicating that the vessel was In the form of an animal head
and mouth.
The size of this scene indicates its importance in the coastal
tradition. For the first time in the extant Colombino-Becker, 8
Deer i. shown with the tripartite facial paint of red mouth and
chin, yellow nose and forehead, and parallel black arcs behind his
eye. This Is also his first depiction In the codex wearing both a
nose-bar and a round nose-plug, simultaneously.

8 Deer's

elaborate

attire, including a cape decorated with a 'fanciful head', is another
Indication of the importance of this event.
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The two men carrying the jagged red objects appeared earlier
in the Becker (8-ill), following 12 Movement's funeral rites. During the intervening two years since their appearance, the only
activities pictured In the Coloinbino-Becker for 8 Deer have been his
capture of 'Red and White Bundle' and the sacrifice of the members
of its ruling family. Following 12 Movement's death, 8 Deer would
have become the sole ruler of Tilantongo; with his sacrifice of his
half-sister's sons, he has now ensured that there will be no other
claimants to his power. The two men carrying the irregular red objects thus apparently fulfil a crucial role in legitimising his status
as ruler of Tilantongo, for they appear both upon his first asaumption of sole control of that site, and again after he haa eliminated
all other possible contenders for the position.
The present Becker scene represents the celebration of 8 Deer's
final confirmation as ruler of Tilantongo. As such, It is the
culminating event of his political life. The ceremony consists of
an exchange of gifts between 8 Deer and the group with which he
meets, including the two men carrying the jagged red objects. No
place of origin is given for this group -- as was likewise true for
the earlier appearance of these two men -- and. it seeme necessary to
assume that the native reader of the codex was able to determine the
character and purpose of the meeting from the clothing and gifts
the participants, and perhaps particularly by the presence of the irregular red objects.
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7 Flower.

This meeting occurs on the Day

In all probability,

it was on this same day date that the two men carrying the uneven
red objects were first shown in the Coloinbino-Becker, following the
completion of the funeral rites for 12 Movement held on that same
day. This date ii the name-day of the deity

7

Flower, but there do

not appear to be any overt references to him during any of these
events.
An apparent cognate scene for the present meeting occurs in the
Bodley (10-I), but is dated as the Day
Year 12 Rabbit, rather than the Year

7 Flower

13 Reed.

of the preceding

of the Becker.

8

Deer

is shown seated and holding out a small foaming bowl; he wears a
jaguar helmet, with the front of a flower headdress projecting from
the

anim&1' s

mouth. Facing him is

13

aguar

on a fretted base from which projects the

1

Both men are seated

sign for

'Bound Bundle'.

Although the extant Colombino-Becker fragments do not depict

8

Deer gaining control of 'Bound Bundle', I have suggested that such
might have occurred In the pages missing between Sections II and III
of the manuscript. The Bodley (9-10-I) shows him seated beside a

1This man's personal name is represented in the Bodley by a
curved chevron panel on his back. Caso (1960: 39) mis-identifies
him as 13 Rabbit and. gives his personal name as 'Eagle of War'; he
also cosents that he had not been able to locate him in other codices,
but since no eagle occurs in the BodJ.ey drawing, he must surely have
noticed this same individual in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9:
55_IV), where his personal name consists of an eagle and two crossed
chevron panels.
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place sign containing both 'bound bundles' and an eagle, apparently
in the Year 9 Reed. Unless 8 Deer had already become ruler of 'Bound
Bundle', it does not seem too probable that he would have been able
to utilise this site for the sacrifice of his half-sister's sons, nor
as the place where he confirms his final control of Tilantongo.
The Bodley (iO-.i) pictures 8 Deer meeting only one man, 13
Jaguar, in the present event. In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9C:
-Iv) this individual appears as a member of the large group meeting
at Tilantongo in the Year 7 House, and is shown as being from the same
locality as 8 Deer's friend 5 Rain. In the Becker scene, 13 Jaguar
is probably the seated man who faces 8 Deer.
The Day 7 Flower of this meeting occurs in the second trecezia
prior to that In which the Day 6 Snake falls. Since the sacrifice of
12

Movement ' a two nephews had begun on this latter day, 8 Deer has

again been forced to wait for almost a full calendar round before
the desired date for this present meeting recurred. During this
interval, a new year has also begun.
Sunnry: Becker 8-9-111/12. In my hypothesis, the conquest
'Red and White Bundle' and the sacrifice of four members of its ruling
family are actually a continuation of the events which were set into
motion by the earlier death of 12 Movement. The cause of the conflict
lies with 8 Deer, and is ultimately the result of his position by
birth within his father's family.
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A. has already been described (see Figure 16), 5 Alligator
married twice, first to 9 Eagle, and, then some years later to 11
Water. 12 Movement was the first child of this first marriage, and
his birth was followed by that of a daughter 6 Lizard, then two
other sons who were sacrificed. 5 Alligator's second marriage had
as it. first child 8 Deer, the other children being another son 9
Flower, and two daughters.
In the normal pattern of primogeniture inheritance which was
practiced by the Mixtecs, 5 Alligator's main holding, Tilantongo,
would pass upon his death to the first son of his first marrIage, 12
Movement, who would rule it until his own death, when it would descend
to his eldest son. 5 Alligator died in the lear 5 Rabbit, and 12
Movement became the ruler of Tilantongo at the age of 37 years.

w-

ever, 12 Movement failed to marry and have children. There being no
son to inherit from him, it became cessary for him to appoint an
heir from among the other male descendants of 5 Alligator. Basically, there were only two alternatives: he could choose one of his
two nephews, the sons of his sIter 6 Lizard and her husband 11
Wind, and the only known male grandchildren descended from 5 Alligator's first marriage; or he could select his younger half-brother
8

Deer, the first son of 5 Alligator's second marriage.
Upon reaching the symbolic

12 Movement chose

8

age

of 52 years in the Year 7 House,

Deer as his heir.

8

Deer was

3

years of age

when he had his nose perforated and became co-ruler of Tilantongo

33,

with his half-brother. This arrangement may possibly have been
contrived in order to minimise any possible opposition concerning

8 Deer's

right to this important post. By becoming 12 Movement's

co-ruler while the older man was still alive and still recognised
as the principal ruler of Tilantongo, it would be made clear that
he was 12 Movement's choice, and a transition period, would be
created which would doubtlessly make

8 Deer's

assumption of full

control much easier after 12 Movement had. actually died.
The question of the final succession to 12 Movement could not
actually be settled until after his death, however, and the mere
existence of his two nephews continued to present a potential threat
to

8 Deer's

future position, because they were the only other male

descend&nts of

5 Alligator's

first marriage. 12 Movement's presence

would protect his nephews as long as he w&s living, but with his
death this situation would be completely altered. Not only would
his restraining influence upon

8 Deer

be removed, but in addition if

his death appeared to be due to these two nephews,

8 Deer

would then

have an excellent reason for killing them.
12 Movement's death occurred under mysterious circumstances In
tue Year 10 Flint when he was 55 years old, after he and

8 Deer

had

been co-rulers of Tilantongo for three years • The place at which he
died wa 'aweatbath', but it Is notable that

8 Deer

never takes any

punitive action against the rulers of this site. Instead, he celebrates 12 Movement's funeral rites and iimnediately performs the ceremonies necessary to reinforce his own claim as 12 Movement's heir.
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It is the following Year 11 House when 8 Deer mounts his
attack against 'Red and White Bundle'. Its ruler is 11 Wind,
formerly married to 6 Lizard, by whom he had the two sons 10 Dog
and 6 House, neither of whom has yet married, and a daughter 13
Snake, who is married and has a son. 11 Wind has subsequently
married a second time, to 6 Monkey, and they have two Sons named
1. Wind and. 1 Alligator. At the conquest of 'Red and White Bundle',
most of the members of these families fall into 8 Deer's hands: 11
Wind, 6 Monkey, Wind, 6 House, and 10 Dog. The only two of U
Wind's children not shown in the Becker as being captured are 1
Alligator and. 13 Snake • 1 Alligator is only a small child at this
tim, but the Codex Se]4en (9-I) shows that in the following Year 12
Rabbit

he performs the ritual necessary to bcome ruler of the site

that had been controlled by his mother 6 Monkey.

13 Snake, be-

ing a].ready married (Bod.ley li-I), was presumably living with her
husband at the town he ruled..
Of the five who were captured by 8 Deer, only 14. Wind manages
to escape; he is nine years old .t this time. The Bodley (311-33Iv) depicts him under a curved hill, apparently on the same Day 12
Monkey that his home was conquered. Four days later, on the Day 3
Eagle, he meets the goddess 9 Grass; and another two days afterwards, on the Day 5 Movement, be insets the deity 7 Flower. 11. Wind' s
primary aim in these meetings is probably to save his own life by
enlisting the support of these deities. He apparently receives succour
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from one or both of them, for the Bod.ley text relates nothing more
concerning him for four years.
8

Deer has 11 Wind and 6 Monkey killed, probably on the same

Day 12 Monkey of their capture. He is in no such haste to sacrifice
10 Dog and. 6 House, however, for it was either necessary or desirable
for him to begin the rites of their deaths on the Day 6 Snake, a date
whose ceremonial importance to him has already been mentioned • But
the Days 6 Snake and 12 Monkey occur in the same trecena, and since
'Red and White Bundle' had not been captured until the latter date,
It is necessary for him to wait through almost a complete cycle of
260 days before the Day 6 Snake recurs. During this time the succeeding Year 12 Rabbit also begins.
The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19Cc: 83-Ill, 81_i) dates 8 Deer's
sacrifices of 10 Dog and. 6 House as occurring eight days apart, on
the Days 6 Snake and 1 Reed • This same sequence of days had also
been utilised by 8 Deer 19 years earlier, in the Year 6 Reed when he
was only 20 years old, for the events that preceded his becoming
ruler of Tututepec (Colombino 3-1-6-Ill). It may be possible that
in the present case these dates are Intended, as a symbolic recapitulation of those earlier events, for just as these latter were essential
in order for him to assume his first important political position at
Tututepec, so nov the sacrifice of his hail-sister's sons must be
carried out as a requisite final step in reaching his ultimate goal,
the control of Tilantongo and a dominant position in the Mixteca.
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That

8 Deer's attack on 'Red and White Bundle' was aimed

priinarly at

6 Lizard's two sons, and, not at 11 Wind, 6 1nkey,

or the children of their marriage, seems

clear from his Bacrificing

only the two brothers by special rites, rather than also including
their father and step-mother. Although only one of the brothers
could have claimed to succeed 12 Ibvenent as ruler of Tilantongo -the other would become the ruler of 'Red and White Bundle' upon
their father's death --

8 Deer needed to kill both of them. From

the standpoint of the latter's claim to be 12 l'bvement's heir, both
were equally dangerous because they shared exactly the same descent,
and, it would have been of little avail to eliminate only one and not
the other.
11 Wind and.

6 1nkey may have been killed merely because they

sought to defend 'Red and White Bundle' from

8 Deer's attack. 8 Deer

apparently never attempts to hunt down either of their two sons
Wind and 1 Alligator, again emphasising that he was principally
interested in the sons of

6 Lizard. His failure to kill the young

Ii. Wind., however, is a mistake which will later cost him his life.
Caso (l95;

1960: 72; 1966: 39 .42) has also proposed an hypoth-

esis concerning the origin and resolution of some of these events,
based in part upon hi. interpretations of scenes occurring in the
Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' and Bodley. The Zouche-Nutta].]. 'Reverse'

(19( : 68-Ill), for the Year 8 Rabbit, shows 12 Movement standing on
a place sign that contains the symbol for 'Red and White Bundle';
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while the Bodley (31_IV) pIctures 11 Wind's death bundle and a
damaged sign for a Year -- Reed. Caso considered this latter date
to be the Year 9 Reed, which follows after the Year 8 Rabbit and.
precedes the Tear 10 Flint In which 12 Movement is killed.
Caso's hypothesis was that 11 Wind's first marriage to 6
Lizard created. an opportunity for her brother 12 Movement to attempt
to claim sovereignity over 'Red and White Bundle' after 11 Wind's
death • 12 Movement' a endeavour to assert this claim brought him
Into conflict with the two sons of 11 Wind and 6 Lizard, and in
the ensuing struggle 12 Movement was killed.. 8 Deer then revenged
his half-brother's death by conquering 'Red and. White Bundle' and
sacrificing 11

Wind's two sons.

The crucial point in an analysi, of Caso's hypothesis, and
the one upon which all else depends, is whether Mixtec custom and
law would. have allowed 12 Movement to make a legitimate claim to
'Red and White Bundle'. The answer seems quite plainly to be that
it did not • Mixtec custom, as demonstrated. in the genealogical
codicea, followed the rule of primogeniture: a man's first son be-.
came his heir. Should there be more than one wife, the heir is
normally the first son of the first wife.
Following this custom, the heir to control of 'Red and White
Bundle' after 11 Wind's death whould be his first son by his first
wife 6 Lizard: 10 Dog. Should 10 Dog be unable or unwilling to
rule 'Red and White Bundle', a second son of this same marriage, 6
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Rouse, could be named. Failing both these sons, 11 Wind and 6
Lizard. also had a daughter 13 Snake who was married and the mother
of a son (Bod.ley li-I). Although this child would normally inherit
from his own father, he was also U Wind's grandson and so perhaps a
potential heir in case of necessity. In addition to these direct
descemlents b his first wife, 11 Wind, also had two more sons by
his second irife 6 Monkey: Ii Wind and 1 Alligator. Thus had the
line of descent from 1]. Wind's first marriage failed completely,
there were still two sons from his second marriage who could have become his heirs.
There was, as a consequence, no lack of proper heirs to inherit
control of 'Red and White Bundle' upon U Wind's death, regardless
of when he died • If be were still alive at the tIme 8 Deer conquered
this site in the Year 11 Rou.ee, as recorded. in the Colombino-Becker,
then he would still be its ruler. If he had died in the Year 9
Reed, as Caso interprets the Bodley date, control of the place would
have passed to his eldest son 10 Dog, who would still have been its
ruler when 8 Deer conquered it two years later.
In neither case is there any possible opportunity for 12 Movement to sustain a claim to the site. Re Is not even a blood kinsman
to 1]. Wind but merely an affinal relation, the brother of 11 Wind's
presumably deceased first wife. If 12 Movement could not make any
legitimate claim to 'Red and White Bundle', he could not then have
been involved in any 'dynastic 5tuggle with his nephews concerning

the inheritance of this site, such as Caso has hypothesised. No
such conflict could have arisen under the Mixtec custom of prinogeniture. In the presence of so many valid claimants to succeed 11
Wind, as ruler of 'Red and White Bundle', 12 Movement's position can
now be seen in its proper perspective.
This ii
period,

not to say that there is no conflict during this

but rather that it did. not stem from the cause which Caso

postulated.. As I have suggeated, above, the basic source of the
contention lies in

8

Deer's desire to gain full control of Tilan-

tongo. Because his birth position as the son of his father's second
marriage was

not sufficient to make him the undisputed heir to 12

Movement, it was necessary for him to do everything possible to
guard and advance his own interests. Although the extant pictorial
accounts yield little evidence concerning

the circumstances of 12

Movement's death, it may be possible that 8 Deer had his half-brother
killed. Zven If he was not directly involved In the death, he

was

able to utllise it to further his own ambition by blaming it upon 12
Movement's

two nephews. In killing them he would have enhanced his

own prestige by revenging the death of Tilantongo' a legitimate
ruler, while simultaneously gaining complete

control of that site by

eliminating the only other possible rivals to his claim.

On the Day 7 Plower of the Year 13 Reed, when be is li.O years
old, 8 Deer then celebrates his acquisition of final control of Tilantongo and his position of political dominance in the Mixteca. Re
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holds hegemony over Tututepec, Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, probably
'Bound. Bundle', and now is also the undiBputed ruler of Tilantongo.
His political control would extend over a wide area, and he could
probably influence an even larger region. He has reached the
pinnacle of his political power, and. created a nascent empi.
The depiction of this ceremony marks the end, in the Codex
Colobino-Becker, of the detailed recording of 8 Deer's political
history. After this event of the Year 13 Reed, the following ten
years of his life will be completely omitted from the manuscript.
The next event pictured for him does not take place until he is already 50 years of age, and. even the small amount of information sthwn
then for him is given solely

to explain the circumstances of his

murder. The principal purpose of the text of the Colombino-Becker
would seem that of illustrating his rise to power, not his utilisation of his position after he had. achieved his goals.
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CHAPTER VIII
SECTION III OF TEE CODEX COLOMBINO-BECKER:
iaiir 2, COLOMBINO FR MENI' II, A1D BEC

FRAGMENT

3:

PART II

8

Deer ii 14Ø years old when he fina].ly takes control of Than-

tongo. He has 12 more years to live, but the first ten of these
are completely skipped over in the pictorial text of the ColonibinoBecker, although it is during this period that his marriages occur
and his children are born. The circumstances of his murder cannot
be appreciated without a knowledge of these relationships, however,
and. they are summarised here (Bee also Figure 16).
In addition to celebrating his final confirmation as ruler of
Tilantongo in the Year

13 Reed, 8

Deer also takes the one other step

necessary to consolidate his position as 12 Movement's heir: he
marries
ed from

7

13 Snake

• She is now the only surviving grandchild descend-

Alligator's first marriage. Her parents were 11 Wind and

his first wife

6

Lizard; she is thus not only 12 Movement's niece,

but also a close blood relative to

8

Deer, since her mother was his

half-sister. At the fall of 'Red and White Bundle'

8

Deer had

captured, and later killed, her father, step-mother, and. two brothers.

13 Snake
not prevent

herself was already married and had a son, but this does

8

Deer from marrying her (Bodley 10-11-I; Zouche-Nuttall

'Obverse' l9: 26-I; Vindobonensis Reverse 7-8-I).
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By marrying 13 Snake, 8 Deer unites his own line of descent
from 5 Alligator's second marriage, with the main legitimate line
descended from

5 Alligator's first marriage. This would enable

their children to claim a right to rule the area once held by 5
Alligator, as well as the larger region over which 8 Deer had gained
control, a matter of importance it 8 Deer hopes to create an 'empire'
and to found a dynasty to rule it.
Although 8 Deer is 4O years of age when he marries 13 Snake,
their first child -- a son named 1 Dog -- is not born until 8 Deer
is 17 years old. A daughter 10 Flower is born the following year;
abe will later become the wife of 1i Wind after he has killed 8 Deer.
A second son, born the next year when 8 Deer Is Ii9 years of age, will
marry the daughter of li Wind, by another of the latter'

B

wives.

The

births of two additional daughters are not dated; one of these will
marry 1 Alligator, younger brother of le With. (Bodley 11-12-111;
Vindobonensis Reverse 7-8-1-11; Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' l9: 26111-27-I; Selden 8_Iv_9_II )
8 Deer's first marriage having been to his half-sister's dauater,

two years later in the Year 2 House, when he is 1i2 years old and his
first wife has not yet borne him a son, he takes as his second wife
6 Eagle, the daughter of his younger sister 9 Inkey and her hus-.
band 8 Alligator (Bodley 12-I; Vindobonensis Reverse 8-li; Zouche-

Nuttall 'Obverse' l9z 27-I). The Bodley (12-I-Il) indicates that
6 Eagle had been married previously and had a son named 9 Flower.
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Caso (1960 : 39) has suggested that a man named 9 Flower who is shown
dead in the Zouche-.Nuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 76a-IV), perhaps killei
by 8 Deer, may be her son.

8 Deer has only one child by 6 Eagle, a son 6 House. According

to the Vindobonensis Reverse (8-li-ill) and Zouche-Nuttall 'Ob-

verse' (1902: 27-I-lI), this boy is born in the Year 9 Flint when 8
Deer Is li.9 years old. The Bod.].ey (12-li), however, places his
birth Ii the Year 6 House when 8 Deer I. only 11.6 years of age, which
would mean he was 8 Deer's first son. Additionally, the Bodley (12li-li) also records two scenes concerning this child: one in which 6
House is shown at birth being met by 1 Grass, 9 Rabbit, and. 11 Water;
and a second In which 1 Grass faces 6 House, who is sheltered within a

bent hill. 9 Rabbit is shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'

(19Cx2: 67-I) as being from a locality whose sign contains part of a
human skull.

6 Eagle's parents are rulers of the place 'Skull'

(Bodley 7-8-V, 12-I), and if this is also 9 Rabbit's home, it may be
possible that he is a relative of her father.

8 Deer's third wife is 10 Buzzard (Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse'
19(2: 27-I; Vindobonensis Reverse 9-Ill), whom he also marries In
the Year 2 House when he is 1,.2 years of age (Bodley 3.2-Ill-nt). A
son and a daughter are born of this marriage; the latter will become
one of 1'. Wind's wives.
In addition, the Bodley (l2-Iv) shows a scene of 10 Buzzard
feeding an object, perhaps a heart, to a snake. The calendar and personal
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names of

9 Flower, 8

Deer's younger brother, are attached to this

reptile. 9 Flower is not depicted In any of the extant codices as
having married, nor is 10 Buzzard pictured in this Bod.ley scene as
his wife, but some such relationship, either actual or perhaps
postulated. for the future, would seem implied. The scene would also

9 Flower

indicate that
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has now died, although he would have been only

old in this Year 2 Rouse.

Another of

8

Deer's wives, 1]. Snake, for whom no marriage

date is given, is shown in the Bod.ley (U-].2-Iv-V) and. Vindobonensi a
Reverse

(8-ill)

as the mother of two of his children. In the Zouthe-

Nuttall 'Obverse' (1902: 27-I-lI), however, these appear to be

6

Eagle's children.

8

Deer's final wife is 6 Wind. (Bodley

13-]ii-V; Vlridobonensis

Reverse 9-Ill; Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' 1902: 27-I). me marriage
is not dated, and no chidrea are shown for It.
With the apparent death of

9 Flower, 8

Deer has been left with

almost no iniediate kin other than his own descendants. All the
family of his father's first marriage is now dead; his older maternal
half-brother

8 Flower

has also died. After

9 Flower's

Deer's own family there would remain only his sister
the wife of

8

death, of

9

8

nkey, now

Alligator of 'Skull', and another sister. The pictcrlal

sources cited above indicate that

8

Deer married at least five wo n,

and had children by four of these marriages.

Becker 13-1-111. A damaged sign for the Year -- House is
shown, accompanied by the date of the Day ii Flint • This is the
Year 10 House, and 8 Deer is now 0 years old.
A man whose calendar name contains at least eight circles, is
shown wearing a jaguar-skin battle-jacket and brandishing a spear.
His jaguar helmet has been retouched. at iti front, as have his upraised foot and an apparent ornament below his back arm; the colour
of many of the feathers on his spear and shield, can be seen in the
original manuscript also to have been retouched. He faces a series
of eight place signs, ii s of which a conquest arrow is visible.
The first site, which would have been conquered on the Day
Flint

1

that accompanies the year sign, is depicted as a hill with a

blue top, crossed by a fretted base from which a plant is growing.
The second place is conquered on the Day 6 Rain, and consists
of a fretted base across a bill vho top Is deeply scalloped.
Above the sumeit there are now rows of dots, but even an examination
of the original codex under ultra-violet does not reveal whether
these vera a part of the original design or are a later retouching.
The third sign does not now show ay conquest arrow; It may
merely

have been visited, or the arrow might have been erased. The

site is depicted as a thin hill whose top is slightly curled over;
beside a fretted base across it are three round curled balls, perhaps
representing down. A damaged. day date appears to be the Day 9 Wind,
which falls In the same trecen.a with the date or the second conquest.
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The fourth locality lacks any visible day date or conquest
arrow, but there are erasures and evidence of retouching on both
sides of the drawing. The sign is a hill from the top of which
project a number of red and. white spikes, while within the hill
there is a spiral of red. Red. and white spikes have occurred before in place signs in the Colosibino-Becker, most notably in conjunction with 'bound bundles', although also with other elements,
but none of these can be equated with the present sign.
For the fifth ut. there is now no evidence of either a day
a conquest arrow, but both sides of the drawing have been retouched,
and. all around it the white background paint has been abraded by
erasures. The hill itself is divided into halves of different
colours, with the summit area now being white with a black design.
Th. sixth sign shows a fretted base and. a frontal view of a
stairway with decorated balustrades. An erased area at the top of
the steps probably indicates that additional elements of the sign
have been destroyed. There are no visible traces of either a date
or a conquest arrow.
The drawing of the seventh locality is now almost entirely
obliterated, and the few traces still extant have been retouched
with lines that further obscure the original form. All that is now
visible is the lover part of a hill across which there is a narrow,
angular red band having paired lobes at its lower side. Neither a
day sign nor a conquest arrow remains.
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The eighth site, and the final one of the series, is shown as
a hill containing a fretted panel and two projecting arrows. These
probably form a part of the name of this locality, rather than
indicating its conquest. No day date Is visible, but there are
erased zones on both sides of the hill.
8 Deer conquers at least the first two places in this sequence,
but the other six may perhaps be only visited. Since the text of
the Colonbino-Becker is no longer focused primarily upon his exploits,
it is possible that these place sigma represent only the most iniportent parts of a longer series of events in which he engaged.
Becker l3-l4-III. The next scene extends across an outside ebid..
It begins with the depiction of a building containing two red and
white flint knives, the sign for the place 'Flint'. In the original
manuscript it is possible to see that the black lines in the doorway
and along the bottom of the building are a later addition, being
drawn in an area where water damage has ccpletely washed off the
original paint.
In front of this building a man is shown; the lower part of M s
body has been destroyed, but he appears to be seated. His helmet is
a relatively well preserved example of a snake with feathers, although
retouched across its top. He holds up one hand, palm outward, to the
three men who face him. Traces of lines and red stains indicate
that names or objects may have been shown in front of him.
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The first man facing him is 10 --. A close examination of
the original manuscript shows that at least the top of the object
below the circles of his name is yellow. Al]. that now remains of
his figure are his head., which seems to have am unusual amount of
dark hair, and. one hand., with which he points back to the man behind
him.
The second man is 5 Flint, whose personal name is depicted as
an arm grasping a flint knife. He has not previously appeared in
the Colombino-Eecker.

The third man is 5 --; the remainder of his

name, painted behind him, is now erased.
The helmet worn by the man seated in front of the place sign Is
the principal clue to his identity. Elsewhere I have demonstrated
(Troike u.d.a: parts Ii-Iv) that there are two forms of feathered
snake helmet in

the Colcmbino-Becker, a simple form with an ordinary

snake head, and a more intricate form with the head of a 'fire5erpent• The two designs are alike except in the nose area of the
snake, where the tire-serpent' 18 characterised

by a spiral from

which a flint knife complex projects. The simple feathered snake
helmet Is worn in the cod.ex by 1 Jaguar, while the feathered 'fireserpent' form ii associated with Wind.
The destruction of the nose area of the snake helmet has in
many instances made it impossible to distinguish between the two
designs, a8 is true in the present scene. However, the man wearing
this headdress shows none of the traits of clothing or facial paint
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that are typical of

14.

Jaguar's other appearances in the Colontbino-

Becker, which would indicate that he is not the person depicted
here. The probability is therefore that the man shown in front of
'Flint' Is 14. Wind.
This is the first time that the place 'Flint' has appeared in
the extant Colombino-Becker since Its original depiction in the
scene of

8

Deer,

14

Jaguar, and 12 Movement before the Sun God (Becker

14.). In the Codex Bod.ley (il-ill, ].1-IV, 12-Ill, 29-111, 30-Ill, 51.III), however, this site is consistently connected. with 14. Wind and
his later descendants.

This association strengthens the probability

that the person shown here is 14 Wind.
In

this Year 10 House, 14. Wind is now 21 years old. Twelve

years have elapsed since the Year 11 House when
his home, 'Red and White Bundle',
14

and

8

Deer conquered

killed his parents. The young

Wind escaped at that tine and apparently secured aid from the

deities

9 Grass and

7

Flower (Bodley 314._33-IV). Four years later,

in the Tear 2 House when he had become 13 years of age, the Bodley
(33..311...IV) shows that he met the Sun God 1 Death on the latter's
name-day. On the following Day 2 Deer, Ii. Wind is depicted seated
upon a long base containing a 'fire-serpent', apparently meeting 5
Flower

and. 5 izz*rd, who wear the black facial paint of 11. Jaguar's

associates.
These latter

God aided

14

two Bodley scenes seem to indicate that the Sun

Wind to become ruler of the place 'Fire-Serpent' while
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he was still only 13 years old.. However, this same codex (Bodley
31-111), which record.s 1 Wind's life in extensive detail, does not
depict him as ruler of 'Flint' until the Year 1. Flint when he is 28
years of age. Thus in the Year 10 House of the present Becker
scene, the 21-year-old i Wind is probably not yet in control of the
Bite of 'Flint' at which his meeting with the other three men takes
place.
Of the three men pictured meeting with Jl Wind, the first can
be identified from later events as 10 Jaguar.

5 Flint, the second

men, would seem to be the most important person of the three, for
it is to him that 10 Jaguar is pointing.
Becker 111-III-Colombino 16-Ill. This scene is now divided between two fragments of the Colombino-Becker, being found in the
lower bands of the final page of Becker Fragment 2, and Coloinbino
Fragment II. It begins, on Becker 1IiIIi, with the sign for the
Year -- Reed, and an associated day date consisting of at least
five circles and, the name House.
On Colombino 16-111, a procession of three men ii shown, each
of them carrying a bow and arrow. For the man at the left, who
wears a jaguar helmet, no traces remain of his names, which were
probably behind. him in a zone now totally erased • The middle man
wears a damaged feathered 'fire-serpent' helmet, the flint knife
complex at the animal's nose still remaining. Behind him there are
fragments of red paint from his name; immediately above these, two
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yellow circles can be seen in the original manuscript (not visible
in the

1966 Colombino reproduction), with two more circles below the

red. paint. Leading the group is Flint, who can be seen in the
original manuscript probably to be holding the dart which projects
behind him.
In front of these three men is a place sign of which only a few
elements now remain. Still visible are a cluster of knotted reeds
or feathers, and a set of bound volutes, all resting on a few fragments of what may be a feather mat. Of the place sign itself there
remain only two leaves and a few short, disarticulated lower lines,
suggesting that the sign may have contained the drawing of a tree or
plant.
The date of this event would be the Year 12 Reed, in which

8

Deer reaches the symbolic age of 2 years. The three men appear to
be going to the site represented by the destroyed place sign.
Flint, who leads the group, had been depicted in the immediately
preceding scene meeting 1 Wind. Wind is himself the middle man
of the group, wearing his typical feathered 'fire-serpent' helmet.
The last man wears a jaguar helmet, suggesting that he might be

8

Deer, but his figure is now so badly damaged that it is not possible
to see the other accoutrements that would enable a more positive
identification to be made.
Colombino

16-11. For a proper understanding of the history of

the Mixteca, this sce is the most crucial in the entire Codex

3

Colombino-Becker, and one of the most important in any of the
surviving Mixtec manuscripts.
A large L-shaped base is shown, divided into halves coloured
yellow and red. In the yellow part of this base there iB a semicircular opening from which climbs a man whose body is painted
blue. In his right hand he holds a sacrificial knife with which he
has cut open the chest of a man above him, and in his left hand he
holds the heart taken from that victim.
The man who is being killed lies face down, his arms and legs
bent above him. Most of his animal helmet has been erased, although
a vertical tooth at the end of the lower jaw still survives, and in
the original manuscript traces of yellow paint can be seen In the
upper part of the helmet • Above him is an arched design painted
with sets of parallel red lines placed In the same pattern that is
usually used for 'stone'.
In the vertical end of the red and yellow base, an examination
of the original manuscript reveals the drawing of a semi-circular
opening framed by a wrinkled red band above which are a pair of
angular lines somewhat suggestive of a human arm or leg; within this
opening there are a few fragments of blue paint. Not enough now
remains to allow any identification of the object depicted, nor has
it been possible to determine if the parallel lines are a part of
the original design or a later addition. The date of a day named
House, with a number consisting of at least ten circles, is also
shown.
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Two men stand to the left of this death scene, looking on.
The first of these wears a well-preserved example of the 'fireserpent' headdress. In his right hand. he holds two darts, and in
his upraised left hand he grasps the curved blue handle of a round
object whose centre design has been entirely obliterated.
The second man is 10 --; in the original manuscript it can be
seen that the ten circles behind him are connected to his back
foot • In his right hand he has a bow and arrow, and. in his upraised
left hand he holds a curved weapon. Although his head area has been
partially erased, he appears to be shown with an unusual hair
arrangement,
No temple or altar is shown in this scene, nor is the victim
thrown over the sacrificial stone normally used In cutting out
hearts. His death therefore aannot accurately be described as a
sacrifice.
Of the four men in the scene, only 10 -- still retains any part
of his calendar name • It and his unusual hair form allow him to
be recognised as 10 Jaguar. The name of the man wielding the knife
may have originally been given in the text and subsequently erased,
sInce a large destroyed area extends to the right from the heart he
holds.
But for the other two men -- the victim and the first man looking
on -- there are now no traces of names. l.breover, a close study of
the original manuscript shows there are no suitable erased zones near
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either man in which his name might have been recoHed. The area
near the face of the victim was occupied. by his destroyed helmet,
and the remainder of his body is completely enclosed. by the design
elements of the scene. There are no erased areas near the first
watching man except for a smell zone behind, his forward, leg and,
another where the sn&ke of his helmet has been obliterated.
The painter of this part of the Coloitbino-Becker has therefore
chosen to leave these two men without names. Both, however are
characterised by animal-head helmets. For the watching man, a large
part of the original form of his 'fire-serpent' helmet has survived.
For the victim, the vertical tooth and the traces of yellow paint
indicate that he was wearing a jaguar helmet. On the basis of these
helmet forme I have already suggested (Troika A4.a: part v) that
the watching man is i. Wind and the victim is 8 Deer.
This event would thus depict 8 Deer being killed while 14. Wind
and 10 Jaguar watch.
Sl uLtary : Becker l3-I-III/Colomblno 16-11. In order to understand how this murder has come about, it is necessary to consider
the death of 8 Deer within the context of several scenes which have
preceded it in the Colombino-Becker, and then to examine the only
other cognate account of this event.
Only two events are shown for the Tear 10 House In the Becker,
when 8 Deer ii already 50 years old and 1. Wind is 21 years of age.
The first is a series of apparent conquests and visits carried out
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by 8 Deer. Immediately following this sequence, J Wind is shown
meeting 10 Jaguar, 5 Flint, and 5 -- at 'Flint', the implication
being that this meeting in some way results from 8 Deer's activities.
It is at this meeting that 10 Jaguar points to 5 Flint as though
indicating him for a particular task. In the next scene, which occurs two years later, in the Year 12 Reed., 5 Flint is shown carrying
out his role: leading 14 Wind and another man towards a site whose
sign is now almost totally obliterated. This second man might be 8
Deer, but his figure is too badly damaged for a secure identification. I# Wind and 10 Jaguar then watch while 8 Deer is killed.
The context of these scenes in the Colombino-Becker leaves no
doubt that it is 14 Wind who ii responsible for planning, organising,
and having the murder of 8 Deer carried, out • The Vindabonensis Reverse (9-11) merely records the date of 8 Deer's death as the Day 1
Grass of the Tear 12 Reed, without showing any of the circumstances
surrounding it. The Bodley (].Ii-V-IV), however, depicts not only 8
Deer's death, but also certain events preceding and following it,
and. this information is considerably different from that given in
the Colonbino-Becker.
The first of these Bodley (]ii-v) scenes shows the signs for
the Year 12 Reed and the Day 1 Grass. 8 Deer is pictured with a bow
and arrow, standing on a path leading to a place sign composed of a
U-shaped base of water and a tree on which a parrot is perched; the
calendar and personal names of 6 Eagle, his second wife, are atimched
to this bird.
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8 Deer is then shown (Bodley i 1 -v-Iv) lying across a sacrif Ificial stone while a man named. 9 Wind cuts open his chest. Standing
by and watching is 10 Jaguar, whose personal name is indicated by
his twisted hair and a small tree on his back. The complex sign
for the place at which this occurs is composed of a fretted. base, a
long

feather mat with two plants and several sets of wavy vertical

lines, and a hill with an arm sustaining a short vertical fretted.
panel and a frame to which sticks are tied.
The

final Bodley (lli-IV) event of this series repeats the Year

12 Reed, and shows the Day 12 House. 8 Deer's death bundle is
depicted within a rectangular

enclosure framed along its lower part

by L-shaped. projections. 8 Alligator faces this enclosure, seated
on th. sign for the place 'Skull' which he rules. He Is simultaneously 8 Deer's brother-in-law, as the husband of his sier 9
Wnkey, and his father-In-law,

as the father of his second wife

6 Eagle.
The Bodley text thus connects 6 Eagle in an ambiguous mann
with the event preceding 8 Deer's death, but makes no mention of Ii.
Wind. Caso (1960: Iii) has suggested that 8 Deer was captured and
sacrificed

while attacking

the locality from. which

6 Eagle had

come. This cannot be true, however, because her home would have
been 'Skull', the site ruled. by her father 8 Alligator. Nor does
the place controlled by her first husband resemble this Bodley sign,
since the former is characterised by 'stone eyes'.
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The hypothesis I would propose is that this first Bodley scene
may not mean that 6 Eagle is connected with the place to whIch 8
Deer is going, but rather that she is responsible for informing his
enemies of his plans to go there. Such an Interpretation does not
contradict the data given in the Becker, where I Wind Is clearly
shown planning 8 Deer' a murder • To do this, be would have needed
information concerning 8 Deer's plans, and this might have been
furnished to him by 6 Eagle.
6 Eagle and 1 Wind would each have had very different reasons
for desiring 8 Deer' a death, and. the advantages each would, hope to
secure from it would also be quite different • Matters are brought
to a crisis at this particular time, however, because in this Year
12 Reed, 8 Deer is reaching the symbolic age of 52 years. It has
beem 18 years since he became co-ruler of Tilantongo with 12 Moveaent, ii years since he conquered 'Red and White Bundle' and killed.
Wind's parents, and 12 years since he was confirmed as the undisputed ruler of Tilantongo, his most important and final major
political accomplishment, In the interval since that latter cerenony,
B Deer has married several women and sired a number of children.
Among these wives, 6 Eagle's position ii only that of the
second wife • The Bodley shows that she bears his first son, a boy
named 6 Rouse born when 8 Deer was 11.6 years of age. This is contradicted by the Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' and Vindobonensis Reverse,
which both concur that this child was not born until 8 Deer was li.9
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years old, and both indicate that his first son is Ii. Dog, who Is
born of the first wife 13 Snake when 8 Deer is I.7 years of age.
However, the Bodley (12-il-li) additionally depicts two ceremonies
involving 6 House, one of which includes a man named 9 Rabbit who
may be from 'Skull', the home of 6 Wind's parents. No such rites
are shown in any manuscript for 8 Deer' a other children.
As long as 8 Deer was alive, 6 Eagle would be merely one of
his wives and the mother of one of his eons. If he were dead, however, she might find herself in a quite different and. much more important position, with her baby son inheriting part of the area
ruled by 8 Deer and she herself perhaps acting as regent for the
child. She may also have had another reason for desiring 8 Deer's
death, for Caso (1960: 39) has suggested that he may have been
responsible for the death of the son which she had. by her first
husband. If so, then 6 Eagle might have been motivated by the dual
purposes of seeking revenge for her dead son as well as the hope of
creating a power base for her young son 6 House, in conspiring with
Wind to bring about 8 Deer's death.
Many years

earlier, when 8 Deer's older half-brother 12 Move-

ment had attained the age of 2 years, the latter had. in part celebrated the occasion by allowing 8 Deer to become his co-ruler, as
a

step in the ultimate transfer of power from one man to the other.

Now that 8 Deer is himself reaching that symbolic age, however, be
seems to have had no intention of stepping aside or sharing his
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power. Indeed, there is now no adult male in his family- who might
become his associate or assistant. Not having made his first
marriage until he was already 4O years old, and the children of it
and his subsequent marriages not being born until some time later,
all his own sons are still quite small.

8 Deer has apparently not yet formally acknowledged one of
these sons as his heir, but the celebration of his fifty-second
anniversary

might be an appropriate time for this to be done. The

son selected would doubtless have been I Dog, the first child of his
first wife 13 Snake • In marrying 13 Snake, 8 Deer had joined
his own line to that descended from 5 Alligator's first marriage,
which would thus legitimise the position of their children as rulers.
1i Dog's outstanding family background, in which he could claim descent
through both of 5 Alligator's two marriages, would make him the
logical heir to the potential 'empire' 8 Deer had created. By
acknowledging him as his heir, 8 Deer would not only clarify the
problem of inheritance among his sons, but also m&ke clear that he
was founding a dynasty to rule over the area now under his control.
However,

under the normal rules of primogeniture, a nian t s first

son was his heir, and according to

the Codex Bodley 6 House was 8

Deer's first son, not 1 Dog. But 6 House could not claim descent
from 5 Alligator' s first marriage, for his mother 6 Eagle was the
child of 8

sister and

so shared with 8 Deer a conunon descent

from 5 Alligator's second marriage. Such a child therefore would
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not have been a suitable heir for 8 Deer's 'empire', since his
descent lacked the legitinising and unifying connexion with
Alligator's first marriage that could only be attained by the son
Of 13 Snake.
The two ceremonies held for 6 House soon after his birth may
have been an attempt by 6 Eagle to ensure her son's rights as the
first-born. However, it seems possible that 8 Deer resolved the
problem of his unwanted first son by having 6 House '5 birth date
changed from the Year 6 House to the Year 9 Flint. 1 Dog's birth in
the Year 7 Rabbit would then allow him to be considered the first
son

and proper heir, while 6 House would probably be relegated to a

minor position. It may have been in order to forestall this situation that 6 Eagle was willing to join with 1 Wind in plotting to
murder 8 Deer.
By killing 8 Deer at this time, while all his children were
still small and perhaps before any formal or public decisions had.
been made regarding the inheritances of the Individual sons, 1 Wind
may have intended to bring about the political fragmentation of the
sizeable region over which 8 Deer ruled • Without a strong adult
male to take control of the zone, and with 6 Eagle claiming part
of the territory for 6 House, I Wind might have foreseen that the
area would be partitioned among several of 8 Deer's sons. Such a
division, and the contentions It would arouse among the claimants,
would effectively put an end to any possibility that power might
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become centralised in one man's hands, and ensure that the region
reverted from a potential 'empire' to a number of discrete political
units.
In murdering 8 Deer, 14 Wind, would therefore not only have
retailiated.

for the deaths of his mother and, father and two half-

brothers, but would also have compounded his revenge by destroying
the hopes 8 Deer might have had, of founding a dynasty that would.
control a large portion of the Mixteca. It is notable, however,
that 14 Wind does not attempt to kill 8 Deer's sons and so cut of f
all succession from his enemy. In part this may be because his own
position would not allow this, one of those eons being that of his

any 6 Zagle, and his half-sister 13
another. In addition,

14

Snake

being the mother of

Wind intended to legitimise his actions by

marrying into 8 Deer's line, much as 8 Deer had done in regard to
the line descended from
14

Wind hae been

5

Alligator's first marriage.

physically capable of taking action against 8

Deer for many years before he actually does so. Since he was only
nine years of age at the time
dle', it is understandable

8

Deer conquered 'Red. and. White Bun-

that no immediate retaliation could. have

been possible for him. However, when he is 15 years old, he becomes
ruler of the place 'Fire-Serpent', which would seem to Indicate that
he had reached political maturity. But not until he is 21 years
old and 8 Deer already reaching the age of 50 years, does

14

Wind

begin planning 8 Deer's death. The symbolism of killing 8 Deer when
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he had reached his fifty-second year seems for
weighed all other considerations.

8

if

Wind to have out-

Deer himself may veil have

planned to celebrate his achievement of this important age with appropriate ceremonies, but whatever his plans might have been, they
surely would not have encompassed his own death.
10 Jaguar must be a tusted friend or lieutenant of 1f Wind'

5,

for he is depicted in both the Colcaibino-Becker and. Bodley during
the events surrounding

8

Deer's death.

5 Flint is

pictured only in

the Colombino-Becker, but he is a key person in 11. Wind's plans, and

10 Jaguar seems to have been instrumental in bringing the two men
together. Since 5 Flint Is later shown leading 1. Wind and another
man, his services may have been. needed as a guide. This could imply
that the place where

8 Deer was

killed was not well known nor of

easy access.
Additionally, the appearance of the bow and arrow during these
events may provide another clue to the persons or place involved.
The bow is not the normal weapon shown for the Mixtecs in the codices,
and in the extant Coloinbino-Becker It has appeared only once before:
when

8

Deer and his companions were crossing the turbulent water at

the beginning of their journey to the Sun God (Colombino 22). This
infrequent depiction of the weapon could mean that It was usually
associated. with a certain area or a particular group of people, and
that its appearance in a pictorial manuscript was considered sufficient to Identify that region or group. Since the bow is not the
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characteristic M.txtec weapon, the area or people indicated by such
use might not be Mixtec. If so, the appearance of this weapon during the circumstances of 8 Deer's death, suggests that perhaps 1.1.
Wind had secured the assistance or co-operation of at least some nonMixtec individuals in his plans to kill

8 Deer4

In the Bodley, a complex place sign ind.icates the locality at
which

8

murder occurs. This site may be represented. by two

separate signs in the Colonibino, for the place towards which
leads his companions (Colombino

i6-iii)

5 Flint

appears to contain the element

of a plant with leaves, while possibly a human arm element may be
given with the scene of

8 Deer's

actual death (Colombino

16-il).

The

first Oolombino site might represent the general location of the
event, while the second served as a more precise indication of where
the murder was committed,
Both the Colombino-Becker and Bodley texts omit any report of
how 1 Wind managed to capture

8 Deer.

The entire Bodley account of

this murder is clearly intended to protect 11. Wind from any complicity
in the event, for no hint is given that he was in any way involved.
The Bodley artist may therefore of necessity bad, to restrict his
scenes in order to avoid implicating 14 Wind. It might be possible
that 1 Wind never revealed the circumstances surrounding the capture,
but since the nas of the men who aided him are known, as well as
the site where the murder took place, additional information should
have been available. Re might also have made use of a ruse or trick
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which would not have reflected veil on him if it became known, and
which he theref ore attempted to keep secret.
In the Coloinbino-Becker there is no reticence to show ii. Wind as
the instigator and perpetrator of 8 Deer's murder, but even so, only
such scenes are depicted as are essential to convey the facts of the
death. This Is because the primary purpose of this codex is to
illustrate 8 Deer's rise to power, which was completed when he was
.O years of age (Becker 12). After he bad achieved his goals, the
remainder of the manuscript is given over to Indicating, in only
summary form, the political history of 1 Wind as it developed from
his murder of 8 Deer • As a result, the Colombino-Becker does not
depict the funeral rites for 8 Deer, since these are not relevant
to the story of 1 Wind.
8 Deer's mummy bundle is shown In the Bodley inside an encloøire,
although no specific place sign appears to be given for it. 8 Alit gator ii pictured beside this enclosure, seated on the sign for the
locality he rules, 'Skull'. While this might imply that 8 Deer's
remains were buried at Skull', It seems more probable that 8 Alligator is merely carrying out the necessary funersi rites. At this
time he is 8 Deer's closest living adult male relative, since 8
Deer's own eons are all small children and perhaps too young to
perform the appropriate ceremonies. Although 8 Alligator Is not a
blood, kinsman to 8 Deer, he Ii both his brother-in-law and, fatherin-law. In this latter aspect he Is the father of 6 Eagle, and
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it is possible he knew of his daughter's involvement in the plot to
kill 8 Deer, or even assisted her. His grandson 6 souse would be
one of the major beneficiaries

of 8 Deer's death, while his daughter

might have becon* her son's regent, thereby furnIshing 8 Alligator
with close family ties to the controlling government of a portion of
8 Deer's former 'empire' which he would otherwise lack.
At the scene of 8 Deer's death in the Colombino, 1 Wind is shown
holding a round object with a curved blue handle. Its centre design
Is now destroyed, which makes Its Identification uncertain, but it
resembles a circular object depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Rever'

(19 (2 : 76a-IV) with the dead. body of a man who may have been 6
Eagle's son by her first marriage (Caso 1960: 39). The interior

Cf

this latter object is divided to suggest stone', and. has a central
star-eye.
In the Bod.ley scenes of the events surrounding 8 Deer's death,
he and al] the other individuals involved are identified by at least
their calendar names. This also appears to be true In the Colombino-'
Becker except for the depiction of his actual murder. In that one
scene, both he and 14 Wind lack names, although each is shown wearing
his typical helmet. This follows a pattern which has

been apparent

in prior Colombino-Becker events, of omitting the names of the moie
Important persons when they are pictured In very significant events.
There appears to be a serious discrepancy between the ColombinoBecker and the Bodley concerning the date of 8 Deer's death. The
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latter manuscript clearly shows that the event preceding his death,
as veil as his actual killing, both occurred on the Day 1 Grass.
The Colombino-Becker depicts, for each of these two events, a
damaged date whose day name is House. For the Day 12 House, the
Bodley pictures 8 Deer's mummy bundle probably within a tomb. The
Vindobonensis Reverse (9-Il) gives the Day 1 Grass as the date of
the death. The Days 3. Grass and. 32 House fall in the same trecena,
but 11 days apart. The

Colosibil]o-Becker

thus records that 8 Deer's

murder is taking place at a time when the Bodley shows he is already
in his tomb • These differences in such an important matter seem to
indicate considerable confusion regarding the actual date of his
death • This might be partially explained, however, if the murder
was planned and carried out with great secrecy, as it quite probably
was. It is also possible that 8 Deer's body was hidden and not recovered until some time after his murder, thus further obscuring the
actual time of his death.
It should not be surprising that many of the circumstances
surrounding 8 Deer's murder remained obscure even at the time of
their original occurrence. 1 Wind's reasons for desiring revenge,
and. his symbolism of killing 8 Deer when the latter was 52 years
old, should have been well understood., however. The account given
in the Bodley deliberately attempts to conceal Wind's role in the
murder, but his involvement is made abundantly clear in the ColombinoBecker. Were it not for the history recorded in this latter codex,
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the full meaning of such an event as the later appearance of 10
Jaguar in a procession honouring 1i Wind (Bodley 32-li-Ill), could
not be properly appreciated.
Colombino 16-Il-Becker liiII. The events of the ColombinoBecker continue without interruption following the murder of 8 Deer.
The next scene is painted across the inside fold. shared. between
Becker

]A

and Colombino 16.

Visible in the original Colombino manuscript is the body of a
barefooted man who is facing left and leaning forward. His name, 1.
Wind, is drawn above him as two pairs of circles and a red Wind sign
with a yellow eye (not visible in the 1966 Colombino reproduction).
No day date can now be seen, and it seems possible that none was
given.
The building which 1 Wind faces is drawn on Becker ]i-II. Within it can be seem the large round bag, and behind it Is the sign for
'Bound Bundle', representing the name of this site. Some 0. centimetres of the right side of this building is now concealed in the
artificial joint that unites Becker Skin No. 6 with Skin A (Troike
1969a: 179), and all that is visible on this hidden portion of the
original manuscript is a blurred red area, probably representing a
fret in the base supporting the building,
Because much of 1

figure is almost entirely destroyed,

it Is very difficult to determine what he is doing in front of the
'Bound Bundle' building. His arm is shown in a position similar to

7o

that assumed by 10 WInd, much earlier in the Co1onbino (10-Ill) when
drawing blood from his ear. If this Is what I Wind Is doing in the
present scene, he might simply be performing a ceremony of ritual
purification to cleanse himself from his association with a human
death. However, there are two elements in this scene which may
indicate that it Is not a simple expiation of guilt: the appearance
of the round bag, and the fact that the event occurs at 'Bound, Bundle'.
The site of 'Bound Bundle' apparently passed under

8

Deer's

control, and it was there that he sacrificed 1 Wind's two half-brothers
and. perhaps later held the final cu].minating political ceremony shown
for him in the Colombino-Becker. This locality seems to have been an
important site in its own right, and, in addition for 1 Wind. it would
probably also have great personal symbolism.
The round bag forms a crucial element in the ceremony that is
held when the new ruler of a place is not the first son of the previous
ruler. As discussed earlier, the essential factors in the ritual are
normally shown as the offering of vegetation and. a smoking incensarlo
In front of a building containing the round bag. However, an example
of a ceremony is found in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' (l9: 2-III)
which involves the drawing of blood from the ear while standing in
front of a building containing this round bag. This latter may be a
variation on the incensario rite, or it may be an alternate or additional ceremony connected with that ritual, or it could be a completely different but Important symbolic activity.
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It is therefore possible that in the present Colombino-Becker
scene, 1 Wind is attempting to establish a claim to 'Bound Bundle'
after killing its presumed ruler, 8 Deer. If so, he does not
succeed in this assertion, for he is not depicted in any known Mixtec manuscript as the ruler of this site. It might also be possible that the ceremony is intended only as a symbolic gesture,
performed without the intention of actually attempting to gain
control of this locality.
The event appears to have been left without a day date. If so,
the normal implication would be that it occurred on the sa Day 12
House as the preceding event, the murder of 8 Deer. However, Ii.
Wind would have been able to accomplish this only if the place where

8 Deer was killed was near 'Bound Bundle'. Alternatively, this
scene might lack a day date merely because the artists of the Colombino — Becker did not know when it took place.
Becker l4-II. The place sign shown consists of a hill, of
which half ii coloured blue and. the other half is the golden-brown
that indicates a faded green. The blue part of the hill rises to a
peak, on top of which there remains part of an object with feathers;
its front side has been totally obliterated, and later retouching
lines have closed off the remaining design so as to obscure Its
original appearance. Above the other half of the hill a chair Is
depicted.
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Beside this place sign, but not connected to it, Is a building
within which is shown only the back of a chair. Seated on the fretted
base that supports this building is a man named 11 --, wearing
tripartite face paint and an absurdly retouched helmet that originally
represented a snake with feathers • Seated on a legless chair facing
him Is a v-oman; at least three circles of her calendar name are attached. to the back of her chair. Her headdress consists of a
container which has a cluster of feathers at the rear and a flow or
blood at the front. 110 day date is now visible.
The man would be 14. Wind, who typically wears a feathered 'f lie serpent' helmet in the Colorabino-Becker. This identification Is
supported by the flint knife complex shown at the base of the helmet,
for such a knife usually also appears in the nose of the 'fireserpent'. The locality at which the meeting takes place is repreeented by the sign behind the building on which he is seated. The object
on top of the hill contains the elements of a snake with feathers,
with long red and white streamers hanging down from its lower body.
It represents the site 'Fire-Serpent'; 14 WInd had become ruler of
this place ten years earlier, when he was 13 years old (Bodley 33314-Iv).

Caso (1966: 112) and. Nowotny (1961: 121) consider that the woman
in this scene is 6 Wind 'Bleeding Feathers', pictured in the Bodley

(13-]Ji-V), Vind.obonensis Reverse (9-111), and. Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse'
(19 ( : 27-111-28-I) as one of 8 Deer's wives. The marriage of B Deer
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and 6 Wind did not result in any children and is not dated in any
surviving text. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' (19(2: 27-111-28-I)
shows that 6 Wind is also the wife of a man named 5 Dog, whom she
marries in a Year 9 House, and that they are the parents of a daughter
I Death who will marry 11. Dog, 8 Deer's first son by his first wife.
Caso (1966: 1i2) haa Interpreted, this as indicating that 6 Wind, was
already the widow of 5 Dog when she married 8 Deer. If 80, the Year
9 House of her marriage to 5 Dog would have had to occur 112 years before her present meeting with 1 Wind, and 37 years before 8 Deer's
son 1 Dog was even born. This would result in a severe age discrepancy between 1l Death and. Dog.
Instead, I would suggest that 6 Wind did not marry 5 Dog until
after she bad been widowed by 8 Deer's death. Her marriage to 8 Deer
probably took place during the same time span as his other marriages
-- that is, when he was between the ages of 14.0 and 52 years. The
Bodley (11-12) records considerable background information for the
other four of 8 Deer's wives, including their prior husbands and
children, but for 6 Wind it shows only the locality she is from.
Had she already been married to 5 Dog and become the mother of
Death, probably this would also have been depicted. Since she is
the only one of 8 Deer's acknowledged wives by whom he has no children,
it seems possible that their marriage might have Occurred only a
short time before he was killed. I would therefore suggest that 6
Wind's marriage

to 5 Dog will not take place until the Year 9 House

that falls ten years after 8 Deer's d.eath
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The present Becker meeting between

14

Wind and 6 Wind thus is

held after she has become one of 8 De a widows, but before she
has contracted her second marriage. None of the extant Nixtec manuscripts links her with 8 Deer's death, so the event apparently does
not represent a meeting of co-conspirators. Since 6 Wind had not
had children by 8 Deer, she would not have stood to profit by his
death through the division of his holdings among his sons, as would
his other wives. As a result, she would have had. no reason to desire
his death, which may have deprived her of the benefits she had hoped
to attain by marrying him.
Becker 114-i. The next scene has been partially destroyed. At
the left a seated man is shown; an examination of the original manu-

script reveals that what appear to be his eye and headdress are only
the result of retouching. He faces another seated man who wears a
backwards red. cape decorated with two circles, and a facial mask of
black paint.
Behind this latter man a partly erased place sign depicts a
building supported by a fretted base; in the doorway of the building
a cape hangs by its two corners. The building and its base rest upon
a U-shaped object which is coloured like a snake and decorated along
its lower edge with the J-shaped teeth that characterise snakes in
the Co1onbino-Becker (Troike A.d.a: part I). This snake design has
been badly damaged, but at one end It still retains faint traces of
what may be feathers, while at the other end there is a remnant of a
cattail plant.
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There are no surviving traces of the names of either man, nor
of the day date • The backwards cloak and. facial paint of the man
In front of the place sign, however, show him to be 1 Jaguar. The
sign for the locality he rules has appeared earlier (Becker 1i) as
one of the three buildings depicted in the final scene of the visit
he made with 8 Deer to the Sun God. Smith (1973: 72, 7I.) has
identified It as Tulancingo of Coixtiahuaca. The present scene Is
the first time this site has been directly associated with an
Individual. The man who I. visiting 1. Jaguar at Tulancingo of Coixtiahuaca in this Year 12 Reed, cannot now be Identified. He may
perhaps be carrying the news of 8 Deer's death to ZI. Jaguar.
Summary: Colombino 1.6-11-Becker 1 l1. - II/Becker 11t.I. These three
scenes are actually a direct continuation of the events leading to

8

murder. No day dates have survived for any of them, however,

and It Is therefore not possible to determine whether they followed
soon after his death, or later in that same Year 12 Reed.
In the first scene, 1 Wind, is shown performing a ceremony at
the important site of 'Bound Bundle' • It may be possible that the
rite he is carrying out is th. one used. to inaugurate a new line of
rulers, but his figure has been so badly damaged that it is now impossible to confirm such an hypothesis. 11, Wind apparently never becomes ruler of 'Bound Bundle', and the ceremony could perhaps have
only been a symbolic gesture on his part. Although there is no
visible day date, it seems probable that he would have performed
this rite soon after killing 8 Deer.
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There must obviously be a lapse of time between this event and
the second scene, however, for in the latter Ii. Wind has returned to
the site of 'Pire -Serpent', which he has ruled for the past ten
years • He meets there with 6 Wind, one of 8 Deer's wives, but the
purpose of their meeting is not now known. As previously mentionel,

6 Wind's second marriage, to 5 Dog, lies ten years In the future,
so she is probably still a young woman at this time, and.

14

Wind him-

self Is only 23 years old. She might have been proposing a marriage
alliance between them, perhaps pointing out that 8 Deer's daughters
are now

all

very young and. that consequently 14 Wind would not be eb le

to marry one of them for some years, whereas her own position as 8
Deer's widow could provide him with

an iimnediate,

connexion to 8 Deer's line. If so,

14

if indirect,

Wind apparently rejects her

proposition.
The final scene in this sequence, shoving an unidentified man
meeting 14 Jaguar, might represent the news of 8 Deer's murder being
reported to

14

Jaguar • This men does not wear the lower jaw of an

animil-head helmet, but there are no other clues to his identity.

4 Jaguar's later attitude towards

14

WInd might depend to some extent

upon the nature of the first news he obtains concernIng 8 Deer's
death: whether it comes from a friend or ally of the conspirators,
or from a person connected with 8 Deer.
One of the notable aspects of this sequence of events in the
Colombino-Becker is that it does not include any funeral rites for 8
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Deer. The Bodley (il4_IV) shows his body within its tomb, but the
Colonibino-Becker does not even depict this. Following

the scene of

his being killed, neither his body nor any other reference to him
occurs again in the manuscript. This seems remarkable, in view of
his political lire having been of central importance throughout the
foregoing pages of the text. It serves to emphasise that in the
Colombino-Becker, the interests of the artists were focused entirely
upon the grovth of his political career, and ceased after his celebration of the attainment of his maximum power in the Year
Following

13

Reed.

that important ceremony (Becker 12), only those evmits

are shown in the Colombino-Becker that would make his death comprehensible, and even these scenes do not Indicate how 1. Wind captured
him. The text then continues directly with events involving 1 Wind,
omitting all funeral rites for
inclusion of

14.

8

Deer. However, apart from the

Wind among the members of 11 Wind's family who had

been captured earlier at the fall of 'Red and White Bundle' (Becker
10-11-Ill), no other information about him has been given in the
Colombino-Becker until he begins to plan

8

Deer's murder (Becker 13-

111._Ill). The omission of his activities during all the intervening
years demonstrates clearly that 14. Wind's life Is of no interest to
the Colonibino-Becker painters

Following

8 Deer's

until he kills

8

Deer.

murder and the ensuing events of the Year 12

Reed, nothing further is recorded in the Coloutbino-Becker for three

years.
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Becker 14-1-Colombino 16-I. An exceptionally large year sign
is shown, extending the full height of the band., and beside it are
two large circles, each containing decorative internal circles.
Caso (1966:

li.4) has

pointed out that the codex painters must have

wanted to euiphaslse the importance of this year. No traces of a day
date remain.
A procession of four men is depicted, all the figures having
been d&naged by erasures. At the end of this group can be seen the
outline of the almost totally destroyed body of a man. Behind him
is a dark area that might be a part of his name, but even an exaniination of the original manuscript does not clarify what it was intended
to represent. Little can be seen of his body, although one arm may
be extended straight before him.
In front of him is a man wearing a backwards red cloak decorated
with one downy ball. His head is almost entirely erased, but the
black paint covering his nose indicates that his face was probably
painted with a black mask • His left arm is extended straight in
front of him, and in that hand he grasps a vertical spear-staff.
His right arm also appears to be extended straight behind him, but
it has been almost entirely obliterated. A dark spot behind his
back leg might be a rewnt of his name.
In front of him there is a vertical flag with a large decorative
element at the top of its supporting pole. The man in front of this
flag also wears a backwards red cloak decorated with a ball of down.
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His head area is now totally obliterated. His left arm is extended
straight in front of his body holding a spear-staff, and his right
arm is extended straight behind him holding a 'fan'.
At the head of this line of men there is pictured a man who Is
leaning forward sharply. Almost all his head and face are now
erased, but the remainder of his body is relatively well preserved.
Both his arms are extended in front of him, and he appears to be
holding a partially destroyed circular object whose interior is
marked In a 'stone' pattern. A few paint fragments behind his head
might indicate his naae.
This is the Year 2 Rabbit, when l. Wind Is 26 years of age, and
this procession of four men marks the beginning of a clash between
Ii. Jaguar arid Ii. Wind. The Bodley (31_33_Iv_III) also records a number
of the circumstances of their conflict, but follows a different
tradition from that pictured in the Colombino-Becker.
The man carrying the round 'stone' object seems to be leading
the way, while the other three who follow him were probably each
pictured with a spear-staff in their forward hand and a 'fan' in the
hand held behind them. This circular 'stone' object is very similar
to that which 1 Wind held while witnessing the murder of 8 Deer
(Colosibino 16-11), although the present object appears to lack a
handle. None of the four men retains any part of a calendar name,
and the only possible personal na is a vertical flag. However,
the third man of the group is dressed in the accoutrements typical
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of 11. Jaguar. No place of origin is given for the procession, nor
is any site shown as their goal.
A scene in the Codex Bodley (314-IV-III), although considerably
different, may be cognate with this event. The date is the Day 6
Monkey of the Year 2 Rabbit. A U-shaped base containing water is
depicted; a cornstalk and. a flow of blood project from the top of
the irater. A man named 3 Snake stands in this water, wearing a jaguar
head in place of his own head, and with a smaller jaguar head hanging on his chest. Both his hands are thrust out In front of him, holding a vertical object composed of circles and striped animal tails.
While there Is no certainity this scene should be correlated with
that in the Colombino-Becker, it does seem possible that the object
being held by 3 Snake might correspond, at least in function, to the
round. 'ston& object carried by the man leading the Becker procession.
ColQmbino 16A-Becker 15-I. The next scene begins on Colombino
16A, the small fragmentary page that actually forms the left side of
Becker 15. In the 1966 Colombino reproduction this partial page is
omitted, but in the present study it ii shown in Figure 12. As
mentioned earlier,

there are now no painted data remaining on Colom-

bino i6L, merely a few red stains.
The surviving part of the present scene therefore begins on
Becker 15-I, where a part of a man's arm and leg can still be seen.
This man is grasping the hair -- symbolising capture -- of a crouthing
man clad in a jaguar suit • No traces of a calendar name remain for
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this captive, but a panel with chevron patterns projects under him
to indicate his personal name.
A second standing man, wearing a backwards red cloak and with a
black mask painted across his face, has also seized the hair of a
prisoner. This captive has no distinguishing characteristics other
than his long hair, although behind him there still remain a number
of paint fragments that probably represented his calendar and personal names.
The sign for the site at which these two men are captured, is
nov severely damaged and

partially retouched, although a building

containing a seat can still be seen. Attached to the rear of this
building is a hill coloured half blue and half the golden-brown
that indicates a faded green; the designs above it are almost entirely destroyed, although along its slope there are red and white streamers.
The visible elements of this place sign are sufficient to identify it as 'Fire-Serpent', the locality ruled by 4 Wind. Of the two
men who are attacking it, one Is shown in the cloak and facial paint
that characterise 4 Jaguar and his associates. The two captives,
who are apparently defending 'Fire-Serpent', would therefore be
friends

or supporters of 4 Wind who are protecting his town from an

attack by Jaguar and his men. 4 Wind himself does not appear in
this scene.
There is no cognate Bodley scene involving an attack on 'FireSerpent'.
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Becker 16-I, The paintings in the top band of Becker 16 have
been largely obliterated by the damage which this page has receivel,
and the surviving parts at the right end. of the band are further
obscured by two large brown stains resulting from a liquid spilled
on the reverse face of the manuscript, In addition, as was noted in
the physical description of the codex (Figure li), some 3 centimetres of the right side of this page have been cut off and are now
missing.
The scene beings with the badly fragmented figure of a standing
man who wears a red cape; irregular lines behind his head may indicate

a headdress. Two circles of his calendar nan have survived near his
forward foot • He faces a very badly damaged place sign, its extant
portion now consisting of only a U-shaped base containing water. An
obliterated area within and above this water can be seen in the
original manuscript to contain small ftdea of yellQw, red, and black
paint. A second place sign shows a large 'split stone', but the
object depicted on top of it has been almost entirely washed away
by the liquid causing the brown stain, leaving only a black area
containing a red arc, and scattered traces of yellow and blue paint.
The standing men shown at the beginning of this sequence is
probably 1 Wind.. If so, the place signs that follow may represent
the localities to which he went in his attempt to escape from 1
Jaguar. Because of the damaged condition of the text, none of these
localities can now

be

Identified.

It would seem probable, however,
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that the sites to which he would flee would be those that he considered friendly, or at the very least, not hostile.
In the Bodley (3I1-33-III), 4. Jaguar is depicted in pursuit of
i. Wind. J Jaguar is shown armed; on his back is a vertical red and
white flag, similar to the flag that appeared in his procession in
the Coloinbino (16-I). l Wind is pictured taking refuge at 'Sweatbath', the site where 12 1vement had been killed many years earlier.
None of the place signs in the present Becker scene resembles that
of 'Sweatbath'.
Becker 16-I-Il. A place sign drawing is now almost totally
lost, a part of it having disappeared with the missing portion of
Becker 16, and. most of the remainder being obliterated by one of the
large brown stains at the end of that page • Below this stain there
can still be seen the flint knife complex, with red. and white
streamers

beside it • The body of a man has also been lost at the

edge of the page, except for his two outf lung arms arid a part of his
face painted with a black mask. Above him there is half a solar
disc from which a man's head arid arms project down. This latter
individual has one band thrown up, and with the other points down
towards a place sign.
The

drawing representing this locality has been partially eras ed.

Clearly visible is a hill. having a black top and a spiral design in
its interior. On the side of this hill a man is shown seated; paired
lobes on his blue body indicate that his depiction is functioning as
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a part of the place Indicator and not as an actual person. He Is
pictured in a backwards red and white cloak, with numerous fragments of other red and white decorations still visible. In front
of his cloak there remain traces of a flint knife complex, and attached to his body is his nama, 14. Reed.
The Botley (3)-Ill-Il) version of this is both different and
more detailed. A dark hill ii pictured. On it Is a human head. wear1mg the mask of the Rain God and a red and. white pointed hat; and a
lizard whose nose ii formed into a spiral from which a flint knife
projects. 14 Wind's name is attached to the lizard, while 11. Reed's
name is attached, to the hill.

14

Jaguar is then shown seizing 14. Wind.

The latter apparently escapes, however, for on the Day
name is attached to a large lizard cU.mbing a tree.

14

7

Grass his

Wind then tes

refuge at a site whose sign consists in part of the mouth mask of
the Rain God., to which the name of

7

Reed is attached. As the final

scene of 1. Jaguar's pursuit of 11- WInd, the Bodley depicts Ii. Wind
seated behind the Sun God 1 Death. In front of this de Ity stands

14.

Jaguar, a 1 fam In one hand • The god gasps the arms of both 11. Wind
and Ii. Jaguar, and from his mouth speech scrolls issue towards 14. Jaguar.
The Becker and Bodley traditions are thus considerably different
regarding

14

Jaguar's pursuit of 14 Wind and the manner in which the

Sun God ultimately stops their conflict. The Becker indicates that
the intervention of the deity took place at a locality associated
with Ii. Reed, while the Bodley shows this as only one of the sites to
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which Ii. Wind went. It is possible that this is the same locality
at which 8 Deer bad killed 1 Wind's parents (Becker li-ill-li), in
which case it is probably located near 'Red and White Bundle'. In
the Bodley, the dark bill associated with ii. Reed also contains a
lizard with a flint knife complex in Its nose. Since the nose of
this animal is formed in precisely the same manner as that used for
the Bodleian form of the 'fire-serpent', it may represent a tflre_
lizard.'. In the Becker, the first place sign of the present scene,
now almost completely obliterated by the brown stains, still shows a
flint knife complex such as is often pictured at the tail of the
'fire-serpent', 1 and which might therefore also be used for a 'f irelizard'. If so, the Becker text would then indicate that two
separate localities were involved, rather than the single sign shown
in the Bod].ey.
The confrontation between Ii. Jaguar and the Sun God. 1 Death is
depicted in rather different terms in the two codlees. In the Bodley,
3. Death is shown intervening physically between the two men to protect
Ii Wind. In the Becker, however, when the deity addresses 11. Jaguar,
1 Wind is not even present. The Bodley thus indicates that the Sun
God protects 1i Wii4 from k Jaguar in a much more direct manner than
is revealed In

the Becker. While it is doubtless true that the two

manuscripts reflect divergent traditions, it

1For example, see Becker 9-8-Il.

is also quite possible
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that the painter of the Bodley may be attempting to inflate Il. Wind's
status by picturing him as being personally protected by this very
important god. The bias of the Bodley artist has already been
demonstrated by his concealment of l4. Wind's role in the murder of 8
Deer, so that an attempt to increase 14. Wind's importance would not
be totally unexpected.
The Bodley (3i.-33-III) lists only the two consecutive Days
Monkey and

7 Grass

6

for 14. Jaguar's pursuit of 14. Wind and the interven-

tion of the sun deity. This would indicate that all the sites must
have been located relatively close together. No day dates have survived in the Becker.
Becker 16-15-11. A standing man is shown, brandishing a large
red and white bone. He wears a backwards red cloak decorated with
a ball of down, and a black mask painted across his face. The top
of his helmet has been destroyed

and,

later crudely retouched, but its

feathers and the lower jaw of a snake are still extant.
Shown seated on the fretted base of a place sign is 14. Wind; the
four circles of his name are found

in

front of him, and. the Wind

sign is drawn within the building behind him. The upper part of his
face and. helmet have been completely erased and are now partially
retouched.. However, the lover jaw of a snake helmet survives under
his chin, and above the retouching

lines

can be seen the bottom part

of the flint knife complex, all indicating that his he].xnet is a
'fire-serpent'. Behind the building on which he is seated is a
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badly damaged place sign; still visible are the bottom of a hill, a
set of red and white streamers, feathers, and, a large J-shaped tooth.
The standing man is easily identified as 1 Jaguar, and the
remnants of the place sign behind Wind are sufficient to indicate
that the locality where their meeting occurs is 'Fire-Serpent'. ii.
Wind has therefore returned to the town which he rules, and from
which he fled at the time of Jaguar's earlier attack (Becker lI). ii. Jaguar carries no weapons, and. their meeting is apparently
peaceful. No day date is visible.
There Is no corresponding scene in the Codex Bod.ley.
Between ii. Jaguar's helmet and, the top of the hill in the previous
scene, the original manuscript under ultra-violet light shows the
presence of an apparent rubric which has been almost totally effaced. In the 1961 Becker facsimile some of its lines can. be seen
as short grey marks in this area.
Becker 15-Il. Two seated men are depicted, facing each other.
Shown with his back to the place sign of the preceding scene is a man
whose helmet has been almost entirely erased except for its feathers
and the lower jaw of a snake • His calendar name is not now visible.
Facing him is

1 --, who wears a backwards red cloak decorated with

two balls of down and has his face painted with a black mask. On
his head is a smooth red helmet that extends to his shoulders, covering all his hair.
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These two men can be identified as II. Wind and 14. Jaguar. The
internal structure of the scene is reversed from the normal reading
order so that the place sign for 'Fire-Serpent', shown in the
previous scene, can also function here as the location of this meeting. Behind 14. Jaguar, and between the two men, are large abraded
areas in which the designs have been thoroughly destroyed. It might
be possible that objects were pictured between them that would have
clarified the purpose of their meeting. No day date is now visible.
The Bodley does not depict a cognate event.
Becker ].5-II-I-Colombino 16A. The Year -- Reed is given, the
point of the arrow having survived although its shaft and the circles
of its number have been destroyed. A building is shown, its large
size indicating its importance. In front of it man lies across a
small hump; his calendar na includes at least three circ]es.
Another man bends over him, holding a short stick in one hand. He
wears a smooth red helmet ornamented with balls of down, and his face
is painted with a black mask and vertical red stripes.
The depiction of the building is now badly damaged. Its back
was painted on Colombino 16A, and all that now remains there are
the few red stains described earlier in this study (Chapter III),
which indicate that the drawing had. extended to the left side of
the original undivided page. Water damage to Becker l has caused
so of the designs

in the

lower part of the building to be lost.

Still extant, however, are a dark cape hanging from the lintel, and
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a balustrade beside the steps. The cape appears to be decorated
with several different designs, although only a part of a small
human skull now can be identified. The balustrade design, which
may have been slightly retouched, resembles the sign for the day
name Grass.
This scene represents the perforation of 1. Wind's nose, which
is carried out in the Year 3 Reed when he is 27 years old. The
Bodley (33-3i-II-I) not only provides a cognate scene, but also
shows other events that preceded the actual perforation ceremony.
On the Day 10 Rain of the Year 3 Reed, a n whose name is not given
but who wears the painted black facial mask characterising 14 Jaguar
and his associates, is pictured accompanying 4 Wind on a journey.
The sign for the site towards which they are travelling is represented by a singing bird.

perched on a hill that is supported by an L-

shaped base containing flowing water • The name or date of A]J.igator ii

attached to this bird; and another ds m ged name or date

consists of the sign for Flower and at least ten circles. This
latter may indicate the Day 11 Flower, which follows immediately
after the Day 10 Rain.
The Year

3 Reed, Day 11 Reed, is then given, a date that falls

14 days after the Day 10 Rain. A path with footprints connects the
place sign of the prior event to an L-shaped. fretted base from which
a cattail plant ii growing. 4 Wind is depicted standing alone on
the horizontal part of the base. Resting upon the vertical end of
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this base is another scene in which Wind is shown leaning back
against a large hump over which a ,aguar skin has been thrown.

1.

Jaguar stands in front of him, holding a pointed bone and a large
nose-plug, while another noBe-plug is already in 1 Wind's nose. The
Day 1 Buzzard is apparently the date of this nose-piercing rite.
The Bod.ley thus indicates that it is 1 Jaguar himself who
perforates 1 Wind's nose, and that this ceremony was probably performed on the Day 1 Buzzard. The place at which the ritual occurs renains
somewhat ambiguous, since the distinguishing cattail plant element is
actually pictured only in the preceding scene, and even this Is placed
behind 1i Wind. This position does not eake clear whether Ii. Wind is
arriving at, or departing from, this site.
In the present Becker scene there are no traces of a name for
the nan perforating 1 Wind' a nose, but he wears a black mask of facial
paint and a red helmet that is virtually identical to that worn by Ii.
Jaguar in the prior Becker scene • No cattail plant is now extant in
the Becker place sign, nor in the Bod.ley are there any elements
similar to the designs painted on the cape and balustrade of the
Becker building.
This nose-piercing rite is the only scene given in the Becker
for the Year

3 Reed, but the Bodley includes information on several

additional events concerning

4

Wind which followed after this cere-

mony. An understanding of these events, and of the persons appearing
in them, contributes significantly towards an assessment of Ii. Wind's
political position in the Mixteca,
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On the same Day 1 Buzzard on which his nose was perforated, the
Bodley 011 -33-I) shows 11. Wind seated facing a large number of objects,
apparently representing symbols of his new status and power. Three
days later, on the Day li. Rain, he is pictured (Bodley 33-1-31-111)
in a long procession of men. With the exception of three figures
for whoa calendar names are given, the remaining members of this procession are identified. only by their personal names; provisional identifications can be suggested for only a few of these men. This is
due in part to the non-unique nature of many personal names, which
occur with more than one Individual; and. also to the paucity of
surviving manuscripts in which a further identification of these persons may be sought.
One of the men for whom both calendar and personal names are
given is 10 Jaguar (Bodley 32-Il-Ill). His conuexion with 11. Wind is
made quite clear in the Colombino-Becker account of 8 Deer's death,
but in the Bodley all references to 11 Wind's involvement In that
murder are omitted, and without this knowledge it is impossible to
appreciate properly the significance of 10 Jaguar's appearance in
this procession. Also named is 10 Flower 'Black Chin/Bow with Tail'.
He is a relative of 11. Wind's, being the husband of ii Rabbit, who is
a paternal aunt to 1i. Wind's mother 6 Monkey. He and his wife were
last pictured In the Colombino (i-ill) and Bodley (9-lO-V) meeting 8
Deer 39 years before the present Year 3 Reed.
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Among

those individuals shown with only their personal names,

a man with a canine head and a sun disc on his back (Bod.].ey 31-11)
can be identified as 7 Flower from his appearance in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 76b-II) among a group of prisoners captured
by 8 Deer. Nothing else is known of him. Another man pictured in
the Bodley (32-I) with a flow of blood from both hands might be 1
Buzzard, shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19(2: 9-IV) as a
member of the large group that met 12 Movement and 8 Deer at Thantongo. Again, nothing else is known concerning him.
The figure of another member of this Bod.ley (31-I) procession
is now damaged, although his personal name is indicated by a panel
decorated with chevrons and perhaps a helmet which has been almost
totally obliterated. In the Becker (i-i), a warrior whose name
contained such a panel of chevrone was pictured being captured during Ii. Jaguar's attack on 'Fire-Serpent', the locality ruled by Ii.
Wind. Since this man would have been defending Ii. Wind's town, his
inclusion among the members of the present procession would be
understandable. However, there are other men whose name also contain this element of chevrons, such as 13 Jaguar, shown in the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (19 (2 : 5-IV) participating in the large meeting
in Tilantongo; and also in the Bodley (10-I) and probably in the
Becker (12), in the ceremony that marked the culmination of 8 Deer's
political career.
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In ad.dition to the men in this procession for whom some form
of name is given, five individuals are also shown holding staffs
tft their faces painted with the black mask that typifies
ii. Jaguar's representatives. Each carries one or more objects,
which might either represent his personal name or be pertinent to
the procession.
On the Day 2 House of this Year 3 Reed, a date that falls 21i
days following the procession, the next scene in the Bodley (32-31III) shows 1 Wind seated as ruler of the place 'Fire-Serpent', facing a very large depiction of the round bag. After this, the Bod].ey
artist gives three events that will occur in future years, then
resumes the chronological order of his history with a final occurrence
in the present Year 3 Reed. (knitting these future events, this
latter scene takes place on the Day 9 Grass, and, depicts Wind
presenting offerings to the goddess 9 Grass on her name-day
(Bodley 32-v). This is the first in a series of such presentations
which i. Wind will make, in succeeding years and on the appropriate
name-days, to those deities who assisted or befriended him after 8
Deer had conquered his home.
Becker 15-111. The sign for the Year -- Flint is shown. It
appears to be drawn directly on top of an almost completely destroyed yellow area that is attached to the steps of the building In the
iimaediately preceding scene.
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Two men are pictured, standing on a path of which only a few
traces have survived; neither of them is supplied with a name. An
examination of the original manuscript under ultra-violet light
yields no evidence of such names, and indeed there is very little
space where they might have been painted. One man has tousled hair
bound. with a red cord, a black mask painted across his face, and
wears a backwards red cloak. Re holds a 'fan' in one hand and a
spear a staff in the other, and In front of him the other man likewise
holds a staff and. 'fan'. This second man wears the moat complete
drawing of the 'fire-serpent' headdress to have survived in the Colombino-Becker, and the only example in which the meandering of the
animal' a upper lip to form its nose area is still visible.
These two men can easily be identified. as

14

Jaguar and 14. Wind.

The path on which they stand terminates just before reaching the
rear of a building which actually belongs in the succeeding scene,
indicating that it Is the goal of their journey. No day date is
given, although the time would be the next Year

14

Flint, when

14

WInd

would. become 28 years of age.
No comparable event is shown In the Bod.ley for this year, but
for the preceding Tear

3

Reed, a somewhat similar depiction had. been

given of 14. Jaguar and 14 WInd travelling to the site where 1. Wind's
nose was to be perforated (Bod.ley

35-314.-Il). 14.

Jaguar was pictured

carrying a staff and. 'fan', and. 11. WInd appeared in the subsequent
scene with a staff.
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Becker 15-16-111. The final extant scene of the ColombinoBecker has been very severely damaged: the designs along the lover
part of the page have been almost totally washed away, and, as already described, the last several centimetres of the right end of
the page are now m.tesing.
The scene begins with the depiction of a building within which
it is still possible to see the traces of two red and white flint
knives • The figure of the man who is shown in front of this building
has been obliterated except for the red stains of his cape and a
few frageents of his head. These latter include a round nose-plug;
and, in his he].met, a curved tooth and the end of a flint knife
complex. His calendar name includes two circles that appear in
front of his helmet.
Facing him are at least three men. The first is 12 --, whose
personal name is represented by a bowl. In one hand he appears to
have an offering of vsgetation; the object in his other hand is nov
too fragnented to be recognised, but a stream of blood seems to come
from it. Traces of another destroyed design also appear below this.
Most of the figure of the second. man is now erased, except for
the torch which he holds with both hands. His calendar name consists
of at least two circles, while only fragments remain of his personal
name • Of the third man, nothing can now be seen except his head and
the shell horn he is playing. His calendar name has been destroyed,
but his personal name is represented by a 'Venus' symbol drawn
entirely in red paint.
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There is some possibility that a fourth man was also pictured
in this group. All that now remains, however, are a few fragmentary
lines where his nose might have been, arid above this, traces of
paint that could be a part of his name.
For the man in front of the building, the surviving fragments
of his nose-plug and 'fire-serpent' helmet show him to be 1 Wind.
Re is seated in front of the sign for the locality 'Flint', which
he is to rule for the remainder of his long life • The men facing
him are performing an important ceremony which is depicted only a
few times in the extant Mixtec codices.
The cognate Bodley (31-III-Iv) scene is dated as the Day 1 Snake
of the Year Flint.

k Wind

is depicted seated on a long fretted

base frci which project two very large flint knives and, several other
objects, while on an attached base there is a large representation
of the round, bag. Two men face him • The first has the calendar
name of 12 -- and a personal name represacted by a bowl; he holds an
offering bird. The second man is Rabbit, whose personal name Is
shown as a snake with bird characteristics; he holds a tall torch.
The ceremony depicted In both these codices is that by which ii.
Wind formally beccnes the ruler of 'Flint' • The ritual Is picturel
only a few times in the surviving Mixtec manuscripts and its precise
meaning has not yet been established., althDuh it appears to be
necessary to legitimise the position of a new ruler when he is not
related to the preceding ruler of the locality.
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The Bodley shows only two men meeting Ii. Wind, and. these
correspond to the first two of the Becker group. The third Becker
man has no counterpart in the Bodley scene with 14. Wind, but an
individual having his same personal name had also been showing playing a shell horn in a similar ceremony held nearly a hundred years
earlier for 5 Alligator, 8 Deer's father. Because of the time
differential, these two cannot be the same person if both are human,
and the coincidence of name, instrument, and activity may only be
fortuitous.
Suimnary: Becker 114-I-Colombino 16-I/Becker 15-16-ill. This
sequence of events has shown 14 Jaguar initiating a serious conflict
with 14. Wind, and the Sun God intervening to quell their strife • The
origin of their antagonism is not recorded in any surviving cod.ex -presumably the Mixtec reader already knew -- although it might
possibly have stemmed from 8 Deer's death several years earlier.
The extant manuscripts do not make clear whether

13.

Wind's part in

the murder of 8 Deer remained secret, or if it soon became widely
known; and if his role was initially concealed, how It was eventually
revealed. If

14

Jaguar's attack Is related to B Deer's death, the

three years that have elapsed would probably indicate that 13. Wind's
involvement remained secret during this interval. Even after having
determined to attack

14

Wind, ii. Jaguar may have had to wait until a

particularly propitious day, which in the Bodley (311-III-IV) is
recorded as the Day 6 )nkey.
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However, there is no certainity that the clash between
and

14

14

Wind

Jaguar has any connexion with 8 Deer's death. 8 Deer and. 11.

Jaguar were last depicted together in

the Colombino-Becker during

their journey to the Sun God (Colombino 21-I-Becker Ii), which had
occurred 19 years prior to the Year 2 Rabbit in which the conflict
erupts between 11. Jaguar and
that 8 Deer and

14

14

Wind. While it may have been possible

Jaguar were good friends,

the evidence does not

seem to support such an hypothesis: for example, the death of 12
l4oveinent failed to elicit any overt sign of sympathy from
Even if the cause of the conflict between

14

14

Jaguar.

Jaguar and Ii. Wind should

be 8 Deer's death, 11. Jaguar might not have been motivated in his
actions so much by his acquaintence with 8 Deer as by the necessity
of punishing the murderer of such an important Individual.
The conflict may also have developed

sources have not yet been recognised.
Jaguar In some

14

from so cause whose
Wind

may have offended Ii.

manner, or opposed or threatened him, or been consider-

ed too ambitious. It is even possible that he requested 11. Jaguar to
perforate his nose, in order to make himself more eligible for a
new position. Just as the pictorial text of the Bodley (9-10-111-11)
tails to make

explicit the difficult struggle which 8 Deer had to

secure his nose piercing ceremony, so too the artist might well have
omitted such a request from

14

Wind if It was rejected by

14

Jaguar.

Other Important facts, such as Ii. Wind's role in the killing of 8 ]er,
have already been concealed by
preserve 1 Wind's 'image'.

the Bodley painter, apparently to
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The Colcinbino-Becker shows only that in the Year 2 Rabbit,
when

14

Wind is 26 years old.,

14

Jaguar and his associates undertake

a journey, led by a man holding a round 'stone' object similar to
the device held by 14 WInd at 8 Deer's murder. Neither the place from
which the group is coming, nor that to which they are going, is
indicated. They then attack 'Fire-Serpent' and capture two men there,
but

14

Wind himself eludes them. This conquest of the site which

14

Wind has ruled for ten years, Is not shown in the Bodley text, an
omission that Is consistent with that artist's attempt to present
only the most favourable aspects of 11. WInd's life.
14

Wind flees to several different localities, although the Bley

(33-111) depicts him being captured once by 14 Jaguar but apparently
escaping again. Finally, at a site associated with a person or deity
named

14

Reed, the Becker pictures the Sun God or his representative

addressing 1. Jaguar and putting a stop to his pursuit. The Bodley

(33-Il) text, however, records that Ii. Wind, reaches the presence of
the Sun God, and that this deity protects him from the wrath of Is.
Jaguar • The Bodley version thus shows this important god intervening
much more directly to defend 1. Wind that does the tradition given in
the Becker.
Both manuscripts show that in the following Year 3 Reed, ii. Wind's
nose is perforated; he is 27 years old at that time. The Bodley (31s. -

33-I) then depicts him with a group of objects that probably function
as his symbols of power. Among these Is the 'Staff of Venus', which
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he Is pictured carrying in a long procession of men honouring him
as he returns to 'Fire-Serpent' (Bodley 33-1-31-111). Few of the
individuals in this oup can now be identified because only their
personal names are recorded, but among those for whom calendar names
are given are 10 Jaguar, who assisted Wind in the murder of 8 Deer,
and. 10 Flower, a relative of l Wind. The Bodley (32 -v) also shows
that 11. WInd meets the goddess 9 Grass during this year, inaugurating
a series

of visits to each of the deities who had assisted him when he

was young.
The Becker and Bodley (31-III-Iv) both show the special ceremony
by which 11. Wind becomes ruler of 'Flint' in the Year 11. Flint when he
is 28 years of age. I have suggested that this ritual may be necessary
when the person becoming ruler of a site is not descended from the
preceding ruler. No surviving codex gives a family line for 'Flint'
prior to its coming under il Wind's control, but the site is known to
be in existence before that time. In the Colombino-Becker, 'Flint'
was one of three places pictured at the scene of the opening in the
sky during the visit of 8 Deer and his companions to the Sun God
(Becker 11.), although it is not known to be connected with any of those
individuals • Its first appearance with a specific person occurred in
the Becker (13_ill_Ill), when 11. Wind was pictured there planning the
murder of 8 Deer. The locality does not appear in the Bodley (33-Ill)
until 1 Wind formally becomes its ruler.
1.
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Although the reason for 1. Jaguar's initial attack on 1 Wind
remains unknown, the reaction of the Sun God to their controversy
indicates that it was considered a very serious matter. Not only
did this important deity intervene to put an end to the hostilities
by protecting II. Wind, but he then went further and ordered that

14.

Wind's nose be perforated. The orders of 1 Death should have been
sufficient to establish and maintain peace between the two men, but
if they were not, there seems little likelihood that this goal would
be accomplished by the nose piercing ceremony. It seems possible,
therefore, that this rite was carried out for Ii. Wind for some other
reason, perhaps to qualify him to take control of the site of 'Flint'
The necessity for the Sun God's actions could reflect the
political position In which

8

Deer's death had left the Mixteca. In

the three years since his murder, the area which he controlled had
been divided among some of his sons. All his children were still
young and none is yet capable of wielding any personal power, so
that the vacuum in leadership created by his death remains unfilled.
As a result, soms of the most important Mixtec tovus and areas are
probably without any strong control. Such a situation might easily
degenerate into internecine warfare if individual leaders were to
attempt to enlarge their separate holdings, and such strife could
also leave the area defence].ess against attacks from outside invaders.
Had the clash between Ii. Jaguar and 1. Wind been allowed to continue,
rather than being brought to a rapid and definitive conclusion by an

1l.

important deity, it might eventually have embroiled other towns or
groups and thus created serious political problems for the entire
region.

The surviving text of the Codex Colombino-Becker ends at this
point. However, the length of the final skin of the manuscript is
now only 66.5 centiutres (Figure i), which is shorter than any

other skin that is known to be complete. In order to maintain the
unused reverse side of the codex as an outer cover, any additional
pages that followed Becker 16 must have been in pairs, although it is
not necessary to postulate that all øuch pages be completely covered
with pictorial scenes. Many of the surviving Mixtec codices end
with one or more unpainted pages, the text having been completed before the end of the final skin was reached.
Since the concluding pages of the Colombino-Becker depict the
political history of i Wind, an examination of the information
recorded for him in the Codex Bodley may assist in estimating what
has been lost following Becker 16. It is already obvious, however,
that Wind's life is treated much more succinctly in the ColombinoBecker than in the Bodley, and that the focus of interest is upon
his murder of 8 Deer and the conflict with ii. Jaguar which may have
developed from that death. In addition, it is also necessary to
consider that the extant text of the Colombino-Becker does not contain
any genealogical information for 8 Deer or his relatives, which Indicates that no such data would have been given for I Wind.
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The Bodley (34 -31) text has recorded in some detail the events
surrounding Ii. Wind's nose perforation and his return to 'Fire-Serent',
in the Year 5 Reed when he was 27 years of age. Following these, the
artist depicts three events from future years, then resumes the
chronological history with a final event for the Year 3 Reed and.
continues on in a normal sequential manner for the remaining scenes
shown for his. This interpolation of future incidents into the text
suggests that they share a direct relationship with the sequence of
events set in motion by his nose piercing.

The first of these interpolated events (Bodley 31-uI-ui),
occurring in the Year 4 Flint when 14. Wind is 28 years old, depicts
the special ceremony by which he becomes ruler of 'Flint', and has
already been discussed. The second. occurs in the Year 7 Reed when 11.
Wind is 31 years of age (Bodley 31-32-IV), and. consists of his meeting
10 Rain and then sacrificing blood from his ear. The third event
falls in the Year 11 Reed, by which time 14. Wind has already attained
the age of 35 years (Bod.ley 32-Iv-v). He is pictured capturing aman
named 14. Snake and. conquering a locality represented by a curved hill

with a red top and a

• Four other place signs are shown fol-

lowing the conquered site, but none contains a conquest arrow, and
consequently they may represent other sites that passed under 14. Wind's
control following his defeat of 14. Snake.
The Bodley text then reverts to its normal chronological sequence
and depicts offerings that 14. Wind presents in successive years to a

series of deities, each on his or her name-day, beginning in the
Year 3 Reed. His first presentation, in that year, is to the goddess
9 Grass (Bodley 32-V). In the following Year l. Flint, when he is

28 years old, the offering is to 7 Flower (Bod.ley 32-31-v). In the
Year 5 House, when he becomes 29 years of age, he gives offerings to
13 Movement (Bodley 31-v). The numerical date of the next presentation has been destroyed, but it takes place in a year named. Rabbit
(Bodley 30-V), probably the Year 6 Rabbit when he is 30 years old;
the deity visited is 9 Reed.
Also in this Year 6 Rabbit, on the Day 2 Flower, a small offering
is shown before a building, but neither II. Wind nor a deity is pictxLred
(Bodley 30-V). On the succeeding Day 3 Alligator (Bodley 30-29-V),
the date that immediately precedes Wind's own name-day, he is shown
visiting

the site of 'Flint', which he presumably already rules.

However, 10 Rain is depicted seated in the building attached to this
place sign, receiving

the offerings which Ii. Wind is presenting to

him and to two men named 6 Death • The implication of this scene
seems

to be that 1 Wind is now completing the series of presentations

which he wai required to make before he could finally be accepted as
ruler of 'Flint'.
The

latter two of the Interpolated scenes already described

both fall fol1oIng this scene at 'Flint'. The first occurs in the
next Year

7 Flint

and also involves

10 Rain; the second, showing 1i

jfl5 only known conquest, takes place four years later. The
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remainder of the data given in the Bodley concerning 14. Wind, are
genealogical. His death Is recorded as occurring in the Year 7
Flint (Bodley 28-li), at which time he would have attained the
advanced age of 72 years.
It is very difficult to estimate how much of the information
recorded in the Bod.ley might also have been shown in the ColombinoBecker, for it is also possible that this latter manuscript might
have contained additional events that are not included i any other
codex. Since the Colombino-Becker text would probably depict only
those events in 14. Wind's life that were of a more widespread. political
interest, not all the scenes pictured In the Bodley would necessarily
be Included.. Whether his death would be shown seems questionable,
although it would appear to be a useful. manner of rounding off the
text and bringing it to a conclusion. Even when an allowance is
made for unique data that might appear only in the Colombino-Becker,
the pertinent information relating to 14. WInd hardly seems sufficient
to fill more than two additional pages.
Approximately three centimetres are now lost from the right mid
of Becker 16, and the skin of which it is a part is only 66. centimetres long (Figure 15). While this skin might perhaps be complete,
it is about 9 centimetres shorter than the average length of the
three complete skins that imeediately precede it. For the remainder
of page 16, and two additional pages, only some 53 centimetres of
skin would be needed; any material in excess of this would form other

additional pages. For example, a skin about 78 centimetres long
would complete page 16 and comprise three full pages, aDd although
the obverse face of the third page would then form the back cover
of the codex, this would be satisfactory if the page were left unpainted (Troike 1971: 2 03).

However, a skin of greater or lesser

length than 78 centimetres would result in the document ending with
a fragmentary page. In preference to this, and also perhaps to avoid
wasting an excessive amount of unused skin by leaving a number of
blank pages, the manuscript might have been cut at a convenient out side
fold. following the conclusion of the pictorial text.
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CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY AND CONCIAJSIONS

In this study I have attempted to interpret the history of
the Mixteca as it is recorded in the pictorial text of the Codex
Colombino-Becker. Because it Is clear that the various surviving
Mirtec documents each presents a different version of that history -versions that are sometimes cnpliinentary and other times contradictory -- I have eonfined my study almost exclusively to this one
single manuscript. In this way I have hoped to recover, as accurate].,y and in as much detail as possible, the particular tradition of
M.Ixtec history recorded in the Colombino-Becker.
As a background for this history, I have traced the appearances
of the codex as far back in time as is now possible, and have
surveyed the interpretations of earlier scholars concerning the
pictorial text. All the early references very explicitly connected
both the Colombino and the Becker with the Mixteca, and this relationship was specified when the lithograph of each manuscript was
issued. in

1892

and

1891,

respectively. Despite this, a spurious

Zapotec origin was attributed to them late in the nineteenth century,
and this erroneous ascription confused research until it was
eventually corrected by Alfonso Caso in

1928.

During the nineteenth century scholars considered that most
Mixtec codices depicted ritual events, but very early in the twentieth

century their true historical nature was discovered.. By 1912 James
Cooper Clark was able to interpret the Colombino as an historical
document, and to trace 8 Deer's life through it and through several
other Mixte manuscripts, although he considered all these cod.lces
to be Zapotec. Caso soon clarified that these documents could not
be Zapotec, but an additional 20 years alapsed before he was able
to demonstrate conclusively that they were Mixtec. In firmly
establishing, by his numerous studies, that these manuscripts
represented the histories and genealogies of the Mixtecs, Caso
essentially created and defined. the field of I4ixtec codex research.
I have been able to draw upon his works, and upon those of other
scholars concerned with Mixtec cod.ices and Isoamerican ethnohistory,
as well as my own research, in writing the present study.
Because the Colombino-Becker is now fragmented into a number of
parts, it has been necessary for me to give close attention to the
physical dimensions of its extant pieces, since these contain the
basic clues to the form of the unbroken codex. No interpretation of
the text can be attempted. until these extant portions have been
restored to their correct sequence, for unless all the fragments are
replaced in the one relationship which exactly duplicates that of
the original undivided manuscript, the sequence of the events in the
text will not be correct, and the interpretation of the paintings

cannot help but suffer.
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In order to obtain the most accurate possible information
concerning the physical form of the surviving fragments, I made
careful examinations of the original manuscripts in Mexico and
Vienna (Troike l969a

1970a).

I also analysed the operation of the

internal structure within which the pictorial text was painted, for
this structure demonstrates certain regularities that must not be
violated by any reconstruction scheme proposed for the franents
(Troike

1971).

These physical and structural data have not previou8ly received

adequate recognition, yet they govern all interrelationships among
the extant fragments. No direct connexion can be proposed for any
two fragments unless both these crucial factors permit It; if such a
postulated relationship violates either factor, the proposition is
discredited. When direct connexions are not possible between any
two pieces of the manuscript, the structural evidence will reveal
the minimum number of pages that must be missing between them, while
physical evidence derived from the lengths of the skins in use in
each fragment may furnish a clue to the actual number of lost pages.
By the use of these approaches, I have demonstrated in this study
that the seven extant fragments of the Colombino-Becker can be co±ined
into three strips or sections • Colombino Fragments I and III, comprising Colomblno 1-15 and 17-19, are rejoined to form Section I.
Colombino Fragment IV and Becker Fragment 1, containing Coloinbino

20_2 11. and Becker l-l1.A, are joined together in Section II. In Section
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III, Becker Fragment 2, Colombino Fragment 11, and Becker Fragment

3 are all united, including Becker 5a-].li, Colombino 16-l6A, and.
Becker

15-16. The rejoined forms of these three sections, showing

the outline of each page, were given in Figure 13.
Additional parts of the original manuscript are still lost
preceding Section I and following Section III, and between Sections
I and II, and II and III. I have estimated that four pages originaliy preceded Section I. At least another six pages were probably
found between Section I and II, while between Sections II and III
perhaps only two pages are gone. Following Section III the original
codex may have concluded with only two pages of pictorial text, although additional blink pages may also have followed.
In the surviving Colombino-Becker there are now IiO extant
pages, while my estimates of the lost parts of the manuscript total
some 11l pages • I would therefore postulate that the original undivided Colombino-Becker text contained not less than 51i pages.
It may well have contained more pages than this, of course,
since the surviving text often show-s events in considerably more
detail than other manuscripts, and in addition contains a large anount
of information not found in any other known codex. However, since
the nature and quantity of the information lost from the original
codex can only be estimated on the basis of scenes found in other
texts, there is no way to allow for events that might have been
treated more extensively in the Colombino-Becker, nor for those that
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were unique to it. My estimates of the actual number of lost pages
are based upon such factors as the operation of the internal structure
of the codex, the lengths of the skins in use In the fragments concerned, the scenes shown in other cod.ices, and the treatment accorded similar information in the surviving parts of the Colombino-Becker.
My reconstruction of the Colombino-Becker differs almost totally
from that suggested by Caso (1966: 16, figure following 13), except
in the joining together of Colombino Fragments I and III. Caso
postulated an Interruption in Colombino Fragment IV after page 21,
followed by one or two lost pages and. then Becker Fragment 1, wIth
the end of this Becker piece being directly attached to the beginning
of Colombino 22. He then proposed that after Colombino Fragment IV,
one lost page intervened before Becker Fragment 2, and another such
missing page before Becker Fragment

3.

Colombino Fragment II was

not placed, although he suggested several different possible locations
for it (Caao 1966: 12, 16, 17, ii.).
As I have shown in this study, most of Caso's proposed sequences
are neither physically nor structurally possible. There Is no break
in the leather of Colombino Fragment IV between its pages 21 and. ,
so page 21 cannot be followed by lost pages or by Becker Fragment 1.
Nor can the end of this Becker fragment be attached to Colombino 22,
not only because there is no interruption In the Colombino but also
because the Becker piece ends with the fragmentary page 1i.A that must
form the beginning of the page that follows it. Caso was correct,

however,

in postulating the loss of only a single page between

Becker Fragments 2 and 3; and although he apparently never fully
realised that this page should be Colombino Fragnent II, this position was one of the possible placements he suggested for that piece.
CBSO'S (1966 : 16, 36) problems in determining the sequence of

the Colombino-Becker fragments seem to have arisen in part frotu his
desire

that its scenes be read in a sequence similar to those of the

Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'. However, as I have pointed out in the
course of this st1.y, the texts of these two cod.lces often deviate
significantly, and their emphases are also frequently different.
This is likewise

true of the relevant information in other codices

such as the Bodley and. Selden. The correct form of the ColombinoBecker can only be re-created

by utilising all its physical and

structural data to determine the original sequence of its extant
frants. Only after this may the order of its scenes be compared
with those of other manuscripts.
Variation in the contents of the Nixtec codices should be
expected, because each document was painted by different persons,
at different times and. places, and for different reasons. The
material presented in any one text is

the appropriate tradition as

it was understood by a certain artist or
particular place at a specific time

oup of artists in a

• The differences found among

these manuscripts in the importance given to certain persons or
localities, and even the variations in more explicit information
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such as names, dates, or the sequence of events, can all contribute
towards indicating the area in which the codex originated and. the
purposes for which it was painted.
Since each manuscript may be expected to reveal a different
but internally consistent view of a segment of Mixtec history, each
document needs to be studied separately to recover the particular
tradition it represents. When this has been done for all the surviving texts, a series of histories of the Mixteca will then be
available • These may be compared and contrasted in order to obtain
the greatest amount of information while simultaneously compensating
for the biases of the individual texts. The present work on the
Codex Colontbino-Becker was undertaken as one of the studies needed
for the ultimate achievement of this goal.
The study of the Colombino-Becker presents certain unique
difficulties because its surviving text is now fragmented. Into
seven pieces, a problem that has no parallel among other Mesoamerican manuscripts, and one which has not been discussed previously in
the literature. A document may become divided through weaknesses
in its own physical construction, or by being deliberately cut.
Both have apparently occurred in the Colombino-Becker. My examination of the original fragments shows that the folds between the
pages, and the joints between the skins, are both potential places
of separation. Sufficient use of the manuscript might result in a
thin skin tearing through at a fold, while the sewn reinforcement
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of aU but one of the original joints between the skins would not
have been necessary unless the glue was falling to hold the pieces
together. The deterioration of this gluing medium might have allowed
the text to separate independently of the amount of use the manuscript actu*lly received.
Al]. the fragments are fully painted across their entire obverse
surface except for the partial page l7a (see Figures 5 and. 8), which
is unpainted as the underlying skin of a lapped joint would be. When
the fragments are rejoined. in their respective three sections, only
this unpainted page l7a is covered by the end of another piece
(Colombino Fragment

I), while all other connected fragments abutt

together directly and without any overlap. It is clear that Colombino Fragments I

and III separated because of the failure of the

joint between them. It seems probable that joint failure may have
caused the loss of the skin that preceded the beginning of Colombino Fragment I; and possibly also of those skins that were between
Colofnbino Fragments III and IV, and. at the end of Becker Fragment 1.
It is also possible that Colombino Fragment IV became separated
from Becker Fragment 1, and. Becker Fragment 2 from Colombino Fragment II, due to the manuscript breaking at a fold.
There are,

however, two separations hlch apparently could not

have resulted from any physical failure in the original manuscript:
at the beginning of Becker Fragment 2, and between Colombino Fragment
II and Becker Fragment 3. Both divisions occur within the body of a
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page, so that no fold is involved. The skin at the start of Becker
Fragment 2 appears to be too short to be complete, while between the
directly continuous pages of Colombino Fragment II and. Becker Fragment 3 there is no unpainted area at which the skins could have been
lapped for joining. Both cases therefore apparently represent a
deliberate cutting of the codex.
Colombino Fragment II, which originally occurred between Becker
Fragments 2 and 3, contains the important scene of I Wind watching
the murder of 8 Deer. If the right end of this fragment has been
intentionally cut to separate it from Becker Fragment 3, it seems
possible that the left end might also have been similarly cut; however, as just mentioned, in this latter case the break with Becker
Fragment 2 occurs along a fold and so cannot now be differentiated
from an accidental separation. It could. therefore be possible that
someone deliberately removed this murder scene from the codex. This
might have been done because the individual could read the pictorial
text and. so understood the Importance of this scene; or if he did
not comprehend the painted text, he might merely have intended to
eliminate from the manuscript the depiction of a human death. But
although Fragment II was completely detached from Its proper place
in the original manuscript, it was not destroyed, arid, it was apparently even kept with the remainder of the codex. Despite having been
taken from the Becker portion of the document, it ultimately survived
with the Colombino fragments, indicating that the Colombino and Becker

.i6
pieces were still together at the time the fragment was removed
from the text.
The approximately l . pages which I have postulated are now
lost from the codex, are similar in number to the 16 extant pages
of the Becker, and when the 2 pages of the Colombino are also
considered, these seems some possibility that the original text
might have been divided into three large parts. Since the Colombino
and Becker re-appeared independently of one another, they apparently
survived in separate hands, and. it might be possible that the remaining pieces of the original manuscript were in the possession of still
another owner.
Fragmentation is not the only mutilation suffered by the Colom-

bino-Becker fragments, however, for portions of their pictorial text
have also been intentionally damaged and even in some cases totally
obliterated • Almost all the recognisable animal and non-human
heads shown in names, dates, clothing, and place signs have been
affected, and there is also sporadic damage to non-representational
designs such as fretted panels or the numbering circles associated
with names and dates. Since this destruction is found equally in
the Colombino and Becker, it must have been done before the original
manuscript was divided. The person making these erasures does not
seem to have been able to read the pictorial text, for no consistent
effort is made to destroy any one particular type of information.

l7

Despite the patterned erasure of animal heads in the manuscript,
four place signs showing a bird and a hill were left almost intact;
the largest of these Is also glossed in Mixtec with the name of tke
important town of Tututepec, whose name means 'Bird Hill' (ni.th

1963: 277).

These acts appear to be an attempt to associate the

pictorial text of the codex with Tututepec, and point towards a
close relationship between this town and the person who destroyed the
pictorial elements in the text • The erasure of the other animal
heads found in the codex seems intended to ensure that the manuscript
would not be connected with any other Mixtec towns, some of which are
also named for animals. The less systematic erasures of nonrepresentational objects may merely be intended to distract attention
from the more purposeful destruction of the animal beads.
The glosses on the Colombino-. Becker have been discussed by Mary
Elizabeth nith (1963; 1966; 1973: 13-l 1 ) in considerable detail.
The earlier glosses appear on scattered place signs in both the

Colombino and Becker, and must have been made before the original
manuscript was fragmented. Some of these were written In areas
where the painted design had already been obliterated, Indicating

that the destruction of the pictorial text preceded the first glossing. Despite these erasures, sufficient clues apparently still remained to enable a knowledgeable Interpreter of the place signs to
identify and name some of the localities shown In the manuscript.
The more numerous glosses on the Colombino were added after it had
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become separated from the other parts of the manuscript, and consist
principally of the boundaries of towns that were formerly under the
influence of Tututepec. These glosses were the crucial factor that
enabled ith (19 63; 1966 ) to Identify the Colombino as the document
presented by Tututepec in a land litigation case in 1717.
Despite the damage done to the pictorial text of the ColombinoBecker by the many erasures, some of this painted information may
still be recovered

by a close attention to detail. This is possible

because certain elements in the codex are characterised by a consistent
form, so that the survival of only a small part of a design enables
the original object to be identified. From the surviving lower jaws
of destroyed animal-head helmetB I have been able to determine what
animal was originally depicted; and because each particular type a

animal helmet is regularly associated with a specific individual, I
have

succeeded in identifying some figures that could not otherwise

be identified (Trolke 4.a). This type of identification has been
particularly useful in interpreting the text of the ColombinoBecker, for in addition to many of the nsmes being destroyed, under
certain conditions the artists also intentionally omitted. the names
of some figures but depicted them wearing their characteristic
animal-head helmets.

The consistent use of certain design elements is maintained in
the Colombino-Becker even though the extant manuscript was painted
by at least five different artists. I have previously analysed
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some of the characteristics of the three styles in which the
ma)ority of the human figures in the codex are depicted (Troike
1970b); two additional styles of lesser importance are noted in
the present work. Certain items of apparel shown on the human
figures may vary with each painter, while others remain consistent
in the work of all the artists. These differences supply useful
clues in determining which elements were essential for the native
comprehension of the pictorial text, but in all cases they
aunt be established separately for each codex before useful compariSons may be made among the surviving manuscripts.
While the historical nature of the contents of the ColombinoBecker was firmly established by Clark's (1912) analysis of the
Colonibino, the present study has for the first time clearly revealed
the continuous narrative quality of the entire text • Far from be Ing concerned only with isolated activities or even with short
successions of occurrences, the Colombino-Becker instead records
long sequences of events all directed towards a single goal and
composed of closely related scenes extending over a number of
pages. Further, these lengthy series of events occur within a
broader narrative context from which they derive their actual meaning but which is itself largely unexpreesed in the pictorial content
of the manuscript. This wider context must be inferred from the
events depicted in the codex, and most of it is analysed and explained here for the first time.
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The events leading to 8 Deer's nose perforation ceremony may
be cited as an example of the continuity of the Colombino-Becker
pictorial data and the importance of understanding its context. Some
20 scenes, occupying most of six consecutive pages, are devoted to
explaining in great detail his difficulties and eventual success in
achieving this very important rite. The broader context is nowhere
depicted, however, but must be understood in order for his activities
to become meaningful: 8 Deer's older half-brother 12 Movement, the
ruler of Tilantongo, has reached the age of 52 years without having
sired a child to be his heir, and 8 Deer must now have his nose
pierced in order to acquire a status that will help to make him acceptable as 12 Movement's co-ruler and eventual successor.
The text of the Colambino-Becker is a narrative history, in the
fullest sense of that phrase. The entire 40 extant pages are
essentially concerned with only three different sets of related
events, two of these centring on 8 Deer and the third on II. Wind.
The first of these sets includes the first eight surviving pages af
the mauue'ipt and shows, over a span of six years, the occurrences
that led to 8 Deer becoming ruler of Tututepec. The second set,
which is also concerned with 8 Deer, now comprises 27 of the extant
pages of the text, but in the original unfraginented codex it would
have included an even greater number, for this text Is interrupted
twice by pages now lost from the manuscript. The pictured events
span 8 Deer's life from his thirty-fourth through his fortieth
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years, and show his intense striving towards his goal of attaining
power in the Mixteca, and his ultimate achievement of that objective.
The third set of events includes the final five pages now found in
the text and is focused. upon 14. Wind, depicting his murder of 8 Deer
and how this influenced, his later attainments.
The knowledge that the text of the Colombino-Becker is a
continuous narrative is of assistance in interpreting even those
scenes which are not now Individually comprehensible. Because these
can be seen within the context of other events, there is a greater

possibility of discovering a part of their function and. of obtaining
clues to their general meaning.
A clear example of the a.a.rrative quality of the Colonibino-Becker
is shown In the concentration of some 19 extant pages of scenes upon
a short period of only three years in 8 Deer's life. Beginning in
the Year 7 Rouse when he is 311. years of age and continuing until the
Year

9 Reed when he is 36 years old, virtually half the surviving

codex is occupied with showing the difficulties he has to overcome
to secure his nose perforation, his becoming co-ruler of Tilantongo
wIth 12 )bvement, the peregrinations and conquests he makes after
becoming co-ruler, and the difficult journey he and his companions
undertake in order to visit the Sun God. The number of pages devoted
to these three years was even greater before the original manuscript
was divided, for both places where the text Is now interrupted occir
during this short time span. All the activities of this period are
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chronicled in a perfectly straightforward and sequential fashion,
each scene forming a link between the previous event and. the one
which follows, and the whole comprising a linear historical account.
The text of the Colonibino-Becker is basically an account of
the major political events in

8

Deer's rise to power in the Nix-teca.

It records only his public activities that are directly connected
with his achievement of that goal. The events which followed after
his consolidation of authority, and all his private life including
his marriages and children, are omitted from the manuscript, for
they are not pertinent to his obtaining power.

8

Deer achieved his

goal when he was 11.0 years old, and the first 35 pages of the extant
Colombino-Becker are devoted to showing how he did so. After that,
his life and. activities are no longer relevant to the purposes for
which the codex was painted, and the final five surviving pages
depict how
8

11.

Wind killed him and destroyed the centralised control

Deer had created.
Having determined that the text of the Colombino-Becker is a

narrative history depicting the political events of

8

Deer's rise

to power, and. having discovered that these activities can be understood only within the larger context from which they originally
derived their meaning, have enabled me to integrate much of the
material in the codex into a more coherent form than has been

achieved previously. Because of this, the interpretations which I
have made in this study often differ from those of Caso

(1966),
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Karl A. Nowotziy (1961), and other earlier scholars. In most cases
these differences do not stem from the individual scenes themselves
but rather from the added context within which I have now been able
to place them, for this often gives an entirely different meaning to
an event from that which it might have if analysed without that
context • For these reasons I have not attempted to indicate In my
text how my discussion of a particular scene corresponds to the views
of other scholars, but Instead have compared the total context of
my interpretation with other interpretations of that context.

My conclusions concerning the pictorial text of the ColombinoBecker cannot be discussed apart from my Interpretations of the
events depicted in the manuscript. These factors may best be expressed by presenting here a sumnry of the history recorded in the
codex, placing all Its activities within the broader context I have
been able to determine for them.
The events pictured for

8 Deer

in the surviving fragments of

the Colomblno-Becker are all connected with his political history,
but his rise to power took place within a context of genealogical
relationships that are fundamental to any understanding of the text.

Hia own position by birth In his father's families Is of crucial
Importance, and it is quite possible that the lost first pages of
the original manuscript opened by showing the two marriages of his
father Alligator and the children born of each union.
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5 Alligator's first wife was 9 Eagle, and their first child.
was a son named 12 Movement • Two years after his birth there was a
daughter 6 Lizard, and then one or two additional sons. Some 17
or 18 years later 5 Alligator married again, this time to 11 Water,
who already had a son 8 Flower from a previous marriage. 8 Deer
was born to the couple two years after their marriage. The following year a daughter 9 Monkey was born, three years later another
son 9 Flower, and still later another daughter.
By the l4ixtec custom of priinogeniture, 5 Alligator's heir would
be his first son 12 Movement, who would succeed his father as ruler
of the very important town of Tilantongo. But 12 Movement himself
was never to marry or sire a child to be his own heir, and. his
failure to do so created the situation that precipitated most of the
events pictured in the Colombino-Becker for 8 Deer.
The beginning of the sequential activities

shown in the missing

first pages of the Colombino-Becker might have corresponded to some
of those in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9c:

143_11.1I. ), where 8

Deer is depicted making several conquests when still a child only
eight years in age. Since 12 Movement was then 26 years old, It
seems more probable to me that these achievements should be credited
to him. Rowever, this situation illustrates a problem encountered
to some degree in all the historical accounts preserved in the MIxtec
codices: the enhancing of one individual's status by attributing to
him the activities or successes that were probably accomplished by
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another person, while simultaneously shielding him from b1ane for
his own failures or mistakes. In this Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
instance, the change of emphasis from 12 Movement to

8 Deer

results

in the anomaly of a child-warrior, but in many other circumstances
the shift is more subtle and much more difficult to detect.
There Is a clearly observable tendency in the Colombino-Becker
for

8 Deer's

status to be inflated at the particular expense of 12

Movement. Although this ..lso occurs in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse',
this latter codex more frequently shows 12 Movement and

8 Deer

acting

together in events for which the Colombino-Becker pictures only

8

Deer • Since 12 Movement was, during his lifet line, probably of
considerably greater Importance than

8 Deer,

the Zouche-.Nuttall 'Re-

verse' account helps to maintain a more balanced perspective of the
actual relationships between the two men.
The first pictorial data to have survived in the ColombinoBecker concern the events leading to
tepec. These begin in the Year
and end in the Year

8 Rouse

8 Deer's

3 Flint

taking control of Tutu-

when he is 17 years of age

when he has reached the age of 22 years.

Events are shown in the Colombino-Becker for all these six years cept that of the Year
death of

5 Alligator

5 Rabbit,

although the Bodley (8-v) dates the

as occurring at that time. His death is of

great iisportance, for with it 12 Movement would, have succeeded to the
control of Tilantongo. The fact that

8 Deer's

to his father's death could indicate that

activities begin prior

5 Alligator's

health

gradually declined during the last few years of his life.
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8 Deer's taking control of Tututepec appears to depend upon
his first establishing good relations with 6 Monkey, or more
probably with the line of descent which she represents, for through
her father she is a direct descendant of

9 Wind,

an early ruler of

Tilantongo (Bodley 34--6-III). She Is also now the Bole survivor
of her iediate family, her three brothers having been sacrificed
(S.lden

7-rt-6-i).

The first extant scene In the Colombino (i-Ill)

depicts 8 Deer meeting 1 Rabbit and her husband 10 Flower;
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Rabbit Is the sister of 10 Eagle, 6 Monkey's father (Bodley 6-v-Iv).
In the following year, 8 Deer, now 18 years old, Is depicted
with a personage who is probably a deity. On the Day 6 Snake of the
Year Rouse, he plays the bafl game against an individual whose
name in

the Coloinbino (2-1-Il) ii 1 Death, and, subsequently he

assists this deity in two conquests that are probably symbolic rather
than actual warfare • This sets a pattern that Is to recur repeatedly
during 8 Deer's life: he Is portrayed as having both the confidence
and the ability to succeed in overccuing the obstacles created by
important persons and even gods, in order to achieve his own goals.

By daring not only to oppose this deity in the ball game, but also
apparently doing so successfully, and then assisting him in two
attacks as though they were equals, 8 Deer is shown as capable of
dealing wIth gods and therefore as a person of unusual abilities
and powers.
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The Day 6 Snake, on which 8 Deer plays this ball game, falls
just two days before his name-day. There is some indication In
the Codex Bodley that rites honouring deities are held, on their
name-days, while those for humans may occur on the day immediately
prior to the name-day. The Day 7 Death &irectly precedes 8 Deer's
name-day, but If It should be considered unpropitious, the next
preceding date Is the Day
Becker that this Day

6

6

Snake. It Is clear In the Colombino-

Snake has an important ritual significance

to 8 Deer, for he utilises It several times for events which are
very Important in his political career.

8 Deer then participates In another ritual (Colombino 2-3-I)
in which he is shown seated ahead of his other Important male
siblings: his paternal half-brother 12 Movement, his younger brother

9 Flower, and his maternal half-brother 8 Flower. 8 Deer's position
at the front of this group, if it is not a matter of inflating his
status, would indicate that the ceremony principally concerned him,
while 12 lskvement's presence would show that he was supporting 8
Deer's role.
After omitting the Year Rabbit of Alligator's death, the
text of the Colombino-Becker then shows that on the important Day 6
Snake of the Year 6 Reed, when 8 Deer would be 20 'ears of age, the
sequence of events begins which will lead directly to his taking
control of Tututepec. It is doubtless significant that 8 Deer does
not choose a member of his own family to be his major assistant in
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these rites, but rather a man named Rain 'Smoking Mountain',
whose genealogical descent is not known. However, there may have
been extenuating circumstances that prevented any of this three
major siblings from aiding him. 12 Movement had become ruler of
Tilantongo the previous year, and this position of eminence could
well make it unsuitable for him to serve as an assistant to

8 Deerts

younger brother

9 Flower

8 Deer.

was only 16 years old and might be

considered too young for these duties; while his maternal half-brother

8 Flower
to

probably could not participate because he was not related

8 Deer

by paternal áescent.

These events begin at the 'Skull Temple' of the goddess
Grass.

8 Deer

9

displays a number of symbols before this goddess

(Colombino 3_1ii), and these will be carried on his peregrination
to Tututepec and exhibited at that site when he assumes control of
it. Some of these symbols will appear again in the Colombino-Becker
at other important occasions during his life. These symbols appear
to represent his rights or powers, for they do not change as he
becomes a more important person in the Mixteca, suggesting that they
are connected with him personally and not with the position he is
filling or the status he has achieved.

8 Deer

and.

6 Monkey

are shown presenting offerings to three

dead men (Colombino 11._3_II). One of these men will appear later in
the Becker (2-111), defending the Sun God; in this latter depiction
be can clearly be seen to have died by sacrifice, so presumably the
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other two men shown with him in this Colombino scene were also
sacrificial victims. In both the Colombino and the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (19c2: 11.11.-iiii) depictions of this event,

6 Monkey ap-

pears to be more important than 8 Deer.

8 Deer then begins a peregrination, accompanied, by 5 Rain and
the symbols he had 1B:played before the 'Skull Temple', that continues
for the next eight consecutive days (Colombino 3_11._5_6_III). This
peregrination starts on the Day

7 Death and includes his name-day,

ending on the Day 1 Reed. Only one site Is visited each day, and
the signs for the first and last of these eight localities include
a building with a square red altar, probably a temple.
I have suggested that the six sites pictured between these two
temples may represent localities connected with the origin and
ancestry of the Mixtec people. The first of these, visited on the
Day 8 Deer, may be the site of the emergence from tle earth of the

original inhabitants of the area. The second site, drawn as two
peaks, one split open and. the other with a chequered auzwnit, is a
place pictured in the Vindobonenals Obverse and. Bodley In scenes
concerning the early history or mytholor of the Mixtecs. The
other four sites are each depicted with a tree, and since the Mixtec
rulers claimed to have been born from trees near Apoala, these may
be representations of such ancestral trees. Further, since the Mix-

tecs were also said to have divided into four parts to take control
of the region from the prior inhabitants, I have suggested that each
of these four groups might trace its origin back to a separate tree.
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Since 8 Deer is about to take control of Tututepec, the first
site he is known to have ruled., it would be appropriate for him to
visit localities connected with the ancestry of the Mixtecs and
their domination of the area. lie will also visit these same places
again some years later, just before he becomes co-ruler of Thanwith 12 Movement.

tongo

A procession composed of five bearers carrying 8 Deerts symbols,
led by two unburdened figures at the head of the group, is shown In
the Colombino
seven

(6-5-il) advancing towards Thtutepec. None of these

figures Is designated with a name, although one of those lead-

ing the procession must be 8 Deer. This pattern of intentionally
leaving figures without either a calendar or personal name, particularly at Important occasions, is repeated. a number of times In the
Colom.bino-Becker.

In some cases the persona are shown wearing their

characteristic helmets, but in others they are not.

8 Deer's symbols are then pictured (Colombino -ii-i) in front
of and within a large building that stands on a complex place sign
Identified by Smith (1963) as representing the Important coastal
town of Tututepec.

8 Deer

is shown seated In front of this site,

and. facing him is his half-brother 12 Movement, the ruler of Tilaiitongo. Since this scene shows

8 Deer

as the ruler of Tututepec, the

two men are meeting on much more equal political terms than would
have been possible previously.
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In the following two Years 7 Flint and 8 House, when 8 Deer is
respectively 21 and 22 years old, he makes a long series of conquests
(Colombino -I-9-III). No recognisable motive is expressed In the
codex for these attacks, although presumably they would be intende
to solidify his control over Tututepec or its neighbouring area. In
other parts of Msoamerica subservient towns often revolted while a
major town was making the transition fr one ruler to the next, so
that one of the first acts of the new ruler was necessarily that of
reconquering the area over which he was to rule. In the present
case 8 Deer apparently represents an entirely new ruling line at
Tututepec, and, it is possible that some of the places normafly subject
to that town took the opportunity to revolt, prompted either by
opportunism or because they rejected him as an appropriate ruler. It
is also possible that 8 Deer is making new and independent conquests,
thereby enlarging the area over which he held control as the ruler of
Tututepec.
With

these conquests,

the first set of events for 8 Deer in the

Colombino-Becker is concluded. Much of the overall context of these
events Is not yet clear. It is obvious that 8 Deer is striving towards the goal of being made ruler of Tututepec, and that he has to
overcome obstacles and. perform ceremonies to attain this end.. At

least a part of his effort Is devoted to meetings with 6 Monkey
and a representative of her family, 1 Rabbit, her father's sister.
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8 Deer

is only 17 years of age when he begins these activities,

and probably the most crucial of the piepsratciy events is the ball
game he plays when he is 18 years old against an individual who is
probably a deity. It is possible that his whole future pivoted on
the outcome of this game, as was to happen again many years later
when he was becoming co-ruler of Tilautongo. But having successfully
overcome the obstacles and performed the rituals,

8 Deer

then

received the support of his male siblings, including 12 Movement,
in an

important ceremony that might have recognised his future claim

to Tututepec.
All these events took place in the two years preceding his
father's death, and could indicate that he was not to obtain his
new position until 5 Alligator bad died. This occurs during
nineteenth

8 Deer's

year, and when he is 20 years old the final ceremonies

are carried out for his taking control of Tututepec. With the
completion of these rites,

8 Deer

acquired an official status as

the ruler of an important town. He would then no longer be simply
a private individual

of high rank, but rather one who occupied a

position of authority that carried certain rightB, privileges, and.
responsibilities. One such aspect of governmental power is the
waging of war, and

8 Deer

making long series

of conquests until he has been confirmed as ruler

is not shown in the extant Colombino-Be&er

of Tututepec, thereby acquiring an official basis for his attacks.
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Following the end of this first Bet of events to be shown for
8 Deer's life in the Colombino-Becker, which concludes when he is
22 years old, the text of the manuscript immediately begins the
depiction of the events of the second set. These start in the Year

7 House when he had, already reached the age of 31$. years, with no
information being recorded in the codex for the intervening time
interval.
The very important events that now take place in the Year 7
House do not occur, in my hypothesis, because of 8 Deer himself or
any of his previous activities, but rather derive entirely from the
life of his older half-brother 12 Movement • 12 Movement had been
born in a Year 7 House and therefore is now completing a full cycle
of years with the celebration of his fifty-second birthday. In an
era when the life span was probably short, for an important ruler
to complete a cycle of 52 years and mark the return of the year of
his birth, must have been relatively unusual and a momentous occasion
for those few individuals who achieved it, and an event to be
celebrated with appropriate ceremonies.
Not only is this year important in 12 Movement's personal life,
but it would also be a very symbolic occasion to specify who is to
become the future ruler of Tilantongo, which 12 Movement has ruled
since inheriting it upon 5 Alligator's death 15 years before. 12
Movement has never married and has no child to be his heir, so the
problem of the succession to him needs to be clarified. The situm-
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tion is complicated by there being two family groups directly
descended from 5 Alligator, one by each of his two marriages. Of
the first marriage there is no other surviving son than 12 Movement,
but a dauiter 6 Lizard has married 11 Wind, ruler of 'Red. and
White Bundle', and had borne him two sons named 10 Dog and 6 House,
and a daugbter. Other than 12 Movement himself, 6 Lizard's two
sons are now the only male Issue of 5 Alligator's first marriage.
Of his second marriage there are two sons, 8 Deer and his younger
brother 9 Plower, neither of whom has yet married.
It Is 8 Deer whom 12 Movement chooses to be his heir. 8 Deer,
having controlled Tututepec for 111. years, should already be an
experienced administrator, and he had proved himself a warrior by
the conquests be had made. His ability to cope effectively with
deities was demonstrated before he became ruler of Tututepec. However, he is descended from 5 AllIgator's second marriage, and there
may well have been some question concerning the propriety of a son
of a second marriage Inheriting a locality of such great prestige
as Tilantongo. It was thus apparently very desirable -- and perhaps
essential -- for 8 Deer to have his nose perforated in order to
increase his status and so become acceptable as 12 Movement's heir.
The performance of

the nose

piercing rite seems to have been

totally under the control of Ii. Jaguar, and consequently it is to him
that 8 Deer must address his request. In the Colombino-Becker the
impetus for this ceremony 1* shown as originating with 1 Jaguar, hi a
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representative being pictured travelling to meet 8 Deer's embassy
(Colonabino 9-111), but my analysis of the events themselves indicates
that it was actually 8 Deer who took the initiative. The presenta-.
tion in the Colombino is doubtless intended to increase 8 Deer's
status by making it appear as though 14. Jaguar had decided to honour
8 Deer.
8 Deer selected the humpback 10 Wind to be his representative
in requesting the nose perforation ceremony from 14. Jaguar. I have
suggested that men with this physical deformity may have been
considered to have unusual powers, for such individuals appear in
the penultimate group shown later in the Becker (2-li-ill) defending
the Sun God, where I have proposed they are ranged in an increasingly
supernatural sequence. If so, 8 Deer would then have elected to
send to

14

Jaguar a man whose very physical appearance suggested the

supernatural.
10 Wind, has to fulfil several purification rites before finally
being allowed to meet 1 Jaguar (Colombino 10-ill-li), but the latter
rejects his request. 8 Deer then appoints a second man to accompany
10 Wind back to 14. Jaguar; this second man has to undergo the same
cleanling rites

that 10 Wind, had done, before the two of them could

meet Ii. Jaguar (Colombino 9-11-I), only to have this second request
also rejected. Such rituals preceding an audience are not depicted
elsewhere in the Mixtec codices, and had 14. Jaguar actually sent for
8 Deer's representatives as the Colombino is painted to suggest, it
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does not seem likely he would have required such rites of them.
That he did. so seems a clear Indication their appearances were unsolicited, and that the impetus for the nose piercing ceremony
consequently lay wIth 8 Deer.
Since it was crucial to 8 Deer to have his nose perforated,
the urgency of the situation forced him to appeal for aid to the
goddess 9 Reed (Colombino 10-I). He is thus shown again as capable
of dealing directly with deities, this time influencing a goddess to
assist him against such an important personage as

14

Jaguar. 14. Jaguar

did not yield his position easily, however, even when confronted by
9 Reed (Colombino 11-12-I), although she is able to force him. to
agree to piay a ball game against 8 Deer to settle the request. 8
Deer's entire future career probably depended upon this game, for if
he lost, 14 Jaguar would never grant him the nose perforation rite he
needed to qualify him to become 12 Movement's heir. The first faceto-face encounter between 8 Deer and 11. Jaguar occurs at this ball
game (Colombino li-Il-Ill), and

8 Deer is apparently the victor in

the game.
8 Deer then visits the goddess 9 Grass at her 'Skull Temple'
(Colombino 12-Ill). Fourteen years earlier, it was from this same
temple that he had begun his final peregrination to take control of
Tututepec, and although he does not now make a peregrination directly
from this site, he does begin one shortly after visiting the goddess.
First, however, it is necessary for him to capture a prisoner (Colom-
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bino 13-111), apparently to serve as an offering when he presents
himself for the nose perforation ceremony.
This accomplished, 8 Deer then sets off on the peregrination,
displaying his symbols and the prisoner (Colombino 13-111._Ill_Il).
These are the same symbols that were first shown many years earlier
at the 'Skull Temple' and then during the peregrination to Tututepec. In the present instance, however, some of these symbols
are drawn on top of the place signs for the localities being visited,
which appears to Indicate that 8 Deer is claiming control over these
sites,

although this might seem more appropriately done after, rather

than before, the nose piercing rite.
In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19C2: i-iiI), 12 Movement Is
shown accompanying 8 Deer on this peregrination. In the ColombinoBecker the calendar and personal names of all individuals except
the prisoner have been intentionally omitted, making identifications

difficult. It would seem likely, however, that 12 Ibvement not only
participated in the events that followed 8 Deer's success in the
ball game, but actually played a major role in them, for he was
intimately concerned

with the goal of securing a future ruler for

Tilantongo towards which all these activities were directed.
In the Colombino (13-li-i), the site at which 8 Deer's nose Is
pierced has been identified by nIth

(19 66 : 160-162; 1973: 70-71)

as Tuliztlähuaca of Jicayn. It is not 11. Jaguar himself who actually

perforates 8 Deer's nose, however, but apparently one of his
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as8lstauts, although 1. Jaguar may be depicted in the Colombino
holding the ornament that is to be inserted Into the nose. This
ceremony takes place on the Day 1 Wind. Several days later, 8
Deer and Ii. Jaguar meet (Coloinbino 13-I), and since this meeting
occurs after the piercing rite, 8 Deer Is able to meet 1 Jaguar
with all the advantages of his new status, as well as probably now
being assured of becoming the heir to Tilantongo. Later, 8 Deer
apparently makes several conquests, assisted by his younger brother
9 Flower (Colombino i1i._i_i).

There are a number of parallels between 8 Deer's actions befcre
he becomes ruler of Tututepec, and those that precede his nose
perforation ritual at Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn. In both cases the
crucial factor appears to have been his playing -- and apparently
winning -- a ball game against a powerful opponent. After both
games B Deer participates in conquests. In both instances he visits
the goddess 9 Grass at her 'Skull Temple'. He makes a peregrination to reach both Tututepec and Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, displaying his symbols during the journey; and although the drawing of the
scene at Tulixtlahuaca of JIcayn is partially destroyed, it appes
that these symbols are probably shown within a building there, just
as they are at Tatutepec. Immediately following the depictions of
both Tututepec and Tulixt].&huaca of Jicayn, 8 Deer Is shown wearing
practically the identical garb and seated in front of the site as he
meets an important individual, his position indicating that he is
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the host for the meeting. After both these meetings he again makes
conquests.
Based on the similar patterns of these two series of events, I
have suggested that

8

Deer gained control of Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn

at the time his nose was perforated there.
After the completion of the nose piercing ceremony and. the meeting and conquests which followed,

8

Deer then begins another pere-

grination which pill take him to Tilantongo. He Is first shown (Colonbino 17-I) kindling fire in a fire-log in front of a building within
which is a large round bag, an object that appears frequently among
displays of his symbols. A fire-log was also among the symbols he
took to Tututepec, but It was not pictured being used there. The
area in front of the present building has been totally erased in the
Colombino, so that it is not now possible to determine whether additiona]. symbols were shown there, although none appear during his
ensuing peregrination.
8

Deer now siakes a journey (Colombino 17-11) that almost exact-

ly duplicates the one he had made 114. years earlier as he travelled
to take control of Tututepec. Five of the same six places which I
have suggested refer to the origin and ancestry of the Mixtecs, are
again visited, the single locality now omitted being the site represented by the split and chequered peaks. This omission may Imply
that this place was of lesser importance than the other five, or that
its connotations did not fit the purposes of the present journey.

8 Deer then performs the rites which are necessary when a new
ruler is not the first son of the previous ruler. The scenes in the
Colombino (15-li) are damaged and retouched, but forms of the ritual
are also depicted in the elden ( tl. -IV, 5-11, 5-Ill, 9-I, 114.-Ill) and
Bod.ley (8-il), and perhaps in an aberrant fashion in the ZoucheNuttall 'Obverse' (19c2: 25-Ill). 8 Deer is actually becoming the
co-ruler of Tilantongo with his half-brother 12 Movement • In the
Colombino (15-Ill, 17-ill), a very badly damaged scene probably
shows only 8 Deer meeting a group of ten. The corresponding event
is one of the most famous in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (19CQ : 53-

iv-68-i), however, occupying almost one-quarter of that codex. In
it, 8 Deer and 12 Movement are depicted at Tilantongo facing a group
of 112 men, some of whom appear to have come from as far away as
Tiaxcala (Nicholson 196Th) to attend the meeting. This meeting occurs on the Day 9 Wind, the sixtieth day after 8 Deer's nose perforation, and the name-day of the Wind God. 8 Deer's more elaborate garb
and more prominent position in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', and the
possible exclusion of 12 Movement from the Colombino-Becker depiction
of this event, may represent attempts to inflate his status at the
expense of 12 Movement.
In the Colotnbino (17-18-Ill), the final scene of this Year 7
House shows 12 Movement, 9 Flower, and 8 Flower meeting 8 Deer.
These three are

8 Deer's

siblings and they have all laid their

weapons in the position indicating peaceful Intent; the meeting ap-

pears to be similar to that of 8 Deer's prior meeting with the 1ae
group of men. The depiction of 9 Flower and 8 Flower as essentially
subordinate to 8 Deer is in all probability true, but this would
definitely not seem to be the case for 12 Movement, and his inclusion
in the group is probably another attempt by the artists of the Colombino-Becker to increase 8 Deer's status beyond that which he had
actually achieved.
All the events shown in the Coloinbino-Becker for the Year 7 use
have stressed 8 Deer's activities: his efforts to obtain the nose
perforation from ii. Jaguar and his eventual success, his conquests
and peregrinations, his meeting the large group of men and subsequently meeting his siblings. Yet these events are neither occurring because of 8 Deer, nor do they derive their importance from him; rather,
they stem entirely from the life of his half-brother 12 Movement.
Tbe time chosen Is the symbolic occasion of 12 Movement reaching the
age of 52 years; the purpose is for him to clarify the inheritance
of power at Tilantongo; and.

the necessity for doing so is due to hi s

failure to marry and beget a child to be his heir. 12 Movement has
selected 8 Deer as his heir in preference to one of his nephews,
the sons of his sister, and he has probably carefully chosen the
time at which he completes a cycle of 52 years as the symbolic moment
to proclaim this heir publicly.
Because of subsequent events, it does not seem too probable that
12 Movement completely relinquished control over Tilantongo and
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allowed

8 Deer

to become its sole ruler. Instead, what seems

intended is a period of co-ru].ership that will last for the remainder
of 12 Movement '8 life, as an intermediate step in the transfer of
power from the older man to the younger. This would seem a very
useful procedure, particularly if there was some opposition to 8
Deer as being unsuitable to rule such an important site as Thantongo, for it would emphasise 32 Movement's support of him. In the
ensuing relationship of the half-brothers, 12 Movement would probably
still consider 8 Deer to be his subordinate in most things pertaining to Thlantongo, while 8 Deer may have had much of the responsibility for the control of the area without necessarily having the concomitant privileges or actual power. As long as 12 Movement was
alive,

he probably would be generally regarded as the 'real' ruler

of Tilantongo, with 8 Deer relegated to a secondary position.
8 Deer might have been opposed as the future ruler of Tilantongo
for another reason that merely being the child of a second marriage.
For the previous

114.

years he has ruled Tututepec, and he could well

have become an important force in the coastal area. He may now also
have acquired hegemony over Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn, where his nose
was perforated. Should he also obtain control of the prestigious
site of Tilantongo, he would. then hold influence over a wide area of
the Mixteca, and there might be fears that he would use such power
to create an 'empire'. This may

well have been 8 Deer's intent, id

the time at which he will be murdered may be chosen in part to prevent

his passing on to a single son the extensive area he had come to
control.
Even though

8 Deer

appears to have been acknowledged as 12

Movement's heir, he would have remained keenly aware of the older
man's two nephews. As long as they were alive, they posed a potential
threat to his future right to rule Tilantongo, for they were the
only other males descended from

5 Alligator's

first marriage. There

are no data in the surviving codices that can be interpreted as
indicating
being 12

that

6 Lizard's

sons ever intended to make a claim to

Movement's heirs. Regardless of this, however, the

potentiality for their

doing so

would always exist, because it was

based upon their own ancestry. But although

8 Deer

may have viewed

these two brothers as a potential threat, he certainly could not
have acted against

them while 12 Movement was living.

The set of events that began with

8 Deer's

attempts to have

his nose pierced, do not end when he has assumed the position of coruler of Tilantongo but instead continue on in an unbroken sequence
in

the following Year

8 Rabbit,

when he becomes 35 years old. On

the Day Is. Wind, 60 days after the date on which he and probably 12
Movement met the large group of men, he is shown in the Colombino
(18-19-111) beginning the peregrination by which his symbols will
be taken

to Tilantongo. Although the latter part of this journey

is now missing

from the Co1onbino-Becker with the loss of the pages

following Colonabino 19, this peregrination may represent his formal

11.14.11.

return to Tilantongo as a person having power there. Just as these
symbols had, previously been taken to Tututepec a to Tu.lixtlahuaca
of Jicayn, so too they must now be brought to Tilantongo.
The peregrination by which this occurs is divided into two
phases. The first phase is shown in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'
(l9c: 69-I-Il) as culminating In a human sacrifice, although this

cannot be confirmed in the Colombino (19-18-11) because of the
destruction of portions of the text. I have suggested that this
part of the journey may occur in an area that is hostile to 8 Deer.
The second phase Is still continuing In

Colombino (18-11-19-I)

at the point where a portion of the codex is now lost. In the ZoixheButtall 'Reverse' (19c2: 70-I-il), this phase end.s with B Deer's
arrival at Tilantongo.
Since in my interpretation the goddess 9 Reed was of crucial

importance to 8 Deer In securing his nose perforation, it would seem
appropriate that he thank her in some way, and this peregrination
may be in part Intended to serve that purpose. However, the goddess
herself does not actually appear during It; instead, in the Colom1.no
(19-I) she may be included in a place sign, and. in the Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' (l9: 69-I) her head Is shown being carried. B Deer may
not only have wanted to thank her for her past assistance, but ala
perhaps to request her future support, for he Is soon to have another
conflict with 14. Jaguar.

14.14.5

Section I of the surviving text of the Coloinbino-Becker, comprising Colonthino Fragments I and III, ends at this point, and the
second meeting of 8 Deer and 14. Jaguar is known only from the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (l9c: 70). The two men have not met since
shortly after 8 Deer's nose was pierced, and since Ii. Jaguar had been
forced to grant 8 Deer that ceremony after having twice refused his
requests for it, it seems possible that 14. Jaguar might well have
desired to attempt some form of retaliation, either actual or symbolic.
In their prior ball game, 8 Deer had been the challenger and the me
had been held at a site apparently under

14.

Jaguar's control; now

14.

Jaguar may be the challenger and the conflict takes place at Thantongo, which has come under 8 Deer's co-rulership. The Day 9 Snake
of their combat is the same date as that on which B Deer had, the
preceding year, requested the goddess 9 Reed to aid him against 14.
Jaguar. The actual outcome of the battle between the two men is
not depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', but 32 days later
they are both shown peacefully making offerings at a small temple.
Since they subsequently undertake the trip to the Sun God together,
they must have reached some mutually satisfactory accomodatlon.
There follows in the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' a long series ci
place signs representing conquered localities, some of the latter of
these being depicted in the first two extant pages of Section II of
the Colombino-Becker, which Is composed of Colombino Fragment IV &nd
Becker Fragment 1. I have suggested that probably at least six pages

of pictorial text are now lost from the Colombino-Becker between
its surviving Sections I and II.
This series of conquests (Colombino 20-21) by 8 Deer follows
his becoming co-ruler of Tilantongo and the movement of his symbols
to that

site.

It is similar to the earlier attacks he made after

becoming ruler of Tututepec and. again after his nose had. been pierced
at Tulixtla.huaca of Jicayn. It is possible that some localities
normally subject to Tilantongo rebelled against acknowledging him
as their present co-ruler and future ruler, as also may have been
true when he gained control of Tututepec. If so, the greater number
of conquests he Is now shown making In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse',
in comparison with those he made after becoming ruler of Tututepec,
may reflect the relative importance of the two towns.
These conquests are shown In the Colonabino-Becker as

ininied.iately

preceding the journey to the Sun God in which 1i Jaguar and 12 Movement also participate. While it seems questionable whether 8 Deer
would have received military assistance from 1 Jaguar for these
conquests, the presence of 12 Movement in the subsequent events suggests that the attacks were actually a military operation jointly
captained by the two half-brothers, rather than solely 8 Deer's
responsibility.
The final scene for the year shows the meeting of 8 Deer and
14 JagUar as they prepare to begin the trip to the Sun God • This
Year 8 Rabbit may have been the year for which the greatest amount
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of information about 8 Deer was originally given in the entire
Colosibino-Becker. Although the events of this year now occupy
less than four complete pages in the surviving codex, the probable
loss of some six or more pages between Sections I and II would mean
that the original pictorial data had probably occupied at least
some ten pages. The events of the prior Year 7 House have filled
eight pages of text, and those of the following Year 9 Reed will
occupy at least another seven extant pages. These figures indIcate
the great importance in 8 Deer's life of these three years.
The arduous journey to the Sun God, which 8 Deer and 14. Jaguar
are preparing to begin, occurs entirely in the Year 9 Reed, when 8
Deer will become 36 years old. and 12 Movement will reach the age of
14. years. The trip Is undertaken by a group composed of 8 Deer,
Jaguar, 12 Movement, 9 Flower, and an Individual who cannot now be
Identified; and

it Is shown in the Colombino-Becker as being both

difficult and dangerous. During it there will be repeated battles
and encounters with personages I have suggested become increasingly
more supernatural as the humans draw closer to their goal, which is
the Sun God himself.
The Codex Bodley (33-Iv, 33-il), however, shows two other
Instances in which an individual reaches the Sun God without apparently encountering any prior difficulties. One of these will be accomplished by 14. Wind when he Is only 13 years old, an age at which
he would not have been capable of confronting the dangers that the
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Colonibino-Becker depicts for 8 Deer and his COmpanions. Therefore
there would seem to be two different methods of approaching this
god, and the choice between them may be based on the purposes of
the persons undertaking the trip. 1 Wind's experiences demonstrate
that it is possible to meet this deity without any obstacles needing
to be overcome, as is true for other Mixtec gods. However, 8 Deer
and his companions risk their lives and contend. in several battles
before eventually securing an audience with the deity. These
differences suggest that there would be small purpose in approaching
the Sun God. in this difficult fashion unless the overcoming of these
barriers served to gain some special privilege or concession from
him that could not be obtained In any other way.
As an hypothesis to be considered in attempting to interpret
the events of the journey made by 8 Deer's group, I have proposed
that they may have entered a supernatural environment rather than
being in the normal material world. The pattern of activities shown
for them in the Colonibino-Becker is a series of battles with beings
whose supernaturalness appears to increase as the group penetrates
nearer to the deity, The goal of the humans is apparently to participate in a special ritual held before the Sun God., and although the
purpose and meaning of this ceremony Is not now clear, I have suggested that it might represent a type of oracular prediction made by
the deity concerning the future of the men.

The journey is depicted in the Colombino (21-I) as beginning
with a meeting of 8 Deer and I. Jaguar in a ball court. Both are
fully armed, Indicating that they knew in advance they would encounter
opposition during the trip. Since 12 Movement is shown later as also
participating in the expedition, the prominence given to B Deer in
this scene may be merely another example of the usual bias of the
Colombino-Becker text.
Although the group of humans is armed, they are not intent upon
conquest, for the only conquest arrows shown in the Colombino-Becker
during their entire journey occur in their first adventure, when

Ilie

group is pictured crossing a turbulent body of water (Colombino 2223). I have suggested that it is the crossing of this water that
gives the group access to a supernatural environment. The crossing
itself seems to have been so difficult and dangerous that its
successful completion was likened to a victory and so characterised
by conquest arrows. This scene, which is among the largest in the
surviving Mixtec screenfold manuscripts, occupies two complete pages
in the Colombino-Becker and contains five figures, but the artist has
omitted all personal and calendar names.
The subsequent scenes (Colonibino 2 11. -Becker 2) show a repeated
pattern of the group reaching a particular site and. then having to
engage in battle in order to be able to continue their advance.
Their opponents become increasingly more supernatural in appearance,
the final group consisting of two men whose cut-open chests indicate

they had already been sacrificed (Becker 2-111). These sacrificed
warriors are fulfilling the religious role specified for such victims,
by defending and protecting the sun. The body of ii. Grass, one of
these two warriors, had been shown in front of 8 Deer and 6 Monkey
16 years earlier during the events preceding 8 Deer's becoming ruler
of Tututepec (Coloxnbino 11._Il).
After the humans have successfully fought their way past the
various obstacles, they are finally admitted into the presence of 1
Death, the Sun God. The Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (l9C: 78-11-Ill)
pictures both 8 Deer and 1 $. Jaguar, in subservient positions, presenting gifts to the deity. The Becker (3-Ill), however, shows only 8

Deer, and depicts him seated with the deity in a position that implies near equality; this is doubtless another example of 8 Deer's
status being inflated. Both the Becker (3-Il-i) and the ZoucheNuttall 'Reverse' (1902 : 78-Ill) then show 8 Deer and 1$. Jaguar
kindling fire in a fire-log. The Sun God does not participate in
this ceremony and it would therefore appear to be concted only
with the mortals of the group. Both texts also show that the deity
reciprocated the gifts of the two wen (Becker 5-Il-I; Zouche-Nuttall
'Reverse' l9: 79-III-IV).
The Colombino-Becker then presents the climax of the entire

journey in a large scene occupying a full page (Becker Ii). In
front of the Sun God, 8 Deer and 1 Jaguar point to a depression between two bases whose sides are decorated with sacrificial and

stellar symbols, while 12 1bvement brandishes his weapons. Below
these bases three place signs are depicted: one has been Identified
by &nith (1973: 72., 711.) as Tulancingo of Coixtlahuaca; the other two
are 'Flint' and 'Bound Bundle', the latter being drawn slightly
larger in size than the others. All the energies and resources
which the humans have spent during their journey to this deity have
been aimed at securing participation in this event. Although this
complex scene cannot be clearly interpreted, I have suggested that
It might represent an oracular prediction. This is based principally
upon the presence of the three place signs, none of which has
previously appeared in the extant Colobino-Becker, but each of which
will be shown later in association with specific individuals: Tulancingo of Coixtlahuaca with II. Jaguar, 'Flint' with Ii Wind, and in the

Codex Bodley (10-i) 8 Deer appears to be connected with 'Bound Bundle'.
1. Jaguar is the only person known to be associated with Tulancingo of Coixtiahuaca, appearing in front of it in its only other
depiction in the extant Colontbino-Becker (Becker 111. -I). 'Flint' is
clearly connected with 24. Wind, who will become its ruler 21 years
In the future after he has murdered 8 Deer, although In the present
Year 9 Reed he has not yet been depicted in the Colonibino-Becker
text and Is still only a child seven years In age. The larger size
in which the sign for 'BOUnd Bundle' is drawn might be a subtle
reference to the importance of the locality and particularly to Its
later association with 8 Deer. The extant Colombino-Becker does not
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show him becoming ruler of this site, but this may have been
pictured in the pages lost between Sections II and III of the
manuscript.
12 Movement appears in this scene fully armed as though prepared
for battle, in contrast to the unarmed and peaceful postures of B
Deer and 11. Jaguar. All three men have been together since the start
of this journey, so 12 Movement would presumably have had the same
motives and purposes as the others in making the trip; however, in
the Colonibino-Becker he is not shown in the presence of the Sun God
except in this one scene, and even here none of the three place
signs appears to be related to him. If indeed the present scene involves an oracular prediction concerning the future, 12 Movement's
belligerent appearance might not be directed against his two
companions or the solar deity, but rather against the nature of the
prediction concerning him. His own death is imminent, for this is
his last appearance in the extant Colombino-Becker before he is
shown being killed.
Rather than this scene merely indicating the connexion between
an individual and a particular site, the original context may have
been a much more complex and integrated, presentation of the inter-

relationships that were to develop among the persons associated
with each of these three localities. 'Bound Bundle' will be the
place where 8 Deer sacrifices the two nephews of 12 Movement, and
with their deaths and that of 12 Movement himself, the male descent
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from 5 Alligator's first marriage will be extinguished. ii Wind,
who is a half-brother to the two men killed by B Deer, will later
murder 8 Deer and eventually become ruler of 'Flint'. Ii. Jaguar will
gain control of Tulancingo of Coixtiahuaca and will apparently
attempt to kill 1 Wind, only to be stopped by the Sun God and
ordered to perforate II. Wind's nose.
Section II of the extant Colombino-Becker ends with this scene
before the Sun God, which is also the final event for the Year 9
Reed to have survived in the codex. During the three Years 7 House,

8 Rabbit, and 9 Reed, 8 Deer has sought and achieved his goal of
being accepted as the heir to Tilantongo, reinforced his position
by extensive conquests, and made a remarkable trip to the Sun God,
perhaps to obtain a prediction of his future. Nevertheless, 12
Movement probably continues to be regarded by most persons as the
'real' ruler of Tilantongo. Not until the older man is dead will

8 Deer be able to assume full control of this town; and even then,
in order to consolidate his position completely, he must remove
the potential threat that will always be posed by 12 Movement's two
nephews. By the time he has completed his visit to the Sun God, 8
Deer appears to have achieved all that he can accomplish while he
is still merely co-ruler of Tilantongo with 12 Movement.
Between Sections II and III of the Coloinbino-Becker I have
suggested that perhaps no more than two pages may be missing. A
peregrination by 8 Deer might have been pictured on these lost pages,
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and probably the sign for the Year 10 Flint would be given. 8
Deer becomes 37 years of age during this year, and, it Is the fiftyfifth and final year of life for 12 Movement. In addition, unique
Information concerning 14. Jaguar would have occurred in these missing pages, since events are depicted being concluded in the lover
part of the first surviving page of Section III (Becker -II) that
appear to show him meeting one of his associates. None of the men
in this latter scene has been given a name by the artist, however,
although the site of the meeting Is fully delineated. Section III
of the extant codex consists of Becker Fragment 2, Coloaibino Fraginent II, and Becker Franent 3.
The continuous text of Section III begins on the fragmentary
page Becker a, where there still remains a small part of a drawing
of a seated figure, followed by two conquests not depicted in any
other Mixtec manuscript (Becker a-5-I). These data suggest the
final portion of the pattern that has been demonstrated previously
as occurring each time 8 Deer gains control of another major site:
he meets an important person, then carries out a series of conquests.
If this pattern is applicable to the present circumstances, 8 Deer
has probably become the ruler of 'Bound Bundle', as the Bodley (10-I)
appears to indicate. All the Information relative to his obtaining
control of this locality would have been pictured In the pages lost
between Sections II and III.
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The killing of 12 Movement is then depicted (Becker 5-I). The
scene of his death has been separated from the preceding conquests
by a pale red line to indicate that it did not result from those
battles. He is killed at 'Sweatbath', and the two consecutive Days
11 Death and 12 Deer are given. No antecedent events are shown In
either the Coloznbino-.Becker or Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902: 811) to account for his death.
The man who has ruled Tilantongo for 18 years thus dies under
mysterious circumstances, In the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse' (1902:
81-I) another man is shown cutting out his heart, but the Becker
scene, although partially destroyed and, retouched, is not sufficiently
large enough to contain the depiction of another person. Nor is there
any apparent reason for 12 Movement's death, since he is not pictured
being captured In battle nor even offering himself voluntarily for
sacrifice. Of the two days cited In the Becker, the Day 12 Deer
falls exactly midway between occurrences of his name-day, and could
imply that his death was planned In advance for this specific time.
12 Movement is 55 years old in the Year 10 Flint when he Is
killed. His death simultaneously elevates 8 Deer to sole control of
Tilantongo and opens the way for him to contend directly with 12
Movement's two nephews. There is no extant evidence in any Mixtec
manuscript implicating 8 Deer In 12 Movement's death, but the
coincidence of his dying mysteriously just when he had essentially
outlived any further usefulness to 8 Deer cannot help but raise the

question of

8 Deer's

possible involvement. The evidence is entirely

circumstantial, however.

8 Deer

will not take action against the

rulers of 'Sweatbath', where 12 Movement was killed, but instead will
attack 'Red and White Bundle', the home of 12 Mo

me'

a two nephs a,

although there does not appear to be any indication that this latter
family was responsible for 12 Movement's death. But blaming the two
nephews for their uncle's death will justify his conquering them,
and this Is necessary if

8 Deer

is to eliminate any possible futui

conflict over his right to control Tilantongo.
The celebration of 12 Movement's funeral services is then
recorded in the Colombino-Becker, and. the events that immediately
follow it appear to be the rites by which
of Tilantongo (Becker

6-1-8-ill). 8

8 Deer

takes full control

Deer plays a major role in all

the funeral ceremonies, assisted by his younger brother

9 Flower,

who is also 12 Movement's half-brother, and by 5 Rain, whose genealogical descent Is unknown. Notably absent during these occasions
are the only living descend.ents of 12 Movement's own family line,
his niece and two nephews who live at 'Red and White Bundle', and
their father 11 Wind, who is 12 Movement's former brother-in-law.
Because of the erasures of crucial parts of these scenes, it
is now difficult to distinguish between the end. of the funeral
services and the beginning of those rites by which

8 Deer

becomes

the sole ruler of Tilantongo. In addition, the internal structural
arrangement of some of these scenes is such that the boundaries
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between them are not clear, which contributes further to the
difficulties of interpretation. With the death of 12 Movement, however, 8 Deer would have inherited Tilantongo, and he probably wanted
to make his position clear by performing the necessary rituals as
soon as 12 Movement's funeral was completed.

5 Rain, who assists 8 Deer during the funeral rites, has not
been depicted in the extant Colombino-Becker for 17 years. His only
other prior appearance occurred in the Year 6 Reed, wlnI aided 8
Deer during the events directly preceding the latter's taking control
of Tututepec. Since he performed these services when 8 Deer was
gaining the first site he is known to have ruled, it is appropriate
that

5

Rain also assist at the funeral rites for 12 Movement, for

these iianedlately precede

8 Deer's finally obtaining complete control

of Tilantongo, the last and most important site he is to rule.
The key scene in the Colombino-Becker depiction of the events
following the funeral unfortunately has been partially destroyed, although there still remains a complex base supporting a decorated
building within which is a very large depiction of the round bag
(Becker 9-I-Il). This round bag is a major component In the ceremony
performed by a new ruler when he is not the first son of the previous
ruler, and It is possible that 8 Deer was originally shown here carry-

ing out such a rite. However, this ceremony normally takes place at
the site which the new ruler Is to control, while the present drawing
contains none of the elements of the Tilantongo sign as these have
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been identified by Caso

(1966: 33). It is also possible that since

8 Deer has already performed this ceremony once (Colombino 15-li),
when he became co-ruler of Tilantongo, it is now necessary that he
carry out the rite at another locality.
A series of place signs and. symbols are shown in front of this
building, followed by two men, each carrying an irregular red object
in one hand and a small baton in the other, and having neither persona], nor calendar names (Becker

9-8-fl-Ill). The nature of these

two personages is not clear, but they will also appear again in a
later scene (Becker 12) that confirms

8 Deer's control of Tilantongo.

Since in the present events he is now becoming the sole ruler of
that town following 12 Movement's funeral rites, it is possible
that these two men function as an important part of the ceremony of
becoming ruler of Tilantongo.

8 Deer is 37 years of age when he succeeds to the control of
Tilantongo in the Year 10 Flint. It had been only a few years
earlier, in the Year 7 House, that he had begun the chain of events
that has now led to this position of power. But before he can
consider that his position is completely secure, he must resolve
the problem of 12 Movement' a two nephews, who potentially might
enter a claim to inherit Tilantongo from their uncle. The mysterious
circumstances surrounding 12 Movement 'a death supply

8 Deer with the

opportunity of blaming it upon these two nephews, and he mounts an
attack upon their home, 'Red and White Bundle', in the following
Year 11 House.

'Red and White Bundle' is ruled by 11 Wind, formerly the hustand
of 12 Movement 'a younger sister 6 Lizard, by whom he fathered the
two sons 10 Dog and 6 House, and a daughter 13 Snake (Bodley 8-iv,
3-IV-III). Twenty-nine years later, after 6 Lizard has presumably
died, 11 Wind married 6 Monkey, by whom he had. two more sons, 1i
Wind aM 1 Alligator (Bod.ley 31-II-III; Selden

8-iIi-Iv).

In the

Year 11 House when 8 Deer attacks, all the members of 11 Wind's t
families are apparently still living at 'Red and White Bundle' except
his daughter 13 Snake, who is married and would presumably be living
at the site ruled by her husband (Bodley 11-I).
On the Day 12 Monkey of the Year 11 House, the Colombino-Becker
shows that 8 Deer conquers the site of 'Red and White Bundle' (Becker
8-9-111) and captures 11 Wind, his second wife 6 Monkey, their son
l. Wind, and the two sons 10 Dog and 6 House of 1]. Wind's first
marriage (Becker 10-li-Ill). 11 Wind

and 6 Monkey are killed by

having their hearts cut out (Becker li-ill-li), perhaps soon after
being captured. The Bod.].ey (3i-33-v-Iv) shows that the young

4

Wind

escapes, however, and first goes to the goddess ? 9 Grass, then to
the deity 7 Flower, who apparently aid him. i Wind is only nine
years old at the time his family is conquered.
10 Dog and. 6 House, who are 12 Movement' a nephews, are sacrifi ced
by 8 Deer in special rites held the following Year 12 Rabbit at the
Bite of 'Bound Bundle' (Beeker 11-10-Il-I).

8 Deer apparently found

it desirable or necessary to begin their sacrifice ceremonies on the

Day

6

Snake, a date already noted as of great ritual importance to

him. Since the Day 12 I'bnkey on which he conquered 'Red and White
Bundle', occurs six days after this Day
necessary for him to wait through almost

6

Snake, it was therefore

an entire cycle of days

for the preferred ritual date to recur, during which interval the
next Tear 12 Rabbit also began.
In the Colombino-Becker it is 10 Dog, the elder of the two
brothers, who is killed. by the arrow sacrifice ceremony, while

6

House dies ii gladiator combat. In the Zouche-lluttall 'Reverse'

(l9: 83-III-8i-I),

the methods by which each man dies are the re-

verse of this, and the times of their deaths are given as the Days

6

Snake to 1 Reed. This same series of days had. been utilised by

8

Deer many yeare earlier for the final sequence of events by which
he became the ruler of Tututepec, and its recurrence here seems a
deliberate reference back to those earlier events. Juat as he was
then obtaining his first

important political position, so now- the

sacrifice of his half-sister's two sons removes the last barrier to
his enjoyment of his ultimate political achievement, rule of Tilantongo.
That 8 Deer was concerned principally with killing these two
brothers, and not the remainder of their family, seems evident from
his sacrificing only the two men in a special manner. Although one
of

the brothers

while the other

would have become the heir to 'Red and White Bundle',

might have

attempted to claim

Tilantongo, the fact

that they both shared the identical family descent made it necessy
for 8 Deer to kill both of them to remove completely any future
threats to his position. 11 Wind, and 6 Monkey nay have bee* slain
merely because they defended. their home from 8 Deer's attack and
tried to protect their children. NeIther 11 Wind, 6 Monkey, nor
their sons J+ Wind and 1 AllIgator, was related by blood to 12 Movement 's family, aM 8 Deer apparently never attempts to recapture i.
Wind nor to Interfere with his younger brother, who becomes ruler
of the site his mother had controlled (Selden 9-I).
In the following Year 13 Reed, 8 Deer will complete the consolidation of his position as 5 Alligator's heir by marrying 13 Snake,
the sister of the two men he has sacrificed and. a descendant of 5
Alligator's first marriage. Although she had already been married
to another man by whom she has a son, she will bear 8 Deer at least
five children after their marriage. None of these genealogical data
are recorded in the Colombino-Becker, but they are given in detail
in the Bodley (11-1.2-1-111), and are also found In the Zouche-Nuttall
'verse' (19(2: 26-I)

and

Yithoboa.enaia Reverse (7-8-I).

There yet remains one very Important ceremony for 8 Deer to hold.
Ii the Tear 13 Reed, when he ii 1iO years old, he celebrates his final
confirmation as ruler of Tilantongo, the culmination of his achievements In the Mixteca, The scene In the Becker (11-1-12) occupies
more than a full page, indicating its great importance,

and

it is

also the final major political event shown in the manuscript for 8
Deer prior to his murder 12 years later.

The ceremony is pictured as an exchange of gifts or offerings
between 8 Deer and. a group of five men, none of the latter having
calendar or personal names • 8 Deer is richly garbed and appears
for the first time in the extant Colombino-Becker wearing tripartite
face paint. Two of the men meeting him are holding an irregular red
object in one hand and, a small baton in the other; they are virtually
identical to the two men who appeared earlier (Becker 8-Ill) during
the ceremonies that probably marked. 8 Deer's first assumption of
the sole control of Tilantongo. In the cognate Bodley (10-I) scene,
this present meeting occurs at 'Bound Bundle', and the man shown
meeting 8 Deer is 13 Jaguar, who is known from the Zouche-NuttaU.

'Reverss' (19Cc: -iv) to be from the same locality as 8 Deer's
associate, 5 Rain • This 13 Jaguar would therefore be the leader of
the group in the Becker scene, and is presenting and receiving the
gifts on behalf of his companions.
For the past six years, beginning in the Year 7 Eouse when he

was 3 years old, 8 Deer has been engaged in a lengthy struggle
which he has now completed. In the Year 13 Reed he is now hO years
old and has reached the apogee of his power • With the sacrifice of
his half-sister's ions be has removed the only possible rivals to
his claim to Tilantongo, and La now the undisputed heir to the holdings of his father as well as thos, lands be has acquired himself.
These would include the important coastal town of Tututepec, prob ly
Tulixtiahuaca of Jicayn and 'Bound Bundl&, and the prestigious . gh-

laud site of Tilantongo. Be should therefore be able to exert his
control over an extensive area of the Mixteca, and to influence an
even larger zone • He may possibly have created a nascent 'empire'
which he plans to pass on to his own son as an hereditary right.
This ceremony of confirmation marks the end of 8 Deer's rise
to power, and it also concludes the detailed depiction of his
political life ii the Codex Coloabino-Becker.

Although he has an

additional 12 years to live, a].]. that iU be shown ii the remainder
of the manuscript concerning him are a few of the events leading
directly to his murder, and even in those scenes the emphasis will
not be upon him but upon the man. responsible for killing him: 1 Wind.
The intent of the painters of the Colombino-Becker was to record only

8 Deer's achievement of power, not

his

utilisation of it.

8 Deer did not reach his position of dominance

in

the Mixteca

without a considerable struggle, but the hypothesis which I have
proposed in this study to account for th. death of 12 Movement and

8 Deer's subsequent conquest of 'Red and Whit. Bundle' is considerably
different from that suggested by Caso (1955; 1966 : 39-42) on this
same subject. Caso noted that in the Zouche-Muttall 'Reverse'

68-ill),

12 Movement is depicted in the Year

8 Rabbit

(l9:

standing on

top of a hill within which is the symbol for 'Red and White Bundle';
and in the Bodley (3i-IV), the death bundle of 11 Wind, ruler of
this site, is shown beside a damaged date of the Year -- Reed, which
he (Caso 1960: 57-58) considered to be the Year 9 Reed. Caso

interpreted these two scenes as indicating that 12 Movenent was
making a claint to 'Red and White Bundle' because his sister 6
Lizard had been married, to iti ruler, who had now died. Re considered that a fight for control of the site developed after U
Wind's death, with one contending group being headed by 12 Movement
and the other by the two sons of 11 Wind and 6 Lizard. 12 Movement was sacrificed in the Tear 10 Flint because of this fight, and
in the next Tear U. Rouse 8 Deer revenged his half-brother's death

by conquering 'Red and. White Bundle' and. sacrificing the two Sons
of U Wind.
The most crucial point in Caso's hypothesis is whether 12 Movement might legally have mounted. a clam to 'Red and. White Bundle' on
the basis of his siter having been married to its ruler. The pattern
of inheritance shown in all the Mixtec genealogical manuscripts
reveals quite clearly that be could. not possibly have done so. Upon
the death of a ruler, the site which he controls passes to his first
son. In the present instance, 11 Wind's heir would, have been 10
Dog, his first son by his first wife 6 Lizard.. In addition, other
potential heirs of that same marriage would. have been the second sn

6 House, and perhaps a grandson who was the child of a married
daughter. U Wind bad also married, a second time, to 6 Monkey,
and had by her two more sons, 1 Wind and. 1 Alligator, who might also

have been his possible heirs.

Under these circumstances, it would not have been possible for
12 Movement to sustain any legal pretentlon to 'Red and White Bundle'. Only if the lines of descent from both 11 Wind's two marriages
had, failed completely, might 12 Movement perhaps have been able to
enter a claim, for he did not share a blood relationship wIth 11 .nd
but only with the latter's first irife. But neither of these lines
had failed, and therefore the year in which 11 Wind's death occurred
ii actually irrelevant to the problem of whether 12 Movement could
be considered hi. potential heir. If 11 Wind died in the Year 9 Reed,
as Caso has interpreted the Bodley, control of 'Red and White Bundle'
would. simply have passed to his first son 10 Dog. If 11 Wind survived to be conquered and killed by 8 Deer in the Year 11 House,
the Colombimo-Becker Indicates, then the question of inheritance
would not even have arisen during 12 Movement 's lifetime.
Following the scene of 8 Deer's final confirmation of power in
the Tear 13 Reed when he was 1iO years old (Becker 12), the next
event recorded for him in the Colombino-Becker does not occur until
the Tear 10 House, when he has already reached the age of 50 years.
His several marriages and the births of his children are not alluded
to in the codex, although those for which dates are known all took
place between his fortieth and fiftieth years. However, some knowledge of these marriages, and particularly the problems surrounding
the births of his first two ions, is essential In order to understand
the circumstances of his murder.

The most extensive account of 8 Deer's marriages is found in
the Bodley

(11-12, 13-114-V), although these are also shown in the
Reverse (8-1-9-111) aM Zouche-Nuttafl 'Obverse' (1902:

Vindobonensis

26-111-27-I). 8 Deer's first narriage takes place in the Year 13
Reed when he is 110 years old and is to 13 Snake of 'Red and White
Bundle', the daughter of his half-sister 6 Lizard by her husband
11 WInd. 8 Deer makes his second and third marriages when he is 14.2
years of age. His second wife is 6 Eag]a, daughter of his sister

9 Monkey

and.

her husband 8 Alligator, ruler of the place 'Skull'.

The third wife is 10 Buzzard, who may have been associated in some
way with his younger brother 9 Flower. If so, this marriage probably
indicates that 9 Flower has nov died. 8 Deer's marriages to two
other women, 11 Rnake and 6 Wind, are not dated. He has children
by all these women except
The most important of
In the Bodley

6 WInd.,

who

is shown as his final wife.

8 Deer's children are his first two

sons.

(12-11-il), his second wife 6 Eagle is shown bearing

kin a son in the Year 6 House, when 8 Deer is only 14.6 years of age.
However, the Vindoboneisis Reverse (8-ill) and Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' (1902: 27-I-lI) both date this birth as taking place In the
Year

9 Flint,

when

concur in placing

8

Deer is 119 years old. All three manuscripts

the birth of 8 Deer's first son by 13 Snake, his

first wife, in the Year 7 Rabbit, when he is 117 years old (Bodley
11-Ill; Vindoboneneis Reverse 8-I; Zouche-Nuttall 'Obverse' 1902:
26-Ill).
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The Colombino-Becker omits all these genealogical data and
only shows that in the Year 10 House, when he is 0 years old, 8
Deer makes what appears to be a series of conquests (Becker 13-1111). These conquests apparently set in motion the activities that
will culatnate in his death, for idiate1y after then ii. Wind is
pictured meeting at the site of 'Flint' with 10 Jaguar, Flint, and
another man (Becker 13_ill_Ill). Subsequent depictions in the Colombino-Becker leave no doubt that this scene represents I Wind planning
the murder of 8 Deer.
l Wind ii 21 years of age ii this Year 10 House. He has been
depicted. in the Colombino-Becker only once before, 12 years earlier
when 8 Deer had conquered 'Red and White Bundle' and captured his
family. At that time he was only nine years old, but he m'ged to
escape and secured aid from the deities 9 Grass and 7 Flower
(Bod.ley 3ll-33-V-IV). Pour years later, when he was 13 years of
age, he met the Sun God, and. subsequently became ruler of the place
'Fire-Serpent' (Bodley 33-314.- IV).

Therefore for some time he has

been old enough to be physically capable of taking revenge upon 8
Deer, but has not yet chosen to do so.
The site at which Il Wind i. shown, 'Flint', is here depicted
for the first time since the final scene of 8 Deer's meeting with
the Sun God (Becker Ii). In this present Year 10 House, however,

li.

Wind is not yet the ruler of this locality; his taking control of it
still lies seven years in the future. Following this meeting with

7o

the three other men, another two years will elapse before he carries
out his plan to kill

8 Deer.

This delay occurs for only a single

reason -- 1 Wind is waiting for

8 Deer

to attain the symbolic age

of 52 years.
It Is the Year 12 Reed that
anniversary, and

i1

8 Deer

reaches his fifty-second

Wind, puts his plan into action. On the Day 12

House, the Colombino-Becker depicts

5 flint

man in a jaguar helmet who might be

8 Deer

leading Ii. Wind and. a

(Becker 111-III-Colonibino

16-ill). All three men carry bows and arrows. This weapon, which
will also be shown at the scene of

8

Deer's death, is not otherwise

pictured. in the surviving Colombino-Becker except during the cross1mg of the turbulent irater at the start of the trip to the Sun God
(Colcaibino 22). Its appearance mow ii probably very important, aid
could have indicated to the native reader the area to which the
group was going or the activity in which they were supposed to be
engaging.
Then the crucial scene of

8

Deer's murder Is shown (Colonibino

16-li), although it is not accorded any special prominence in the
pictorial text of the Colombino-Becker. On the Day 12 House he is
pictured. lying face downwards below an arched design, while a man
steps from an opening below him aid cuts out his heart. Standing
by looking on are 1 Wind aM 10 Jaguar. The name of the man actually
wielding the flint knife was probably originally given in the Colombino but is now totally destroyed. 10 Jaguar is identified by his
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calendar name, now partially erased, and his characteristic mass
of hair. The calendar names of 8 Deer and 1 Wind, however, were
omitted by the artist, but 1 Wind is shown in his normal 'fireserpent' helmet, and 8 Deer wears his typical jaguar helmet, enabling
each to be identified readily.
The Bodley (])i-v-Iv) records a quite different account of

8

Deer's death, Wind's involvement being totally omitted. On the
Day 1 Grass of the Year 12 Reed, 8 Deer is depicted. holding a bow
and arrow and travelling towards a site where the calendar and, personal names of his second vif• 6 Eagle have been attached to a
bird perched in a tree • Re is then shown across a sacrificial stone
having his heart cut out by a man named 9 Wind, while 10 Jaguar
watches. Eleven days later, on the Day 12 House, his death bundle
is depicted within an .nclosed area while 8 Alligator looks on.
Caso (1960: 1,.l) interpreted thess Bod.ley events as indicating
that

8 Deer

ins

captured while attacking the home of 6 Eagle, but

this cannot be true because her parents 8 Alligator and. 9 *nkey
rule the place 'Skull' (Bodley 12-I), and neither it nor the sign
for the locality controlled by her first husband (Bodley 12-i-Il)
contains any of the elements pictured in the Bodley site to which 8
Deer i. going. I have suggested instead, that the appearance of 6
Eagle 5

name might indicate that she was the person who informed

Wind of 8 Deer's plb.as to go to this particular locality and so enabled him to be captured.
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8 Alligator is simultaneously 8 Deer's brother-in-law, as the
husband of his sister 9 Monkey, and, father-In-law, as the father
of his wife 6 Eagle. He may also now be 8 Deer's closest living
adult male relative, since 8 Deer's younger brother and. maternal
half-brother appear to have died, and all his eons are only small
children. 10 Jaguar, who appears in both the Colombino-Becker and
Bod.ley depictions of 8 Deer's murder, will be shown again in the
latter codex in a procession honouring 14 WIM (Bodley 32-Il-Ill).
His presence in thi, later event probably indicates that the Bod.ley
artist was well aware of 14 Wind's role in 8 Deer's death but
deliberately suppressed it.
One of the reasons Ii. Wind would have for wanting to kill 8
Deer would of course have been that of personal revenge: 8 Deer hal
conquered. his home, killed his parents, sacrificed his two older
half-brothers, and married his half-sister. In addition, however, Ii.
VIM may have also had. a political motive for planning to kill 8
Deer. He might have been brought into contact with 6 Eagle by the
need of having an ally who could inform him of 8 Deer' s plans.

6 Eagle was only 8 Deer's second wife, but according to the
Bodley (12-Il) she bore him a son named 6 House one year before his
first wife 13 Snake gave birth to her first son 11. Dog (Bodley UIII). If so, this would have created. an awm Rlous situation for 8
Deer, for his first son, who should. be his principal heir, would then
not be the child of his first wife • But 8 Deer had married 13
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Snake, a granddaughter of 5 Alligator, In order to legitlisise his
own position as 5 Alligator's heir, and it seems quite clear that
he would have expected the first son of this marriage to be the one
to inherit his extensive holdings.
Since the Vindobonensis Reverse (8-li-Ill) and. Zouche-Nuttall
'Obverse' (l9C: 27-I-Il) both show 6 Eagle's child, being born

two years after 13 Snake's first son, it may be possible that 8
Deer attempted to remedy the problem caused by the birth sequence of

the two boys by deliberately relegating 6 Eagle's son to a later
date in order to give preference to 13 Snake's child.

if

so, 6

Eagle would see herself being robbed of the rights and privileges
she should receive as mother of the first-born, with her only son

forced to occupy a minor position among 8 Deer' a other children.

8 Deer might well

have considered the celebration of his fifty-

second year to be the appropriate time to clarify which of his sons
was to be his heir -- just as, years before, 12 Movement had. acknowl-

edged 8 Deer as his heir upon reaching the age of 52 years. If 6
Eagle's son was to maintain a claim to being 8 Deer's heir, it would
be necessary for 8 Deer to be killed before he could irrevocably
indicate a preference for 13 Snake's son. In the absence of any

public ceremony by 8 Deer, 6 Eagle might then be able to claim as
her son's birthright the control of 8 Deer's most important town,
Tilantoxigo.

6 Eagle might therefore have been willing to help with

11. Wind's plans to kill 8 Deer, in order to ensure her own son's
future.
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Ii. Wind. may also have been motivated by political considerations

in preparing

to kill 8 Deer

at this particular time. If 8 Deer

died while all his children were still sma].l, and particularly before he had. made any clear

decisions about

the inheritances of the

individual sons, the potential 'empire' he had created would be
fragmented. Without a strong central figure to hold, the area
together, and with 6 Eagle asserting her son s a rights to the
important site of Tilantongo, 1. Wind might have foreseen a major

division of

8 Deer's territory between the eons of

6 Eagle

and

13 Snake, with perhaps other wives claiming lesser sites for their
sons. Such a division would destroy any hopes 8 Deer might have had
of founding a &ynasty whose effective centralised

authority would.

extend over a aizeab].e region of the Mixteca. In addition, 8 Deer's
death and the lack of any single adult to replace him would also
supply an opportunity for all, disaffected rulers of subsidiary towns
to revolt and assert their independence, thus further fragmenting
the area whIch 8 Deer had united..

Wind. would. thus not only have

killed his enemy, but would also have destroyed a major part of his
political accomplishments.
Following

the depiction of 8 Deer's murder in the Colombino-

Becker, the next scene (Colombino 16-Il-Becker 11i_II)

shows the badly

damaged figure of 1 Wind. at the site of 'BOUnd Bundle', facing a
building containing the round bag. The scene has been partially
destroyed, although it resembles the ceremony performed when the new

ruler of a site is not the son of the preceding ruler. 'Bound. Bundle', according to the Bodley (10-I), had earlier passed under

8

Deer's control, and if 1e Wind is now attempting to beooue its
ruler, he apparently fails, for no extant text shows him in control
of this locality. It is also possible that 1L Wind. is carrying out
some other ceremony, perhap. of expiation for having killed
or even a ritual in memory of his awn family, for

8 Deer

8 Deer,

had.

sacrificed. his two half-brothers at this site.
110 funeral rites are shown for

8 Deer

in the Colo,nblno-Becker,

and after the depiction of his murder there ii no further reference
to him in the surviving manuscript. Nothing could reveal more clearly
that it was only

8 Deer'

a rise to power that was of importance in

the composition of this historical text.
Other than performing a ceremony at 'Bound Bundle', Wind apparent].y makes no claim to any of the localities controlled by

8

Deer, but rather continues to rule only 'Tire-Serpent'. By maintaining his *ormal pattern of activities be may have hoped to keep
secret his role in

8 Deer's

death.

6 Wind

is shown (Becker i1i_II)

meeting 1 Wind at 'Tire-Serpent'; she ii pictured ii the Bodley (13lll-V) ai

8 Deer's

final wife, mad the only one by which he did not

have children. I have suggested that

8 Deer

was her first husband,

and that she was probably still a young woman at the time of his
death. 14. Wind. ii himself only 23 years old, and perhaps

6 Wind

postulated their marriage, but nothing is known to result from their
meeting.
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The final event for the Year 12 Reed. show-s a man for vbcs all
the distinguishing characteristics have now been erased, meeting 14.
Jaguar at a place identified by Smith (1973:

72, 711.)

as Tulancingo

of Coixtiahuaca (Becker 114I). This marks the first appearance of
this site in the extant Colonbino-Becker since it was shown In the
final scene of the

journey to the Sun God. (Becker Ii). Since it

does not appear to be the sane locality as that at which

8

Deer's

representatives had met Ii. Jaguar many years before (Colonibino

9-12),

it is not clear whether 14. Jaguar has now additionally acquired
control over it, or if the meeting is

merely held there.

The text of the Colombino-Becker then skips to the Year 2
Rabbit, three years after

8

Deer's death. A group of Ii. Jaguar's

men begin a journey (Colonbino 16-i), led by a man carrying an object
similar to that which 14. Wind, held. as he witnessed

8

Deer's death

(Colombino 16-li). This group subsequently attacks 'Fire-Serpent',
which

14

Wind, still rules, and captures two men (Becker l-I), al-

though neither of then is 14 Wind. 14 Wind flees to several other
sites before the Sun God or his representative addresses 14. Jaguar
(Becker 16-I-Il) and causes him to break off his attack on
14

14

Wind.

Jaguar then confronts 1. Wind, at the site of 'Fire-Serpent' (Becker

16-l-II). The Bodley (311._33.IV_II) shows somewhat different details

pictures the Sun God intervening more directly

for the conflict, and
to protect

14

Wind from

14

Jaguar.
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For the next Year 3 Reed the Colombino-Becker shows only that
14

Wind's nose is perforated, perhaps by Ii. Jaguar himself (Becker 15-

il-ill). The Bodley (314-I) also shows this ceremony, but additionally
pictures 14 Wind afterwards with a number of symbols, and then depicts
a procession of men returning with him to 'Fire-Serpent' (Bod.ley 3141-32-111). All the men of this procession are drawn with only their
personal characteristics for identification, except three for whom
calendar names are also given. One of these latter is 10 Jaguar,
who ha. been shown in both the Coloabino-Becker and. Bod.ley witnessing
8 Deer's death, and it is impossible to appreciate fully the importance

of his appearance in this procession without understanding 14 Wind's
role in that murder.
The Bod].ey (32-31-111) then pictures Ii Wind at 'Fire-Serpent',
where he i. shown with a very large depiction of the round bag. Having gained

control of this site when be was only 13 years of age,

this is now the fourteenth year he has ruled it.
In the Year 11. Flint, when

14

Wind is 28 years old, he is shown

in

the Colombino-Becker travelling to the place 'Flint', accompanied

by

14

Jaguar or his representative (Becker 15-Ill). In the final

extant scene of the Codex Colombino-Becker,

14

Wind is

pictured as

the ruler of this site, receiving symbolic offerings in a ceremony
that I have suggested i. necessary to legitimise the position of a
new ruler when he is not related to the previous ruler (Becker 16iii). The Bodley (31-Ill-ri) also records this event, then shows
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(Bod.ley 32-Iv-28-II) other events of importance in Ii. Wind's later
life, including offerings to deity figures and. the only conquest he
is known to have made, and indicates that his death did not occur
until he had reached the age of 72 years.
Neither the Colombino-Becker nor the Bod].ey gives a recognisable
clue as to why 1 Jaguar attacks 1i. Wind. Although the conflict might
perhaps relate to

8 Deer's

murder, three years have elapsed since he

was killed. Aditiona1ly, however, there is no apparent reason 'why
ii. Jaguar should be concerned about

8 Deer's

death or 1 Wind's part

in it. 1. Jaguar and 8 Deer had last been together during their jcxirney
to the Sun God, which occurred. 16 years prior to

8 Deer's

murder and

19 years before 14. Jaguar's attack on 1. Wind. If 11. Jaguar's enmity
did. arise from 1 Wind's involvement in

8 Deer's

death, the attack

may have been due more to 14. Jaguar's desire to punish the killer of
such an important person, rather than to a personal motive such as
friendship for

8 Deer.

The direct intervention of the Sun God. 1 Death in the fight between 14. Jaguar and. 14. Wind indicates how serious their conflict was
considered to be. 1 Death acted decisively to put an end to it by
ordering 1 Jaguar to cease his attack, which should have been su.fficient both to restore and to maintain peace between the two men.
However, the deity went further and ordered that the nose piercing
ceremony be held for 14. Wind. This rite would not seem necessary to
perpetuate peace between the two, and. therefore the ceremony may have
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been performed for some other reason, perhaps in order to qualify
I. Wind, to become ruler of the site of 'Flint'.
It is also possible that the Sun God was acting with expediency
in this matter in order to ensure peace in the Mixteca. During the
three years since

8 Deer's death, his holdings would have been

divided among his small sons. A number of important Mirtec towns
would, thus have been left without strong adult leaders, in addition
to the loss of all centralised control. It is possible that ]. Death
feared the whole region might become embroiled in a series of battles
for power if the conflict between 1 Jaguar and }4 Wind, was allowed
to continue unchecked. Not only might the various towns take sides
for or against either of these protagonists, but the rulers of other
areas outside the Mirteca might also attempt to enlarge their positions, resulting in a serious crisis for the whole region.
The perforation of Ii. Wind's nose at the instigation of the Sun
God would have emphasised the protection afforded him by this deity.

This in turn

might not only have helped to forestall 1 Jaguar's

hostilities against 1 Wind, but would also have been instrumental
in keeping other fights from erupting later, particularly when the
children of

8 Deer were older and might have desired to avenge their

murder. But it is clear that the nose piercing ceremony
placed 14. Wind in a different position from that which
attained by the same rite • Because

8 Deer had.

8 Deer was the son of his father's

second marriage, his nose perforation was probably essential in order
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for him to become a suitable heir for a town as important as Tilantongo. k Wind, however, although also the son of his father's second
marriage, does not inherit the site 'Red and White Bundle' ruled by
his father, and therefore his nose perforation cannot have been
intended to qualify him for such a succession. 'Flint', of which he
does become ruler, is not shown in the surviving codices prior to
the time it is associated with him, so that it seems quite possib1e
his nose perforation was related to his future assumption of control
of this locality.
1i Wind did not gain -- nor apparently even attempt to gain -control over a large area such as 8 Deer had done, although this may
have been in part because

he could not do so. The sudden removal

of 8 Deer's strong leadership would have resulted in political
realignments in the area that had been under his direct control, as

well as in the wider zome subject to his influence. Not only was
this region divided among
time in

8 Deer's

some, but also for the first

the histories recorded, in the Nixtec codices, sites are

shown that are controlled by persons whose family backgrounds are unknown. Although in some cases this latter situation may be due to
the destruction of the relevant texts, it could also possibly reflect
that the period of confusion following 8 Deer's death enabled local
leaders to take control of sites

'stitch they had not previously held,

permitting towns that had been of lesser importance to achieve a

greater prominence. If there 'were such a considerable fracturing

of the prior lines of power, l Wind. might well have found it impossible to impose his control over the area even had he desired
to do so.
Wind is known to have engaged in warfare only once in his
life (Bodley 32-IV), which could indicate that he did not need to
resort to force to exercise his influence • The precise nature of
that influence, and the manner in which he exerted it, would already
be wtll known to the native readers of the codices and did not need.
to be explicitly expressed. It also seems possible that the very
length of his life-span night have contributed to his attaining a
considerable influence, since he ruled. the site of 'Flint' for
years, from the time he was 28 years old until his death at the age
of 72 years.
1 Jaguar occupies a position of great importance in the lives
of both 8 Deer and Wind, and as protrayed in the Colombino-Becker
he is a powerful individual independent of the control of either
man. lie importance in the codex Is reflected. by the aunt of
space devoted to the activities in which he took part, for nearly
ho per cent of the extant scenes are of events In which he is known
to have participated. In the original undivided. manuscript there
would. have been an even greater number of such scenes, since the
lost pages between Sections I and II would, have depicted his second
meeting with 8 Deer, and, in the missing part between Sections II and
III some reference to him must have occurred that is completed at

the start of Section III. Even In the concluding portion of the
text, the majority of the scenes shown for 1 Wind concern his
clash with 1. Jaguar.
1 Jaguar's independence is clearly demonstrated by the manner
in which 8 Deer had to solicit the nose perforation ceremony from
him, and his power is shown when even the goddess 9 Reed was able
to secure only his agreement to play a ball game against 8 Deer.
However, ii Jaguar was at least susceptible to the pressure brought
to bear upon him by this goddess; and later, during his conflict with
1. Wind, he is clearly depicted as subordinate to the orders of the
Bun God. His power would thus appear to be limited principally to
the temporal realm. He I. also the only person to be shown in the
Co].oabino-Becker as having his own group of characteristically
attired associates and. representatives, yet despite his independence
and power, he does not appear as an enemy. By the time he and

8

Deer undertake the journey to the Su* God., their relationship seems
to have changed markedly, for the two of them are shown -- at least
in the Colombino-Becker -- as equals. If so, it Is 8 Deer's status
that has risen, for he was originally the inferior.
The political history depicted in the Coloebino-Becker ceases
to concentrate upon

8 Deer

after the ceremony that confirms his

control of Tilantongo and his consequent domination of the Mixteca
(Becker 12), and. instead 1 Wind is the centre of interest in the
remaining pages of the manuscript. Yet 8 Deer's presence in the
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codex is so all-pervaiing that, of its 1iO surviving pages, the
first 35 are devoted exclusively to him, and only three of the
concluding pages fail to depict his activities.
The story of

8 Deer presented in the Codez Colomblno-Becker is

essentially the political biography of his rise to power: a chronicle
of the most important official and public acts be performed while
striving for his ultimate goal of dominance in the Mixteca • His
activities are always pictured in a very sympathetic fashion, and
the artists of the codex have employed subtle means to increase his
apparent status whenever this is possible. But alter

8 Deer has

reached the zenith of his power, the remainder of the text is concerned with 1i With's subsequent rise • This change is nowhere more in
evidence than in the manner in which the final dozen years of

8

Deer's life are treated, f or other than several of his conquests,
the remainder of the events show Ii. With

plan1ng and

carrying out

8 Deer's murder. Idiately after this murder the text continues
with scenes involving 1 With; no funeral rites are depicted for

8

Deer, nor is he again alluded to in the remainder of the extant text.
1

With's own life history, however, is omitted from the Colom-

bino-Becker except as it intersects that of

8 Deer. Thus after be-

ing pictured when 8 Deer captures him as a child at the conquest
'Red and. White Bundle', Wind. is not shown again in the ColombinoBecker until be plots and carrie, out

8 Deer's murder. With 8 Deer

dead, the remaining scenes for 1 Wind show only the key events of

1i8i.

his subsequent rise to prominence: his clash with 1 Jaguar, the
intervention of the Sun God, his nose perforation, &ud. his becoming
ruler of 'Flint'. This would, indicate

that 1 Wind'. history

was

included in the Colombino-Becker only because of his conflict with
8 Deer, and not for any reason inherent in his own birth or background.
Even the most detailed and favourable surviving source on
Wind, the Codex Bodley, ehows no activities for him after his thirtyfifth year. Just as the interest which the painters of the ColombinoBecker had in 8 Deer's political life ceased with the confirmation
of his control over Tilantongo, so also that of the artist of the
Bodley seems to have stopped with II. Wind's gaining the rule of
'Flint', and for the same reason: each man had reached the peak of
political power attainable to him at that time in the Mixteca.
It seems probable that the information shown for Ii Wind in
the final part of the Colombino-Becker may have been obtained from
a source other than the one that served as the basis for the depiction of 8 Deer's life in the remainder of the codex • The source for
Ii. Wind's history was clearly not reticent in revealing his direct
involvement ii 8 Deer's death, nor were the painters of the Colombino-Becker hesitant to make use of this information; in contrast,
th. artist of the Codex Bod.ley carefully shields 1 Wind, from any
complicity in this event • The present Coloabino-Becker text may
thus be an amalgam from two different sources, one relating 8 Deer's
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rise to power and the other detailing
concerning

14

14

Wind's life. The source

Wind may have included his entire life and so have been

much longer and more detailed than the few scenes nov shown for him
in the Colombino-Becker. The painters of the latter manuscript
would have needed to draw upon only a small part of these data because their principal concern was to show how 14. Wind murdered 8
Deer and destroyed his political achievements.
While the artists of the Colombino-Becker clearly depict 14. WInd's
role in

8

Deer's death, their treatment of 11. Wind's life nevertheless

appears to be relatively free from bias, except as the revealing of
the truth about this murder i. itself an obvious matter of bias. The
Bodley artist, on the other hand, always attempts to present 14. Wind
in the most favourable manner, giving full details of his attaining
power while carefully avoiding any indication that he was involved
in 8

Deer's death • The Colombino-Becker text may therefore be used

to balance the account presented in the Bodley, and. from these two
manuscripts, taken together, there can be recovered as accurate a
portrayal of a part of 14 Wind's life as it is possible to obtain
from purely pictorial sources.
br

8

Deer, however, there is now little alternative information

to the laudatory version of his life presented. in the ColombinoBecker. The Zouche-Juttall 'Reverse' does depict his older halfbrother 12 ?vement participating with him in some activities, thereby revealing the bias of the Colombino-Becker in at least those
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instances. But many of the events shown in the Colonibino-Becker
are omitted from the Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse', and in other cases
the scenes in the two manuscripts are not significantly different.

8

The Bodley account of

Deer's activities adds little new material.

Itis therefore always necessary, when studying the ColombinoBecker text, to be aware that the artists of the codex are probably
depicting

8

Deer in the most advantageous manner possible. Conse-

quently, rather than the scenes being accepted as they are shown, the
appropriateness and probable truthfulness of the paintings must be
constantly evaluated as the manuscript Is interpreted.
Caso

(1966: 21)

has suggested that the Colombino-Becker might

have been painted ii a small town ruled by the man n8med

5 Rain,

who

is pictured in both the Colombino-Becker and Zouche-Nuttall 'Reverse'.
The importance accorded to this individual in the texts of the two
codice. differs markedly, however • In the Colombino-Becker he appears assIsting

8 Deer

ruler of Tututepec,

in the events leading to the latter becoming

and then

again during the funeral rites for 12

)vément. During the 17 yeari between these two occurrences he Is
not shown in the Colombino-Becker at all, although his only appearance
in the Zouche-Nuttafl 'Reverse' falls during this interval, when he
is depicted as merely one of the large group of men meeting at Ti]antongo with

8

Deer aM 12 Movement upon the occasion of the celebra-

tion of the latter's fifty-second year.
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From these discrepancies Caso concluded that, while 5 Rain
had aided
been an

8 Deer, his presentation

in

the Colombino-Becker may have

attempt to claim a greater importance than was actually

justified. However, if 5 Rain's appearance in only two sets of
events in the Coloinbino-Becker is already an exaggeration of his
actual serices to

8 Deer, it would, seem that he nit also have teen

shown participating with him in still other activities • The fact
that he does not appear to be so depicted would indicate to me that
his role is probably accurate as recorded in the Colcmblno-Becker.
There is

perhaps some tendency to ascribe too great an importance

to 5 Rain merely because his name is known, but he is certainly not
the only person pictured in the Colombino-Becker assisting

8

Deer.

His few depictions in the cod.ex do not seem sufficient to warrant
Its having been painted for him, particularly in the lIt of the

constant emphasis placed in the text upon 8 Deer's rise to power.
The purpose for which the Codex Colombino-Becker was painted
nay have been to

illustrate how 8 Deer spent most of his life

achievliig his goal of exercising

a substantial power in the Mixte,

and how i1. Wind that killed him and

destroyed that concentration of

power before an hereditary 'empire' could be established.
There are now a number of indications that the Colonibino-Becker
has had a lengthy association

with the coastal Mixtec town of Tutu-

tepec. In the pictorial text of the manuscript itself, the events
leading

to 8 Deer's becoming the ruler of Tututepec are shown in
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extensive detail. The later deliberate erasure of part of these
drawings has been done in such a manner as to preserve those place
signs that appear to refer to Tututepec. Both the Colombino and the
Becker fragments have been glossed with the names of a number of
coastal towns; and. the Colombino pieces are additionally heavily
glossed with the boundaries of localities that were under the
influence of Tututepec (Smith

1963; 1966; 1973).

In 1717 the Colon-

bino frants were presented by the cacipue of Tututepec as evidence
in support of his lands claim against a neighbouring town (SmIth
The erasures and.

1963).

glosses appear to be attempts to make explicit

a relationship between the codex and. Tututepec after the ability to
read. the painted text had been lost. Such a close association would
not have developed ii a short time, nor is it probable that it would
have persisted in the Colonial period unless it was founded upon a
considerable prior native tradition connecting the manuscript with
the town.

These data all indicate that probably the association of

the Colombino-Becker with Tututepec extends back into the preHispanic era,
In this study I have concentrated upon interpreting the pict1a1
text of the Codex Colombino-Becker. I have confined my research
primarily to this single document in an attempt to determine the
specific version of Nixtec history recorded in its pages, for each
of the surviving I4ixtec codices reflects the different historical
knowledge of its artists • This analysis has revealed the outstanding
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narrative quality of the Co].ombino-Becker text, and has enabled me
to determine the larger coatext from which the individual scenes
derive their meaning. Because of this approach I have been able to
achieve a much greater integration of the text than has been possible
previously, and as a result I have suggested new interpretations for
many of the events ehowm in this manuscript. It is my hope that
the present study may contribute towards achieving a fuller and.
more adequate understanding of Mixtec history, by the recovery and
explanation of more of the pictorial information contained In the
Codex Colombino-Becker.
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